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Introduction: (Roger Eaton)

As many of you are aware, the radiation reduction programs

that are underway in Elliot Lake, Uranium City, Port Hope and Bancroft

are a result of a joint federal-provincial activity, under the Task

Force on Radioactivity. This Task Force was initially set up when it

was realized that the contamination problem in Port Hope required some

fast and expensive action. Prompted by this effort other areas were

Identified and the Task Force mandate was extended from Port Hope to

include uranium mining communities. Remedial action in the mining

communities has concentrated on structural changes to buildings while

in Port Hope soil removal has been the main activity. Such structural

changes has opened up the requirement for new technologies.

As a result of geographic separation of these communities,

it was found that the Ottawa office has been the focal point for

information which of necessity needed to be passed on to everyone

else. Such a situation is acceptable only for a limited time; it is

eventually necessary to bring all the parties together. Hence the

conception of this workshop. It needs to be stressed that this is a

workshop not a conference for the exchange of scientific papers; that

is, it is to be an informal exchange of Ideas, hypothesis, gut feelings,

on the problem being faced.

In addition, we have often had to find solutions before really

defining the problem; it is only recently that we have begun to

understand what the problems are. As a consequence of this, a lot of

things were initially done without fully understanding why. Some

solutions worked, some did not. It is necessary to exchange all

these experiences and nobody will be held accountable for ideas or

concepts that cannot be proven yet. This is a further reason this is

a workshop and an exchange of information largely for the benefit of

our consultants in these four communities.

I am glad that there is representation from universities, from

instrument manufacturers and from the U.S.A. and U.K. I think you
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can provide a different point of view. I would like to thank our

friends that have come from across the borders, making this an

international affair although I do not want to call it as such. So

lets begin.
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REMEDIAL TECHNIQUES FOR RADIATION REDUCTION IN
INHABITED STRUCTURES

Introduction

The selection of a remedial technique for a specific site

is dictated by the source and magnitude of radiation, the

type of construction encountered, and the structural con-

dition of the foundation walls and basement floors of a

building.

This paper describes the type of construction encountered

in the project areas of Bancroft and Port Hope, the ob-

served entry routes for radon gas; and in general terms

some of the techniques that are being implemented to

resolve radiation problems at specific sites.

Construction Practices and Building Details

Construction details and structural conditions of buil-

dings over or adjacent to radiation sources are very im-

portant as each has its peculiarities in terms of pro-

viding an influx route for radon gas. Field stone foun-

dations at older structures provide a limited barrier to

the influx of radon due to the effects of differential

settlement and to deterioration of mortared stonework.

Migration of radon through earth floors and open sumps

has been well demonstrated in the Bancroft and Port Hope

studies and similar projects at other locations.

Structural and shrinkage cracks in poured concrete as

well as the normal perimeter crack at the floor/wall con-

struction joint are all known entry routes for radon gas.

These structural deficiencies are generally most pro-

nounced in concrete floors which have been poured to
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substandard thickness, without the benefit of reinforcing

steel and without proper bedding. The deterioration of

snap-ties left in formed concrete is another possible

influx route.

Block foundation construction has its own set of unique

conditions that favour radon entry. Radon migrating to

the structure can readily enter the wall cavity through

the mortar joints or indeed through the web of the block

itself (3 to 4 cm thickness). Once in the wall cavity

tha radon will concentrate to levels several times those

measured in the ambient air of the basement. Experience

has shown that the prime entry route of radon from the

cavity to the interior of the structure is not through

the web of the block, the mortar joint or the floor/wall

joint but rather over the top of the wall through gaps

betwoen the timber plate and the final block coursing.

When this entry point is sealed radon levels will be re-

duced; however, only temporarily as the increased gradient

creates new influx routes (block web and mortar joints),

and depending on the magnitude of the source, the interior

radon levels can again increase to unacceptable levels.

A further and perhaps more significant problem is inherent

in houses built with a brick veneer siding as demonstrated

in Figure 1. The normal h" to 1" air space provides an

excellent path for gas to move from the block plenums up

through and into the warm areas of the house. Finding a

universal and reasonable solution to this particular pro-

blem is of continued concern.

Many of the homes, particularly older ones in the Village

of Bancroft have been built over ventilated and often in-

accessible crawl spaces permitting exhaled radon from the

soil to develop sufficient concentrations and subsequently

migrate through the floor structure to habitable areas.
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Varying expanses of rock outcroppings have been encoun-

tered in the basements of a number of sites. Radiation

problems at these sites have been attributed to the dif-

fusion of radioactive sources in the roccs itself, migra-

tion of radon through fissures in the rocks, and through

structural cracks in floors and walls caused by differ-

ential settlement of buildings erected on partial rock

and soil areas.

it has not been demonstrated that the type of heating

system has a significant effect on the radiation levels in

a structure the operation of forced air. systems, particu-

larly with cold air returns in crawl spaces and basements,

can cause the movement of unacceptable radon concentrations

from non-habitable to habitable areas of the structure.

Openings around service conduits entering ^ structure be-

low grade provide ready access routes for the entry of

radon into a structure. Additionally, footing drains

connected to building floor drains and sumps can act as

significant collection systems for soil gas. These entry

mechanisms can become quite significant particularly if

building services and drains have been bedded in waste

mine rock.

Though considered unusual well water supplies can be a

significant transport mechanism when radon is transported

in sufficient high concentrations from a subsurface

source.

Remedial Design

In view of the variable nature of the radiation problem

and site conditions encountered, a number of techniques

have been incorporated into the site specific remedial

designs. Where feasible procedures have been standardized
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and where alternatives are possible, they are evaluated

on a cost effective basis.

The approach in the selection of the techniques and the

development of specific remedial designs has generally

been that:

1. The techniques should be as "fail safe" as

possible and not be dependent on mechanical

or electrical systems that require rigorous

maintenance.

2. In as much as possible the techniques should

have a proven success record.

3. The techniques selected for any specific de-

sign should be conservative and offer a high

probability of initial success and avoid a

"piece meal" approach that is not only costly

but annoying to the homeowner.

3. Such designs should take full account of the

magnitude and location of the source, the

potential mechanisms of gas transport and

the problem of secondary influx routes.

The preferred "fail safe" remedial method is of course

the removal of the source causing the problem. This

technique, however has perhaps encountered significant

success only in Port Hope where no natural radioactive

materials are present and generally speaking the source

can be identified and removed. In the Bancroft work,

experience indicates that source removal, and in this

case the source being waste mine rock, is only practical

in perhaps 15% of the cases investigated to date. Other

techniques to seal out radon or to improve ventilation

of the structure must therefore be employed.
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A brief outline of the techniques and designs developed

for the remedial program to date are described in the

subsections that follow. It should be noted that these

techniques and designs listed are the ones currently

being implemented. The list/ however/ is constantly

being reviewed and updated as results of new methods and

feedback from installations already in place are evaluated.

a) Interior Source Removal

This work involves removal of waste mine rock and contami-

nated materials used as fill under basement floor slabs.

Removal of individual rocks in field stone foundation

walls or fireplaces is included when appropriate.

b) Exterior Source Removal

Waste mine rock and contaminated materials used on drive-

ways and as fill material around structures is removed

where such material is identified as a significant radon

emanating source or where gamma levels exceed criteria.

c) Ventilation of Crawl Spaces

The spray application of a closed-celled polyurathane

foam material with high thermal insulation properties,

in combination with increasing natural ventilation by

providing exterior louvres or a passive perforated pipe

and stack venting system is used to dilute radon gas

emanating from subfloor areas as well as providing a

partial radon barrier.

d) Cracks in Concrete Floors and Walls

The application of a non shrink grout such as M-bed to

routed out cracks in floors and walls provides an effective
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way of stopping migration through such openings (Figure 2)

This same material has.proved to work well for sealing

openings around conduits and building services entering

a structure.

e) Sealing Floor Wall Joints

A technique first implemented in the remedial program in

Elliot Lake has proven to be very effective in sealing

floor/wall joints. The method consists of the application

of a combination of a polyurathane membrane coating and

a cementitious fabric over the floor/wall joint (Figure 3 ) .

f) Trap Floor Drains and Sumps

When structural design includes weeping tile connections

to sumps or floor drains, air transport of radon from

the tile into the house must be considered. This pro-

blem may be resolved by rebuilding floor drains and sumps

to include a positive primed trap that provides a gas

barrier (Figure 4,5). Limited long term reduction of

radiation levels will be obtained, however, if secondary

routes such as provided by the presence of shrinkage

cracks in concrete and mortar joints in block and field-

stone walls are not sealed.

g) Subfloor Venting Systems

A subfloor venting system is generally installed at

locations where exposed bedrock, earth floors, or badly

cracked concrete floors dictate the installation of a

new floor. Such a system in conjunction with a good

quality reinforced concrete floor or cap not only pro-

vides a barrier to radon entry but also provides a pas-

sive escape route for radon gas through a stack to the
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atmosphere, thus minimizing the accumulation of high

radon concentrations under the building and minimizing

the problem of secondary influx routes. This system has

proven remarkably successful when applied to homes with

block walls. Figure 6 shows a typical installation de-

tail.

All new floors are poured in accordance with details

shown on Figure 7. In this manner the floor is literally

a floating slab and is free to expand and contract thus

avoiding the formation of cracks due to curing and tem-

perature changes. The same caulking procedure used at

the floor/wall joint is used around building services

and support posts.

h) Interior Sealant Application

Large radon concentration gradients created by high in-

tensity source material against a structure can accom-

modate radon passage through walls and floors. This pro-

blem generally exists in buildings with concrete block

foundation walls, relatively thin concrete floors, and

floors with normal shrinkage cracks that are not readily

visible. The installation of a continuous barrier on

floors and walls using a suitable epoxy sealant has been

successfully demonstrated in research at the Colorado

State University, and in remedial work accomplished in

strictures built over source material in Grand Junction,

Colorado; Uranium City, Saskatchewan; and now in the

Bancroft project area-

i) Exterior Sealant Application

The application of an appropriate liquid polymer sealant

to exterior foundations walls decreases the ability of
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radon gas to pass through foundation walls. This tech-

nique has its most common application in conjunction with

source removal from areas adjacent to a structure.

j) Mechanical Ventilation

In certain confined areas such as crawl spaces or generally

inaccessible locations when natural ventilation or other

remedial techniques are not feasible, dilution of inside

air by mechanical ventilation must be considered as a

possible solution by the remedial designer and evaluated

as to its cost-effectiveness. Heating of associated

dilution air may be necessary.

k) High Efficiency Filtration or Electrostatic
Precipitation

In cases where the ambient outside air contains elevated

concentrations of radon gas, filtration and electrostatic

precipitation of the inside air must be considered as al-

ternatives by the remedial designer. Such systems contin-

uously remove particulates from the air the have been

shown to reduce the working levels in demonstration and

permanent installations. Properly maintained, these

systems are reported to be capable of reducing the

working level in a structure by 90%.

1) Potable Water Aeration

When radon rich potable water is suspected to be a con-

tributor to elevated radon concentrations in a structure,

the most direct solution is of course to connect the

structure to an alternate low radon source of supply-

However, in some cases this is not always possible.

Studies are currently underway to develop methods of
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aerating potable water supplies and venting the gas before

entry into the structure.

Summary

At the majority of sites where radiation measurements ex-

ceed the criteria, experience has shown that a single re-

medial technique ;is sufficient to reduce radiation to ac-

ceptable levels. At a few sites, however, a combination

of remedial actions may be necessary to achieve satis-

factory radiation reduction.

When conditions encountered indicate that more than one

remedial technique may be appropriate, alternatives must

be evaluated on the basis of cost and long term effec-

tiveness of each system.

The problems created by crawl spaces, rambling old field-

stone foundations and masonary block walls have not been

entirely resolved. There are solutions, but these are

costly and not always practical. Remedial methods in-

cluding mechanical ventilation and high efficiency fil-

tration may have to be looked at in more realistic terms.

Such systems require maintenance and also have associated

with them certain operating costs, and as such there is

some resistance among the general public to accept these

as remedial measures. It should be pointed out, however,

that in some circumstances, these systems when properly

maintained, offer the only practical alternative to

solving the problem.

A continued exchange of ideas and experiences by the

various remedial design teams and governmental agencies

involved in the remedial programme must be further encou-

raged and maintained. Through such co-operation and
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collective expertise, unique solutions to the unusual

problems still facing the remedial design engineer will

be developed.

Comments : (Paul Manley)

Professor Andrews: What proportion of the cleanup in Bancroft is

directly related to the mining operations in the area, and do you

do radiation monitoring of the people involved in the cleanup?

Answer : Mining related problems are a small percentage. Monitoring

of cleanup personnel is done, however due to low levels of radiation,

from the haalth physics aspect risk is low.

Bill Findlay: The subfloor venting systems, are they naturally or

power vented?

Answer : All natural vented - this relates to the principle of remedial

action i.e. fixes should be conservative and require as little service

as possible.

Question; Why was quartz used on floor?

Answer ; To provide a wearing surface, epoxy would not stand up.

Question; What was ratio of radon indoor/outdoor?

Answer ; Outside concentration less than 1 pCi/1 for radon and less

than 0.001 WL for radon daughters.
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Site Investigation Techniques

Over the course of the next 15 to 20 minutes we will be

discussing the standardized survey procedures adopted

for the specific remedial programs underway here in

Bancroft and Port Hope. Although many of the techniques

and procedures are similar they have been modified to

suit the specific remedial program.

We will first review the Port Hope procedures in order

to establish a foundation on which to build the Bancroft

techniques.

Introduction to Port Hope

As most of you are aware Port Hope is the site of

Eldorado Nuclear's uranium refinery, which has been in

operation for over 40 years. During the 'thirties' and

'forties' the plant was primarily involved with the ex-

traction and refining of radium. Later, when the need

for nuclear weapons became apparent in the Second World

War, the plant shifted its emphasis to the refining of

uranium. During this period two unfortunate situations

were occurring:

1. The distribution and use of radium bearing

refinery residue as backfill material and,

2. the use in domestic structures of grossly

contaminated building materials salvaged

from the demolished sections of the re-

finery.

The health hazards related to these two practises pre-

sented itself in two forms:

1. Tangible alpha, beta, gamma contamination on

building materials, such as floor joists,

wall studs, insulation, steel support pipes,

etc., and,

2. the invisible radon gas and its progeny

produced by the radium bearing refinery

residue.
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In view of these two situations and the fact that

specific remedial contract work might be required at

each site investigated, a set procedure for sampling

and surveying was initiated, based on a specifically

developed criteria for:

1. radon/radon daughters,

2. gamma exposure,

3. alpha, beta/gamma contamination.

I will now give you a brief description of these pro-

cedures as related to the Port Hope Remedial Program.

Radon Sampling (A)

Radon sampling involves the collection of air from a

specific area of concern in either an Eberline or EDA

scintillation cell. This is done by connecting a

loaded Gelman filter holder to one scintillation cell

valve and connecting a MSA portable pump to the other

valve. Operating the pump for one minute allows ap-

proximately seven air changes in an Eberline cell and 25

air changes in the EDA cell. These collected radon

samples are allowed to decay for three to five hours

in order to allow the radon gas to reach a secular

equilibrium with its daughter products. If the samples

are allowed to decay for longer than five hours a de-

cay correction factor is applied to the results.

The cells are placed in the scintillation counters and

counted for 20-30 minutes. The count rate is deter-

mined and the radon concentration is calculated using

the following formula:

cell counts per minute - cell background _ _.,,
(cell c.p.m./pCi/l) (radon decay factor) P*-1/-1-

It is important to note that the formula uses the cell

background. An accurate background is obtained for

each cell prior to its use for sample collection. An



acceptable upper limit for cell background is .25 c.p.m.

and in our experience in Port Hope and Bancroft has

shown this level to be quite realistic.

Radon Daughter Sampling (B)

Radon daughter sampling is accomplished by connecting

a loaded Gelman filter holder to a high volume (20 - 30

1/minute) Gast or Staplex air pump. The inlet or ex-

posed side of the filter is marked prior to sampling

to ensure that it can be easily identified for counting.

The pump is activated for between 5 and 10 minutes and

is timed with a stop watch. The filter is removed from

the holder after sampling and placed with the active

side against the zinc sulphide scintillation material.

The counter is activated 40 minutes after the mid point

of sampling and is allowed to "count" for 10 minutes.

The Radon Daughter concentration or Working Level is

determined following the modified Kusnetz method.

_ sample c.p.m.
counter efficiency X sample time X air flow rate X 150

The 150 factor above is a variable in the modified

Kusnetz formula corresponding to the 40 minute point

from the mid point of sampling. In order to establish

whether a radon problem exists inside a structure two

sample pairs are collected in the basement and main

floor. A sample pair consists of a radon and radon

daughter sample collected simultaneously at the same

location. The number of days a structure is sampled

deponds on the levels encountered. Generally a struc-

ture is sampled on 5 10 separate days with a minimum

of three days between sampling. This of course applies

oiily to the situation where a house is being monitored

for compliance turnover.

For the situation where a radon problem is found to

exist in the structure special sampling and fluxing

techniques are used to identify the source of the
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problem. These techniques constitute a separate pre-

sentation in themselves so we will not have time to

discuss them now.

Along with the radon/radon daughter sampling, gamma

surveys of the structure and surrounding property are

required. These surveys identify contaminated articles,

radioactive source material causing the radon problem

or radioactive material above the acceptable gamma level.

Exterior Gamma Survey (C)

The purpose of the exterior gamma survey is to identify

and delineate areas of radioactive source material,

both above and below the ground surface.

For the exterior surveys a scaled plan of the entire

property is prepared including all physical features -

such as trees, walks, flower gardens, etc. This ac-

curacy of measurement is required for contract purposes

in order that exact quantities can be taken from the

drawing.

A grid is applied to the plan and gamma measurements

recorded for each grid point - contact with the ground

and at one meter from the ground. Areas with elevated

readings are delineated and slated for subsurface in-

vestigations.

Exterior Subsurface Gamma (D)

In these areas of suspected radioactive source material

a three-inch diameter borehole is drilled using a seven

horsepower gasoline powered flight auger. The depth of

the borehole may vary from three to ten feet. A gamma

profile of the borehole is recorded using a modified

RM 19 radiation monitor. Careful interpretation of

these borehole gamma traces yields the depth to which

excavation must be carried out to remove the source

material. These borehole traces can also be used as a

3.3
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negative indicator to show where source material isn't.

This is the case for pre-restoration surveys to ensure

that all source material is removed prior to restoring

a site.

Once the exterior gamma survey is completed, the interior

of the structure may be surveyed.

Interior Gamma and Contamination Surveys (E)

A scaled interior drawing for each floor level of the

structure is prepared including all partitions, door-

ways, and staircases. In addition to the above, the

basement drawing should show the location of the furnace,

water and sewer lines, drains, sumps, hot water tanks,

oil tanks, gas lines, and support posts.

It is important to note that the purpose of the interior

gamma survey is not only to document increased radiation

levels from a gamma source, possibly external, but to

identify any increased background levels caused by ra-

dioactive contamination of any surface in the dwelling

including the structure itself.

Once these surveys have been completed a remedial works

package is drawn up incorporating all the results of

these individual surveys.

Summary

The sampling techniques and procedures developed over

the course of the three phases in Port Hope are well

defind and regimented- Once a property enters the

"system" it receives the entire workup from beginning

to end unless instructions are issued to the contrary.

The application of these techniques to the Bancroft

investigations still required some further refinements

as Ren will now explain.
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Bancroft Site Investigation .Techniques

Introduction

General site investigation techniques employed in Ban-

croft have been developed to suit the situation unique

to Bancroft's problems and requirements. Although the

basis of the techniques are those employed in Port Hope,

revisions have been made to examine areas which were

not significant in Port Hope and to de-emphasize other

techniques which do not pertain to Bancroft.

The predominant reason for the deviation has been, of

source, the different basic source of radioactivity.

The origin of the problem in the Bancroft project area

has been identified as both natural and cultural

sources of contamination. Natural sources are generally

in the form of radioactive mineralizations within bed-

rock which are often exposed at the surface and sources

of cultural or man-made origin concerns waste mine rock.

Thus the requirements for investigation procedures dic-

tated a change in emphasis to suit our problem. Inves-

tigative surveys are undertaken primarily to determine

if there is potentially a problem and, finally assess

if any of the established radiological exposure cri-

teria are exceeded.

At the outset of our program, investigations followed

closely those used in the Port Hope project. The

techniques provided a necessary data base for preparing

our investigative report. However, as we began to

better understand the extent of the problems, we were

able to modify and augment previously established

techniques to better suit the requirements unique to

Bancroft.
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Site Investigation Techniques - Bancroft

Site investigation procedures can be divided into

several aspects :

1. Radon/Radon Daughter Survey: These routine

sampling procedures are identical to those

employed in Port Hope following the ten

sample directive.

2. Gamma and Contamination Scans : This is a

modified version of the technique intended

to de-emphasize detail.

3. Structural Assessment: This is an individual

study of structural characteristics to empha-

size the identification of possible source

material and radon entry routes.

4. Geological Survey: This procedure is unique

to the situation of an extensive area of

varying geological formations some of which

may or may not contain natural radioactive

sources.

Consideration of all the above aspects must be performed

in order to complete the investigative study. As the

first of two procedures, radon/radon daughter and gamma

measurements, determine the status with respect to the

established criteria, they are of major importance.

The other aspects simply confirm the previous studies;

and give confidence to conclusions subsequently drawn;

whether it is to assist in the development and selec-

tion of a remedial design in the case of structures a-

bove criteria, or for the release of files for struc-

tures below criteria.

1. Radon and Radon Daughter Surveys

Radon and radon daughter concentrations are of prime

concern in the Bancroft area, as the majority of

remedial work will be primarily based on these measure-

ments. Sampling procedures, identical to those employed

3G
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at Port Hope, have been used to measure concentrations

of the airborne radioactive components.

Requirements of accuracy and optimum use of available

time has maintained identical techniques and calibra-

tion procedures.

2. Gamma and Contamination Scans

Initially gamma surveys found predominantly background

levels with identified anomilies requiring only general

locating, as they usually do not exceed criteria, and

are unpractical to remove anyway. Thus scans as op-

posed to detailed surveys are normally considered

sufficient.

Exterior gamma scans are performed in two phases : a

scan and a limited grid survey. All readings are re-

corded on a scaled drawing of the lot with all struc-

tures located. A scan, recording average contact

readings, of the exterior of the lot is performed to

determine if any radioactive anomilies are present.

A limited grid survey of contact readings is performed

on a 10' X 10' grid survey within 20' around structures

and over any anomilies observed on the scan. If con-

tact readings exceed 100 uR/h, one metre readings are

included in the grid survey of the anomily in order to

assess the exposure with respect to criteria.

Subsurface investigations (borehole logging) have been

performed as a pre-remedial study only. That is, after

a structure has been found to exceed radon/radon daughter

criteria, then boreholes will be logged, as performed in

Port Hope, in order to assist in identifying and lo-

cating the source. Normally, however, boreholes ^re

not required in the investigative stage as only in a

few cases do they prove useful.

Interior gamma and contamination scans are similarly

curtailed. A 51 X 51 grid survey of contact readings

is recorded for the basements only on a scaled drawing.
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All other floors are scanned and readings recorded on

a sketched plan. Contamination scans are restricted to

basement areas (ie floors, floor joists, supporting

posts or other material) as contamination has been

rarely observed..

The primary purpose of the gamma scan is to determii „•

if any anomilies exist which exceed related criteria.

Hov^ver, secondarily and perhaps of equal importance,

the scans have been used to assess the presence of

radon emanating source material.

3. Structural Assessment

Sites can often be assessed for possible problems by

careful observation of the particular structural

characteristics.

The age of the structures is significant with regard

to the use of waste mine rock. During the period of

active mining (late 1950's), waste mine rock was

easily available as fill material. After this period

little development waste rock could be obtained con-

veniently. Thus only structures built during this

period with few exceptions could potentially ei ploy

this material during construction.

Building practices are also of major importance. As-

sessment of fill placement and bedrock locations can

often be used to locate the source or radon entry

points. Further, entry routes constructed through

footing drainage system connections to floor drains

or sumps, earthen sumps and floors, and field stone

foundations can enhance the feasibility of radon influx.

It must be noted, however, that the reliability of com-

ments recalled by the owner or builder years after con-

struction can often be questionable. Thus although the

information so obtained is useful, some corroberation

should be sought. In order to assure that such data is

recorded, we provide our survey team with a form to re-

coid any comments or observations uncovered during the

investigation.

3ÏS
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4. Geological Survey

As naturally deposited radioactive occurrences are a

significant portion of the problem, geological surveys

have an important purpose in assessing the possibility

of potential sources affecting an area. Detailed geo-

logical surveys have located regions prone to natural

deposits throughout the project area. General areas

and specific sites have been examined by a qualified

prospecting geologist to assess the occurrence of

radioactive deposits.

Uranium-bearing minerals are contained in pegmatite

dikes located within 4 km of the contact of three gra-

nite plates which have formed between the two main geo-
2

logical formations (120 km ). The large project area
2

(1000 km ) covers many of the geological formations.

Most of the project area is not within the region

deemed favourable to uranium-bearing deposits. How-

ever, most of the sites of the project are located

within this region. Although most major development

has occurred in this area, the trend is still indica-

tive of the importance of geology.

Thus, if a site is located within the area geologically

deemed favourable to radioactive occurrences it must be

considered that there is.a possibility of a natural

radioactive source existing.

Outcrop rock in the vicinity, which may contain peg-

matite dikes, is particularly indicative althoLgh bed-

rock can often be covered with several metres of over-

burden. However, due */r> the nature of the mineral

placement in small localized dikes, one site may con-

tain above-criteria radon concentrations, and the

neighbouring sites may not. Thus the geological survey

may only assess the potential of a naturally deposited

source affecting the house. Alternatively, it follows

that in areas remote from the region favourable to

uranium-bearing mineralizations, where radioactive
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occurrences have not been observed, there is a small

chance of finding a natural source, although there is

still a probability of a cultural source.

Additional procedures, which are more site specific,

are applied for special incidences. Wells are tested

when found in the area geologically favourable to

uranium deposits. Radon content of well water had

been attributed to affecting the interior radon con-

centration in at least one site. Soil and soil gas

sampling are also employed when applicable.

When the previous survey techniques have been concluded

and the results judged as a whole, the decision as to

the status with respect to all criteria can be made

with confidence as consideration of potential sources

have been substantiated with detailed measurements.

Conclusion

Thus in conclusion, site investigation techniques have

been developed to suit the particular problems observed

in each project area. Originally techniques developed

in Port Hope were found effectual in determing source

location for removal. When applied to the Bancroft

situation, several modifications evolved so as to apply

these techniques to solve a different problem.

Further it can be suggested that, as other project

areas have different situations from either of the

above, a single universal investigation technique

cannot be applicable. Considerations individually

important to each locality must be included in any

discussion of a site with regard to its status

relative to the criteria.

4-0



Comments : (G. Case and R. Maruska)

R.A. Washington; With regards to the use of glass fibre filters;

do you make a connection for source absorption when ; -u count up

the alpha emissions. The air pump you use, the flow meter is on the

outlet, this could be a source of error if the pump leaks, finally

you sample for 10 minutes and count 40 minutes later. How long is

your counting period?

Answer : 1. No we do not - error involved is small enough (-

can be neglected.

2. How meter is mounted in the most convenient spot, it

is checked with a wet test meter (within 1%).

3. We count for 10 minutes to compensate for error, using

the 10 minute kusnetz factor.

Question: Closing up the building before survey is done, how long

is this period i.e. how long to maximize results?

Answer : The intent of closing up the building is reproducability

of results, usually overnight sufficient, this is done year round

both summer and winter.
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EFFICIENCY OF GLASS FIBRE AND MILLIPORE FILTERS

To check the relative collection efficiency of glass fibre and Millipore

filters under operational conditions, 8 consecutive samples using both

types of filter were taken in a house with high working levels. After

a delay of about 80 minutes, the filters were counted, left for a

further 10 to 20 minutes and counted again. The working level was

calculated in the usual way, using 'exact' Kusnetz factors as listed

in Technical note #6.

Sample time = 3 minutes

Nominal flow rate = 29.5 L/m Gelman glass fibre

= 18.5 L/m Mi H i pore

Gelman Statistical

138

125

133

134

>

mWL
138

125

136

133

Ratio 0

133

.94

+7

: 1.

SD
3

3

4

4

0

Millipore
mWL

139

146

140

140

140

138

145

137

X = 141

Statistical
SD
4

4
5

5

+6

This indicates that there is about 6% absorbtion in glass fibre filters

compared to Mi H i pore.

Flow rates were measured with the standard rotameter which is used

routinely to check the pump flow rates and is correct by definition.

However, the ratio of the flow rates was also checked with two calibrated

rotameters and found to be 29.3/17.7 (1.66) on one and 30.0/18.6 (1.63)

on the other. These ratios are 3 to 4% more than the assumed ratio

29.5/18.5 (1.59), and so the ratio of WL's calculated above is too low

and should be about 0.91. Much of the difficulty of estimating flow

rate with a rotameter arises from a small cyclic variation in pump

flow of about 0.5 L/m, which is comparable to the differences in flow
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rate that we are discussing.

The estimated WL with glass fibre filters is therfore about 6 to 9%
lower than with Millipore filters, for the dust loadings encountered
in houses.
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ELLIOT LAKE SURVEY - ORGANIZATION AND RESULTS

The intent of the survey program at Elliot Lake is to:

(1) identify those houses in Elliot Lake with annual average WL's
probably in excess of the action criterion of 0.02 WL,

(2) demonstrate that the annual average Wl is probably below 0.02 WL
in those houses where remedial work is not carried out, and

(3) demonstrate that the annual average WL following remedial work is

probably less than the action criterion of 0.02 WL.

At the start of 1978, there were two distinct groups of houses requiring
survey measurements. The first group was the Remedial Action Group,
consisting of 194 houses identified as canidates for remedial action by
a reading of greater than 0.02 WL on the Federal-Provincial Task Force
survey of 1976. At the start of 1978, access agreements for remedial work
had been obtained for 140 of these houses and some survey WL measurements
had been made in most of them. The remaining 54 houses had not been
visited.

Survey measurements were required in this group of houses to confirm that
the average WL was probably in excess of 0.02 WL and also to establish an
average so the effectiveness of remedial work could be determined. Survey
measurements would also be required for this group after remedial work
was completed.

The second group was the Investigation Group consisting of 357 houses that
were identified as canidates for investigation by a reading between
0.01 and 0.02 WL on the Federal-Provincial Task Force survey of 1976.
Survey measurements were required in this group of houses as the first
step of the investigation procedure to identify those houses with averages
probably in excess of 0.02 WL so that remedial work could be performed.
None of these houses had been visited in 1977.
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Statistical Basis for Survey

By early 1978 sufficient WL measurements had been made in houses to show
that the distribution of WL measurements over a period of time in
individual houses was nearly log-normal with a geometric standard deviation
of approximately 2 (see Figure 1). As a result of this, sampling theory
for the log-normal distribution was reviewed to determine sampling strategy
as a basis for survey organization.

Recognition that the distribution was log-normal led to the realization
that the accuracy of the estimate of the mean WL in a house depends more on the
number of measurements made than on the precision of individual measurements.

As an example, Figure 2 shows the 2 sigma confidence limits for various
numbers of samples from log-normal distributions. It can be calculated
that for a GSD of 2, 8 errorless measurements provide a less accurate
estimate of the mean than 11 measurements with an error of +_ 10%. This
provides a powerful incentive to take more measurements, even if the
precision of individual measurements has to be reduced slightly.

An obvious way to increase the productivity of the survey teams was to
reduce the air sampling time to the minimum that would still give
reasonable statistical accuracy so that more measurements could be taken
in a given time. A sampling time of 3 minutes was chosen, which gives a
statistical precision of about 5% near 20 mWL.

From Figure 2, it was determined that 10 to 13 random and indépendant
readings were required to provide a reasonable estimate of the mean.
This would ensure that the standard deviation of the mean was about 20%.
Fewer than 7 measurements would give standard deviations greater than 30%,
and more than 13 measurements would not produce a significant reduction
in standard deviation. The final choice was 13 measurements because the
intention of the program is to determine the annual average WL with the
measurements spread out over a year, at the rate of 1 per month, plus the
final measurement.

• ? •
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A more detailed discussion of the log-normal distribution and its
applicability to WL measurements is given in Elliot Lake Technical Note 3
'Analysis of Working Levels', which was based in part on 'Statistical
Methods for the Determination of Non-compliance with Occupational Health
Standards' which is available as HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-159,
April, 1975.

Survey Organization

The survey was organized to take the equivalent of 13 WL samples over a
year, and integrate it with the remedial work program, as shown in Figure 3.
To avoid waiting to start remedial work until a years' survey was completed,
a set of rules based on 'distribution free' statistics were generated to
identify those houses where the annual average was clearly in excess of
20 mWL so that they could receive prompt remedial work. The original
intention was to carry out the entire survey by taking spot WL measurements.
Experience obtained vWiile surveying 200 homes by this method during the
summer of 1978 showed that the requirements in terms of manpower, transport
and laboratory time were sufficiently high that the permanent staff would
not be able to carry out their winter duties and survey an additional 278
homes as originally planned. Since a less labour intensive survey method
was required, it was decided to use more radon averaging units for the
survey.

These units consist of a low volume pump and a 40 litre aluminized polyester
bag in a suitably sized container. Air is pumped by a small AC powered
peristaltic pump into the bag which is sampled and emptied at 3 or 4 day-
intervals. The average concentration of radon over the period is
calculated from the radon concentration in the bag. The unit is left in
the house for a week with the radon concentration in the bag being
measured twice and then the unit is moved to the next house. Forty of
these units were made, and were used to survey 278 homes on an 8 week cycle.

A secondary reason for starting the program was that the AECB had ordered
a number of passive integrating radon monitors, and delivery was expected
by the end of 1978. When the AECB units did arrive, they would simply
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replace our units in this program.

At the end of a years' measurements, the mean radon concentration will be
calculated and compared to the average radon concentration equivalent to
the remedial action criterion of 20 mWL. This is presently estimated at
5.0 pCi/L, but additional work is planned to determine this value more
exactly.

Identified houses will be given a short confirmatory survey with
simultaneous WL and radon measurements to demonstrate that the annual
average is probably in excess of 20 mWL.

Post Remedial Work

The purpose of the previously discussed surveys is to identify those houses
requiring remedial work. The Post Remedial Survey is carried out when the
remedial work is completed to show that the remedial action has been
successful in reducing the WL in the house. Major restoration of finish
and appearance is not started until this survey is completed. As the
homeowner is naturally interested in completion of remedial work as soon
as possible, a rapid answer is required.

The procedure which has been adopted is to take one WL measurement a day
for 10 consecutive working days. If the best estimate of the mean is less
than 20 mWL, the house is forwarded to the AECB as probably complying with
the primary criterion. The AECB Compliance Division subsequently measure
the WL at intervals through the year to verify that the estimated annual
mean derived from the short monitoring period is acceptable.

Data Handling

As a large number of houses are under survey, it would not be practical
to keep an overview of the program if manual summaries had to be prepared.
Therefore, a computer accessible data base was developed. All survey
readings made in a house are listed in the data base, which routinely
produces estimates of the average WL in each house, and also keeps track
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of where each house is in the remedial action cycle. Figure 4 shows part
of the 'average WL1 printout. The data base can also be accessed to carry
out other statistical analyses. For example, Figure 5 shows the number
of survey measurements made for each month, to the end of December, 1978.

Survey Results

Survey progress is summarized in Figure 6. The number of houses identified
at the end of December, 1978 as having annual average WLs probably in
excess of 20 mWL was 109, of which 86 houses were from the Remedial Action
Group and 23 from the Investigation Group.
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SURVEY MEASUREMENTS BY MONTH

RADON MEASUREMENTS

YEAR

1977

Total

1978

Total

Total

MONTH

August
September
October
November
December

for 1977

January
February
March
April
May.
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

for 1978

to 1978

WORKING LEVEL
MEASUREMENTS

245
178
95

273
430

1221

438
673
510
411
410
1260
944
496
332
235
273
148

6130

7351

SIMULTANEOUS WITH WL

129
80
49
188
366

812

380
307
379
199
60
37
15
20
8
3
3
5

1416

2228

AVERAGING UNIT

0
0
0
3

24

27

31
34
35
38
51
6

28
297
249
299
278
183

1529

1556

FIGURE 5



Survey Status as of December 1978

Houses in survey 619

Survey Completed

Assigned to remedial work 84
Identified as prcoably less than
20 mWL _5J_

Total 133

Survey Not Started

Refusal to be surveyed 18
Unable to contact occupant 26

Total 44

ANNUAL AVERAGE OVER 20 mWL 109

ANNUAL AVERAGE NEAR 20 mWL 41

FIGURE 6



Comments: (A. Scott)

Rube Yort: How long do you intend to place passive monitors in a

house/

Answer: Schedule to be in for 1 week.

Comment R.A. Washington: Passive monitors should be in house for at

least a week even more. Preliminary estimate indicates that for 1 week

exposure you can detect 1 pCi/1 with reasonable accuracy.

Leo Lowe: You estimate 13 samples over a year to get 30% probability

of error in your annual average, is this theoretical calculation or

based on actual experimental variation?

Answer: This is a theoretical calculation from observed variation.

The observed variation in a house where we have repeated measurements

is that the readings are log normally distributed with an approximate

standard deviation of 2, if this is true over the whole year, then

13 independent random readings would be sufficient to determine the

annual average mean to an approximate accuracy of 30%, measure

usually once a month.

Comment E. Geiger: From work done in the states by Eberline, would

show day/night variation of radon levels, with peak levels at 0800 hours

Comment A. Scott: Though no work has been done on this as yet,

indications are that in Elliot Lake, no great variation, and thus

considered to be a non-factor under our sampling procedures.
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REMEDIAL MEASURES AT ELLIOT LAKE WITH EMPHASIS ON PROBLEMS

Introduction

In the spring of 1978, a demonstration program showed that radon entered
houses as a component ef soil gas, and that if the main routes of entry
could be closed the radon daughter products would be reduced to less
than 0.02 WL.

The same investigation showed that there were common routes of entry for
most houses, namely various forms of openings between the substructure and
the soil such as untrapped weeping tile, the wall-floor joint, cracks in
walls and floor, and abandoned plumbing fixtures. Remedial measures were
devised to close each type of opening.

The demonstration program showed a further item of interest. In a
significant number of cases, fixing the obvious route of entry reduced
the working level to a satisfactory level, but in others, several
routes of entry had to be closed before a reduction was achieved. A
recycling system of tackling remedial work was therefore adopted, as
shown in Figure 1.

The obvious routes were closed, the house tested and if satisfactory,
sent for compliance testing. If the results were unsatisfactory, the
house was returned to the investigation stage for further examination.

1978 Program

The various remedial measures were tested in an 'in-house1 program to
ensure that the construction methods and materials application were within
the capabilities of the local building trades. Once this had been achieved,
public tenders were called for remedial action. Each contract consisted
of a group of 24 houses, and called for the work to be completed in 12
weeks by two teams. As of December 31, 2 contracts had been completed with
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the third, which had been held up by the unwillingness of homeowners to
have work done during the Christmas season, nearing completion. It is
now completed.

The 'in-house' program has been maintained to test new methods and materials,
and to deal with those houses, which f c various reasons, are not
considered suitable for contract work. These are essentially conditions
which are outside the scope of the contract such as spring fed water under
the slab, owner's conditions, or owner's schedule.

As of December 31, the status of the remedial program is as shown in
Figure 2. The number of standard fixes carried out in the houses worked
on is shown in Figure 3.

Causes of Recycling

There are three reasons why a house is recycled, all starting from the
fact that the obvious fix did not work. They are as follows.
(1) The principal route (or routes) was not obvious, either by its location

or because it was concealed behind finishing material.
(2) The form of construction provided multiple openings.
(3) Site conditions made detection or fixing difficult.

Problem Areas

If a house can be fixed after the first investigation, or if the route
can be found easily in Stage 2, i.e. it was behind one section of finish,
then there is not a problem. Problems occur when recycling continues.

To illustrate the major problems faced in the Elliot Lake Program, two
houses are worthy of consideration.

House No. 2 shown in Figure 4
Level: 0.075 WL with AECB fan on
The owner built on a steeply sloping lot and used extensive fill to the
rear. The following items are cause of concern.
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(1) The basement walls are constructed of concrete blocks. In this form
of construction there are openings

a)at the footings - directly into the block cavity, and
- the vertical chimney in the mortar joint, and

b)through cracks in the outside face.

Once inside the hollow block walls, the radon in soil gas can move
within th2 wall entering the house through damaged blocks, cracked
joints, the top plate into the basement and the top plate into the
upper basement.

(2) The rear of the house has a crawl space with exposed earth.
(3) The block wall of the crawl space has been taken 3 feet up into the

wall, with the floor joists on a ledger attached to the blocks.

(4) Seepage was entering the crawl space at one corner of the block wall.
(5) The front of the house has a full height basement, one half of which

had exposed block walls and floors. All surfaces were painted. Cracks
and open joints were difficult to see without removing the paint.

(6) The balance of the front basement is a fully furnished kitchen on a
false floor with a floor drain under the floor.

(7) There are the usual p:^blerns found in all houses of the wall-floor
joint, cracks in the floor, and the furnace pad through the floor, which
were all complicated by the finished areas and the painted surfaces.

(8) There is a fireplace on the exterior wall above the crawl space. Its
brickwork extends across its width and is supported on the floor only.

(9) The exterior precludes access to the outside face on two sides. On
side, it has a paved driveway and at the rear, a fully developed patio.
On the third side, a new house has been built.

Action Taken to Date
The obvious route of entry was tackled first.
(1) The exposed earth in the crawl space was treated by a) exposing the

interior block faces to footing and coating them with a water-proof
air-tight membrane and b) pouring a 4 inch reinforced slab over the
exposed earth and sealing it to the surrounding footings and wall.

Monitoring did not show a reduction to below standard.

L\
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House No. 50 shown in Figure 4
Level: 0.045 WL Owner built
This is a one storey house built over a sloping rock face. The foundation
walls follow the rock. Part of the rock has been blasted to form a small
working area, over which a concrete floor has been poured. The points of

concern are as follows.
(1) The exposed rock which has long natural slopes with fissures and

vertical faces explosed by blasting which present a very broken face.
(la) The headroom at the rear of the house under the joists is about 8 in.
(lb) The rock is on an obvious drainage path from higher ground. Ground

water flows over the rock to the floor drain.
(2) The concrete slab has an open periphery joint at the concrete and

rock interface and numerous small cracks. The slab is thin.
(3) The concrete wall joint at the rock surface shows gaps.

(4) Water was leaking from the form ties.
(5) There are cracks in the poured concrete walls.
(6) The beam column supports pass through the slab.
(7) The stair supports went through the slab or were set on fissured rock.

Action to Date

Again the obvious route was tackled first which was the exposed rock.

Because of the extent of the rock, the difficult surfaces and the.lack
of working head room, it was decided to cover the rock with a pressure
placed concrete and Gunite was selected. The rock surface was cleaned.
All fissures or obvious water paths were covered and led to a trapped
collection point below the slab and thence to the sewer. The surface
was then covered with a light wire mesh and a minimum of 2 inches of
5000 psi Gunite placed. The Gunite was taken up the walls about 12 inches.
It was float finished. All areas of the rock were reached.

Then the open plumbing connections were closed off or removed. Plumbing
fixtures passing through the floor were grouted at the floor joint.
Beam column supports were sealed at the base and the columns filled with
grout. The stair supports were repositioned onto the slab or onto
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concrete pads on the rock.

There were two results, both bad. First, the Gunite started to crack when
the weather turned cold, and the cracks are continuing to open. Radon
is entering through the cracks. Second, the amount of water which had
previously flowed over the rock, across the concrete slab and into the
floor drain was too great for the newly created diversion paths under the
Gunite slab.

Further action to date has been to deal with the water problem by
installing a trapped under-slab system passing under the footing and
discharging to the ditch. The slope of the ground allows this solution.

Working levels can be successfully reduced provided the routes of
entry of soil gas can be closed.

Certain forms of construction and foundation conditions present difficulty
in achieving this by economical means. At present, the following
conditions cause problems:
a) large masses of fissured or shattered rock in basements,
b) hollow concrete block walls, and
c) painted surfaces.

In addition, finished basements complicate and increase the cost of both
investigation and remedial treatment.
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIAL ACTION PROGRAM
STATUS ON DECEMBER 31, 1978

INVESTIGATION

Houses under investigation 16

CONSTRUCTION

Houses with remedial work planned 7

Houses with remedial work completed 64

Houses with additional remedial work planned 10

Owner's refusal to allow additional remedial work 3

Total 84

MISCELLANEOUS

Returned to survey after investigation 1

Access agreement refused after investigation 1

Total 2

Total number of houses investigated 102

Total number of houses with remedial work 77

FIGURE 2

REMEDIAL ACTIONS PERFORMED TO DECEMBER 31, 1978

Fix
Number

1

1.1
2

2.1
3

4

5

6

7

8
9

Description

Replace floor drain

Replace drained collection pit

Replace sump

Replace soaking pit

Close wall-floor joint

Close cracks and openings through poured
concrete surfaces

Seal exterior walls

Cover exposed earth in crawl spaces

Cover exposed rock in basement

Coat masonry walls (interior)

Fill concrete block walls

Number of times
performed

60

9

12

4
27
31

0

3

6

1

1

FIGURE 3
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Comments: (Bill Findlay)

Professor Andrews: Have you tried using heavy gauge plastic

sheets to seal basement floors?

Answer: Yes, however:

1. Plastic easy to penetrate;

2* Very expensive to prepare basement;

3. Try to avoid mechanical system that requires constant

maintenance.

; • ? •
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From April 1, 1978 to the present Keith Consulting's effort have been

directed towards 145 non Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., houses, as identified from

the Radiation Protection Bureau data, as possibly having Working Levels (WL)

over the .02 criterion. During this period and in the course of determining

the radiation levels at those locations, we have made over 1900 WL measure-

ments, taken 1200 radon gas samples and surveyed 91 interior and exterior

locations for gamma radiation. This, in addition to eight months of investi-

gative work in the previous year, has basically completed our initial data

collection required to determine which locations will need some type of

remedial work.

A summary of the results indicates 83 locations requiring remedial

work, 53 locations were found to be below criteria and the remaining 9 loca-

tions need more investigation due to their borderline situations and

fluctuating levels. The composition of the 83 remedial work locations is as

follows :

OVER CRITERIA

ONLY RN/RN DTS ONLY GAMMA COMBINATION

No. of Locations 40 17 26

In addition to our basic investigational data, and as a process of

determining radon routes of entry and possible remedial fixes, we have

completed reasonably extensive flux measurements in most locations with

radon/radon daughters over criteria. In 21 locations at least 2 concrete

cores were taken along with soil samples from beneath the floor slab and

at 6 locations radon in water samples were degassed, as it was suspected to

be contributing to levels within the buildings. Further, at each location

requiring remedial work, roughly 4 soil samples were gathered from around

the exterior and, when applicable, from within the crawlspace. In conjunction



with this, 4 soil probes were placed on each side of the building in order

to obtain soil gas samples to be compared with the emanating radium content

of the soil samples from the same locations.

A set of soil probes has been left installed for the past 5 months and

the soil gas sampled on a daily basis. However, the data has not been

analysed at yet. We have also monitored one location on a daily basis for

radon concentration and Working Levels and are attempting to correlate the

data with metrological effects.

An emanating radium content approximation was done in Uranium City for

all soil samples and concrete cores. In addition, a representative cross

section of these samples and cores were sent to the Saskatchewan Research

Council Analytical Laboratory for a more accurate analysis. This provided

a comparison base from which we could judge and modify our values for the

remainder of the samples.

Regarding the remedial work that was completed during this period, 4

houses with crawlspaces were naturally ventilated. Usable portions of the

crawlspaces were separated from the unusable areas by constructing insulated

walls. In the unusable, vented areas the underside of the main floor, plumb-

ing and heat ducting were insulated. The plumbing was heat taped. Vent

louvres to the outside air introduced fresh air to the unusable crawlspace

area.

Cost experience for this type of fix ranged from $3000 - $9000/unit,

depending on size, difficulties in construction, accessibility, etc.

Labour costs were a substantially higher percentage of the final price than

were material costs mainly due to difficult working conditions encountered.

Radiation levels were reduced to below criteria in each case including

two units done in the previous year but needing reinsulation, heat tapes

checked, etc. Despite the apparent effectiveness of this remedial fix



overcoming obstacles of frozen pipes, faulty heat tapes, cold floors and

tenant complaints of high fuel bills, increased power bills, etc., renders

this method only feasible in ideal situations.

At 3 locations extensive material removal was completed. One location,

a house, had the basement floor slab and 18" of waste rock below removed

and replaced with clean fill and a new floor slab. Also excavation to

footing depth was required around the entire perimeter of the house. At a

commercial building 350 cubic yards of exterior excavation and 200 cubic

yards of interior excavation was completed. Approximately 50% of the footings

has waste material beneath it which in turn required underpinning the founda-

tion wall. The other major waste material removal site was at the local high

school. One classroom and an adjoining storage room had the floor slab and

5 - 1 0 feet of material beneath it removed and replaced. A small amount of

exterior removal was also necessary.

Removal of material, in particular interior excavation by hand, was

comparitively expensive. Interior excavation prices ranged from $50 - $120/

cubic yard, interior backfill $25/cubic yard, exterior excavation prices

from $20 - $40/cubic yard, and exterior backfill $ll/cubic yard. Radiation

levels at all 3 locations have been reduced.

Additionally, a survey of 23 empty lots where new housing was to begin

indicated six locations requiring gamma removal and this was completed

before construction was started.

During November and December, 1979, with our own work force, seven

locations were completed by sealing the floor/wall joints, visible cracks

in the floors and walls and other possible routes of entry such as any

areas of poor concrete quality or thinness of particular sections. We

used a number of different types of recommended sealants, finding most to

be satisfactory. However, in our particular situation, a general, all



purpose, epoxy-based coating was felt to be better mainly due to ease of

application.

Intentionally, houses with full concrete basements, unfinished, were

selected for this work. As a result costs were low for no finished basements

had to be dismantled. Costs ranged from $800 - $1500/unit.

Unfortunately, however, these six locations are the only unfinished

basement scheduled for remedial work in Uranium City and one should expect

a sharp increase in cost when finished basements are encountered.

Radiation levels were reduced in all but one location. This was a

house with an extremely poor quality concrete basement and work is now in

progress for a complete floor covering of epoxy.

At one location, fortunately, the time to complete a remedial fix has

not been critical and this has provided an opportunity to experiment and

see the effect of different types of remedial approaches. A discussion of

these will be in a later part of this program.

72.
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INTRODUCTION

The migration of gas through concrete has been investigated by several

authors, 1-5. REferences 4 and 5 deal with radon diffusion through concrete.

Reference 4 clarified the importance of porosity in the interpretation of

the diffusion equation and reference 5 pointed out the importance of radium

in concrete in the interpretation of radon flux measurements.

RADON FLUX MEASUREMENTS AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

a. Introduction - Part of our survey program involves radon flux

measurements. These measurements are taken by sealing a 5 gallon can onto

a surface with putty and then sampling the radon concentration build-up in

the can over a time interval of several hours. Figure 1 shows a schematic

diagram of the assembly.

b. Discussion of Flux Measurements - The equation describing these

measurements is given by;

if • * - A*
F: in either PCi/volume time or PCi/area time

^: Decay constant of radon /time

C: Concentration at time t in PCi/volume (1)

The first order approximation of the solution to equation (1) reduces

to;

F = C<t2) - C(tl)

t2 - tl U )

At equilibrium equation (1) reduces to;

F = XC (3)

*-r



Flux measurements are carried out for sites requiring remedial

measures. For houses with concrete basements fluxing is done on walls,

over floor-wall joints, on the floor over bare concrete and over visible

cracks. The flux cans are placed in the same vertical plane. One of the

cans is placed above grade, one below grade, one on the floor-wall joint

and one on the floor. The floor is then cored near the can on the floor

and the radon gas concentration beneath the slab sampled through the core

hole. By these measurements we hope to define radon infiltration routes,

determine if a baseline in radon influx exists due to concrete and the

soil gas beneath tha slab, and if the partial remedial measure is adequate

in certain houses.

c. Theoretical Expression for Flux - The flux across a boundary

when no radium is present in the medium is given by:

ker (Cs - CI cosh (rt)) . .

sinh (rt) '

or when radium is present;

F = -ker (C e r t - C e~rt) (5)

Cl - Cs " C2 " S (6)

Cert - C - C, <ert - 1)

C = -2 Ï 1 (7)
2 rt -rt v '

s - e

C = 4.93 x 10~6 (EM RA)/ >P (8)
2

C = Soil gas concentration PCi/volume
S

C = Gas Concentration on the other side of boundary or
inside dwelling

A = Decay constant of radon I/time

P = Porosity = volume void/volume of concrete

ke = Diffusion coefficient in area/time



EMRA = Emanating radium in medium in PCi/unit weight

T = Thickness of barrier in length

Equation (4) follows from a diffusion equation of the form

and equation (5) follows from a diffusion equation of the form

ke S 2C - * C + EM _
~3^2 P - °

and flux is defined to be:

When

X = T (11)

C < < C and C . equation (5) reduces to equation (4)

The diffusion coefficient ke can be calculated from (4) if C , C , T, P
S X

are known. R = 1_ is known as the relaxation distance. This denotes the
r

thickness of the barrier where C is reduced to as 1/e value.

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CONCRETE BLOCKS AND POROSITY

a. General - We have noticed that the concrete in most basements

in Uranium City seem to be very porous. We have mixed some concrete to try

to simulate and understand the radon flux we have observed.

b. Description of the Concrete Mix - The components of the slab are

given in Table I. The emanating radium is found to be .06 PCi/gm in the

sand. The radium contient of the water and the cement has not been

analysed. The water content of the sand is 55 gm per 1500 gm.

TABLE I - COMPOSITION OF POROUS CONCRETE

SAND CEME'JT WATER

200 lb. 53 lb. 34 lb.



This gives a watery mix with a water to cement ratio of .78. The

final compression strength of this concrete is 2320 psi. The slabs are the

dimensions 2" x 14" x 14", 4" x 14" x 14", 6" x 14" x 14" and 8" x 14" x 14"

The radium content in the sand is first estimated by emanation method and

later on confirmed by chemical analysis performed by the Saskatchewan

Research Council.

c. Porosity of Concrete - Using the method outlined in référence 6,

we estimated our overall porosity to be .34. This is calculated by taking

into account the hydration of cement and the retaining of water by the gel.

The porosity is given by:

_ Total Volume of Mix - Volume of Hydrated Substance
~" Total Volume of Mix

Porosity was also measured by the weight difference between dry

and water (and acetone) saturated concrete. Radon is a gas while water is

a liquid, this results in a large difference in the order of magnitude of

the mean free paths between water and radon. Several authors 7-9 have

studied the relationship between permeability and diffusivity. We have

asked the PFRA laboratory in Saskatoon to perform these tests for us, the

final results on these are not yet in. Using water saturation method, the

porosity is estimated to be .12.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

a. Experimental Procedure and Results - A five gallon can with

some radon emitting material is sealed to the bottom side of the slab. The

sides of the slab are then sealed with epoxy. The top side of the slab

if left open. The radon concentration on the bottom side is then sampled

everyday until the bottom side stays constant. Then another can is sealed

onto the topside of the slab and the radon concentration sampled hourly



for a day or two. After two days the concentration in the top and bottom

is sampled daily until the concentration reaches equilibrium. The cans are

then removed and the slabs left in the open for a few days. The slabs are

then tested for radium emanation by sealing a can on top and waiting for

the radon concentration to reach equilibrium. A schematic diagram of the

set up is shown in Figure 2.

For an eight inch block, we found that the maximum concentration

in a can reached by radium emanation is 40 PCi/1. The thinner slabs give

lower values. In collecting data we have tried to obtain data that satisfy

the following criterions.

i. The radon concentration in the cans has to be much larger

than 40 PCi/1.

ii. The radon concentration in the bottom can is about the same

as the soil gas concentration beneath basement floors in Uranium City.

This soil gas concentration varies between several hundred to several

thousand PCi/1.

In a later time, we poured another batch of concrete for testing

purposes. We term this dense concrete. These are all 4" x 14" x 14" in

size. The porosity of this concrete is lower than the earlier ones. The

mix of the concrete is given in Table 2, Trial 6.

TABLE II
(All units are in lbs.)

TRIAL 6

Coarse Aggregate Fine Aggregate Volume of Cement Volume of Water

41.7 25.1 14.8 20.6



b. Description of Data - The concentration in the top can rises

with time in a functional dependence somewhat of form A(l-e ) in this

first day or two. After a week or so the concentration stabilizes. The

characteristic standard deviation at equilibrium is about 3 to 5%.

c. Calculation of Diffusion Coefficient and Relaxation Distance - The

averaged concentration over a week at the third week is taken to be the

averaged concentration at equilibrium using concentrations on top and bottom

and the relation F = k̂ C. We then calculate the diffusion coefficient ke

for our concrete slabs using the two values .12 and .34 and compare these

values with existing values.

d. Summary of Data - A summary of the data used and the ke and R is

given in Table III for the two different porosities .34 and .12. For

reference the values given by reference 4 is also listed. We tested our

computer code by inserting values given in reference 4 and obtaining

the same results for ke and R as in reference 4. We have also done fluxing

and used the results from short term fluxing to calculate our data, the

resultant ke are the same. Generally, our diffusion coefficient is larger

than reference 4.

SUMMARY

We have tried to incorporate the results of our concrete test data

into our investigation for remedial measures. At each site two cores

are taken from the basement floor. The porosity of these cores are tested

by water weight difference method. We then seal the other core in a

concrete slab that has a core hole cut into it. The slab is then epoxyed

such that only the core conducts radon. The same test is again carried

out as for the slabs. We can determine whether certain concrete core

samples have the same diffusivity as our own slab. Figure 5 shows a



schematic diagram for the testing of the cores.

Our flux cans have a volume to surface ratio such that concentrations/

hour can be coverted into PCi/m -hr. by multiplying PCi/l-hr. with a factor

of 400.

As can be seen from Table III, the characteristic flux value is

approximately 10 PCi/l-hr. or 4000 PCi/m hr. In a typical house there

are approximately 60 m of basement wall and 50 m of floor. If the

porosity of the concrete is the same as the slabs the radon influx would be

400,000 PCi/hr. This will contribute to a W.L. problem in a house. (Ref.10)

The following two houses have been presented as a sample case:

1. Case 1

Total estimated radon influx 1.1 x 10 PCi/hr.

Vol. of house 2.1 x 10

•Estimated air exchange rate 1/10 hr.

Porosit* '^ater method) .16

Infiltration Study:

Concrete floor not cracked 54%

Cracks on floor 4%

Concrete walls 5%

Floor wall/joints 37%

This indicates to us that sealing the floor/wall joints and the

cracks will still give us a problem. We have sealed all cracks and floor

wall joints. Still the radon and working levels are above criterion.

* Further details on exchange rate is in another paper.
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2. Case 2

Total influx of radon 4.2 x 10 PCi/hr.

Estimated air exchange rate 1/11

Porosity (water method) .r

Infiltration Study:

Floor 20%

Cracks 25%

Walls (cracks) 35%

Walls (no cracks) 16%

Floor/wall joint 4%

Sealing the floor/wall joint and all the cracks reduced radon and

working levels to below criterion.

So far we have done this kind of remedial measure for five houses

and have SO percent success in reducing the radon concentration and W.L.



SUMMARY OF CONCRETE TEST

TABLE III

Thickness Porosi

.34

.12

.34

.12

.34

.12

4"

4"

DENSE

8"

Ref. 4

8"

.34

.12

.1

.01

.34

.12

.05

.25

Top Cone. PCi/1

1246.6

94.03

1429.3

1810

232

1072

1769.9

783.2

1897

2730

1172

7574

x Pc i / l -hr

>,44

14.8

6.62

13.7

1.74

8.12

2.34

niif. Coeff. Cm/s

1O42E-O3

1O26E-O3

1.211E-3

1.18E-3

1.33E-3

1.31E-3

1.O8E-3

1.O2E-3

214E-4

2.O3E-4

3.49E-4

3.07i-4

1.69E-5

3.CBE-5

Relaxation Distance (cni)

38.1

63.7

41.4

69

42.8

72.0

38.8

63.7

31.7

98.7

22.09

34.8

12.7

7.6



FLUXING ARRANGEMENT
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PLACEMENT OF FLUX CANS IN BASEMENTS

11.

CORE

FIGURE 2
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DIFFUSION TESTS FOR SLABS
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CONCRETE POROSITY

DSMA/ACRES have been carrying out a series of measurements on concrete
porosity at the Acres Laboratory in Niagara Falls. We have measured
the connected porosity of concrete discs, 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm
thick, by measuring the rate at which air can be drawn through the
discs at a constant pressure differential. A material can be very
porous as measured by the ratio of mass to volume, but unless the
porosities link up, the material will not allow the passage of air.

Our interest was not the porosity of normal concrete, for we believe
it is not significant at Elliot Lake, but in the porosity of frozen
concrete. We think that some basement walls were poured late in the
year, and were frozen while setting.

Our measurements have shown surprisingly large connected porosities in
discs of normal concrete, and no marked dépendance of connectsd
porosity on water/concrete ratio. Frozen concrete was found to be even
more porous. We are modifying our apparatus to make sure that these
measurements are correct, as increasing the sample thickness does not
reduce the flow as much as expected.

We have also tested a number of different surface sealants, and found
them equally effective on all samples, provided that a truely continuous
film was obtained. This requires a smooth surface with no asperities.
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SUITABILITY OF MAKE-UP AIK VENTILATION

At this time, Keith Consulting in Uranium City is considering positive

pressure make-up air ventilation for those houses where it is physically

difficult to do any other type of remedial work. Passive remedial solutions

in dwellings with extensive narrow crawlspac.es or basements with a dirt

floor and wood retainer wa'v ••'ould require new concrete foundations and

floor slabs.

If the make-up air ventilation is successful on homes with physical

accessibility problems, cost considerations will decide the suitability of

continuing this remedial procedure. Labour and material costs in Uranium

City are much higher than in all the other cities in Canada with urban

radiation reduction projects. Ventilation systems can be installed easily

and with a reliable timetable. Graph (1) shows the cost of running a 100

C.F.M. furnace-fan electrically.

In many cases, Uranium City dwellings were erected to last the short

period of time during rapid development. They have since been maintained

in a minimum state of repair. There is little point undertaking permanent

remedial work on a building with a low assessed value and a short remaining

life.

A study of the effects of ventilation in the urban dwelling setting

was needed to choose the most suitable fan size.

BALANCE EQUATION FOR RADON GAS

The activity of radon at any time can be expressed by a balance equa-

tion which provides a basis for relating ventilation requirements to the in-

filtration and removal of radon.

Consider the radon flow into some volume, V. The change in the radon

concentration is equal to the difference between the amount entering and

leaving or decaying in the volume.
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Introduction; (Roger Eaton)

As many of you are aware, the radiation reduction programs

that are underway in Elliot Lake, Uranium City, Fort Hope and Bancroft

are a result of a joint federal-provincial activity, under the Task

Force on Radioactivity. This Task Force was initially set up when it

was realized that the contamination problem in Fort Hope required some

fast and expensive action. Prompted by this effort other areas were

identified and the Task Force mandate was extended from Port Hope to

include uranium mining communities. Remedial action in the mining

communities has concentrated on structural changes to buildings while

in Port Hope soil removal has been the main activity. Such structural

changes has opened up the requirement for new technologies.

As a result of geographic separation of these communities,

it was found that the Ottawa office has been the focal point for

information which of necessity needed to be passed on to everyone

else. Such a situation is acceptable only for a limited time; it is

eventually necessary to bring all the parties together. Hence the

conception of this workshop. It needs to be stressed that this is a

workshop not a conference for the exchange of scientific papers; that

is, it is to be an informal exchange of ideas, hypothesis, gut feelings,

on the problem being faced.

In addition, we have often had to find solutions before really

defining the problem; it is only recently that we have begun to

understand what the problems are. As a consequence of this, a lot of

things were initially done without fully understanding why. Some

solutions worked, some did not. It is necessary to exchange all

these experiences and nobody will be held accountable for ideas or

concepts that cannot be proven yst. This is a further reason this is

a workshop and an exchange of information largely for the benefit of

our consultants in these four communities.

I am glad that there is representation from universities, from

instrument manufacturers and from the U.S.A. and U.K. I think you

3
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can provide a different point of view. I would like to thank our

friends that have come from across the borders, making this an

international affair although I do not want to call it as such. So

lets begin.
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J. Cook
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Carleton University
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REMEDIAL TECHNIQUES FOR RADIATION REDUCTION IN
INHABITED STRUCTURES

Introduction

The selection of a remedial technique for a specific site

is dictated by the source and magnitude of radiation, the

type of construction encountered, and the structural con-

dition of the foundation walls and basement floors of a

building.

This paper describes the type of construction encountered

in the project areas of Bancroft and Port Hope, the ob-

served entry routes for radon gas; and in general terms

some of the techniques that are being implemented to

resolve radiation problems at specific sites.

Construction Practices and Building Details

Construction details and structural conditions of buil-

dings over or adjacent to radiation sources are very im-

portant as each has its peculiarities in terms of pro-

viding an influx route for radon gas. Field stone foun-

dations at older structures provide a limited barrier to

the influx of radon due to the effects of differential

settlement and to deterioration of mortared stonework.

Migration of radon through earth floors and open sumps

has been well demonstrated in the Bancroft and Port Hope

studies and similar projects at other locations.

Structural and shrinkage cracks in poured concrete as

well as the normal perimeter crack at the floor/wall con-

struction joint are all known entry routes for radon gas.

These structural deficiencies are generally most pro-

nounced in concrete floors which have been poured to
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substandard thickness, without the benefit of reinforcing

steel and without proper bedding. The deterioration of

snap-ties left in formed concrete is another possible

influx route.

Block foundation construction has its own set of unique

conditions that favour radon entry. Radon migrating to

the structure can readily enter the wall cavity through

the mortar joints or indeed through the web of the block

itself (3 to 4 cm thickness). Once in the wall cavity

the radon will concentrate to levels several times those

measured in the ambient air of the basement. Experience

has shown that the prime entry route of radon from the

cavity to the interior of the structure is not through

the web of the block, the mortar joint or the floor/wall

joint but rather over the top of the wall through gaps

between the timber plate and the final block coursing.

When this entry point is sealed radon levels will be re-

duced; however, only temporarily as the increased gradient

creates new influx routes (block web and mortar joints),

and depending on the magnitude of the source, the interior

radon levels can again increase to unacceptable levels.

A further and perhaps more significant problem is inherent

in houses built with a brick veneer siding as demonstrated

in Figure 1. The normal h" to 1" air space provides an

excellent path for gas to move from the block plenums up

through and into the warm areas of the house. Finding a

universal and reasonable solution to this particular pro-

blem is of continued concern.

Many of the homes, particularly older ones in the Village

of Bancroft have been built over ventilated and often in-

accessible crawl spaces permitting exhaled radon from the

soil to develop sufficient concentrations and subsequently

migrate through the floor structure to habitable areas.
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Varying expanses of rock outcroppings have been encoun-

tered in the basements of a number of sites. Radiation

problems at these sites have been attributed to the dif-

fusion of radioactive sources in the rocks itself, migra-

tion of radon through fissures in the rocks, and through

structural cracks in floors and walls caused by differ-

ential settlement of buildings erected on partial rock

and soil areas.

While it has not been demonstrated that the type of heating

system has a significant effect on the radiation levels in

a structure the operation of forced air. systems, particu-

larly with cold air returns in crawl spaces and basements,

can cause the movement of unacceptable radon concentrations

from non-habitable to habitable areas of the structure.

Openings around service conduits entering a structure be-

low grade provide ready access routes for the entry of

radon into a structure. Additionally, footing drains

connected to building floor drains and sumps can act as

significant collection systems for soil gas. These entry

mechanisms can become quite significant particularly if

building services and drains have been bedded in waste

mine rock.

Though considered unusual well water supplies can be a

significant transport mechanism when radon is transported

in sufficient high concentrations from a subsurface

source.

Remedial Design

In view of the variable nature of the radiation problem

and site conditions encountered, a number of techniques

have been incorporated into the site specific remedial

designs. Where feasible procedures have been standardized
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and where alternatives are possible, they are evaluated

on a cost effective basis.

The approach in the selection of the techniques and the

development of specific remedial designs has generally

been that:

1. The techniques should be as "fail safe" as

possible and not be dependent on mechanical

or electrical systems that require rigorous

maintenance.

2. In as much as possible the techniques should

have a proven success record.

3. The techniques selected for any specific de-

sign should be conservative and offer a high

probability of initial success and avoid a

"piece meal" approach that is not only costly

but annoying to the homeowner.

3. Such designs should take full account of the

magnitude and location of the source, the

potential mechanisms of gas transport and

the problem of secondary influx routes.

The preferred "fail safe" remedial method is of course

the removal of the source causing the problem. This

technique, however has perhaps encountered significant

success only in Port Hope where no natural radioactive

materials are present and generally speaking the source

can be identified and removed. In the Bancroft work,

experience indicates that source removal, and in this

case the source being waste mine rock, is only practical

in perhaps 15% of the cases investigated to date. Other

techniques to seal out radon or to improve ventilation

of the structure must therefore be employed.
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A brief outline of the techniques and designs developed

for the remedial program to date are described in the

subsections that follow. It should be noted that these

techniques and designs listed are the ones currently

being implemented. The list, however, is constantly

being reviewed and updated as results of new methods and

feedback from installations already in place are evaluated.

a) Interior Source Removal

This work involves removal of waste mine rock and contami-

nated materials used as fill under basement floor slabs.

Removal of individual rocks in field stone foundation

walls or fireplaces is included when appropriate.

b) Exterior Source Removal

Waste mine rock and contaminated materials used on drive-

ways and as fill material around structures is removed

where such material is identified as a significant radon

emanating source or where gamma levels exceed criteria.

c) Ventilation of Crawl Spaces

The spray application of a closed-celled polyurathane

foam material with high thermal insulation properties,

in combination with increasing natural ventilation by

providing exterior louvres or a passive perforated pipe

and stack venting system is used to dilute radon gas

emanating from subfloor areas as well as providing a

partial radon barrier.

d) Cracks in Concrete Floors and Walls

The application of a non shrink grout such as M-bed to

routed out cracks in floors and walls provides an effective



way of stopping migration through such openings (Figure 2).

This same material has.proved to work well for sealing

openings around conduits and building services entering

a structure.

e) Sealing Floor Wall Joints

A technique first implemented in the remedial program in

Elliot Lake has proven to be very effective in sealing

floor/wall joints. The method consists of the application

of a combination of a polyurathane membrane coating and

a cementitious fabric over the floor/wall joint (Figure 3).

f) Trap Floor Drains and Sumps

When structural design includes weeping tile connections

to sumps or floor drains, air transport of radon from

the tile into the house must be considered. This pro-

blem may be resolved by rebuilding floor drains and sumps

to include a positive primed trap that provides a gas

barrier (Figure 4,5). Limited long term reduction of

radiation levels will be obtained, however, if secondary

routes such as provided by the presence of shrinkage

cracks in concrete and mortar joints in block and field-

stone walls are not sealed.

g) Subfloor Venting Systems

A subfloor venting system is generally installed at

locations where exposed bedrock, earth floors, or badly

cracked concrete floors dictate the installation of a

new floor. Such a system in conjunction with a good

quality reinforced concrete floor or cap not only pro-

vides a barrier to radon entry but also provides a pas-

sive escape route for radon gas through a stack to the
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atmosphere, thus minimizing the accumulation of high

radon concentrations under the building and minimizing

the problem of secondary influx routes. This system has

proven remarkably successful when applied to homes with

block walls. Figure 6 shows a typical installation de-

tail.

All new floors are poured in accordance with details

shown on Figure 7. In this manner the floor is literally

a floating slab and is free to expand and contract thus

avoiding the formation of cracks due to curing and tem-

perature changes. The same caulking procedure used at

the floor/wall joint is used around building services

and support posts.

h) Interior Sealant Application

Large radon concentration gradients created by high in-

tensity source material against a structure can accom-

modate radon passage through walls and floors. This pro-

blem generally exists in buildings with concrete block

foundation walls, relatively thin concrete floors, and

floors with normal shrinkage cracks that are not readily

visible. The installation of a continuous barrier on

floors and walls using a suitable epoxy sealant has been

successfully demonstrated in research at the Colorado

State University, and in remedial work accomplished in

structures built over source material in Grand Junction,

Colorado; Uranium City, Saskatchewan; and now in the

Bancroft project area.

i) Exterior Sealant Application

The application of an appropriate liquid polymer sealant

to exterior foundations walls decreases the ability of
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radon gas to pass through foundation walls. This tech-

nique has its most common application in conjunction with

source removal from areas adjacent to a structure.

j) Mechanical Ventilation

In certain confined areas such as crawl spaces or generally

inaccessible locations when natural ventilation or other

remedial techniques are not feasible, dilution of inside

air by mechanical ventilation must be considered as a

possible solution by the remedial designer and evaluated

as to its cost-effectiveness. Heating of associated

dilution air may be necessary.

k) High Efficiency Filtration or Electrostatic
Precipitation

In cases where the ambient outside air contains elevated

concentrations of radon gas, filtration and electrostatic

precipitation of the inside air must be considered as al-

ternatives by the remedial designer. Such systems contin-

uously remove particulates from the air the have been

shown to reduce the working levels in demonstration and

permanent installations. Properly maintained, these

systems are reported to be capable of reducing the

working level in a structure by 90%.

1) Potable Water Aeration

When radon rich potable water is suspected to be a con-

tributor to elevated radon concentrations in a structure,

the most direct solution is of course to connect the

structure to an alternate low radon source of supply.

However, in some cases this is not always possible.

Studies are currently underway to develop methods of
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aerating potable water supplies and venting the gas before

entry into the structure.

Summary

At the majority of sites where radiation measurements ex-

ceed the criteria, experience has shown that a single re-

medial technique ;is sufficient to reduce radiation to ac-

ceptable levels. At a few sites, however, a combination

of remedial actions may be necessary to achieve satis-

factory radiation reduction.

When conditions encountered indicate that more than one

remedial technique may,be appropriate, alternatives must

be evaluated on the basis of cost and long term effec-

tiveness of each system.

The problems created by crawl spaces, rambling old field-

stone foundations and masonary block walls have not been

entirely resolved. . There are solutions, but these are

costly and not always practical. Remedial methods in-

cluding mechanical ventilation and high efficiency fil-

tration may have to be looked at in more realistic terms.

Such systems require maintenance and also have associated

with them certain operating costs, and as such there is

some resistance among the general public to accept these

as remedial measures. It should be pointed out, however,

that in some circumstances, these systems when properly

maintained, offer the only practical alternative to

solving the problem.

A continued exchange of ideas and experiences by the

various remedial design teams and governmental agencies

involved in the remedial programme must be further encou-

raged and maintained. Through such co-operation and
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collective expertise, unique solutions to the unusual

problems still facing the remedial design engineer will

be developed.

Comments ; (Paul Manley)

Professor Andrews; What proportion of the cleanup in Bancroft is

directly related to the mining operations in the area, and do you

do radiation monitoring of the people involved in the cleanup?

Answer : Mining related problems are a small percentage. Monitoring

of cleanup personnel is done, however due to low levels of radiation,

from the health physics aspect risk is low.

Bill Findlay: The subfloor venting systems, are they naturally or

powar vented?

Answer : All natural vented - this relates to the principle of remedial

action i.e. fixes should be conservative and require as little service

as possible.

Question: Why was quartz used on floor?

Answer ; To provide a wearing surface, epoxy would not stand up.

Question: What was ratio of radon indoor/outdoor?

Answer: Outside concentration less than 1 pCi/1 for radon and less

than 0.001 WL for radon daughters.
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Site Investigation Techniques

Over the course of the next 15 to 20 minutes we will be

discussing the standardized survey procedures adopted

for the specific remedial programs underway here in

Bancroft and Port Rope. Although many of the techniques

and procedures are similar they have been modified to

suit the specific remedial program.

We will first review the Port Hope procedures in order

to establish a foundation on which to build the Bancroft

techniques.

Introduction to Port Hope

As most of you are aware Port Hope is the site of

Eldorado Nuclear1s uranium refinery, which has been in

operation for over 40 years. During the 'thirties' and

'forties' the plant was primarily involved with the ex-

traction and refining of radium. Later, when the need

for nuclear weapons became apparent in the Second World

War, the plant shifted its emphasis to the refining of

uranium. During this period two unfortunate situations

were occurring:

1. The distribution and use of radium bearing

refinery residue as backfill material and,

2. the use in domestic structures of grossly

contaminated building materials salvaged

from the demolished sections of the re-

finery.

The health hazards related to these two practises pre-

sented itself in two forms:

1. Tangible alpha, beta, gamma contamination on

building materials, such as floor joists,

wall studs, insulation, steel support pipes,

etc., and,

2. the invisible radon gas and its progeny

produced by the radium bearing refinery

residue.
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In view of these two situations and the fact that

specific remedial contract work might be required at

each site investigated, a set procedure for sampling

and surveying was initiated, based on a specifically

developed criteria for:

1. radon/radon daughters,

2. gamma exposure,

3. alpha, beta/gamma contamination.

I will now give you a brief description of these pro-

cedures as related to the Port Hope Remedial Program.

Radon Sampling (A)

Radon sampling involves the collection of air from a

specific area of concern in either an Eberline or EDA

scintillation cell. This is done by connecting a

loaded Gelman filter holder to one scintillation cell

valve and connecting a MSA portable pump to the other

valve. Operating the pump for one minute allows ap-

proximately seven air changes in an Ebérline cell and 25

air changes in the EDA cell. These collected radon

samples are allowed to decay for three to five hours

in order to allow the radon gas to reach a secular

equilibrium with its daughter products. If the samples

are allowed to decay for longer than five hours a de-

cay correction factor is applied to the results.

The cells are placed in the scintillation counters and

counted for 20-30 minutes. The count rate is deter-

mined and the radon concentration is calculated using

the following formula:

cell counts per minute - cell background _. /,
(cell c.p.m./pCi/l) (radon decay factor) = P1-1'-1

It is important to note that the formula uses the cell

background. An accurate background is obtained for

each cell prior to its use for sample collection. An
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acceptable upper limit for cell background is .25 c.p.m.

and in our experience in Port Hope and Bancroft has

shown this level to be quite realistic.

Radon Daughter Sampling (B)

Radon daughter sampling is accomplished by connecting

a loaded Gelman filter holder to a high volume (20 - 30

1/minute) Gast or Staplex air pump. The inlet or ex-

posed side of the filter is marked prior to sampling

to ensure that it can be easily identified for counting.

The pump is activated for between 5 and 10 minutes and

is timed with a stop watch. The filter is removed from

the holder after sampling and placed with the active

side against the zinc sulphide scintillation material.

The counter is activated 40 minutes after the mid point

of sampling and is allowed to "count" for 10 minutes.

The Radon Daughter concentration or Working Level is

determined following the modified Kusnet2 method.

sample c.p.m.
~ counter efficiency X sample tims X air flow rate X 150

The 150 factor above is a variable in the modified

Kusnetz formula corresponding to the 40 minute point

from the mid point of sampling. In order to establish

whether a radon problem exists inside a structure two

sample pairs are collected in the basement and main

floor. A sample pair consists of a radon and radon

daughter sample collected simultaneously at the same

location. The number of days a structure is sampled

deponds on the levels encountered. Generally a struc-

ture is sampled on 5 10 separate days with a minimum

of three days between sampling. This of course applies

only to the situation where a house is being monitored

for compliance turnover.

For the situation where a radon problem is found to

exist in the structure special sampling and fluxing

techniques are used to identify the source of the
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problem. These techniques constitute a separate pre-

sentation in themselves so we will not have time to

discuss them now.

Along with the radon/radon daughter sampling, gamma

surveys of the structure and surrounding property are

required. These surveys identify contaminated articles,

radioactive source material causing the radon problem

or radioactive material above the acceptable gamma level.

Exterior Gamma Survey (C)

The purpose of the exterior gamma survey is to identify

and delineate areas of radioactive source material,

both above and below the ground surface.

For the exterior surveys a scaled plan of the entire

property is prepared including all physical features -•

such as trees, walks, flower gardens, etc. This ac-

curacy of measurement is required for contract purposes

in order that exact quantities can be taken from the

drawing.

A grid is applied to the plan and gamma measurements

recorded for each grid point - contact with the ground

and at one meter from the ground. Areas with elevated

readings are delineated and slated for subsurface in-

vestigations .

Exterior Subsurface Gamma (D)

In these areas of suspected radioactive source material

a three-inch diameter borehole is drilled using a seven

horsepower gasoline powered flight auger. The depth of

the borehole may vary from three to ten feet. A gamma

profile of the borehole is recorded using a modified

RM 19 radiation monitor. Careful interpretation of

these borehole gamma traces yields the depth to which

excavation must be carried out to remove the source

material. These borehole traces can also be used as a
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negative indicator to show where source material isn't.

This is the case for pre-restoration surveys to ensure

that all source material is removed prior to restoring

a site.

Once the exterior gamma survey is completed, the interior

of the structure may be surveyed.

Interior Gamma and Contamination Surveys (E)

A scaled interior drawing for each floor level of the

structure is prepared including all partitions, door-

ways, and staircases. In addition to the above, the

hasement drawing should show the location of the furnace,

water and sewer lines, drains, sumps, hot water tanks,

oil tanks, gas lines, and support posts.

It is important to note that the purpose of the interior

gamma survey is not only to document increased radiation

levels from a gamma source, possibly external, but to

identify any increased background levels caused by ra-

dioactive contamination of any surface in the dwelling

including the structure itself.

Once these surveys have been completed a remedial works

package is drawn up incorporating all the results of

these individual surveys.

Summary

The sampling techniques and procedures developed over

the course of the three phases in Port Hope are well

defind and regimented. Once a property enters the

"system" it receives the entire workup from beginning

to end unless instructions are issued to the contrary.

The application of these techniques to the Bancroft

investigations still required some further refinements

as Ron will now explain.
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Bancroft Site Investigation .Techniques

Introduction

General site investigation techniques employed in Ban-

croft have been developed to suit the situation unique

to Bancroft's problems and requirements. Although the

basis of the techniques are those employed in Port Hope,

revisions have been made to examine areas which were

not significant in Port Hope and to de-emphasize other

techniques which do not pertain to Bancroft.

The predominant reason for the deviation has been, of

source, the different basic source of radioactivity.

The origin of the problem in the Bancroft project area

has been identified as both natural and cultural

sources of contamination. Natural sources are generally

in the form of radioactive mineralizations within bed-

rock which are often exposed at the surface and sources

of cultural or man-made origin concerns waste mine rock.

Thus the requirements for investigation procedures dic-

tated a change in emphasis to suit our problem. Inves-

tigative surveys are undertaken primarily to determine

if there is potentially a problem and, finally assess

if any of the established radiological exposure cri-

teria are exceeded.

At the outset of our program, investigations followed

closely those used in the Port Hope project. The

techniques provided a necessary data base for preparing

our investigative report. However, as we began to

better understand the extent of the problems, we were

able to modify and augment previously established

techniques to better suit the requirements unique to

Bancroft.
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Site Investigation Techniques - Bancroft

Site investigation procedures can be divided into

several aspects :

1. Radon/Radon Daughter Survey: These routine

sampling procedures are identical to those

employed in Port Hope following the ten

sample directive.

2. Gamma and Contamination Scans : This is a

modified version of the technique intended

to de-emphasize detail.

3. Structural Assessment: This is an individual

study of structural characteristics to empha-

size the identification of possible source

material and radon entry routes.

4. Geological Survey: This procedure is unique

to the situation of an extensive area of

varying geological formations some of which

may or may not contain natural radioactive

sources.

Consideration of all the above aspects must be performed

in order to complete the investigative study. As the

first of two procedures, radon/radon daughter and gamma

measurements/ determine the status with respect to the

established criteria, they are of major importance.

The other aspects simply confirm the previous studies;

and give confidence to conclusions subsequently drawn;

whether it is to assist in the development and selec-

tion of a remedial design in the case of structures a-

bove criteria, or for the release of files for struc-

tures below criteria.

1. Radon and Radon Daughter Surveys

Radon and radon daughter concentrations are of prime

concern in the Bancroft area, as the majority of

remedial work will be primarily based on these measure-

ments . Sampling procedures, identical to those employed
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at Port Hope, have been used to measure concentrations

of the airborne radioactive components.

Requirements of accuracy and optimum use of available

time has maintained identical techniques and calibra-

tion procedures.

2. Gamma and Contamination Scans

Initially gamma surveys found predominantly background

levels with identified anomilies requiring only general

locating, as they usually do not exceed criteria, and

are unpractical to remove anyway. Thus scans as op-

posed to detailed surveys are normally considered

sufficient.

Exterior gamma scans are performed in two phases : a

scan and a limited grid survey. All readings are re-

corded on a scaled drawing of the lot with all struc-

tures located. A scan, recording average contact

readings, of the exterior of the lot is performed to

determine if any radioactive anomilies are present.

A limited grid survey of contact readings is performed

on a 10' X 10' grid survey within 20' around structures

and over any anomilies observed on the scan. If con-

tact readings exceed 100 uR/h, one metre readings are

included in the grid survey of the anomily in order to

assess the exposure with respect to criteria.

Subsurface investigations (borehole logging) have been

performed as a pre-remedial study only. That is, after

a structure has been found to exceed radon/radon daughter

criteria, then boreholes will be logged, as performed in

Port Hope, in order to assist in identifying and lo-

cating the source. Normally, however, boreholes are

not required in the investigative stage as only in a

few cases do they prove useful.

Interior gamma and contamination scans are similarly

curtailed. A 5' X 5' grid survey of contact readings

is recorded for the basements only on a scaled drawing.
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All other floors are scanned and readings recorded on

a sketched plan. Contamination scans are restricted to

basement areas (ie floors, floor joists, supporting

posts or other material) as contamination has been

rarely observed..

The primary purpose of the gamma scan is to determine

if any anomilies exist which exceed related criteria.

However, secondarily and perhaps of equal importance,

the scans have been used to assess the presence of

radon emanating source material.

3. Structural Assessment

Sites can often be assessed for possible problems by

careful observation of the particular structural

characteristics.

The age of the structures is significant with regard

to the use of waste mine rock. During the period of

active mining (late 1950's), waste mine rock was

easily available as fill material. After this period

little development waste rock could be obtained con-

veniently. Thus only structures built during this

period with few exceptions could potentially employ

this material during construction.

Building practices are also of major importance. As-

sessment of fill placement and bedrock locations can

often be used to locate the source or radon entry

points. Further, entry routes constructed through

footing drainage system connections to floor drains

or sumps, earthen sumps and floors, and field stone

foundations can enhance the feasibility of radon influx.

~t must be noted, however, that the reliability of com-

ments recalled by the owner rr builder years after con-

struction can often be questionable. Thus although the

information so obtained is useful, some corroberation

should be sought. In order to assure that such data is

recorded, we provide our survey team with a form to re-

cord any comments or observations uncovered during the

investigation.

3%
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4. Geological Survey

As naturally deposited radioactive occurrences are a

significant portion of the problem, geological surveys

have an important purpose in assessing the possibility

of potential sources affecting an ar.ea. Detailed geo-

logical surveys have located regions prone to natural

deposits throughout the project area. General areas

and specific sites have been examined by a qualified

prospecting geologist to assess the occurrence of

radioactive deposits.

Uranium-bearing minerals are contained in pegmatite

dikes located within 4 km of the contact of three gra-

nite plates which have formed between the two main geo-
o

logical formations (120 km ). The large project area
2

(1000 km ) covers many of the geological formations.

Most of the project area is not within the region

deemed favourable to uranium-bearing deposits. How-

ever, most of the sites of the project are located

within this region. Although most major development

has occurred in this area, the trend is still indica-

tive of the importance of geology.

Thus, if a site is located within the area geologically

deemed favourable to radioactive occurrences it must be

considered that there is.a possibility of a natural

radioactive source existing.

Outcrop rock in the vicinity, which may contain peg-

matite dikes, is particularly indicative although bed-

rock can often be covered with several metres of over-

burden. However, due to the nature of the mineral

placement in small localized dikes, one site may con-

tain above-criteria radon concentrations, and the

neighbouring sites may not. Thus the geological survey

may only assess the potential of a naturally deposited

source affecting the house. Alternatively, it follows

that in areas remote from the region favourable to

uranium-bearing mineralizations, where radioactive
3e)
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occurrences have not been observed, there is a small

chance of finding a natural source, although there is

still a probability of a cultural source.

Additional procedures, which are more site specific,

are applied for special incidences. Wells are tested

when found in the area geologically favourable to

uranium deposits. Radon content of well water had

been attributed to affecting the interior radon con-

centration in at least one site. Soil and soil gas

sampling are also employed when applicable.

When the previous survey techniques have been concluded

and the results judged as a whole, the decision as to

the status with respect to all criteria can be made

with confidence as consideration of potential sources

have been substantiated with detailed measurements.

Conclusion

Thus in conclusion, site investigation techniques have

been developed- to suit the particular problems observed

in each project area. Originally techniques developed

in Port Hope were found effectual in determing source

location for removal. When applied to the Bancroft

situation, several modifications evolved so as to apply

these techniques to solve a different problem.

Further it can be suggested that, as other project

areas have different situations from either of the

above, a single universal investigation technique

cannot be applicable- Considerations individually

important to each locality must be included in any

discussion of a site with regard to its status

relative to the criteria.
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Comments: (G. Case and R. Maruska)

R.A. Washington; With regards to the use of glass fibre filters;

do you make a connection for source absorption when you count up

the alpha emissions. The air pump you use, the flow meter is on the

outlet, this could be a source of error if the pump leaks, finally

you sample for 10 minutes and count 40 minutes later. How long is

your counting period?

Answer ; 1. No we do not - error involved is small enough (-"• 5%)

can be neglected.

2. How meter is mounted in the most convenient spot, it

is checked with a wet test meter (within 1%).

3. We count for 10 minutes to compensate for error, using

the 10 minute kusnetz factor.

Question: Closing up the building before survey is done, how long

is this period i.e. how long to maximize results?

Answer: The intent of closing up the building is reproducability

of results, usually overnight sufficient, this is done year round

both summer and winter.
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EFFICIENCY OF GLASS FIBRE AND MILLIPORE FILTERS

To check the relative collection efficiency of glass fibre and Millipore

filters under operational conditions, 8 consecutive samples using both

types of filter were taken in a house with high working levels. After

a delay of about 80 minutes, the filters were counted, left for a

further 10 to 20 minutes and counted again. The working level was

calculated in the usual way, using 'exact' Kusnetz factors as listed

in Technical note #6.

Sample time = 3 minutes

Nominal flow rate = 29.5 L/m Gelman glass fibre

= 18.5 L/m Millipore
Gelman Statistical

138

125
133

134

>

mWL
138

125

136

133

7 —

Ratio 0

133

.94

+7

: 1.

SD
3

3
4

4

0

Mi Hi pore
mwL

139 140

146 138
140 145

140 137

X = 141

Statistical
SD
4
4
5

5

+6

This indicates that there is about 6% absorbtion in glass fibre filters

compared to Mi H i pore.

Flow rates were measured with the standard rotameter which is used

routinely to check the pump flow rates and is correct by definition.

However, the ratio of the flow rates was also checked with two calibrated

rotameters and found to be 29.3/17.7 (1.66) on one and 30.0/18.6 (1.63)

on the other. These ratios are 3 to 4% more than the assumed ratio

29.5/18.5 (1.59), and so the ratio of WL's calculated above is too low

and should be about 0.91. Much of the difficulty of estimating flow

rate with a rotameter arises from a small cyclic variation in pump

flow of about 0.5 L/m, which is comparable to the differences in flow
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rate that we are discussing.

The estimated WL with glass fibre filters is therfore about 6 to 9%
lower than with Millipore filters, for the dust loadings encountered
in houses.
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ELLIOT LAKE SURVEY - ORGANIZATION AND RESULTS

The intent of the survey program at Elliot Lake is to:
(1) identify those houses in Elliot Lake with annual average WL's

probably in excess of the action criterion of 0.02 WL,
(2) demonstrate that the annual average Wl is probably below 0.02 VIL

in those houses where remedial work is not carried out, and
(3) demonstrate that the annual average WL following remedial work is

probably less than the action criterion of 0.02 WL.

At the start of 1978, there were two distinct groups of houses requiring
survey measurements. The first group was the Remedial Action Group,
consisting of 194 houses identified as canidates for remedial action by
a reading of greater than 0.02 WL on the Federal-Provincial Task Force
survey of 1976. At the start of 1978, access agreements for remedial work
had been obtained for 140 of these houses and some survey WL measurements
had been made in most of them. The remaining 54 houses had not been
visited.

Survey measurements were required in this group of houses to confirm that
the average WL was probably in excess of 0.02 WL and also to establish an
average so the effectiveness of remedial work could be determined. Survey
measurements would also be required for this group after remedial work
was completed.

The second group was the Investigation Group consisting of 357 houses that
were identified as canidates for investigation by a reading between
0.01 and 0.02 WL on the Federal-Provincial Task Force survey of 1976.
Survey measurements were required in this group of houses as the first
step of the investigation procedure to identify those houses with averages
probably in excess of 0.02 WL so that remedial work could be performed.
None of these houses had been visited in 1977.

4-G
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Statistical Basis for Survey

By early 1978 sufficient WL measurements had been made in houses to show

that the distribution of WL measurements over a period of time in

individual houses was nearly log-normal with a geometric standard deviation

of approximately 2 (see Figure 1). As a result of this, sampling theory

for the log-normal distribution was reviewed to determine sampling strategy

as a basis for survey organization.

Recognition that the distribution was log-normal led to the realization
that the accuracy of the estimate of the mean WL in a house depends more on the

number of measurements made than on the precision of individual measurements.

As ah example, Figure 2 shows the 2 sigma confidence limits for various

numbers of samples from log-normal distributions. It can be calculated

that for a GSD of 2, 8 errorless measurements provide a less accurate

estimate of the mean than 11 measurements with an error of +_ 10%. This

provides a powerful incentive to take more measurements, even if the

precision of individual measurements has to be reduced slightly.

An obvious way to increase the productivity of the survey teams was to

reduce the air sampling time to the minimum that would still give

reasonable statistical accuracy so that more measurements could be taken

in a given time. A sampling time of 3 minutes was chosen, which gives a

statistical precision of about 5% near.20 mWL.

From Figure 2, it was determined that 10 to 13 random and indépendant

readings were required to provide a reasonable estimate of the mean.

This would ensure that the standard deviation of the mean was about 20%.

Fewer than 7 measurements would give standard deviations greater than 30%,

and more than 13 measurements would not produce a significant reduction

in standard deviation. The final choice was 13 measurements because the

intention of the program is to determine the annual average WL with the

measurements spread out over à year, at the rate of 1 per month, plus the

final measurement.

4-?
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A more detailed discussion of the log-normal distribution and its
applicability to WL measurements is given in Elliot Lake Technical Note 3
'Analysis of Working Levels', which was based in part on 'Statistical
Methods for the Determination of Non-compliance with Occupational Health
Standards' which is available as HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-159,
April, 1975.

Survey Organization

The survey was organized to take the equivalent of 13 WL samples over a
year, and integrate it with the remedial work program, as shown in Figure 3.
To avoid waiting to start remedial work until a years' survey was completed,
a set of rules based on 'distribution free1 statistics were generated to
identify those houses where the annual average was clearly in excess of
20 mWL so that they could receive prompt remedial work. The original
intention was to carry out the entire survey by taking spot WL measurements.
Experience obtained while surveying 200 homes by this method during the
summer of 1978 showed that the requirements in terms of manpower, transport
and laboratory time were sufficiently high that the permanent staff would
not be able to carry out their winter duties and survey an additional 278
homes as originally planned. Since a less labour intensive survey method
was required, it was decided to use more radon averaging units for the
survey.

These units consist of a low volume pump and a 40 litre aluminized polyester
bag in a suitably sized container. Air is pumped by a small AC powered
peristaltic pump into the bag which is sampled and emptied at 3 or 4 day-
intervals. The average concentration of radon over the period is
calculated from the radon concentration in the bag. The unit is left in
the house for a week with the radon concentration in the bag being
measured twice and then the unit is moved to the next house. Forty of
these units were made, and were used to survey 278 homes on an 8 week cycle.

A secondary reason for starting the program was that the AECB had ordered
a number of passive integrating radon monitors, and delivery was expected
by the end of 1978. When the AECB units did arrive, they would simply
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replace our units in this program.

At the end of a years' measurements, the mean radon concentration will be
calculated and compared to the average radon concentration equivalent to
the remedial action criterion of 20 mWL. This is presently esti\ated at
5.0 pCi/L, but additional work is planned to determine this va'ue more
exactly.

Identified houses will be given a short confirmatory survey with
simultaneous WL and radon measurements to demonstrate that the annual
average is probably in excess of 20 mWL.

Post Remedial Work

The purpose of the previously discussed surveys is to identify those houses
requiring remedial work. The Post Remedial Survey is carried out when the
remedial work is completed to show that the remedial action has been
successful in reducing the WL in the house. Major restoration of finish
and appearance is not started until this survey is completed. As the
homeowner is naturally interested in completion of remedial work as soon
as possible, a rapid answer is required.

The procedure which has been adopted is to take one WL measurement a day
for 10 consecutive working days. If the best estimate of the mean is less
than 20 mWL, the house is forwarded to the AECB as probably complying with
the primary criterion. The AECB Compliance Division subsequently measure
the WL at intervals through the year to verify that the estimated annual
mean derived from the short monitoring period is acceptable.

Data Handling

As a large number of houses are under survey, it would not be practical
to keep an overview of the program if manual summaries had to be prepared.
Therefore, a computer accessible data base was developed. All survey
readings made in a house are listed in the data base, which routinely
produces estimates of the average WL in each house, and also keeps track
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of where each house is in the remedial action cycle. Figure 4 shows part
of the 'average WL' printout. The data base can also be accessed to carry
out other statistical analyses. For example, Figure 5 shows the number
of survey measurements made for each month, to the end of December, 1978.

Survey Results

Survey progress is summarized in Figure 6. The number of houses identified
at the end of December, 1978 as having annual average WLs probably in
excess of 20 mWL was 109, of which 86 houses were from the Remedial Action
Group and 23 from the Investigation Group.
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SURVEY MEASUREMENTS BY MONTH

RADON MEASUREMENTS

YEAR

1977

Total

1978

Total

Total

MONTH

August
September
October
November
December

for 1977

January
February
March
April
May.
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

for 1978

to 1978

WORKING LEVEL
MEASUREMENTS

245
178
95
273
430

1221

438
673
510
411
410
1260
944
496
332
235
273
148

6130

7351

SIMULTANEOUS WITH WL

129
80
49
188
366

812

380
307
379
199
60
37
15
20
8
3
3
5

1416

2228

AVERAGING UNIT

0
0
0
3
24

27

31
34
35
38
51
6

28
297
249
299
278
183

1529

1556

FIGURE 5



Survey Status as of December 1978

Houses In survey 619

Survey Completed

Assigned to remedial work 84
Identified as probably less than
20 tnWL _51_

Total 133

Survey Not Started

Refusal to be surveyed 18
Unable to contact occupant 26

Total 44

ANNUAL AVERAGE OVER 20 mWL 109

ANNUAL AVERAGE NEAR 20 mWL 41

FIGURE 6



Comments; (A. Scott)

Rube Yort: How long do you intend to place passive monitors in a

house?

Answer: Schedule to be in for 1 week.

Comment R.A. Washington: Passive monitors should be in house for at

least a week even more. Preliminary estimate indicates that for 1 week

exposure you can detect 1 pCi/1 with reasonable accuracy.

Leo Lowe: You estimate 13 samples over a year to get 30£ probability

of error in your annual average, is this theoretical calculation or

based on actual experimental variation?

Answer : This is a theoretical calculation from observed variation.

The observed variation in a house where we have repeated measurements

is that the readings are log normally distributed with an approximate

standard deviation of 2, if this is true over the whole year, then

13 independent random readings would be sufficient to determine the

annual average mean to an approximate accuracy of 30%, measure

usually once a month.

Comment E. Geiger: From work done in the states by Eberline, would

show day/night variation of radon levels, with peak levels at 0800 hours,

Comment A. Scott: Though no work has been done on this as yet,

indications are that in Elliot Lake, no great variation, and thus

considered to be a non-factor under our sampling procedures.
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REMEDIAL MEASURES AT ELLIOT LAKE WITH EMPHASIS ON PROBLEMS

Introduction

In the spring of 1978, a demonstration program showed that radon enter?"

houses as a component of soil gas, and that if the main routes of entrj

could be closed the radon daughter products would be reduced to less

than 0.02 WL.

The same investigation showed that there were common routes of entry for

most houses, namely various forms of openings between the substructure and

the soil such as untrapped weeping tile, the wall-floor joint, cracks in

walls and floor, and abandoned plumbing fixtures. Remedial measures were

devised to close each type of opening.

The demonstration program showed a further item of interest. In a

significant number of cases, fixing the obvious route of entry reduced

the working level to a satisfactory level, but in others, several

routes of entry had to be closed before a reduction was achieved. A

recycling system of tackling remedial work was therefore adopted, as

shown in Figure 1.

The obvious routes were closed, the house tested and if satisfactory,

sent for compliance testing. If the results were unsatisfactory, the

house was returned to the investigation stage for further examination.

1978 Program

The various remedial measures were tested in an 'in-house' program to

ensure that the construction methods and materials application were within

the capabilities of the local building trades. Once this had been achieved,

public tenders were called for remedial action. Each contract consisted

of a group of 24 houses, and called for the work to be completed in 12

weeks by two teams. As of December 31, 2 contracts had been completed with

25"!
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the third, which had been held up by the unwillingness of homeowners to
have work done during the Christmas season, nearing completion. It is
now completed.

The 'in-house' program has been maintained to test new methods and materials,
and to deal with those houses, which for various reasons, are not
considered suitable for contract work. These are essentially conditions
which are outside the scope of the contract such as spring fed water under
the slab, owner's conditions, or owner's schedule.

As of December 31, the status of the remedial program is as shown in
Figure 2. The number of standard fixes carried out in the houses worked
on is shown in Figure 3.

Causes of Recycling

There are three reasons why a house is recycled, all starting from the
fact that the obvious fix did not work. They are as follows.
(1) The principal route (or routes) was not obvious, either by its location

or because it was concealed behind finishing material.
(2) The form of construction provided multiple openings.
(3) Site conditions made detection or fixing difficult.

Problem Areas

If a house can be fixed after the first investigation, or if the route
can be found easily in Stage 2, i.e. it was behind one section of finish,
then there is not a problem. Problems occur when recycling continues.

To illustrate the major problems faced in the Elliot Lake Program, two
houses are worthy of consideration.

House No. 2 shown in Figure 4
Level: 0.075 WL with AECB fan on
The owner built on a steeply sloping lot and used extensive fill to the
rear. The following items are cause of concern.

0,
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(1) The basement walls are constructed of concrete blocks. In this form
of construction there are openings
a)at the footings - directly into the block cavity, and

- the vertical chimney in the mortar joint, and
bHhrough cracks in the outside face.
Once inside the hollow block walls, the radon in soil gas can move
within the wall entering the house through GKil;aged blocks, cracked
joints, the top plate into the basement and the top plate into the
upper basement.

(2) The rear of the house has a crawl space with exposed earth.
(3) The block wall of the crawl space has been taken 3 feet up into the

wall, with the floor joists on a ledger attached to the blocks.
(4) Seepage was entering the crawl space at one corner of the block wall.
(5) The front of the house has a full height basement, one half of which

had exposed block walls and floors. All surfaces were painted. Cracks
and open joints were difficult to see without removing the paint.

(6) The balance of the front basement is a fully furnished kitchen on a
false floor with a floor drain under the floor.

(7) There are the usual problems found in all houses of the wall-floor
joint, cracks in the floor, and the furnace pad through the floor, which
were all complicated by the finished areas and the painted surfaces.

(8) There is a fireplace on the exterior wall above the crawl space. Its
brickwork extends across its width and is supported on the floor only.

(9) The exterior precludes access to the outside face on two sides. On
side, it has a paved driveway and at the rear, a fully developed patio.
On the third side, a new house has been built.

Action Taken to Date
The obvious route of entry was tackled first.
(1) The exposed earth in the crawl space was treated by a) exposing the

interior block faces to footing and coating them with a water-proof
air-tight membrane and b) pouring a 4 inch reinforced slab over the
exposed earth and sealing it to the surrounding footings and wall.

Monitoring did not show a reduction to below standard.
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House No. 50 shown in Figure 4
Level: 0.045 WL Owner built
This is a one storey house built over a sloping rock face. The foundation
walls follow the rock. Part of the rock has been blasted to form a small
working area, over which a concrete floor has been poured. The points of
concern are as follows.
(1) The exposed rock which has long natural slopes with fissures and

vertical faces explosed by blasting which present a very broken face.
(la) The headroom at the rear of the house under the joists is about 8 in.
(lb) The rock is on an obvious drainage path from higher ground. Ground

water flows over the rock to the floor drain.
(2) The concrete slab has an open periphery joint at the concrete and

rock interface and numerous small cracks. The slab is thin.
(3) The concrete wall joint at the rock surface shows gaps.
(4) Water was leaking from the form ties.
(5) There are cracks in the poured concrete walls.
(6) The beam column supports pass through the slab.
(7) The stair supports went through the slab or were set on fissured rock.

Action to Date

Again the obvious route was tackled first which was the exposed rock.

Because of the extent of the rock, the difficult surfaces and the,lack
of working head room, it was decided to cover the rock with a pressure
placed concrete and Gunite was selected. The rock surface was cleaned.
All fissures or obvious water paths were covered and led to a trapped
collection point below the slab and thence to the sewer. The surface
was then covered with a light wire mesh and a minimum of 2 inches of
5000 psi Gunite placed. The Gunite was taken up the walls about 12 inches.
It was float finished. All areas of the rock were reached.

Then the open plumbing connections were closed off or removed. Plumbing
fixtures passing through the floor were grouted at the floor joint.
Beam column supports were sealed at the base and the columns filled with
grout. The stair supports were repositioned onto the slab or onto
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concrete pads on the rock.

There were two results, both bad. First, the Gunite started to crack when
the weather turned cold, and the cracks are continuing to open. Radon
is entering through the cracks. Second, the amount of water which had
previously flowed over the rock, across the concrete slab and into the
floor drain was too great for the newly created diversion paths under the
Gunite slab.

Further action to date has been to deal with the water problem by
installing a trapped under-slab system passing under the footing and
discharging to the ditch. The slope of the ground allows this solution.

Working levels can be successfully reduced provided the routes of
entry of soil gas can be closed.

Certain forms of construction and foundation conditions present difficulty
in achieving this by economical means. At present, the following
conditions cause problems:
a) large masses of fissured or shattered rock in basements,
b) hollow concrete block walls, and
c) painted surfaces.

In addition, finished basements complicate and increase the cost of both
investigation and remedial treatment.
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIAL ACTION PROGRAM
STATUS ON DECEMBER 31, 1978

INVESTIGATION

Houses under investigation 16

CONSTRUCTION

Houses with remedial work planned 7

Houses with remedial work completed 64

Houses with additional remedial work planned 10

Owner's refusal to allow additional remedial work 3

Total 84

MISCELLANEOUS

Returned to survey after investigation 1

Access agreement refused after investigation 1

Total 2

Total number of houses investigated 102

Total number of houses with remedial work 77

FIGURE 2

REMEDIAL ACTIONS PERFORMED TO DECEMBER 31, 1978

Fix
Number

1
1.1
2

2.1

3
4

5
6
7
8

9

Description

Replace floor drain

Replace drained collection pit
Replace sump

Replace soaking pit

Close wall-floor joint
Close cracks and openings through poured
concrete surfaces
Seal exterior walls
Cover exposed earth in crawl spaces
Cover exposed rock in basement

Coat masonry walls (interior)

Fill concrete block walls

Number of times
performed

60
9
12

4
27
31

0
3
6

1

1

FIGURE 3
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Comments: (Bill Flndlay)

Professor Andrews; Have you tried using heavy gauge plastic

sheets to seal basement floors?

Answer: Yes, however:

1. Plastic easy to penetrate;

2. Very expensive to prepare basement;

3. Try to avoid mechanical system that requires constant

maintenance.
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From April 1, 1978 to the present Keith Consulting's effort have been

directed towards 145 non Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., houses, as identified from

the Radiation Protection Bureau data, as possibly having Working Levels (WL)

over the .02 criterion. During this period and in the course of determining

the radiation levels at those locations, we have made over 1900 WL measure-

ments, taken 1200 radon gas samples and surveyed 91 interior and exterior

locations for gamma radiation. This, in addition to eight months of investi-

gative work in the previous year, has basically completed our initial data

collection required to determine which locations will need some type of

remedial work.

A summary of the results indicates 83 locations requiring remedial

work, 53 locations were found to be below criteria and the remaining 9 loca-

tions need more investigation due to their borderline situations and

fluctuating levels. The composition of the 83 remedial work locations is as

follows :

OVER CRITERIA

ONLY RN/RN DTS ONLY GAMMA COMBINATION

No. of Locations 40 17 26

In addition to our basic investigational data, and as a process of

determining radon routes of entry and possible remedial fixes, we have

completed reasonably extensive flux measurements in most locations with

radon/radon daughters over criteria. In 21 locations at least 2 concrete

cores were taken along with soil samples from beneath the floor slab and

at 6 locations radon in water samples were degassed, as it was suspected to

be contributing to levels within the buildings. Further, at each location

requiring remedial work, roughly 4 soil samples were gathered from around

the exterior and, when applicable, from within the crawlspace. In conjunction



with this, 4 soil probes were placed on each side of the building in order

to obtain soil gas samples to be compared with the emanating radium content

of the soil samples from the saune locations.

A set of soil probes has been left installed for the past 5 months and

the soil gas sampled on a daily basis. However, the data has not been

analysed at yet. We have also monitored one location on a daily basis for

radon concentration and Working Levels and are attempting to correlate the

data with metrological effects.

An emanating radium content approximation was done in Uranium City for

all soil samples and concrete cores. In addition, a representative cross

section of these samples and cores were sent to the Saskatchewan Research

Council Analytical Laboratory for a more accurate analysis. This provided

a comparison base from which we could judge and modify our values for the

remainder of the samples.

Regarding the remedial work that was completed during this period, 4

houses with crawlspaces were naturally ventilated. Usable portions of the

crawlspaces were separated from the unusable areas by constructing insulated

walls. In the unusable, vented areas the underside of the main floor, plumb-

ing and heat ducting were insulated. The plumbing was heat taped. Vent

louvres to the outside air introduced fresh air to the unusable crawlspace

area.

Cost experience for this type of fix ranged from $3000 - $9000/unit,

depending on size, difficulties in construction, accessibility, etc.

Labour costs were a substantially higher percentage of the final price than

were material costs mainly due to difficult working conditions encountered.

Radiation levels were reduced to below criteria in each case including

two units done in the previous year but needing reinsulation, heat tapes

checked, etc. Despite the apparent effectiveness of this remedial fix

r-0



overcoming obstacles of frozen pipes, faulty heat tapes, cold floors and

tenant complaints of high fuel bills, increased power bills, etc., renders

this method only feasible in ideal situations.

At 3 locations extensive material removal was completed. One location,

a house, had the basement floor slab and 18" of waste rock below removed

and replaced with clean fill and a new floor slab. Also excavation to

footing depth was required around the entire perimeter of the house. At a

commercial building 350 cubic yards of exterior excavation and 200 cubic

yards of interior excavation was completed. Approximately 50% of the footings

has waste material beneath it which in turn required underpinning the founda-

tion wall. The other major waste material removal site was at the local high

school. One classroom and an adjoining storage room had the floor slab and

5 - 1 0 feet of material beneath it removed and replaced. A small amount of

exterior removal was also necessary.

Removal of material, in particular interior excavation by hand, was

comparatively expensive. Interior excavation prices ranged from $50 - $120/

cubic yard, interior backfill $25/cubic yard, exterior excavation prices

from $20 - $40/cubic yard, and exterior backfill $ll/cubic yard. Radiation

levels at all 3 locations have been reduced.

Additionally, a survey of 23 empty lots where new housing was to begin

indicated six locations requiring gamma removal and this was completed

before construction was started.

During November and December, 1979, with our own work force, seven

locations were completed by sealing the floor/wall joints, visible cracks

in the floors and walls and other possible routes of entry such as any

areas of poor concrete quality or thinness of particular sections. We

used a number of different types of recommended sealants, finding most to

be satisfactory. However, in our particular situation, a general, all



purpose, epoxy-based coating was felt to be butter mainly due to ease of

application.

Intentionally, houses with full concrete basements, unfinished, were

selected for this work. As a result costs were low for no finished basements

had to be dismantled. Costs ranged from $800 - $1500/unit.

Unfortunately, however, these six locations are the only unfinished

basement scheduled for remedial work in Uranium City and one should expect

a sharp increase in cost when finished basements are encountered.

Radiation levels were reduced in all but one location. This was a

house with an extremely poor quality concrete basement and work is now in

progress for a complete floor covering of epoxy.

At one location, fortunately, the time to complete a remedial fix has

not been critical and this has provided an opportunity to experiment and

see the effect of different types of remedial approaches. A discussion of

these will be in a later part of this program.

"7.2.
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INTRODUCTION

The migration of gas through concrete has been investigated by several

authors, 1-5. REferences 4 and 5 deal with radon diffusion through concrete.

Reference 4 clarified the importance of porosity in the interpretation of

the diffusion equation and reference 5 pointed out the importance of radium

in concrete in the interpretation of radon flux measurements.

RADON FLUX MEASUREMENTS AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

a. Introduction - Part of our survey program involves radon flux

measurements. These measurements are taken by sealing a 5 gallon can onto

a surface with putty and then sampling the radon concentration build-up in

the can over a time interval of several hours. Figure 1 shows a schematic

diagram of the assembly.

b. Discussion of Flux Measurements - The equation describing these

measurements is given by;

t A

P: in either PCi/volume time or PCi/area time

A : Decay constant of radon /time

C: Concentration at time t in PCi/volume (1)

The first order approximation of the solution to equation (1) reduces

to;

F = C(t2),- C(tl)
t2 - tl (2)

At equilibrium equation (1) reduces to;

F = \C (3)



Flux measurements are carried out for sites requiring remedial

measures. For houses with concrete basements fluxing is done on walls,

over floor-wall joints, on the floor over bare concrete and over visible

cracks. The flux cans are placed in the same vertical plane. One of the

cans is placed above grade, one below grade, one on the floor-wall joint

and one on the floor. The floor is then cored near the can on the floor

and t-he radon gas concentration beneath the slab sampled through the core

hole. By these measurements we hope to define radon infiltration routes,

determine if a baseline in radon influx exists due to concrete and the

soil gas beneath the slab, and if the partial remedial measure is adequate

in certain houses.

c. Theoretical Expression for Flux - The flux across a boundary

when no radium is present in the medium is given by:

_ ker (Cs - CI cosh (rt)) ...
F " sinh <rt) (4)

or when radium is present;

F = -ker (C^e1* - C2e~
rt) (5)

Cl " Cs " C2 - S <6>

C
C e r t - C_ - C, (ert - 1)

= _s _ I L_ (7)

e - e

4.93 x 10" 6 (EM RA)/>P (8)

C = Soil gas concentration PCi/volurae
s

C = Gas Concentration on the other side of boundary or
inside dwelling

A = Decay constant of radon I/time

P = Porosity = volume void/volume of concrete

ke = Diffusion coefficient in area/time

?5



EMRA = Emanating radium in medium in PCi/unit weight

T = Thickness of barrier in length

Equation (4) follows from a diffusion equation of the form

* C = 0 (9)
P

and equation (5) follows from a diffusion equation of the form

ke â j ç - A C + EM =

P 9x2 P

and flux is defined to be:

F = k

d X X = T (11)

When C < < C and C , equation (5) reduces to equation (4).
3 s x

The diffusion coefficient ke can be calculated from (4) if C , C , T, P

are known. R = 1_ is known as the relaxation distance. This denotes the
r

thickness of the barrier where C is reduced to as 1/e value.

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CONCRETE BLOCKS AND POROSITY

a. General - We have noticed that the concrete in most basements

in Uranium City seem to be very porous. We have mixed some concrete to try

to simulate and understand the radon flux we have observed.

b. Description of the Concrete Mix - The components of the slab are

given in Table I. The emanating radium is found to be .06 PCi/gm in the

sand. The radium content of the water and the cement has not been

analysed. The water content of the sand is 55 gm per 1500 gm.

TABLE I - COMPOSITION OF POROUS CONCRETE

SAND CEMENT WATER

200 lb. 53 lb. 34 lb.



This gives a watery mix with a water to cement ratio of .78. The

final compression strength of this concrete is 2320 psi. The slabs are the

dimensions 2" x 14" x 14", 4" x 14" x 14", 6" x 14" x 14" and 8" x 14" x 14".

The radium content in the sand is first estimated by emanation method and

later on confirmed by chemical analysis performed by the Saskatchewan

Research Council.

c. Porosity of Concrete - Using the method outlined in reference 6,

we estimated our overall porosity to be .34. This is calculated by taking

into account the hydration of cement and the retaining of water by the gel.

The porosity is given by:

_ Total Volume of Mix - Volume of Hydrated Substance
Total Volume of Mix

Porosity was also measured by the weight difference between dry

and water (and acetone) saturated concrete. Radon is a gas while water is

a liquid, this results in a large difference in the order of magnitude of

the mean free paths between water and radon. Several authors 7-9 have

studied the relationship between permeability and diffusivity. We have

asked the PFRA laboratory in Saskatoon to perform these tests for US/ the

final results on these are not yet in. Using water saturation method, the

porosity is estimated to be .12.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

a. Experimental Procedure and Results - A five gallon can with

some radon emitting material is sealed to the bottom side of the slab. The

sides of the slab are then sealed with epoxy. The top side of the slab

if left open. The radon concentration on the bottom side is then sampled

everyday until the bottom side stays constant. Then another can is sealed

onto the topside of the slab and the radon concentration sampled hourly



for a day or two. After two days the concentration in the top and bottom

is sampled daily until the concentration reaches equilibrium. The cans are

then removed and the slabs left in the open for a few days. The slabs are

then tested for radium emanation by sealing a can on top and waiting for

the radon concentration to reach equilibrium. A schematic diagram of the

set up is shown in Figure 2.

For an eight inch block/ we found that the maximum concentration

in a can reached by radium emanation is 40 PCi/1. The thinner slabs give

lower values. In collecting data we have tried to obtain data that satisfy

the following criterions.

i. The radon concentration in the cans has to be much larger

than 40 PCi/1.

ii. The radon concentration in the bottom can is about the same

as the soil gas concentration beneath basement floors in Uranium City.

This soil gas concentration varies between several hundred to several

thousand PCi/1.

In a later time, we poured another batch of concrete for testing

purposes. We term this dense concrete. These are all 4" x 14" x 14" in

size. The porosity of this concrete is lower than the earlier ones. The

mix of the concrete is given in Table 2, Trial 6.

TABLE II
(All units are in lbs.)

TRIAL 6

Coarse Aggregate Fine Aggregate Volume of Cement Volume of Water

41.7 25.1 14.8 20.6



b. Description of Data - The concentration in the top can rises

with time in a functional dependence somewhat of form A(l-e ) in this

first day or two. After a week or so the concentration stabilizes. The

characteristic standard deviation at equilibrium is about 3 to 5%.

c. Calculation of Diffusion Coefficient and Relaxation Distance - The

averaged concentration over a week at the third week is taken to be the

averaged concentration at equilibrium using concentrations on top aid bottom

and the relation F = )% C. We then calculate the diffusion coefficient ke

for our concrete slabs using the two values .12 and .34 and compare these

values with existing values.

d. Summary of Data - A summary of the data used and the ke and R it,

given in Table III for the two different porosities .34 and .12. For

reference the values given by reference 4 is also listed. We tested our

computer code by inserting values given in reference 4 and obtaining

the same results for ke and R as in reference 4. We have also done fluxing

and used the results from short term fluxing to calculate our data, the

resultant ke are the same. Generally, our diffusion coefficient is larger

than reference 4.

SUMMARY

We have tried to incorporate the results of our concrete test data

into our investigation for remedial measures. At each site two cores

are taken from the basement floor. The porosity of these cores are tested

by water weight difference method. We then seal the other core in a

concrete slab that has a core hole cut into it. The slab is then epoxyed

such that only the core conducts radon. The same test is again carried

out as for the slabs. We can determine whether certain concrete core

samples have the same diffusivity as our own slab. Figure 5 shows a



schematic diagram for the testing of the cores.

Our flux cans have a volume to surface ratio such that concentrations/

hour can be coverted into PCi/m -hr, by multiplying PCi/l-hr. with a factor

of 400.

As can be seen from Table III, the characteristic flux value is

approximately 10 PCi/l-hr. or 4000 PCi/m hr. In a typical house there

2 2

are approximately 60 m of basement wall and 50 m of floor. If the

porosity of the concrete is the same as the slabs the radon influx would be

400,000 PCi/hr. This will contribute to a W.L. problem in a house. (Ref.10)

The following two houses have been presented as a sample case:

1. Case 1

Total estimated radon influx 1.1 x 10 PCi/hr.

Vol. of house 2.1 x 10 5

•Estimated air exchange rate 1/10 hr.

Porosity (water method) .16

Infiltration Study:

Concrete floor not cracked 54%

Cracks on floor 4%

Concrete walls 5%

Floor wall/joints 37%

This indicates to us that sealing the floor/wall joints and the

cracks will still give us a problem. We have sealed all cracks and floor

wall joints. Still the radon and working levels are above criterion.

* Further details on exchange rate is in another paper.



2. Case 2

Total influx of radon 4.2 x 10 PCi/hr.

Estimated air exchange rate 1/11

Porosity (water method) .05

Infiltration Study:

Floor 20%

Cracks 25%

Walls {cracks) 35%

Walls (no cracks) 16%

Floor/wall joint 4%

Sealing the floor/wall joint and all the cracks reduced radon and

working levels to below criterion.

So far we have done this kind of remedial measure for five houses

and have SO percent success in reducing the radon concentration and W.L.



SUMMARY OF CONCRETE TEST

TABLE III

i.
Thickness Porosity Top Cone. PCi/1 Bottom Cone. PCi/1 Flux Pci/l-hr Diff. Coeff. ""/a

2"

4»

4"

DENSE

8»

Ref. 4

8"
00

.34

.12

.34

.12

.34

.12

.34

.12

.1

.01

.34

.12

.05

25

1246.6

94.03

1429.3

1810

232

1072

vrrtT i

1769.9

783.2

1897

2730

1172

7574

14.8

6.62

13.7

1.74

8.12

2.34

Relaxation Distance (cni)

1O42E-O3

1O26E-O3

1.211E-3

1.18E-3

1.33Ë-3

1.31E-3

1.O8E-3

1.O2E-3

214E-4

2.03E-4

3.49E-4

3.07^-4

1.69E-5

3.O8E-5

38.1

63.7

41.4

69

42.8

72.0

38.8

63.7

31.7

98.7

22.09*

34.8

12.7

7.6



FLUXING ARRANGEMENT
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PLACEMENT OF FLUX CANS IN BASEMENTS

11.

CORE

FIGURE 2
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DIFFUSION TESTS FOR SLABS

IMPEDANCE HOSE
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FIGURE 4
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR CONCRETE CORE TEST

CORE (NO EPOXY SEAL)
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FIGURE 5
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CONCRETE POROSITY

DSMA/ACRES have been carrying out a series of measurements on concrete
porosity at the Acres Laboratory in Niagara Falls. We have measured
the connected porosity of concrete discs, 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm
thick, by measuring the rate at which air can be drawn through the
discs at a constant pressure differential. A material can be very
porous as measured by the ratio of mass to volume, but unless the
porosities link up, the material will not allow the passage of air.

Our interest was not the porosity of normal concrete, for we believe
it is not significant at Elliot Lake, but in the porosity of frozen
concrete. We think that some basement walls were poured late in the
year, and were frozen while setting.

Our measurements have shown surprisingly large connected porosities in
discs of normal concrete, and no marked dépendance of connected
porpsity on water/concrete ratio. Frozen concrete was found to be even
more porous. We are modifying our apparatus to make sure that these
measurements are correct, as increasing the sample thickness does not
reduce the flow as much as expected.

We have also tested a number of different surface sealants, and found
them equally effective on all samples, provided that a truely continuous
film was obtained. This requires a smooth surface with no asperities.

•9o
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SUITABILITY OF MAKE-UP AIK VENTILATION

At this time, Keith Consulting in Uranium City is considering positive

pressure make-up air ventilation for those houses where it is physically

difficult to do any other type of remedial work» Passive remedial solutions

in dwellings with extensive narrow crawlspac.es or basements with a dirt

floor and wood retainer walls would require new concrete foundations and

floor slabs.

If the make-up air ventilation is successful on homes with physical

accessibility problems, cost considerations will decide the suitability of

continuing this remedial procedure. Labour and material costs in Uranium

City are much higher than in all the other cities in Canada with urban

radiation reduction projects. Ventilation systems can be installed easily

and with a reliable timetable. Graph (1) shows the cost of running a 100

C.F.M. furnace-fan electrically»

In many cases, Uranium City dwellings were erected to last the short

period of time during rapid development. They have since been maintained

in a minimum state of repair. There is little point undertaking permanent

remedial work on a building with a low assessed value and a short remaining

life.

A study of the effects of ventilation in the urban dwelling setting

was needed to choose the most suitable fan size.

BALANCE EQUATION FOR RADON GAS

The activity of radon at any time can be expressed by a balance equa-

tion which provides a basis for relating ventilation requirements to the in-

filtration and removal of radon.

Consider the radon flow into sortit volume, V. The change •'• ;• the radon

concentration is equal to the difference between the amount entering and

leaving or decaying in the volume.
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dCo(t) =F(t) - \>Co(t) + r(t)ct)(t) - r(t)Co(t)
dt V

(1)

Where: Co(t)=Concentration of radon in the volume as a function of time

(pCi/1)

r(t)=air exchange rate as a function of time (1/hr.)

F(t)=total infiltration rate into the dwelling as a function of time

(pCi/hr.)

Co(t)=concentration of radon outside the volume as a function of time

(pCi/1)

A o=decay constant for radon (1/132 hr.)

In setting up the model of radon flow through a dwelling a number of

assumptions are made. If the concentration of radon is changing with time

many sequential measuraments are required to solve the balance equation.

Ideally then, measurements are taken in a home when the concentration of

radon is not changing. There would not be equilibrium conditions during

or after a rapid change in a meteorological variable,when remedial work is

being carried out or during extensive periods when the windows and doors are

opened and shut. Mathematically, for equilibrium dCo(t) =0 and Co(t)=Co=
dt

constant.

In the summer, a vertical radon concentration gradient can be established.

The most expedient approach in modelling the dwelling is to sub-divide the

building into units that have uniform concentrations.

Consider a two level dwelling consisting of a basement and a main floor.
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The radon concentration in the soil is typically hundreds of pico-curies per

litre. If there were large volumes of air exchanged between the soil and the

dwelling, the concentration of radon in the dwelling would be much greater

than is experienced already. The amount of the basement window and door sill

lengths is small compared to the sill length of the main floor. Therefore,

most of the air exchanged in the dwelling occurs via the main floor. It is

further assumed that the concentration outside the house, Co, is much less

than the inside concentration, Co.

The amount of radon entering the basement is equal to the amount of

radon either leaving or decaying in the basement;

F + r , C V = À C ,V, + r ,C ,V,
mb om m ^0 ob b tnb ob b

(2)

where the subscript 'b' refers to the basement and 'm' to the main floor.

Similarily, the balance equation describing the radon flow in the main floor is

mb ob b /\> om m mb om m om m (3)

Equations (2) and (3) are coupled by the term, r , , which is the air exchange

rate between the basement and main floor. When we combine the last two

equations the explicit dependence on r , drops out.

F = . V. + C V ) + rC V
ob b om m om m

(4)

A usual case is when V "* V = V/2 where V is the volume of the entire house.
b m

Let Cobe the volume averaged concentration in the house.

F ^ V,VC~ + rC V (5)
'*° o om m

Usually the air exchange rate is large compared with the decay constant

o£ radon, i.e., \0/t«l.
F <^rC Vom m (6)



So, for a good approximation the infiltration rate into the basement is

equal to the product of the air exchange rate and the amount of radon on

the main floor.

VERIFYING THE RADON BALANCE EQUATION

The balance equation must be tested by determining 311 the parameters

for a dwelling over a short period of time. As an example the balance

equations were verified during an air exchange rate experiment using radon

as the tracer gas. The filtered radon was injected increasing the initial

concentration to 125 pCi/1. The radon concentration in the dwelling de-

creased exponentially (C (t) = C (t=O)e ^ ) . The natural logarithm of the

concentration was plotted versus the time from contamination. The slope was

the air exchange rate. The air exchange was .64/hr in the kitchen and .58/hr

in the basement.

Fluxing was carried out to determine the infiltration locations and

magnitudes. The total infiltration rate, F, was 8.6 x 10 pCi/1. The

volume of both the basement and main floor (not including partitions and

furniture) was 1.4 x 10 1. "The average concentrations on the day and the two

days preceding these tests were 1.2 pCi/1 for the main floor and 2.9 pCi/1 for

the basement.

Using equation (4) the air exchange rate is .49/hr which is within 20

per cent of the measured value. The result of this air exchange rate deter-

mination agrees well with Tamura and Wilson.

* The temperature difference between inside and outside the dwelling averaged

18 C; wind was under 5 knots/hr.; there was a steady low pressure system

causing light drizzle during the days of this test.



RADON REDUCTION USING MAKE-UP AIR VENTILATION

The make-up unit forcing air into the basement produces the same math-

ematical solution as installing the unit to force air into the main floor.

The infiltration rate may change because air forced into the dwelling

will raise the air pressure in the home. It has been shown that increasing

2the atmospheric pressure by 1-2 per cent may halve the infiltration rate.

It is doubtful that the fan will produce that magnitude of pressure increase.

It may be assumed then that the new infiltration rate will be the same as

before the fan was installed.

F*= F = \(C V. + C V ) + rC V = MC'.V. + C V ) + r'C V (7)
i oo b om m om m © ob b om m om m

where the primed variables are those with operation of the make-up air unit.

This expression does not allow one to predict the concentration of radon in

the dwelling without knowing what gradient of radon will be established.

Adding ventilation will lessen the concentration gradient by increasing the

mixing of basement and main floor concentrations. A simplification to

equation (7) assumes that C, = C = C . Since V, + V = V:

ob om o b m
C = \ (C , V, +if ) + rC V

o ' o ob b 'fliom om m (8)
X.V + r 'V
' « m

If there were a small difference between the concentrations in the main

floor and the basement initially and we assume that the decay constant of

radon is much smaller than the initial and final air exchange rate then

Therefore, the change in the radon concentration is approximately inversely

proportional to the change in the air exchange rate.

BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR RADON DAUGHTERS

The balance equations for the daughters is of the same form as the

radon balance equation with one important exception. Since the radon

daughters are relatively chemically active metals, rather than an inert gas
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like radon, they never emerge from the soil-basement interface. For this

reason, there is no infiltration term. For a given air exchange rate the

gradient for radon daughter and radon gas concentrations should be the same.

In general, the radon balance equation is:

dCn = A/ , N c, , •> -A C - rC (10)
— A(n-1) (n-1) n n n

218 214 214

where: n=l=RaA (Po ); n=2=RaB (Pb ); n=3=RaC (Bi ).

In equilibrium, the concentrations of the daughters compared to the

equilibrium concentration of radon are given by: (See graph (2) )
Cl = Al (11)**

(12)

(13)

c
0

C 2
0

0

C3
C

0

or

=

=

i n

C
n

A. + r

Xj

A1 + r

A l
A l + r

general;

= *n

A 2 + r

A2

A2 + r

= C 1

C o ;

A 3
A 3 +

A2

2̂ +

r

r

= c2 X3
Co h + r

(14)

Just as radon daughter atoms attach themselves to soil particles, they

attach to aerosol particles and macroscopic surfaces. In the literature,

radon daughter atoms that attach to smoke and dust particles are termed

"attached daughters", while those that latch onto large surfaces are called

"plated-out" or just "plated" daughters.

The effects of attachment and plate-out have each been individually

3 4
studied.' Of particular importance, for the case of urban dwellings, is when

the aerosol particle concentration is srall (N<10 particles/c.c.) and the

area to volume ratio of the enclosure large (A/V>l/75 cm). It is possible

to couple the effects of plate-out and attachment into one reasonably accurate

composite model.

** Rearranged, a result of K.D. Cliff5agrees with equation (11).
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Plate-out was studied by McD.E. Wrenn, J.C. Rosen, and W.R. Pelt for a

uniform distribution of radon. Solutions were generated for four simultaneous,

non-homogeneous differential equations satisfying the boundary condition

that the daughter concentrations vanish at the walls for cylindrical geometry.

In reality, there is not enough radon daughter atoms associated with

normal concentrations to produce gradient effects (there is approximately

10 atoms of RaA equalling 1 pCi). One cannot measure the gradient produced

by plate--out, but the equations may be volume-integrated to get the average

equilibrium level for the room.

The ratio p. is the unplated amount of the i daughter to the total

amount of the i daughter. Table (1) lists some values of p. as a function

of cylinder radius, R.

TABLE (1)

1/R

1/120 cm

1/75 cm

1/30 cm

1/14 cm

1/12 cm

The atoms that plate-out would be found within a few mean free radon

daughter paths of the macroscopic surface. The mean free path of the radon

daughters is short at atmospheric pressure fc3 x 10~ cm). The effect of

geometry, therefore, is small except near the discontinuities of the boundary.

If the boundary equations were solved for any other geometry, one would get

the same results for the average volume-integrated equilibrium level. The

plate-out parameter is directly proportional to the surface area and inversely

proportional to the volume of the enclosure. Therefore, any reference to

cylinder radius may be replaced by:

100

Pi

95

92

78

54

49

P 2

.81

.72

.36

.11

.075

p 3

.74

.63

.18

.031

.01.5
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A = 2 m i = A (15)
V 2, R 2V

The area to volume ratio of a dwelling is larger than one would expect

from a consideration of the floor plan dimensions alone. To be exact, every

surface would have to be taken into account, la an average home the surface area

of all the furnishings could easily be 50 to 200 per cent that of the surface

area of the sum of the floor, walls, and ceiling.

The texture of the surfaces changes the effective area to volume ratio

of the room. In a series of tests it was found that radon daughters plate-

out more on a rough than a smooth surface. For example, a glass microscope

slide cover and a glass fiber filter were placed in an air-tight container-

High concentration radon was introduced. After several hours the container

was flushed and the filters counted. The average count rate on the glass

fiber filter was approximately twice that of the smooth glass slide.

To completely understand- the nature of the plate-out phenomena further

eraperical tests would have to be carried out.

Radon daughter attachment to aerosol particles is examined in a paper by

Otto G. Raabe. He postulates that the daughter attachment parameter is

proportional to the surface area of the aerosol particle for all but very

high particle concentrations (in which case gradient effects would be

introduced). The attachment rate parameter,A , is the product of the con-

centration of aerosol particles, N, the effective aerosol particle area (the

effective radius=4 x 10 cm.) and the average velocity of the unattached

daughters (1.4 x 10 cm/sec).

To a good approximation, the time variable, t, in Raabe's paper may be

interpreted as the mean residence time, T (T=l/r), of the air. In other

I Ol
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words, if nascent radon were placed in a container the amount of daughter

activity at some time after would be almost the same as if radon was being

exchanged in the container with the same mean residence time.

Raabe takes into account RaB atoms recoiling out of attachments to an

aerosol particle after the decay of RaA. For lack of experimental evidence

he estimates that the probability of disattachment would be approximately

50 per cent. Since RaC has a very low energy when it recoils (~4eV), the

amount of disattachment from the RaB decay is negligible.

Raabe's unattached fraction differential equations are very analogous

to the differential balance equations that appeared earlier in this paper.

Table 2 lists the value of q. as a function of aerosol particle concentration

and mean residence time of the air. The attachment fraction is q..

TABLE (2)

***
N q (T) q (T) q (T)

(particles/c.c.)

.89

.57

.40

.85

.52

.36

.85

.52

.36

.83

.42

.24

.54

.14

.07

.36

.08

.04

.68

.25

.12

.40

. 0 4

.01

.17

.01

,00

qx(10) qx(40) q ^ » ) q2(10) q2(40) q2(co) q3(10) q3<40) q3 ( oc

1 x 103

5 x 103

1 x 104

***T in minutes; taken from Raabe.

Any daughter atom once created has three possible futures. It may attach

onto aerosols. If it doesn't attach to aerosols it can plate-out, otherwise

it remains unattached until it decays.

Only daughters which are attached to aerosols or those that remain un-

attached are collected when taking working level samples.

The diffusion coefficient for radon daughter atoms is about four orders

of magnitude larger than that of aerosol particles. The effect of aerosol

particles latching onto macroscopic surfaces is much less than plate-out

of daughter atoms.
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The total equilibrium fractions f. of the L1 daughter is given by:

fl = 1 " ql + qlPl

(17)

f3 = 1 ~ q3 + q3p3

where p. and q. were listed in Tables (1) and (2) respectively; (1 - q.) is

the fraction of the i daughter that gets attached to aerosols; q.p. is the

fraction of the i daughter in equilibrium neither attaching to aerosol

particles nor plating onto macroscopic surfaces.

The statements of conditional probability, equations (16) to (18)>

assume that the attachment to aerosols dominates and is approximately

independent of the plate-out mechanism. The validity of this last assumption

can be seen if the amount of daughters produced close enough to the

macroscopic surfaces is considered. They plate-out before they have to

travel by large numbers of aerosol particles. The fraction of the i

daughters that are born and immediately plated-out is approximately _1A p. .

V x

Since the mean free path, 1, is short this term is very small for all but the

largest area to volume ratios.

The working level equilibrium fraction is defined to be E = 100 W.L.
Co

The working level, W.L., is defined in terms of potential alpha energy:

E = .1046 i. \. + .516 £„ \, !„ + .3793 £„ I. Xo x.

(19)

Graphs (3) to (5) show Che working level equilibrium fraction as a

function of the mean residence time, T (T = 1/r), of radon for various

aerosol particle concentrations and area to volume ratios. For small mean

residence times there is a rapid increase of the equilibrium level as a

function of radon age. The increase in the equilibrium level becomes linear

for residence times between four and ten hours. The effect of plate-out is
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more predominant at lower aerosol particle concentrations because the radon

daughters are able to migrate to the macroscopic surfaces more easily.

Two five gallon containers (A/2V = 1/12 cm) were joined together at the

mouth enclosing a sample of air. High concentration radon was injected into

it. The radon gas concentration and working level was measured for several

residence times. Corrections were made to account for a decreasing concentra-

tion due to extraction and the plate-out of the attached and unattached

6

daughters flowing through the sampling tube. The working level equilibrium

fraction, E, for these tests is shown in graph (6). The best fit for these

data points is for values cf the aerosol particle concentration under 1000

particles/c.c. The working level equilibrium fraction is higher for the

tests taken indoors cosipared to the outdoor test.

RADON DAUGHTER REDUCTION USING MAKE-UP AIR VENTILATION

Increasing the ventilation rate into a home will lower the working level

in three ways. Dilution will lower the radon daughter concentration to the

same amount as the radon gas concentration is diminished (equation 8).

Secondly, graphs (3) to (6) demonstrate that decreasing the mean residence

time will decrease the working level equilibrium fraction. Lastly, the

particle concentration outside is lower than that inside (see graph 6)

the house. Introducing more outside air should reduce the aerosol

particle concentration in the hov-e. Thé amount of reduction of the working

level, due to aerosol particle reduction, depends on the rate of the pro-

duction of aerosols (smoking, flue gas leakage, etc.). If the particle

concentration is not lowered below one thousand particles/c.c., there is

little effect due to cleaner air.

Working Level With Forced Ventilation = C'E'lr1, N1) (20)
Working Level Without Forced Ventilation • -

o

where E'(r',N') is the equilibrium fraction as a function of the new air

exchange rate and the new aerosol particle concentration.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE MAKE-UP AIR UNITS

The A.E.C.B. installed make-up air units in Uranium City homes that

required prompt remedial action. These units were set to run semi-

continuously controlled by a thermostat located inside the dwelling. These

prototypes had problems but th'ey proved the technical feasibility of urban

dwelling ventilation.

The major problem with the A.E.C.B. furnace fan units was the flow rate

produced was larger than needed to reduce the radon gas and working level

below criteria. Therefore, the cost of purchasing, installing, and especially

running them was high. Other problems with the system were the likelihood

of the home owner tampering with the thermostat and frequent equipment

breakdowns.

Our design for the make—up air unit is a continuously running fan

blowing outside air through multi-stage electric heating elements. A fan

operating constantly requires no relay switching, lasts longer, is smaller,

quieter and less expensive compared to a semi-continuous model.

The heating elements are controlled by a thermostat located to measure

the temperature of the incoming air. The thermostat is designed to turn on

the first element when the temperature becomes less than 16°C. As the

outside temperature drops one heating element after another is turned on

until at an outside temperature of -50 C all the elements are on.

Air entering or leaving the unit must not disturb exposed earth. Air

eroding soil creates large numbers of suspended dust particles. Some duct work

may be necessary to distribute the air flow.

The unit has a damper so that the flow rate can be adjusted to minimize

cost and still produce acceptable radon and radon daughter levels.
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REMEDIAL VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS OF TWO HOUSES

The radon gas and working level measurements used to calculate r.he

ventilation requirements were all taken during the summers of 1977 and 1978

in the early morning.

These two houses have dirt floor basements with wood retaining walls

and extensive crawlspaces. The major difference between the two houses is that

one has a lower main floor radon concentration then the other. In all other

aspects they are similar (therefore, the operation of the furnace fans in

these homes will further test the assumption that air exchange occurs mainly

through the main floor).

The critical radiological reduction in both these homes is the radon gas

level. The working level should reduce to a point much below criteria.

The air exchange rate was derived for one of the homes from infiltration rate

measurements. The air exchange rate was .25/hr. (in conjunction with D.S.M.A.

in Elliot Lake we will undertake air exchange rate tests using sodium

hexaflouride as the tracer gas on all future homes requiring this remedial

procedure).

The ventilation units will be used to test the postulates in this

discussion to improve our prediction of performance; for example, to see if

there is any difference when exitting the warm air into the basement or the

main floor; or to better understand the effect of lowering the aerosol

particle concentration on the working level.

Table (3) shows the variables and predicted solutions to the radon

balance equation, (8), and the working level equation, (20). The calculation

assumes that the air exchange rate in both homes before ventilation is .25/hr.

The air exchange rate after ventilation is calculated for a final average

house concentration of 3.5 pCi/1. The working level reduction calculation

assumes an area to twice the volume ratio of 1/30 cm. and an aerosol particle

concentration of 1000 particles/ c.c. " °
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#1

25 pCi/1

39 pCi/1

.040 w.l.

.070 w.l.

1.3 x 105l

4.2 x 104l

#2

11 pCi/1

34 pCi/1

.041 w.l.

.076 w.l.

1.1 x 105l

4.0 x 104l

TABLE (3)

Number of House

Main Floor Mean Radon Concentration
Before Ventilation

Basement Mean Radon Concentration
Before Ventilation

Main Floor Mean Working Level
Before Ventilation

Basement Mean Working Level
Before Ventilation

Main Floor Volume

Basement Volume

Air Exchange Rate After 1.6/hr. .57/hr.

Ventilation

Flow Rate of Make-Up Air Unit 125 C.F.M. 40 C.F.M.

Predicted Average Working Level .002 w.l. .005 w.l»
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Comments : (R. Mackie)

General comment; From work done using a compensation nuclide counter

in Elliot Lake, during the winter, in occupied houses general con-

centration is 1 x 10 nuclei/cm , it is considered that there is some

plate-out at this concentration, however would result from aerosols

present, find that effect of smokers etc. very temporary and the

effect of surface area is hard to estimate due to dependence on

texture.

Comment Roger Eaton: Due to nature and design of houses in Uranium

City, it might be more cost effective to demolish and reconstruct

rather than to carry out remedial actions. In view of this, when

and if the house comes on the market, the AECB will buy from the new

owner at a negotiated price (so as not to inflate housing in the area)

the house structure, demolish and compensate for building of new

house to new specifications as outlined by CMHC.
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INTRODUCTION

The Federal-Provincial Task Force on Radioactivity was

established jn February 1976 to co-ordinate a national programme

of radioactive contimination assessment and remedial measures. ̂  •*

One of several working groups set up by the Task Force was charged

with the development of Criteria to be applied to existing and po-

tential contamination situations»

The presence of elevated levels of background radiation

in some Elliot Lake homes has originated a number of investigations

to determine if new community development can be permitted without

exposing the residents to any undue risk. The evidence in support

of the criteria and the state of the control technology were pre-

sented to a provincial Environmental Assessment Board, investigating

the Elliot Lake Mines Expansion Plans. The Building Code require-

ments in Ontario has subsequently been amended, with respect to new

housing, in those areas so designated.

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Forced ventilation was the only known method employed

till 1976, as a temporary remedial measure in Port Hope and Uranium

City. As regards the acceptability criteria for new housing devel-

opments in Elliot Lake were concerned, some guaranteed counter meas-

ures in the building design were required for CMHC financed and insured

housing. To help establish an appropriate design change for use both

in homes already built or in new units planned, the AECB undertook

experimentation in conjunction with Rio Algom Limited, CMHC and the

Division of Building Research of NRC on some ventilation options for

the space immediately below the basement floor. Based on these

initial results the best method of satisfactorily ventilating a vol-

ume under a basement floor was found to be by means of a mechanism
Lzl

that applied a sustained negative pressure.

Concerning the impending construction programme, some

preliminary random gamma surveys were carried out, over the building
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sites, by the AECB, Denison and Rio Algom. The survey indicated that

anomalies were scattered throughout the site, both in and out of the

mineralized zones* Although, gamma readings by themselves could

not be construed as an accurate guide, but high readings indicated

higher probability of radon problems in dwellings.

Based on this prognosis, several design modifications

have been developed for incorporation in the new constructions:

Method 1: Crawl Space Ventilation System

Designed by Denison for its high density ap-

artment buildings. Includes mechanical ven-

tilation, exhausting one air change per hour.

Designed and built in 1976/77.

CDKWG - 1)

Method 2: Sub-Floor Ventilation System

Originally designed by the AECB, and subse-

quently modified by Denison and Rio Algom by

incorporating a fan in the design. Installed

in single» semi-detached and row houses. Built

in 1977/78.

(DRWG - 2)

Method 3: Sealed Basement System

Originally developed by Matthews Group Limited,

and subsequently modified by Denison. Suitable

for all buildings, Denison has installed in row

houses to date. Built in 1970/79.

(DRWG - 3)

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The primary criterion for radon daughters in 0.02 WL.,

and that gamma radiation is 0.05 mR/hr. indoors and 0.1 mR/hr. out-
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doors. In addition to the primary criteria, higher and lower levels

are specified for prompt remedial action or investigation respec-

tively* The values given are intended for application in actual or

potential living or occupied areas of homes and other buildings, and

apply to the average radon or daughter concentration or gamma field

existing over the course of the year» Short term fluctuations are

considered insignificant as long as the yearly average complies.'--*-'

In any set of concentration measurements, the data are

best represented by lognormal statistics; "• therefore,, the anal-

ysis of data is based on the lognormal distribution of the WL con-

centration measurements.

The lognormal distributions representing the 'Crawl-space*

and 'sub-floor ventilation' systems approaches to by symétrie, while

the 'sealed Basement? system becomes assymnetric. All three systems

installed are effective in controlling radon daughter concentrations

and preventing the annual excursions over the 0.02 WL criteria. Ec-

onomic aspects will determine as to which of these systems are to be

utilized in future construction of Denison homes in Elliot Lake.

REFERENCES
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DRAWING # 3

SITE "B" TOWN HOUSES

CONTROL OF Rn 2 2 2 - WL IN HOUSING

METHOD 3 SEALED BASEMENT SYSTEM

2-No. 5 BARS CONTINUOUS
4" BELOW WINDOWS

FORM VOID 1/2* AT BOTTOM- 3/4" AT TOP (MIN)
SEAL AT SLAB WITH POURABLE POLYSULPHIDE SEAUNG
COMPOUND WITH TAPECRETE OVER FOR PROTECTION

8 x 8 x 8 MESH IN 4" CONC- SLAB- 3OOO PS I- OR BETTER

3" OF SCREENED SAND

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0

8 MIL POLYETHYLENE
LAPPED 12" AT SEAMS

6" COMPACTED SAND

COMPACTED FILL OR
UNDISTURBED SUB-SOIL

DRAIN TILES INSTALLED ONLY OUTSIDE BASEMENT WALLS
CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO STORM SEWER

FLOOR DRAIN FITTED WITH A SCREW COVER

U°\
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DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

MISSISSAUGA AVE. BLDG. - E
WILLOUGHBY AVE. BLDGS. - F, G, H

(CRAWL SPACE - VENT TYPE)

.0 .00245 . 049 .0099 .0149 .0199 .030

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) RANGE



DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. ( 1 . 2 X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION1

NEIGHBOURHOOD 2A
ELLIOT LAKE, ONTARIO

(SUB-FLOOR VENT SYSTEM)
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DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. (1.2X GEOÏJIETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

TOKYO & FRAME CRESCENTS
ELLIOT LAKE, ONTARIO

(SUB-FLOOR PLASTIC BARRIER TYPE)
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220

DENISON MINES LIMITED
ELLIOT LAKE, ONTARIO

SUMMARY
OF

ALL NEW HOUSES & APARTMENT BLOCKS

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

.030

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) RANGE



DENISON MINES LIMITED
.ELLIOT LAKE, ONT.

RADIATION (W.L) MONITORING OF DENISON'S HOUSING
THE ESTIMATED ANNUAL WORKING LEVEL CONCENTRATION WILL BE LESS THAN 1.2 X GEOMETRIC MEAN.
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Road
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DENISON MINES LIMITED
ELLIOT LAKE, ONT.

Tokyo
Crescent

RADIATION (VI,L.) MONITORING OF DENISON'S HOUSING
PAGE TWO

(Sub-Floor Sealing, Plastic) W.L. RANGE (1.2 X Geometric Mean>
Barrier Type '

.00 - .0049

20

.005 - .0099 .010 - .0149 .015 - .0199 .020 - .030 > .030
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Crescent 50 31

TOTALS 71 23
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(Crawl Space Vent. Systems)
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Comments : (J. Chakravatti)

Comment Roger Eaton: New housing is not in the mandate of the Task

Force, however we are well aware of problems and have contributed

our experience to CMHC in formulating new housing plans.
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STRATEGIES FOR DECISION MAKING
IN EVALUATING COMPLIANCE WITH CLEANUP CRITERIA

BY

R. A. WASHINGTON

I. INTRODUCTION

In determining whether or not a structure Is In

compliance with the criteria established by the Task

Force for radon daughter concentrations, a number of

severe problems arise. Ideally in such situations, one

should have unlimited time in which to sample, in view

of the fact that the criterion for compliance is given

as a long-term average. However, in practice, the time

available for sampling and decision making is limited

by a number of factors, not the least of which is the

desire of the home-owner to be reassured that the

property is safe for occupancy. This must be kept in

mind, throughout the discussion which follows. Moreover,

the temptation must be avoided throughout the programme

to concentrate on study, investigation, and research.

The collection of masses of data, to the neglect of

the main objective of effective clean-up, cannot be

justified. It is often argued that all those data

will be useful one day "when the pressure is off" and

time can be found for their analysis. In fact, the

pressure will never be off, and such data are seldom

tjeô for anything except justification for the purchase

of extra filing cabinets in which they can be stored.

Of course, information obtained in pursuit of the main
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goal must be properly recorded for future use, and for

possible revision of decision making strategies.

As a consequence of these considerations, it vas

determined that compliance decisions would be made on

the basis of data which could be obtained quickly, and

analyzed using simple, reliable, rapid, comprehensible,

unsophisticated and generally accepted statistical

procedures. Esoteric or complex analysis requiring very

long sampling periods were considered unacceptable.

It is worth noting that the sampling strategy on

which initial decisions were reached (as to whether or

not structures would be subjected to further investiga-

tion or cleanup) were less than ideal, being based as

they were ov. a single measurement. However, the

decisions taken were consistently fairly conservative in

order to compensate to some extent for the paucity of

data. Such strategies were probably adequate in making

initial decisions but they cannot be justified in inves-

tigations to determine final compliance following cleanup.

For this purpose, more measurements are required together

with better statistical analysis of the data in order

to have reasonable assurance that the decisions reached

are correct.

II. OPTIONAL SAMPLING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

In considering the various possibilities for statis-
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tlcal analyses of data which are to be used to make

decisions, several factors must be taken Into account.

One of these Is the distribution of the data. If the

data are distributed normally the statistical analysis

can be based on the arithmetic mean and standard

deviation. However, it is now generally accepted (8)

that concentrations of environmental pollutants

generally follow a log-normal distribution. This

would lead to the necessity of a statistical analysis

based on the geometic mean and geometric standard

deviation. However, the central limit theorem (2, 3)

shows that, if a large number of sets of observations

are made of data that are distributed log-normally,

the distribution of the means of the sets will be

normal, and the grand mean will approach the true mean,

yu, of the distribution. Moreover, the standard deviation

of the mean will be

S(x) -

(n - number of measurements)

Therefore, it is acceptable to use statistical tests

of significance which are based on the normal distri-

bution if the parameter being tested is the mean value.

It must be noted that the statistical tests used, what-

ever they may be, do not determine whether or not the

difference between the observed value and the criterion

is real, but only whether it is significant at a stated

probability, considering the observed variability in
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the data.

When it is impractical to make measurements on

the entire population that is under observation, and if

it is desired to know the mean value of the observed

parameter, it is usual to make measurements on random

samples (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). In this context, a random

sample may refer to a sample collected randomly in time

or in space depending on the circumstances. In either

case, the objective of sampling is that the sample

should accurately represent the population from which

it is drawn, with respect to the observed parameter.

This would suggest at first glance that samples to be

tested for compliance with the clean-up criteria should

be taken :'.n all areas in the house in numbers proportional

to the time spent by the occupants in each area, and

at random times during the day and night. The practical

difficulties of such sampling will be immediately

apparent.

Further consideration of the actual situation suggests

a solution. Many of the parameters affecting the con-

centration of radon and its daughters in a structure

fluctuate randomly with time (barometric pressure,

temperature, wind velocity, rainfall, relative humidity,

cloud cover, etc.). Therefore, samples taken at a fixed

time on a fixed day of the week (e.g. at 1045 h. each

Tuesday) will be, in a real sense, random with respect



to such parameters.

The concentration of radon and Its daughters may

also vary with the location within the structure at

which a sample Is collected, e.g. unoccupied basement

area, recreation room, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and with

the ventilation conditions in the house, e.g. windows

opened or closed, furnace on or off. It would be

difficult if not impossible to randomize these factors

properly. Thus, in most cases, the decision has been

made to sample for "worst-case" conditions, i.e. in the

basement with doors and windows closed. This will tend

to give a result that is higher than the true value,

but decisions based on the data will tend to be corres-

pondingly conservative.

The criterion established by the Task Force for

radon concentration in homes under the clean-up programme

is a time-weighted average (TWA). The sampling strategies

employed and the statistical analysis of the data must

be appropriate to this type of criterion (5). Sampling

strategies and data analysis that are appropriate for

criteria such as MPC's or TLV's cannot be applied.

It must also be recognized that the sampling

strategy and data analysis employed must be appropriate

to the decision to be made. In the present case, it is

required to determine whether the radon (or radon daughter)
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concentration in the building is in compliance with

(i.e. less than) the criterion, and this limits the

selection of the strategy. In order to determine non-

compliance (i.e. whether the radon exceeds the criterion

and more remedial work is needed) different sampling

and data analysis strategies are needed. This concept

is well-developed by Moroney (3), ch. 12, where the

procedures involved in assessing the Consumer's risk

and the Producer's risk are considered in detail.

Another factor to be considered is the confidence

level (and confidence limits) to be employed in making

the decisions. It is desirable to minimize the risk

of error (e.g. <- 0.01) in deciding that a building is

in compliance (i.e. safe for occupation). In this case

decisions would be made at a high (> 0.99) confidence

level, because errors involve the health of the occupants

However, the risk of error in deciding non-compliance

(i.e. in instituting remedial action) can be considerably

greater (e.g. 0.1). In this case, decisions at a lower

(0.9) confidence level are usual, because an error

involves only an unnecessary expenditure.

III. Approved Procedure

After consideration of the above factors and a

review of the available data on radon concentrations

and working levels in homes in Port Hope, Bancroft,

Elliot Lake and Uranium City, it was concluded that the
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following procedure should be adopted to evaluate compliance

with clean-up criteria.

Upon completion of the remedial action, the con-

tractor should begin a post-remedial sampling programme

for radon daughters. Samples should be taken in the

basement, preferably in the vicinity of the floor drain

or sump, as well as in the living areas. The radon

daughters in the sample should be measured by the modi-

fied Kusnetz method (8), preferably using a membrane

filter to minimize the self-absorption correction.

Samples should be taken at intervals of about one

week, but in no case at intervals of less than 3 days.

The self-absorption correction for the filter used

should be measured (8) and applied to the observations;

other corrections (e.g. to the observed reading on the

flowmeter (9)) should be made if they are applicable

and significant.

The decision to be made in the first instance is

whether the remedial action has probably been successful

and the property can be submitted for compliance testing.

To facilitate such a decision, the number of measurements

required before a decision can be made must be calculated.

A widely accepted procedure for estimating the sample

size needed (10) vas used, and the following sequence

of operations was developed.
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1. Take 3 samples at the Intervals given above.

Calculate the mean working level, WL, and the

standard deviation, S(WL). If WL ^-0.005 and

S(WL)—0.010, accept the hypothesis that the

true mean working level is less than the

criterion at the 99% confidence level

(Ho: WL r< 0.020, C.L. = 0.99) and submit the

property for compliance testing.

2. If WL > 0.005 £r S(WL) > 0.010, take 4 more

samples (total - 7) and calculate WL and S(WL)

for all 7 observations. If WL - 0.005 and

S(WL) ̂ - 0.015, or if WL — 0.010 and S(WL) ̂ - 0.010,

accept Ho and submit the property for compliance

testing.

3. If WL .£.0.005 but S(WL) > 0.015, take 5 more

samples (total 12) and calculate WL and S(WL)

for all 12 observations. If WL~ — 0.005 and

S(WL) — 0.020, accept Ho and submit the property

for compliance testing.

4. If, after step 2 above, WL .£0.010 but S(WL) > 0.010,

take 8 more samples (total 15) and calculate

WL and S(WL) for all 15 observations. If

WL-é- 0.010 and S(WL) ± 0.015, accept Ho and

submit the property for compliance testing.
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5. If, after step 3, WL 7 0.005 or S (ML) ^0.020,

or after step 4 WL > 0.010 or S(WL) •*• 0.013,

no decision can be made as to compliance. In

this casa the property should be submitted for

evaluation by AECB as to the need for long term

testing using a passive radon monitor or

additional remedial action. In no case should

more than 15 grab samples be required.

On submission of a property to AECB for compliance

testing, a Compliance Services inspector will make

additional measurements to confirm the results reported

by the contractor. All the data are then analyzed using

a one-tailed Student-t test (2, 3, 4, 7). The calculated

t value is compared with the table value at the 99% con-

fidence level for n-1 degrees of freedom, where n is the

total number of observations, including those made by the

contractor.

Conclusion

This procedure has permitted objective and impartial

decisions to be made in nearly all cases. In those instances

in which the results are borderline or inconclusive, subjective

decisions must be made whether to do long term testing with

a passive radon monitor or additional remedial action. Never-

theless, the need for such subjective decisions has been

minimized. Moreover, and of greatest importance, the strategy

has permitted objective decisions to be made promptly on most

135
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properties with a high degree of confidence. This capability

should, in the long term, generate a corresponding high level

of confidence among the public in the competence of both AECB

and the contractors.
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Radiation Protection In Uranium Mines, American National
Standards Institute, Inc., Report ANSI N13.8-1973

(9) P. Loysen, Health Physics 1±, 629 (1969)

(10) Recommended Practice for Choice of Sample Size to
Estimate the Average Quality of a Lot or Process.
ASTM E-122-73, ASTM General Test Methods part 30.

Comments : (R.A. Washington)

Dr. Prantl: Does the AECB compliance give a 20 year clearance on

homes?

Answer : No we do not; we simply say that we have a certain number

of measurements and we are satisfied that the average WL is below

the criterion of 0.02 WL. We do not guarantee the house will always

be below the 0.02 WL.

Mr. Chakravatti; Why 99% confidence level, is it really necessary

considering we are dealing with a natural situation in most cases?

Answer : This is a much higher level than normally used but in this

case we have to consider not only the natural levels involved, but

also the techniques used, the instrumentation, fluctuations etc,

and also the politics of the whole thing. Based on this, we decided

if we are going to be wrong, we might as well be well on the conservative

side.

Comment Roger Eaton; There is a problem of defining a natural

problem, since the source may be natural, however man has disturbed

this natural situation e.g. by blasting into the rock, thus a problem

of definition.

Comment A. Scott; From our experience, there are a few houses

(very small number) that have failed the 99% level, but would have

passed at the 90% level. \3 7~
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PREDICTING RADON LEVELS IN HOUSES FROM GEOLOGY AND FIELD RADON MEASUREMENTS

by Robert H. Morse and D. Glenn Harder

March, 1979

Radon daughters were determined in 58 houses built by the same builder

at the same time using identical building practices. Most of the houses had

never been occupied but all were closed in and heated. These uniform

conditions provided a unique opportunity to study radon behaviour under

something approaching laboratory conditions.

All the houses tested are underlain by a rock formation known to

carry high levels of uranium in other isolated locations and which has been

suspected of contributing radon to houses in other areas. Unlike many rocks

this unit has some porosity. The houses tested fall naturally into three

groups. In one set of 8 houses basements were blasted into this bedrock.

In a second set of 4-1 houses a few feet of soil remains beneath the basement

floor. The remaining 9 houses are in an area of lower elevation and are

underlain by much thicker soil. Soils in this area contain more clay than

the sandy soils at Elliot Lake.

A single radon determination was made at the basement floor in each

house, using an EDA portable radon detector with a millipore filter.

Radon levels observed in the houses underlain by soil were lower

than in those where basements were blasted into bedrock. The lowest levels

were observed in the group underlain by thick soil. The Student-t test

using a two-sided alternative was applied to the data and indicates that the

group blasted into bedrock is different from the other two groups at the

99.5% confidence level and the two groups underlain by different thicknesses

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN URANIUM EXPLORATION



R. H. Morse & Associates Ltd.

of soil are Just different at the 97.5$ level. It is concluded that blasting

basements into a porous, uranium-rich rock formation increases the chance of

finding radon in the house. Clay-rich soil, on the other hand, acts as a

barrier to radon.

In another study, a large tract of undeveloped land was examined for

potential radon and gamma-ray hasards in an attempt to provide guidance for

subdivision planning. Published information was augmented by detailed

geological mapping, gamma-ray observations, and radon-222 determinations in

soil and snow.

Determination of radon in snow was found to be particularly useful

in locating areas of above normal radon flux. A hollow probe is thrust to

the bottom of the snow layer and air pumped from the snow into the EDA portable

radon detector. The radon-222 is counted at the sample site for two 1-minute

intervals. This allows discrimination between radon and thoron but thoron

has yet to be detected in snow. Snow acts as a trap and sampling medium for

radon and is more uniform than soil. Radon in snow is correlated with

underlying geology. In loose snow radon content is generally less than 25

pCi/1, but when several crusts are present values exceeding 100 pCi/1 are not

uncommon. High radon values associated with uranium mineralization in Northern

Saskatchewan in late winter indicate that radon migrates out of frozen soil.

The area of highest radon values in snow coincides with elevated radon

in soil gas and elevated gamma radiation as well as uranium stain in rocks.

Several soil samples were collected and analysed for emanating radon using

using an EDA portable radon detector and degassing system. Only normal levels

were found, suggesting radon migration in the ground.

Based on information such as described above, subdivision plans can

be adjusted to avoid building houses in areas of high radon and gamma radiation.



Comments ; (R.H. Morse)

G. Case : Does soil moisture have any relationship to radon retention?

Answer : We haven't really studied this relationship, however in some

sampling that we have done, there is not much difference In radon

levels before and after rain. We have noted however a strong

correlation between radon levels and barometric pressure i.e. just

before a thunderstorm high radon levels.

Comment Bob Washington: John Franklin of the U.S.P.M. in Spoken,

has done tests on the sandstone uranium ore in southwestern U.S.A.,

and found that if ore samples were either bone dry or fully saturated,

emination rates of radon reduced, however the rates were enhanced

if half saturated.
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WHY DOES REMEDIAL WORK COST SO MUCH?

The Source

Radon enters houses from the soil; so, in remedial action, it is clear
that we must consider the substructure of a house or building as of
prime importance.

Ultimate Cost

On this basis, the ultimate remedial action would be the replacement
of the substructure by a new radon-proof basement which is essentially
sitting the house on top of a dry swimming pool. This all encompassing
method would cost between $15,000 and $25,000 which is dependent on the
degree of finish in the original basement.

One has no choice but to conclude that the ultimate remedial action
is expensive.

Less drastic treatments can be carried out utilizing the existing
basement, and apparently saving its replacement cost. This saving
may not necessarily be realized since the cost of work on an
existing basement can be higher than the replacement cost.

Cost of Access

In the begining, the surfaces of the basement must be exposed for
inspection and potential remedial action. The cost depends entirely
on the amount of finish to be removed and reinstated. For a basement
with a fully developed apartment in it, it would easily cost $10,000
to relocate the tenants, store the furniture, remove the finish and,
after the remedial action is completed, reinstate the apartment to an
equivalent standard.
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Cost of Preparation

With the substructure exposed, the surfaces must be prepared before any
remedial work can be done. These are items such as the removal of paint
and poor concrete, and surface cleaning in preparation for material
application. All of this work has to be combined with very stringent
dust and dirt control to protect the furnishings and safeguard the
homeowner from major inconvenience. Surface preparation can cost from
$500 for wire brushing and washdown to $2000 for the removal of
industrial paint with dust control. Wall and floor cracks, major
opeinings, improperly installed services, and water seepage must also
be corrected at this time. These costs can vary from $1200 for the
elimination of an open pit with an under floor drainage system, to $3000
for the prevention of water seepage.

Cost of Treatment

The basement is now ready for the remedial work. To ensure that the
remedial work will be adequate, some basic conditions and criteria must
be maintained. They are as follows.
(1) The materials should have a life expectancy of at least 20 years.
(2) The remedial work should be gas-tight, passive and maintenance free.
(3) The possibility of accidental damage to the remedial work by the

owner should be minimal.
(4) The treatment should have the ability to remain intact against house

movement and the Canadian climate.
(5) The resultant finish should be acceptable in appearance.

The materials necessary to accommodate these conditions are not common
items normally to be found in builder's yards. They have been formulated
or manufactured for specialized uses. The necessity to use specialized
materials to meet these criteria results in high remedial action costs.
It also means that very meticulous preparation must precede a flawless
application. This painstaking treatment is not difficult, but great
care has to be exercised. Even the most suitable material cannot
perform to its specification if not applied properly to carefully
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prepared surfaces.

To coat the interior face and floor of a basement completely will cost
from $3000 to $8000 depending on the material used.

Cost of Failure

It is important, when considering remedial work, to bear in mind the
high cost of failure.

Since the materials and methods for remedial treatment have been selected
to meet stringent criteria, removal of these materials is difficult.
Also, the preparation of the surfaces over again is time consuming and
may require the use of specialized equipment. Once a surface is prepared
again, the original treatment has to be repeated. The cost of redoing
a piece of work will more than double the original cost. For example,
the treatment to prevent soil gas from entering a sump will cost about
$1000. If the treatment fails, redoing the work will cost $2500. It
is axiomatic that the more expensive or complicated the initial treatment
is, the greater the cost increase of replacement. A wall-floor joint
which costs $2500 to do initially could cost as much as $8000 to redo.

Other indirect items which can affect the cost of the program include
the deterioration in public relations with the homeowners, and its
subsequent effect on the public at large. Tin's slows down the schedule,
adversely affects those homeowners whose work must be postponed, and
loses confidence between inspection and workmanship.

The cost of failure is high. The dictum "Do it right the first time'
certainly applies.

The Cost of Success

Since the cost of failure is higher than the initial cost, one becomes
very conservative in the selection of materials and methods. If it
works, use it again and again. Success and the high cost of failure



stifles the search for less expensive systems.

This leads to the apparent position that little can be done to reduce
the cost of remedial work, for there is very little that can be done
to reduce the labour and material costs. The materials are expensive
and the application has to be first class.

Cost Reduction

The only way to reduce costs significantly is to reduce the amount of
work to be done. As consultants to the Board, we are charged to bring
the working level in dwellings to below the primary criterion of 0.02 WL.
It is not necessary to reduce the level to background.
Therefore, when sufficient routes of entry have been closed to effect
a lowering of the radon concentration to meet the criterion, we are
not required to continue remedial work.

Bearing in mind the high cost of access and preparation, the first
saving we can make is to fix the most easily accessible and obvious
routes, and then test to see if this work was sufficient. Testing
is inexpensive compared to the costs of additional remedial work.
Only if the obvious remedial work is not sufficient, do we proceed
to the more difficult and expensive remedial work.

Often the obvious route turns out to be the primary route of entry.
For example, in one of the houses where the survey showed remedial
work would be necessary, the owner was going to redo his basement
recreation room and build a fireplace along an entire wall. This
would have concealed an obvious crack at the wall-floor joint.
Since the owner would not delay his plans, we poured concrete behind
the fireplace to close the perimeter joint as a precaution. Testing
showed that the WL in the house had fallen far below the prime
criterion after this remedial action. Therefore, this was the only
section of the perimeter that had to be sealed and further remedial
work was not done.
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Figure 1 shows the average cost of meeting the criterion according to
the number of fixes required. The cost escalates exponentially with
the number of fixes required.

To reduce the number of fixes, the procedure followed is to investigate
and determine the obvious routes of entry which are then fixed by a
remedial action. Then the house is surveyed to ascertain if the level
is now acceptable. If the level is not reduced, the house is recycled
through the investigation and remedial action processes until the level
is reduced to meet the criterion. If the house has to have multiple
fixes, then the cost is high, as shown in Figure 1, but the cost of
testing is small in comparison. If the house passes the criterion with
fewer fixes, the savings can be extensive.

An indication of these savings and proof that fixing the obvious routes
of entry as a viable method of cost reduction for the Elliot Lake program,
is the fact that 76% of the houses passing the criterion had only the
obvious routes of entry closed.

Summary

The cost of assured remedial treatment is high because accesi to the
routes of entry is expensive in finished or partially finished basements,
and preparation is expensive because of construction inconsistancies
and finished surfaces. Also the fix has to be gas-tight and remain in
effect for a long time and the costs of failure are high.

Bringing the working levels down to meet the criterion of 0.02 WL in
a house with numerous routes of entry and requiring multiple fixes is
very expensive. The cost can be controlled by following a recycling
process of investigate, fix and test which starts with the lowest cost
fix and progresses to the more difficult and expensive fixes when
retesting fails to demonstrate compliance with the criterion.
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Comments: (R. Boychuk)

K. Cliff: If the public becomes aware that the contamination in

uranium towns is due to a natural occurrence is there going to be

increase demands for surveys and consequently fixes.

Answer Dr. Prantl: This problem would not be unique to Canada, but

also to Europe and the U.S.A. What we have to do is really look

at the data and do a cost benefit analysis, have to weigh risks against

costs .
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INTRODUCTION

In our remedial efforts in Uranium City, we have encountered houses

with concrete block walls. Thid paper described the step by step procedure

that we have followed at one of the houses. At this moment, the radon

concentration and W.L. in this house is still above criterion and experimen-

tation with different approaches are still going on.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE HOUSE

This is a single storey residential dwelling with a concrete block

wall. The basement was partially developed with wall panelling, closet

and part of the floor covered by wood false floor. The fuel tank is in

the basement. A shower stall and a toilet is also in the basement.

Figure 1 shows the basement plan of the house.

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF REMEDIAL MEASURES TAKEN

1. In July, 1978 the false floor and wall panelling was taken down.

It was then discovered that there was no concrete slab beneath the false

floor in the storage room and the recreation room. The dirt was fluxed

and gives very high flux values. 91.4 PCi/l-hr. and 41.1 PCi/l-hr.,

corresponding to 36360 PCi/m -hr. respectively. We thought that the main

infiltration route was the dirt and poured a four inch floor slab with

compressive strength of 3940 in the recreation room and storage room.

This did not reduce the radon concentration appreciably. Figure 2 shows

the radon concentration in July and August.

2. Near the end of August, we put epoxy on the concrete around

the floor drain and sealed the floor drain. The radon concentration in

the house remained unchanged. Figure 3 shows the radon concentration

during that period.



3. After sealing the floor drain and seeing no change in the radon

concentration, another extensive fluxing was done in October to redefine

the infiltration routes. Figure 4 shows the fluxing data done in July

and October. The data in brackets is data taken in October. Since most

cracks produce relatively high flux, we sealed all the cracks on the floor.

Most of the wall joints and mortars joints were sealed. The area behind

the shower and fuel tank was inaccessible and was not sealed. Aftci.

sealing these cracks and joints, the radon concentration went down about

thirty percent but was still over criterion. The toilet was also sealed

off.

4. Sealing off fuel tank and shower and the radon concentration

still did not drop to below criterion, we used polyethylene sheets to

seal off the wall section behind the fuel tank and the shower. The

radon concentration went down somewhat. FLuxing measurements on the walls

gave very small values. At this point, we decided that the plenum may be

an active conduct for radon by chimneying the radon through and around

the base plate upstairs. Figure 5 shows the data recorded in that period.

PLENUM AIR MOVEMENT STUDIES

During the third week of November, we undertook a study of the concen-

tration as well as the air movement in the plenum.

1. First, the concentration of the radon is monitored at different

heights and different walls. These concentrations were monitored for

three days. It was found that the concentration in different parts of

the wall, were not the same, but each individual plenum's concentration

stayed quite constant over this period. The concentration varies between

23 PCi/l to 273 PCi/l.

\3\



2. For air movements in plenum, three plenums in the east wall were

chosen. Holes were tapped at 75", 59", 36" and 12" from the floor. Radon

was injected at the bottom into one plenum and the concentration at the

different heights monitored at regular intervals. The three plenums are

names A, B and C. Figure 6 shows the plenum with sampling ports inserted.

Table I shows the variation of concentration for the 75" port, 20" port

in plenum A, and 59" port in plenum C versus time. The slope of the curve

CO

In /c(t) versus time will give the air exchange rate in the plenum.

Table I also gives the exchange rate in plenum A and C.

These values are consistent with each other. There is evidence

for lateral as well as vertical movement of radon through plenum. This

indicates to us that the plenum is conducting the radon into the house.

3. There is a pressure gradient between the inside of the plenum and

the basement. We can feel air blowing into the basement through our

sampling ports. We tried to monitor and see if the furnace fan is the

agent for the air movement by noting the time when the fan furnace comes

on and see if any change in the flow can be observed. We could not find

any change.

4. We then inserted thermometers into the ports to see if there is a

temperature gradient in the plenum. Table II shows some of the measurements

on the East wall and the North wall.

5. We have not been able to measure the air velocity in the plenum

directly and accurately. Preliminary results show that this movement may

be due to the température gradient in the plenum.



TABLE I

PLENUM A (INJECTION TIME 14:05)

75"

TIME

14:06

14:25

14:46

15:54

CONCRETE

3460 PCi/1

590 PCi/1

49 PCi/1

29 PCi/1

.137

min.

20"

TIME

14:08

14:28

14:48

15:56

Slope -

CONCRETE

6845 PCi/1

721 PCi/1

54 PCi/1

33 pci/1

.124

Exchange rate every 7.3 mins.

min.

One exchange every 8.0 min.

PLENUM C

59"

TIME CONCRETE

14:16 1941 PCi/1

14:31 129 PCi/1

14:50 23 PCi/1

PLENUM B

Slope - .160

min.

One exchange every 6.2 min.

27"

TIME CONCRETE

14:19 1343 PCi/1

14.-33 98 PCi/1

15:58 14.05 PCi/1



TABLE I I

HEIGHT FROM

75"

59"

20"

EAST WALL

FLOOR TEMPERATURE

5°C

8.5° C

9.5° C

HEIGHT FROM

59"

20"

WEST WALL

FLOOR TEMPERATURE

10°

11°

c

c



6.

FURTHER REMEDIAL MEASURES

At this point, we decided to try treating the plenum itself. To

utilize the positive pressure in the plenum we tapped 1/4" holes on the

outside of the East wall and North wall. These actions brought the radon

level below criterion for the first time for two days. Figure 5 shows

the data in this period. We then opened holes in the West wall. The

prevailing wind was from the West and the radon concentration went up.

At this point, it was decided that some form of radon impednace has to be

injected inside the plenum to diminish the radon infiltration. So far we

have filled the bottom three blocks with urethane foam in the West wall,

the East wall and put grout on top of the foam. So far the radon concen-

tration has not gone down appreciably. Figure 7 shows data for this period.

Figure 8 shows data in a house where we have epoxyed half of the block wall.



FIGURE 1 - BASEMENT PLAN
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PLENUM AND SAMPLING PORT
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Comments : (M.K. Leung)

Comment A. Scott: From our experience in Elliot Lake, we feel that

walls are not the major problem, what we need to be concerned with

is making sure the floor slab is completely intact before considering

walls. However we do not completely rule walls out, there is evidence

to show that there is no waterproofing on the exterior of concrete

block walls, and they are usually holes right through the walls.

There is movement of air through block walls, due to passive gradients,

diffusion etc.

Comment P. Manley: An additional reason for air movement through

walls, Is the natural stack effect in houses that is most pronounced

during the winter. With a well sealed basement floor, radon

concentration build up under the floor slab, with its only natural

venting route is via the walls. Therefore, walls (especially block

walls) are of great concern.

General comment: One method of fix is to fill block walls with grout,

however from our experience this is not necessarily a guaranteed fix.

Question: In the cross Canada survey was there any correlation between

block walls and high radon?

Answer : In Elliot Lake problem is not well defined, for with some

block walls there is problems, others no problems.
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RADON DIFFUSION VERSUS RADON TRANSPORT IN SOIL GAS AS A SOURCE OF
HIGH RADON LEVELS IN HOUSES

This presentation is a greatly abbreviated version of Development Program

Report 1 'Isolation Module Tests'.

Work in the fall of 1977 had suggested that the only significant route of
radon entry into houses was in soil gas entering via openings in the
concrete basement substructure. To measure the importance of this route
relative to diffusion of radon from the concrete, temporary wooden
structures (modules) were erected, enclosing a section of the basement wall
and floor in 5 houses. As the concrete was free of cracks, it was
assumed that radon would enter the modules only by radon flux from the
surface or by soil gas efflux through the wall-floor joint.

The radon supply rate by diffusion and by efflux was measured for each
module. The radon flux was measured with twelve 6 litre metal flux cans
over a period of 2 hours. The efflux rate was measured with a 3.6 litre
cannister open to the atmosphere and placed over the wall-floor joint.
The radon concentration was measured over an hour. The entry rate of
radon is estimated from the rate of change of concentration. The wall-
floor joints with the highest radon efflux had a visible gap between the
wall and floor.

These measurements were made only once in each module, and so should not
be regarded as accurate estimates of the entry rate. However, they
indicate that radon supply rates did vary considerably from module to
module and that the measured supply rates by diffusion and by efflux were
comparable.

After some preliminary experiments the ventilation area of the modules
was standardized by caulking them to the basement floor and wall with
an urethane foam and insertin a 5 cm diameter ventilation port. It was
expected that the concentrations in the modules would then be proportional
to the supply rates. The average radon concentraiton in each module was
determined with pump and bag averaging units, and is listed together with
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the estimated supply rate in Table 1. The average radon concentration

in the basement is shown for comparison. It will be noted that the

modules with high radon concentrations are those where high radon efflux

rates were measured, and in modules where the supply rate by efflux is less

than 50 pCi/L, the average concentration is not much higher than that in

the house.

Since the cause of the high radon levels was thought to be the mass flow

of soil gas through the wall-floor joint, it should be possible to cause

a marked reduction in concnetration by closing the joint with common

materials designed to stop air movement, rather than to resist radon

diffusion.

A series of tests were carried out using standard caulking and air sealant

materials. They were a white butyl caulking compound, a silicone rubber

caulk (bathtub caulk) and aluminized duct tape.

Their effectiveness was compared to that of a tar-based epoxy paint which

was known from other experiments to be an effective barrier to radon

diffusion, and also would form a flexible airtight membrane on any surface

to which it was applied.

Before each application of caulking coumpound, the concrete surfaces were

wire brushed clean. Then, the products were applied to both untreated

concrete, and concrete treated with a 5% silicone surface sealer to

reduce dusting. Table 2 shows the reduction in average radon concentration

produced by the application of aluminized duct tape to the wall-floor

joint. A significant reduction from 290 to 70 pCi/L was achieved on smooth

treated concrete. The tape did not adhere well to the other surfaces,

so the small reduction for those cases was not surprising.

Table 3 shows the reduction produced by butyl and silicone caulks. They

were both equally effective on smooth treated concrete, reducing the radon

concentration by a factor of nearly 8. On untreated concrete they both

rapidly lost their bond with the surface and tended to peel off the concrete.
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Table 4 shows the reduction rate produced by the epoxy paint. It was
extremely effective, reducing the concentration from 600 to 40 pCi/L.
The module concentration still remained above the basement concentration,
probably due to the difficulty of properly sealing the portion of the
wall-floor joint that was concealed by the wooden structure.

Conclusions

The module program demonstrated several significant features necessary for
the full development of the remedial techniques used in the Elliot Lake
Decontamination Program. These were as follows.
(1) The measurement of high efflux rats from the wall-floor joint or

cracks did indicate a major route of entry in practice. It was not
posssible to tell by visual inspection alone if a crack was a major
route of entry.

(2) It was possible to significantly reduce radon concentrations by
preventing the movement of soil gas through the wall-floor joint
with commercial products intended to stop the movement of air. It
was not necessary to use products that would prevent the diffusion
of radon.

(3) It was imperative that the caulking material should form a good bond
to the surfaces. None of the materials used were effective when
applied to clean but untreated concrete.

(4) High radon concentrations were only found in those mocules with a
significant efflux rate, showing that efflux rather than radon flux
from concrete was the controlling factor for the radon concentration
in the modules.



TABLE 1

RADON SUPPLY RATE AND RADON CONCENTRATION

•kni M r

JUULL

1
2

3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11

RADON SUPPLY RATE
BY DIFFUSION BY

3100

1400

0

1600

100

1400

0

1150

2950

400

2350

(pCi/h)
EFFLUX

2300

3500

30

50

500

230

5000

5200

40

30

50

AVERAGE RADON
MODULE

60
70

5

6

20

28

300

650

10

8

18

CONCENTRATION (pCi/1)
HOUSE

14
14
6

6

7

7

16
16

3

3

3

SURFACE CONDITION
OF CONCRETE

UNTREATED

Smooth

Coarse

TREATED

Smooth

Coarse

TABLE 2
ALUMINIZED DUCT TAPE

AVERAGE RADON CONCENT
BEFORE

75

10

290

18

AFTER

53

10

70

15

REDUCTION FACTOR

0.7

1.0

0.24

0.8



SURFACE CONDITION
OF CONCRETE

SILICON CAULK ON
SMOOTH CONCRETE

Untreated

Treated

BUTYL CAULK ON
SMOOTH CONCRETE

Untreated
Treated

TABLE 3
SILICONE CAULK AND BUTYL CAULK

AVERAGE RADON CONCENTRATION p
BEFORE AFTER

60
150

70
300

18

23

50
40

REDUCTION FACTOR

0.3
0.15

0.66
0.13

SURFACE CONDITION
OF CONCRETE

SMOOTH CONCRETE

Treated

TABLE 4
COAL TAR EPOXY PAINT

AVERAGE RADON CONCENTRATION pCi/L
BEFORE AFTZR

600 40

REDUCTION FACTOR

0.07



Comments: (A. Scott)

Question: How are diffusion rate measurements made?

Answer: With a 12 litre accumulator (food bowl) that is attached

to the surface. The radon concentration is measured after an

elapsed time of 1-2 hours. These measurements do not represent

true eflux supply rates, however give a good approximation.

.71
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Radon Transport by a Potable Water System

and

The Effect of Uranium Tailings on an Adjacent

Residential Development

Studies of structures within the Bancroft and environs

project area has identified two areas of interest

differing from all other experiences. These concern

the transport of radon through an enriched potable

water supply into a structure and a discussion on

the effect of a uranium tailings area on an adjacent

residential development. Each will be discussed in-

dependantly.

The Effect of Uranium Tailings on an Adjacent
Residential Development

Introduction

Concern expressed for residential developments located

in the vicinity of waste storage areas, has been noted

in many cases. In particular studies of the effects

of uranium mill tailings stored in controlled sites on

the surrounding areas has been studied in Elliot Lake

(Ref. 1). Studies at Elliot Lake Nordic Tailings area

indicated radon concentrations over the area averaged

12 pCi/L while concentrations downwind averaged 18 pCi/L

with 25-30 km/h winds (Ref. 1). Further studies also

indicated upwind concentrations were virtually zero.

Modelling indicated the radon levels may be equal to

or greater than 1 pCi/L within 3.4 km of tailings areas.

In the Bancroft project area, residential dwellings

are found within 100 m of an inactive tailings area.

It has been observed that these residential dwellings

on Birchwood Drive are subject to effects due to the

tailings area which are pertinent to the radiation
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reduction program currently being funded in the

Bancroft Environs.

Madawaska Tailings Area #2

The Madawaska Mines has been in operation between 19 56

to 1964 and then was restarted again in 19 76- During

the initial period, mill tailings were stored in a con-

trolled area adjacent to Highway 28 (Fig.l). The pre-

sently inactive tailings area covers approximately 18

hectares of land. Reseeding of the tailings surface

has been attempted.

Gamma radiation exposures measured on contact range

from 100 to 1600 uR/h with some localized "hot" spots.

However, gamma contours indicate exposure twice back-

ground up to 100 m from the area (Fig. 1). Radon

emanation rate from the tailings has been measured as
-2 -1166 pCi m s . This is within the range measured in

Elliot Lake: 35-1900 pCi m~2s~1.

Birchwood Drive

Birchwood Drive is a development of 14 residential

dwellings immediately adjacent to the tailings area

#2 (Fig.l). The initial Task Force survey sampled in

each of the 14 homes on the same day and identified

only two as exceeding the investigational level. The

project survey to date is in accord with these initial

findings. However, during the process of investigative

studies on the Birchwood Drive homes several interesting

observations and complications were noted.

Gamma radiation exposure in the area seems greatly af-

fected by the tailings area. Elevated background gamma

exposures have been measured in the yards facing the

tailings area to range from 40 to 120 uR/h. This has
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complicated survey procedures requiring the use of

lead shields. The use of shields however effects the

reproducibility of the readings and its value for com-

parison to other data collected in the standard manner.

Similarly, subsurface investigations involving borehole

gamma logging has been elevated particularly within the

initial surface layers (10-15 cm).

Interior gamma exposures at one meter range from 15 to

40 uR/h. Thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) placed

in living areas have measured exposure rates between

12-17 (- 5) uR/h. The above background levels have

also affected investigative procedures employed within

the structures.

The ambient radon concentrations measured outside the

structures also show similar effects. Ambient radon

concentrations have been taken as grab samples and in-

tegrated samples during the summer and winter months

under a variety of meteorological conditions (Table 1).

The summer concentrations measured adjacent to the

structures varied from essentially 0 with a wind from

the east to as high as 6.3 pCi/L on days of negligible

wind. Immediately adjacent to the crtek, levels were

measured at 13.2 pCi/L. A 24 hour integrated sample,

taken adjacent to the structure, averaged 4.3 pCi/L for

a period in which the wind blew from over the tailings

area. Winter readings, however appear less pronounced

in a range of .01 - 1.0 pCi/L. It is plausible that

snow cover or ground frost may affect exhalation rates

from the tailings area significantly.

Other factors with concern to the environmental impact

of the area such as water quality, dust fall, and

ecological effects have not been of a pronounced effect

on the project studies. Such studies, however, were

performed during the summer of 19 78 by the University
irO
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of Toronto Institute of Environmental Studies,

ever, the results are still not available.
How-

Date Time

4/ 7/78

4/ 7/78

12-13/ 7/78

20/ 7/78

16/ 8/78

25/ 8/78

14/ 9/78

18/10/78

7/11/78

16/11/78

*See Fig. 1

530

530

-

1330

900

1100

900

1200

1000

1100

for loc

Wind
(km/h)
Nil

Nil

W-10

S-20

S-5

NE-7

E-12

NW-5

N-5

Nil

Cone.
(pCi/L)
13.2

6.3

4.3 Integrated
Sample

0.5

0.8

0.01

0.01

1.0

0.01

0.1

TABLE I

Location*

1

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

4

4

Further, concern expressed by the Ontario Department of

Housing has also indicated a desire to control develop-

ment within a certain radius of all tailings areas.

Although, in the Birchwood Drive case, levels on the

average do not exceed the recommended criteria, the

close proximity to the tailings area has an obvious

effect on the surrounding area which is highly depen-

dant on the meteorlogical conditions.

Radon Transport by a Potable Water System

Introduction

A study has been conducted of the radon transport into

a structure by an enriched potable water supply. Al-

though the study has primarily concerned the shower as

the point source, all water usage must be considered.

17?
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Previous studies have indicated that the concentration

of radon in a water supply can effect interior radon

concentrations. Detailed studies by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy in the New York area (Ref. 2) on 16

houses indicated that a high degree of correlation

existed between indoor radon concentrations and radon

concentrations in the water supplies. This study fur-

ther indicated that indoor radon concentrations are the

result of radon exhalation from cellar floors which

could be augmented significantly by radon in water

supplies. Another review by the EPA (Ref. 3) indicated

several experiments where a significant increase in

radon concentrations were observed in bathrooms due to

water from showers or baths containing between 400 and

700 pCi/L radon.

A similar case exists in the Bancroft area. Radon from

a radium enriched aquifer is transported via a drilled

well water system into a structure so as to elevate

interior concentrations.

Well

The site water supply is obtained from a well drilled

to a depth of 120" in granite in an area known to be

geologically favourable to uranium bearing mineraliza-

tions .

The problem was first observed when a gamma survey in-

dicated a new hot water tank and pump emitted 25-40

uR/h. A small (100 L) tub filled with water increased

the measured reading on a gamma probe from 5 uR/h out-

side the water to 40 uR/h when immersed.

The water was subsequentially analysed for radioactive

components (Table 2). Radium concentrations measured

on four separate occasions ranged from 17 to 25 pCi/L.

Radon concentrations were similarly measured to range

from 43,300 - 57,000 pCi/L.
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TABLE II

Well Analysis

DISSOLVED

Solids mg/1 24 3

Radium-226 pCi/1 25

Gross pCi/1 190

Gross pCi/1 34

Uranium ug/1 91

UNDISSOLVED

Solids mg/1 1

Gross pCi/1 1

Gross pCi/1 1

Investigative Problem

The site had been under investigation in the Bancroft

project and had been observed to have elevated indoor

radon concentrations (Table 3). The structure is a

one story frame house with concrete block foundation

and an almost entirely finished basement (Fig. 2).

Areas open to be fluxed did not indicate any apparent

entry routes. The possibility of the water system

contributing to the problem was considered. Several

tests were performed, concentrating on the effects of

a shower in the basement (Fig. 2).

TABLE III

Average Indoor Levels

Basement Living Area

Radon 14.0 9.3
(pCi/L)
Radon Daughter .081 .053
(WL)



Shower Tests

The first test was intended to assess the potential of

the shower to de-emanate the radon sufficiently to be-

come a significant source. The shower (Volume 2.1 X

10 L) was turned on at a typical flow rate for two

minutes. The concentrations of radon in the water, was

measured to be 51,000 pCi/L. Initial concentrations in

the shower stall was 6.3 pCi/L. After the two minute

shower, the concentration in the stall was measured at

19 3 pCi/L. Conservatively assuming no leakage from

the shower s

be released.

the shower stall, it appears 2 X 10 pCi min could

The second test involved an attempt to remove the

water source temporarily to observe any effects. The

structure was left unoccupied for a period of 3 days

and then on returning there was a limited used of water

(i.e. no showers). Sampling immediately the next day

measured radon concentrations of 4.6 pCi/L with radon

daughter levels measured as .012 WL. The following

day, the structure was re-sampled after one day of

normal domestic use. Radon concentrations were mea-

sured at 9.4 pCi/L with radon daughter levels ineasured

as .065 WL.

A third test was then performed to determine if the

shower could affect areas remote from the shower. As

in the first test, the shower was turned on for a

period of 20 minutes and the concentrations were ob-

served with the forced air heating system in operation.

Radon samples were taken in three separate locations

(Pig. 2) at times t = 0, 10, 20 and SO minutes after

the start of the shower (Table 4). Initial (t=0)

concentrations measured approximately 11 pCi/L through-

out the house. Aftsr the shower had been on ten minutes

(t=10) , the bathroom concentrations had increased by

180
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more than 14 times, the recreation room concentrations

had more than doubled and yet the levels on the main

floor remained essentially unchanged. By the time the

shower was turned off (t=20), the bathroom concentra-

tions had peaked and in fact had decreased slightly.

The recreation room concentration was still increasing

and the levels of the main floor had only increased

slightly. One half hour after the end of the shower

flow, concentrations had been re-distributed through-

out the house so as to average: 25 pCi/L; more than

double the initial concentration. Initial (t=0) radon

daughter concentrations of approximately .052 WL had

also doubled by one half hour after the end of the

shower to .117 WL in the bathroom and .094 Wl on the

mainfloor.

TABLE IV

Distribution of Radon Emanating From a Shower

BASEMENT
BATHROOM ÈEC RM

MAIN FLOOR
LIVING ROOM

Radon Daughters Radon
Time (pCi/L) (WL) (pCi/L)

Radon Daughters
(pCi/L) (WL)

0
1Q

20

50

12
180

144

24

. 4

M

. 8

. 2

.052

.117

r .4
26.3

33.1

26.9

10.8
11.6

14.5

22.8

.053

.094

The radon concentration in the water was measured to be

57,400 pCi/L. Water collected at the base of the shower

contained 9,200 pCi/L, that is 84% of the radon has been

released.

A theoretical calculation using the emanation rate of

the first test and a ventilation rate of .35 h" , pre-

dicted a concentration of 20 pCi/L one half hour after

the end of the shower (see Appendix B). Further cal-

culations indicate that at a winter ventilation rate
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of .35 h~ it would take 8-10 hours after a shower for

levels to decrease back to within 5% of background and

up to 20 hours for a summer ventilation rate of .15 h

However, as there are six occupants (several teenagers),

it is probable that the shower is used several times

daily. Adding to this source the constant use of other

water fixtures, it is probable that the radon concen-

tration in the water could be a significant source.

Remedial Requirements

As the investigative studies were complicated by the

shower source, remedial measures must also be adapted.

It is apparent that the base line radon levels in the

house cannot be established until the water source is

removed. As the radium content of the water exceeds

all recommended criteria for potable water, some

corrective measures must be employed. It is intended

at the present to change the water supply to a consoli-

dation of two other dug wells already present on the

property. If these wells do not provide sufficient

amounts of water, alternate methods include:-

1. Drilling another well or drilling problem

well deeper. However, any attempts to drj.ll

further may just reach similar aquifers or

no source at all.

or 2. Removal of contaminants. Radium removal can

be facilitated by ion exchange or reverse

osmosis.

Radon removal can be performed by forced

aeration.

Both methods are mechanical systems requiring

maintenance and in the case of radium removal

disposal of wastes.

After this source is removed, the measured interior

radon and radon daughter concentrations can then be
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assessed for any further remedial requirements.

Conclusion

Thus in conclusion, a site in the Bancroft project area

has been identified as being affected by a radon en-

riched well water supply. Radon collected in an aquifer

in an radioactive deposit is transported via a drilled

well into the structure so as to affect interior radon

concentrations. It was observed that from the point

source of a shower a thorough mixing occurred within

one half hour when a forced air system was in operation.

The remedial requirements of the site involve first

the removal of the radioactive source due to the water,

and then re-examining the structure to identify if any

further remedial work is required.
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APPENDIX B

Theoretical Discussions of Shower as a Point Source
for Radon

A measure of the affect of the point radon source must

assume:

1. The normal background influx rate is constant.

2. Complete mixing of internal air occurs. This
is probably reasonable after a sufficiently
long period of time which will be shortened
by the operation of a forced air heating
system.

3. The ventilation rate of the structure is uni-
form and can be described under one rate.

Thus the activity of radon present can be described by

the differential equation:

d IR ( t ) = (FM+F<J " (X+ v) I (t) 1
dt N S R

where Io(t) is the activity of the radon present at any

time, t, in pCi

F - is the rate of radon influx due to walls and

surrounding soil in pCi min

Fc - is the influx rate due to the shower in pCi min

A - is the decay constant of radon-222 in min

and v - is the ventilation rate of the structure in min

The solution of equation 1 is :

" FN+FS (1 e +IR0



where I is the initial radon activity before the
RO

shower is started: That is:

T _ = lim FN (l-e-<*+v)t>
R0 t~"> ( T ^

-V)

Thus combining equations 2 and 3

V" '
+v) ( "X +v)

If the activity, I (t), is expressed by the measure-

able quantity concentration, C_(t), then:

CR(t) = IR (t)

V

where V is the interior volume, Thus

CR ( t ) = FN + FS

V( > +v) V(

The values of the quantities can be assumed to be:

"X = 2 x 10~6 min"1

v = .0058 min"

V = 3 x 105 L

and F = 2 x 10 pCi min ( for the first test)
o

Now the initial concentration averaged approximately

11.5 pCi/L. After the end of twenty minute shower the

concentration would be 24.2 pCi/L. One half hour later

(t=30) the concentration can be approximated as:



CR (t) = C R (20) e"(

= 20.3 pCi/L

This is somewhat less than the actual measured con-

centration which averaged 24.6 pCi/L. This is per-

haps due to the fact that the value of Fr = 2 X 10
-1 °

pCi min is conservative or that the ventilation
rate of .35 h~ (.0058 min ) is too large.

The amount of time necessary after a shower for radon

concentration to return to background can be estimated

using equation 4. It can be observed that the interior

concentration is composed of two terms : a time indé-

pendant term involving the background radon concentra-

tion which has reached equilibrium and the time depen-

dant term due to the shower. Thus at the end of the

shower, only the term due to the shower will decay a-

way. Thus the excess radon above background will be

given as:

C ft) = C e~
(

CRE(tJ CR e

where C-, is the internal concentration at the end of
-1sampling. Thus in the winter (v = .0058 min ) there

will be only 5% remaining 8 to 9 hours after the end

of sampling while it would take approximately 20 hours
M1

in the summer (v = .0025 min ).



dCo(t) =F(t) - \»Co(t) + r(t)CÎ>(t) - r(t)Co(t)
dt V

(1)

Where: Co(t)=Concentration of radon in the volume as a function of time

(pCi/1)

r(t)=air exchange rate as a function of time (1/hr.)

F(t)=total infiltration rate into the dwelling as a function of time

(pCi/hr.)

ct>(t)=concentration of radon outside the volume as a function of time

(pCi/1)

A o=decay constant for radon (1/132 hr.)

In setting up the model of radon flow through a dwelling a number of

assumptions are made. If the concentration of radon is changing with time

many sequential measurements are required to solve the balance equation.

Ideally then, measurements are taken in a home when the concentration of

radon is not changing. There would not be equilibrium conditions during

or after a rapid change in a meteorological variable,when remedial work is

being carried out or during extensive periods when the windows and doors are

opened and shut. Mathematically, for equilibrium dCo(t) =0 and Co(t)=Co=

dt
constant.

In the summer, a vertical radon concentration gradient can be established.

The most expedient approach in modelling the dwelling is to sub-divide the

building into units that have uniform concentrations.

Consider a two level dwelling consisting of a basement and a main floor.
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The radon concentration in the soil is typically hundreds of pico-curies per

litre. If there were large volumes of air exchanged between the soil and the

dwelling, the concentration of radon in the dwelling would be much greater

than is experienced already. The amount of the basement window and door sill

lengths is small compared to the sill length of the main floor. Therefore,

most of the air exchanged in the dwelling occurs via the main floor. It is

further assumed that the concentration outside the house, CÎ>, is much less

than the inside concentration, Co.

The amount of radon entering the basement is equal to the amount of

radon either leaving or decaying in the basement;

F + r . C V =\nC .V. + r , C ,V, (2)

mb om m "0 ob b mb ob b

where the subscript 'b' refers to the basement and 'm' to the main floor.

Similarity, the balance equation describing the radon flow in the main floor is

r , C , V , = \ C V + r , C V + r C V
mb o b b / x o om m mb om m om m ( 3 )

Equations (2) and v"3) are coupled by the term, r , , which is the air exchange

rate between the basement and main floor. When we combine the last two

equations the explicit dependence on r drops out.

F = C . V. + C V ) + rC V
ob b om m om m (A)

A usual case is when V. "^ V = V/2 where V is the volume of the entire house,
b m

Let Cobe the volume averaged concentration in the house.

F -s/ V.VC" + rC V
"*> o om m (5)

Usually the air exchange rate is large compared with the decay constant

of radon, i.e., Xg/riil.

F<^rC V (6)

om m
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So, for a good approximation the infiltration rate into the basement is

equal to the product of the air exchange rate and the amount of radon on

the main floor.

VERIFYING THE RADON BALANCE EQUATION

The balance equation must be tested by determining all the parameters

for a dwelling over a short period of time. As an example the balance

equations were verified during an air exchange rate experiment using radon

as the tracer gas. The filtered radon was injected increasing the initial

concentration to 125 pCi/1. The radon concentration in the dwelling de-

creased exponentially (C (t) = C (t=O)e~^). The natural logarithm of the

concentration was plotted versus the time from contamination. The slope was

the air exchange rate. The air exchange was .64/hr in the kitchen and .58/hr

in the basement.

Fluxing was carried out to determine the infiltration locations and

magnitudes. The total infiltration rate, F, was 8.6 x 10 pCi/1. The

volume of both the basement and main floor (not including partitions and

furniture) was 1.4 x 10 I. The average concentrations on the day and the two

days preceding these tests were 1.2 pCi/1 for the main floor and 2.9 pCi/1 for

the basement.

Using equation (4) the air exchange rate is .49/hr which is within 20

per cent of the measured value. The result of this air exchange rate deter-

mination agrees well with Tamura and Wilson.

* The temperature difference between inside and outside the dwelling averaged

18 C; wind was under 5 knots/hr.; there was a steady low pressure system

causing light drizzle during the days of this test.



RADON REDUCTION USING MAKE-UP AIR VENTILATION

The make-up unit forcing air into the basement produces the same math-

ematical solution as installing the unit to force air into the main floor.

The infiltration rate may change because air forced into the dwelling

will raise the air pressure in the home. It has been shown that increasing

2the atmospheric pressure by 1-2 per cent may halve the infiltration rate.

It is doubtful that the fan will produce that magnitude of pressure increase.

It may be assumed then that the new infiltration rate will be the same as

before the fan was installed.

F'= F = \(C V + C V ) + rC V = MC'.V. + C V ) + r'C V (7)
• ob b om m om m o ob b om m om m

where the primed variables are those with operation of the make-up air unit.

This expression does not allow one to predict the concentration of radon in

the dwelling without knowing what gradient of radon will be established.

Adding ventilation will lessen the concentration gradient by increasing the

mixing of basement and main floor concentrations. A simplification to

equation (7) assumes that C . = C = C Since V. + V = V:
ob om o b mc' = )* (C . V. +V,£ ) + rC V

o ' o ob b '"lorn om m (8)

'V r v
m

If there were a small difference between the concentrations in the main

floor and the basement initially and we assume that the decay constant of

radon is much smaller than the initial and final air exchange rate then

C ~r C (9)
o -, o

Therefore, the change in the radon concentration is approximately inversely

proportional to the change in the air exchange rate.

BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR RADON DAUGHTERS

The balance equations for the daughters is of the same form as the

radon balance equation with one important exception. Since the radon

daughters are relatively chemically active metals, rather than an inert gas
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like radon, they never emerge from the soil-basement interface. For this

reason, there is no infiltration term. For a given air exchange rate the

gradient for radon daughter and radon gas concentrations should be the same.

In general, the radon balance equation is:

j \ll— x / V 1 1 */ »* ** "

at

where: n=l=RaA (Po ); n=2=RaB (Pb ) ; n=3=RaC (1

In equilibrium, the concentrations of the daughters compared to the

equilibrium concentration of radon are given by: (See graph (2) )
Cl = *1 (11)**

(12)

(13)

c
0

C2
C
0

C3
C
o

or

=

=

in

C
n

Aj + r

A. + r

xl
A, + r

general;

= *n

A2
A2 + r

A2
A2 • r

= C1

c
0

A3

A3

A2
A2 +

+ r

r

= C2 *3

Co *3 + r

(14)
C( 1) A + r

Just as radon daughter atoms attach themselves to soil particles, they

attach to aerosol particles and macroscopic surfaces. In the literature,

radon daughter atoms that attach to smoke and dust particles are termed

"attached daughters", while those that latch onto large surfaces are called

"plated-out" or just "plated" daughters.

The effects of attachment and plate-out have each been individually

3 4
studied.' Of particular importance, for the case of urban dwellings, is when

the aerosol particle concentration is small (N<10 particles/c.c.) and the

area to volume ratio of the enclosure large (A/V>l/75 cm). It is possible

to couple the effects of plate-out and attachment into one reasonably accurate

composite model.

** Rearranged, a result of K.D. Cliff5agrees with equation (11).
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Plate-out was studied by McD.E. Wrenn, J.C. Rosen, and W.R. Pelt for a

uniform distribution of radon. Solutions were generated for four simultaneous,

non-homogeneous differential equations satisfying the boundary condition

that the daughter concentrations vanish at the walls for cylindrical geometry.

In reality, there is not enough radon daughter atoms associated with

normal concentrations to produce gradient effects (there is approximately

10 atoms of RaA equalling 1 pCi). One cannot measure the gradient produced

by plate-out, but the equations may be volume-integrated to get the average

equilibrium level for the room.

The ratio p, is the unplated amount of the i daughter to the total

amount of the i daughter. Table (1) lists some values of p. as a function

of cylinder radius, R.

TABLE (1)

1/8

1/120 cm

1/75

1/30

1/14

1/12

cm

cm

cm

cm

Pl

95

92

78

54

49

P2

.81

.72

.36

.11

.075

P3

.74

.63

.18

• 031

.015

The atoms that plate-out would be found within a few mean free radon

daughter paths of the macroscopic surface. The mean free path of the radon

daughters is short at atmospheric pressure f3 x 10~ cm). The effect of

geometry, therefore, is small except near the discontinuities of the boundary.

If the boundary equations were solved for any other geometry, one would get

the same results for the average volume-integrated equilibrium level. The

plate-out parameter is directly proportional to the surface area and inversely

proportional to the volume of the enclosure. Therefore, any reference to

cylinder radius may be replaced by:

100
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A = 2ÂRL 1 = A (15)
V D2, R 2V

t y R L

The area to volume ratio of a dwelling is larger than one would expect

from a consideration of the floor plan dimensions alone. To be exact, every

surface would have to be taken into account. In an average home the surface area

of all the furnishings could easily be 50 to 200 per cent that of the surface

area of the sum of the floor, walls, and ceiling.

The texture of the surfaces changes the effective area to volume ratio

of the room. In a series of tests it was found that radon daughters plate-

ouc more on a rough than a smooth surface. For example, a glass microscope

slide cover and a glass fiber filter were placed in an air-tight container.

High concentration radon was introduced. After several hours the container

was flushed and the filters counted. The average count rate on the glass

fiber filter was approximately twice that of the smooth glass slide.

To completely understand' the nature of the plate-out phenomena further

emperical tests would have to be carried out.

Radon daughter attachment to aerosol particles is examined in a paper by

Otto G. Raabe. He postulates that the daughter attachment parameter is

proportional to the surface area of the aerosol particle for all but very

high particle concentrations (in which case gradient effects would be

introduced). The attachment rate parameter,A , is the product of the con-

centration of aerosol particles, N, the effective aerosol particle area (the

effective radius=4 x 10 cm.) and the average velocity of the unattached

daughters (1.4 x 10 cm/sec).

To a good approximation, the time variable, t, in Raabe's paper may be

interpreted as the mean residence time, T (T=l/r), of the air. In other

Ol
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words, if nascent radon were placed in a container the amount of daughter

activity at some time after would be almost the same as if radon was being

exchanged in the container with the same mean residence time.

Raabe takes into account RaB atoms recoiling out of attachments to an

aerosol particle after the decay of RaA. For lack of experimental evidence

he estimates that the probability of disattachment would be approximately

50 per cent. Since RaC has a very low energy when it recoils (~4eV), the

amount of disattachment from the RaB decay is negligible.

Raabe's unattached fraction differential equations are very analogous

to the differential balance equations that appeared earlier in this paper.

Table 2 lists the value of q. as a function of aerosol particle concentration

and mean residence time of the air. The attachment fraction is q..

TABLE (2)

N
(particles/c.c.)

1 x 103

5 x 1O3

1 x 1O4

q 1 (10)

. 8 9

. 5 7

. 4 0

***

q (40) q.

.85

.52

. 3 6

. 8 5

.52

.36

q (10

. 83

.42

.24

q2(T)

) q2(40) q

.54

.14

. 07

2 ( « >

. 3 6

. 0 8

. 0 4

q3(10)

. 6 8

. 2 5

. 1 2

q3(T)

q3(40) ,

. 4 0

. 0 4

. 0 1

^•5 ( C

. 17

. 0 1

. 0 0

***T in minutes; taken from Raabe.

Any daughter atom once created has three possible futures. It may attach

onto aerosols. If it doesn't attach to aerosols it can plate-out, otherwise

it remains unattached until it decays.

Only daughters which are attached to aerosols or those that remain un-

attached are collected when taking working level samples.

The diffusion coefficient for radon daughter atoms is about four orders

of magnitude larger than that of aerosol particles. The effect of aerosol

particles latching onto macroscopic surfaces is much less than plate-out

of daughter atoms.
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The total equilibrium fractions f. of the ith daughter is given by:

= 1 - 1t + 1191 (16)

• '5^ (1 - Pj) P2 (17)

f3 = i - q3 + q3P3 d a )

where p. and q. were listed in Tables (1) and (2) respectively; (1 - q.) is

the fraction of the i daughter that gets attached to aerosols; q.p. is the

fraction of the i daughter in equilibrium neither attaching to aerosol

particles nor plating onto macroscopic surfaces.

The statements of conditional probability, equations (16) to (18)»

assume that the attachment to aerosols dominates and is approximately

independent of the plate-out mechanism. The validity of this last assumption

can be seen if the amount of daughters produced close enough to the

macroscopic surfaces is considered. They plate-out before they have to

travel by large numbers of aerosol particles. The fraction of the i

daughters that are born and immediately plated-out is approximately _1A p. •
V x

Since the mean free path, 1, is short this term is very small for all but the

largest area to volume ratios.

The working level equilibrium fraction is defined to be E = 100 W.L.
Co

The working level, W.L., is defined in terms of potential alpha energy:

E = .1046 fx Xj + -516 f2 \t \2 + .3793 f3 ^ \2 X3

Xx + r Xj + r A2 + r Jj + r ^ t r ^ H

(19)

Graphs (3) to (5) show the working level equilibrium fraction as a

function of the mean residence time, T (T = 1/r), of radon for various

aerosol particle concentrations and area to volume ratios. For small mean

residence times there is a rapid increase of the equilibrium level as a

function of radon age. The increase in the equilibrium level becomes linear

for residence times between four and ten hours. The effect of plate-out is
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more predominant at lower aerosol particle concentrations because the radon

daughters are able to migrate to the macroscopic surfaces more easily.

Two five gallon containers (A/2V = 1/12 cm) were joined together at the

mouth enclosing a sample of air. High concentration radon was injected into

it. The radon gas concentration and working level was measured for several

residence times. Corrections were made to account for a decreasing concentra-

tion due to extraction and the plate-out of the attached and unattached

6

daughters flowing through the sampling tube. The working level equilibrium

fraction, E, for these tests is shown in graph (6). The best fit for these

data points is for values of the aerosol particle concentration under 1000

particles/c.c. The working level equilibrium fraction is higher for the

tests taken indoors compared to the outdoor test.

RADON DAUGHTER REDUCTION USIHG MAKE-UP AIR VENTILATION

Increasing the ventilation rate into a home will lower the working level

in three ways. Dilution will lower the radon daughter concentration to the

same amount as the radon gas concentration is diminished (equation 8).

Secondly, graphs (3) to (6) demonstrate that decreasing the mean residence

time will decrease the working level equilibrium fraction. Lastly, the

particle concentration outside is lower than that inside (see graph 6)

the house. Introducing more outside air should reduce the aerosol

particle concentration in the house. Thé amount of reduction of the working

level, due to aerosol particle reduction, depends on the rate of the pro-

duction of aerosols (smoking, flue gas leakage, etc.). If the particle

concentration is not lowered below one thousand particles/c.c., there is

little effect due to cleaner air.

Working Level With Forced Ventilation = C^E1(r1, N') (20)

Working Level Without Forced Ventilation • —-

o

where E'(r',H') is the equilibrium fraction as a function of the new air

exchange rate and the new aerosol particle concentration.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE MAKE-UP AIR UNITS

The A.E.C.B. installed make-up air units in Uranium City homes that

required prompt remedial action. These units were set to run semi-

continuously controlled by a thermostat located inside the dwelling. These

prototypes had problems but they proved the technical feasibility of urban

dwelling ventilation.

The major problem with the A.E.C.B. furnace fan units was the flow rate

produced was larger than needed to reduce the radon gas and working level

below criteria. Therefore, the cost of purchasing, installing, and especially

running them was high. Other problems with the system were the likelihood

of the home owner tampering with the thermostat and frequent equipment

breakdowns.

Our design for the make-up air unit is a continuously running fan

blowing outside air through multi-stage electric heating elements. A fan

operating constantly requires no relay switching, lasts longer, is smaller,

quieter and less expensive compared to a semi-continuous model.

The heating elements are controlled by a thermostat located to measure

the temperature of the incoming air. The thermostat is designed to turn on

the first element when the temperature becomes less than 16 C. As the

cutside temperature drops one heating element after another is turned on

until at an outside temperature of —50 C all the elements are on.

Air entering or leaving the unit must not disturb exposed earth. Air

eroding soil creates large numbers of suspended dust particles. Some duct work

may be necessary to distribute the air flow.

The unit has a damper so that the flow rate can be adjusted to minimize

cost and still produce acceptable radon and radon daughter levels.
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REMEDIAL VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS OF TWO HOUSES

The radon gas and working level measurements used to calculate the

ventilation requirements were all taken during the summers of 1977 and 1978

in the early morning.

These two houses have dirt floor basements with wood retaining walls

and extensive crawlspaces. The major difference between the two houses is that

one has a lower main floor radon concentration then the other. In all other

aspects they are similar (therefore, the operation of the furnace fans in

these homes will further test the assumption that air exchange occurs mainly

through the main floor).

The critical radiological reduction in both these homes is the radon gas

level. The working level should reduce to a point much below criteria.

The air exchange rate was derived for one of the homes from infiltration rate

measurements. The air exchange rate was .25/hr. (in conjunction with O.S.M.A.

in Elliot Lake we will undertake air exchange rate tests using sodium

hexaflouride as the tracer gas on all future homes requiring this remedial

procedure).

The ventilation units will be used to test the postulates in this

discussion to improve our prediction of performance; for example, to see if

there is any difference when exitting the warm air into the basement or the

main floor; or to better understand the effect of lowering the aerosol

particle concentration on the working level.

Table (3) shows the variables and predicted solutions to the radon

balance equation, (8), and the working level equation, (20). The calculation

assumes that the air exchange rate in both homes before ventilation is .25/hr.

The air exchange rate after ventilation is calculated for a final average

house concentration of 3.5 pCi/1. The working level reduction calculation

assumes an area to twice the volume ratio of 1/30 cm. and an aerosol particle

concentration of 1000 particles/ c e . ' ̂
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#1

25 pCi/1

39 pCi/1

.040 w.l.

.070 w.K

1.3 x 105l

4.2 x 10*1

n
11 pCi/1

34 pCi/1

.041 w.l.

.C76 w.l.

1.1 x 105l

4.0 x 104l

TABLE (3)

Number of House

Main Floor Mean Radon Concentration
Before Ventilation

Basement Mean Radon Concentration
Before Ventilation

Main Floor Mean Working Level
Before Ventilation

Basement Mean Working Level
Before Ventilation

Main Floor Volume

Basement Volume

Air Exchange Rate After 1.6/hr. ,57/hr.

Ventilation

Flow Rate of Make-Up Air Unit 125 C.F.M. 40 C.F.M.

Predicted Average Working Level .002 w.l. .005 w.l.
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Comments : (R. Mackie)

General comment: From work done using a compensation nuclide counter

in Elliot Lake, during the winter, In occupied houses general con-

centration is 1 x 10 nuclei/cm , It is considered that there Is some

plate-out at this concentration, however would result from aerosols

present, find that effect of smokers etc. very temporary and the

effect of surface area is hard to estimate due to dependence on

texture.

Comment Roger Eaton: Due to nature and design of houses In Uranium

City, it might be more cost effective to demolish and reconstruct

rather than to carry out remedial actions. In view of this, when

and if the house comes on the market, the AECB will buy from the new

owner at a negotiated price (so as not to inflate housing in the area)

the house structure, demolish and compensate for building of new

house to new specifications as outlined by CMHC.

/JSL
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INTRODUCTION

The Federal-Provincial Task Force on Radioactivity was

established in February 1976 to ce— drdinate a national programme

of radioactive contamination assessment and remedial measures* '-

One of several working groups set up by the Task Force was charged

with the development of Criteria to be applied to existing and po-

tential contamination situations.

The presence of elevated levels of background radiation

in some Elliot lake homes has originated a number of investigations

to determine if new community development can be permitted without

exposing the residents to any undue risk. The evidence in support

of the criteria and the state of the control technology were pre-

sented to a provincial Environmental Assessment Board, investigating

the Elliot Lake Mines Expansion Plans. The Building Code require-

ments in Ontario has subsequently been amended, with respect to new

housing, in those areas so designated.

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Forced ventilation was the only known method employed

till 1976, as a temporary remedial measure in Port Hope and Uranium

City, As regards the acceptability criteria for new housing devel-

opments in Elliot Lake were concerned, some guaranteed counter meas-

ures in the building design were required for CMHC financed and insured

housing. To help establish an appropriate design change for use both

in homes already built or in new units planned, the AECB undertook

experimentation in conjunction with Rio Algom Limited, CMHC and the

Division of Building Research of NRC on some ventilation options for

the space immediately below the basement floor. Based on these

initial results the best method of satisfactorily ventilating a vol-

ume under a basement floor was found to be by means of a mechanism

that applied a sustained negative pressure.L

Concerning the impending construction programme, some

preliminary random gamma surveys were carried out, over the building

...2
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sites, by the AECB, Denison and Eio Algom. The survey indicated that

anomalies were scattered throughout the site, both in and out of the

mineralized zones. Although, gamma readings by themselves could

not be construed as an accurate guide, but high readings indicated

higher probability of radon problems in dwellings.

Based on this prognosis, several design modifications

have been developed for incorporation in the new constructions:

Method 1: Crawl Space Ventilation System

Designed by Denison for its high density ap-

artment buildings. Includes mechanical ven-

tilation, exhausting one air change per hour.

Designed and built in 1976/77.

(DRWG - 1)

Method 2: Sub-Floor Ventilation System

Originally designed by the AECB, and subse-

quently modified by Denison and Rio Algom by

incorporating a fan in the design. Installed

in single» semi-detached and row houses. Built

in 1977/7S.
(DRWG - 2)

Method 3: Sealed Basement System

Originally developed by Matthews Group Limited,

and subsequently modified by Denison. Suitable

for all buildings, Denison has installed in row

houses to date. Built in 1970/79.

(DRWG - 3)

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The primary criterion for radon daughters in 0.02 WL.,

and that gamma radiation is 0.05 mR/hr. indoors and 0.1 mR/hr. out-

115
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doors. In addition to the primary criteria, higher and lower levels

are specified for prompt remedial action or investigation respec-

tively. The values given are intended for application in actual or

potential living or occupied areas of homes and other buildings, and

apply to the average radon or daughter concentration or gamma field

existing over the course of the year. Short term fluctuations are

considered insignificant as long as the yearly average complies. J

In any set of concentration measurements, the data are

best represented by lognormal statistics; therefore,, the anal-

ysis of data is based on the lognormal distribution of the WL con-

centration measurements.

The lognormal distributions representing the 'Crawl-space*

and 'sub-floor ventilation' systems approaches to by symétrie, while

the 'sealed Basement? system becomes assymmetric. All three systems

installed are effective in controlling radon daughter concentrations

and preventing the annual excursions over the 0.02 WL criteria. Ec-

onomic aspects will determine as to which of these systems are to be

utilized in future construction of Denison homes in Elliot Lake.
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DRAWING # 3

SITE "B" TOWN HOUSES

CONTROL OF Rn 2 2 2 - WL IN HOUSING

METHOD 3 SEALED BASEMENT SYSTEM

2 - N o . 3 BARS CONTINUOUS
4 " BELOW WINDOWS

FORM VOID 1/2"AT BOTTOM- 3 /4" AT TOP (MIN)
SEAL AT SLAB WITH POURABLE POLYSULPHIOE SEALING
COMPOUND WITH TAPL2RETE OVER FOR PROTECTION

O O O O O O O O © O O O O

o o o o o o o o o o , p o

8 X 8 X 8 MESH IN 4M CONC- SLAB- 3000 P S I - OR BETTER

3" OF SCREENED SAND
8 MIL POLYETHYLENE
LAPPED 12" AT SEAMS

6" COMPACTED SAND

COMPACTED FILL OR
UNDISTURBED SUB-SOIL

DRAIN TILES INSTALLED ONLY OUTSIDE BASEMENT WALLS
CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO STORM SEWER

FLOOR DRAIN FITTED WITH A SCREW COVER
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DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOf
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WILLOUGHBY AVE. BLDGS. - F, G, H

(CRAWL SPACE - VENT TYPE)
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DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

NEIGHBOURHOOD 2A
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DENISON MINES LIMITED

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

TOKYO & FRAME CRESCENTS
ELLIOT LAKE, ONTARIO

(SUB-FLOCR PLASTIC BARRIER TYPE)
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DENISON MINES LIMITED
ELLIOT LAKE, ONTARIO

SUMMARY
OF

ALL NEW HOUSES ft APARTMENT BLOCKS

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

g

W.L. (1.2X GEOMETRIC MEAN) RANGE



THE ESTIMATED

Amsterdam
Road

Canberra
Crescent

London
Crescent

Ottawa
Avenue

Paris
Avenue

Rome
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Washington
Crescent

All Nations
Terrace
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RADIATION
ANNUAL WORKI]

(Sub-1'loor V
Ty

.00 - .0049
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2

30

20
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4

12

56
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DENISON MINES
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4

1

1

6
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1.

1

2

> .030

. . . 2



DENISON MIKES LIMITED

ELLIOT LAKE, ONT.

RADIATION (W.L.) MONITORING OF DENISON'S HOUSING
PAGE TWO

Tokyo
Crescent

Frame
Crescent

TOTALS

(Sub-Floor Se
Barr
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50
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aline, Plastic)
1er Type
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W.L. RANGE
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.015 - .0199

4

4
-oo

Geometric Mean)
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Mississauga Ave.
Apt. E-2

Willoughby Ave.
Apt. F

Willoughby Ave.
Apt. G

Willoughby Ave.
£ Apt. H

TOTALS

(Crawl Space Vent. Systems)
Apartment Blocks-

.00 - .0049

to

4

4

4

20

.005 - .0099

1

2

3

W.L. RANGE

.010 - .0149

(1.2 3

.015 - .0199

: Geometric Mean)

.020 - .030 > .030



Comments : (J. Chakravattl)

Comment Roger Eaton; Hew housing Is not in the mandate of the Task

Force, however we are well aware of problems and have contributed

our experience to CHHC In formulating new housing plans.



COMPLIANCE REPORT 1979

STRATEGIES FOR DECISION MAKING
IN EVALUATING COMPLIANCE WITH CLEANUP CRITERIA

BY

R. A. WASHINGTON

I. INTRODUCTION

In determining whether or net a structure is in

compliance with the criteria established by the Task

Force for radon daughter concentrations, a number of

severe problems arise. Ideally in such situations, one

should have unlimited time in which to sample, in view

of the fact that the criterion for compliance is given

as a long-term average. However, in practice, the time

available for sampling and decision making is limited

by a number of factors, not the least of which is the

desire of the home-owner to be reassured that the

property is safe for occupancy. This must be kept in

mind, throughout the discussion which follows. Moreover,

the temptation must be avoided throughout the programme

to concentrate on study, investigation, and research.

The collection of masses of data, to the neglect of

the main objective of effective clean-up, cannot be

justified. It is often argued that all those data

will be useful one day "when the pressure is off" and

time can be found for their analysis. In fact, the

pressure will never be off, and such data are seldom

used for anything except justification for the purchase

of extra filing cabinets in which they can be stored.

Of course, information obtained in pursuit of the main
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goal must be properly recorded for future use, and for

possible revision of decision making strategies.

As a consequence of these considerations, it was

determined that compliance decisions would be made on

the basis of data which could be obtained quickly, and

analyzed using simple, reliable, rapid, comprehensible,

unsophisticated and generally accepted statistical

procedures. Esoteric or complex analysis requiring very

long sampling periods were considered unacceptable.

It is worth noting that the sampling strategy on

which initial decisions were reached (as to whether or

not structures would be subjected to further investiga-

tion or cleanup) were less than ideal, being based as

they were on a single measurement. However, the

decisions taken were consistently fairly conservative in

order to compensate to some extent for the paucity of

data. Such strategies were probably adequate in Making

initial decisions but they cannot be justified in inves-

tigations to determine final compliance following cleanup

For this purpose, more measurements are required together

with better statistical analysis of the data in order

to have reasonable assurance that the decisions reached

are correct.

II. OPTIONAL SAMPLING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

In considering the various possibilities for statis-
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tical analyses of data which are to be used to make

decisions, several factors must be taken into account.

One of these is the distribution of the data. If the

data are distributed normally the statistical analysis

can be based on the arithmetic mean and standard

deviation. However, it is now generally accepted (8)

that concentrations of environmental pollutants

generally follow a log-normal distribution. This

would lead to the necessity of a statistical analysis

based on the geometic mean and geometric standard

deviation. However, the central limit theorem (2, 3)

shows that, if a large number of sets of observations

are made of data that are distributed log-normally,

the distribution of the means of the sets will be

normal, and the grand mean will approach the true mean,

ji, of the distribution. Moreover, the standard deviation

of the mean will be

S(x) -

(n = number of measurements)

Therefore, it is acceptable to use statistical tests

of significance which are based on the normal distri-

bution if the parameter being tested is the mean value.

It must be noted that the statistical tests used, what-

ever they may be, do not determine whether or not the

difference between the observed value and the criterion

is real, but only whether it is significant at a stated

probability, considering the observed variability in
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the data.

When it is impractical to make measurementB on

the entire population that is under observation, and if

it is desired to know the mean value of the observed

parameter, it is usual to make measurements on random

samples (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). In this context, a random

sample may refer to a sample collected randomly in time

or in space depending on the circumstances. In either

case, the objective of sampling is that the sample

should accurately represent the population from which

it is drawn, with respect to the observed parameter.

This would suggest at first glance that samples to be

tested for compliance with the clean-up criteria should

be taken in all areas in the house in numbers proportional

to the time spent by the occupants in each area, and

at random times during the day and night. The practical

difficulties of such sampling will be immediately

apparent.

Further consideration of the actual situation suggests

a solution. Many of the parameters affecting the con-

centration of radon and its daughters in a structure

fluctuate randomly with time (barometric pressure,

temperature, wind velocity, rainfall, relative humidity,

cloud cover, etc.). Therefore, samples taken at a fixed

time on a fixed day of the week (e.g. at 1045 h. each

Tuesday) will.be, in a real sense, random with respect
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to such parameters.

The concentration of radon and its daughters nay

also vary with the location within the structure at

which a sample Is collected, e.g. unoccupied basement

area, recreation room, kitchen, bedroom, etc., and with

the ventilation conditions In the house, e.g. windows

opened or closed, furnace on or off. It would be

difficult if not impossible to randomize these factors

properly. Thus, in most cases, the decision has been

made to sample for "worst-case" conditions, i.e. In the

basement with doors and windows closed. This will tend

to give a result that is higher than the true value,

but decisions based on the data will tend to be corres-

pondingly conservative.

The criterion established by the Task Force for

radon concentration In homes under the clean-up programme

is a time-weighted average (TWA). The sampling strategies

employed and the statistical analysis of the data must

be appropriate to this type of criterion (5). Sampling

strategies and data analysis that are appropriate for

criteria such as MPC s or TLV's cannot be applied.

It must also be recognized that the sampling

strategy and data analysis employed must be appropriate

to the decision to be made. In the present case, it is

required to determine whether the radon (or radon daughter)
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concentration In the building Is In compliance with

(I.e. less than) the criterion, and this limits the

selection of the strategy. In order to determine non-

compliance (I.e. whether the radon exceeds the criterion

and more remedial work is needed) different sampling

and data analysis strategies are needed. This concept
i

is well-developed by Moroney (3), ch. 12, where the

procedures involved in assessing the Consumer's risk

and the Producer's risk are considered in detail.

Another factor to be considered is the confidence

level (and confidence limits) to be employed in making

the decisions. It is desirable to minimize the risk

of error (e.g. £ 0.01) in deciding that a building is

in compliance (i.e. safe for occupation). In this case

decisions would be made at a high (> 0.99) confidence

level, because errors involve the health of the occupants.

However, the risk of error in deciding non-compliance

(i.e. in instituting remedial action) can be considerably

greater (e.g. 0.1). In this case, decisions at a lower

(0.9) confidence level are usual, because an error

involves only an unnecessary expenditure.

III. Approved Procedure

After consideration of the above factors and a

review of the available data on radon concentrations

and vorking levels in homes in Port Hope, Bancroft,

Elliot Lake and Uranium City, it was concluded that the

'35.
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following procedure should be adopted to evaluate compliance

with clean-up criteria.

Upon completion of the remedial action, the con-

tractor should begin a post-remedial sampling programme

for radon daughters. Samples should be taken in the

basement, preferably in the vicinity of the floor drain

or sump, as well as in the living areas. The radon

daughters in the sample should be measured by the modi-

fied Kusnetz method (8), preferably using a membrane

filter to minimize the self-absorption correction.

Samples should be taken at intervals of about one

week, but in no case at intervals of less than 3 days.

The self-absorption correction for the filter used

should be measured (8) and applied to the observations;

other corrections (e.g. to the observed reading on the

flowmeter (9)) should be made if they are applicable

and significant.

The decision to be made in the first instance is

whether the remedial action has probably been successful

and the property can be submitted for compliance testing.

To facilitate such a decision, the number of measurements

required before a decision can be made must be calculated.

A widely accepted procedure for estimating the sample

size needed (10) was used, and the following sequence

of operations was developed.
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1. Take 3 samples at the intervals given above.

Calculate the mean working level, WL, and the

standard deviation, S(WL). If WL ^ 0.005 and

S(WL)—0.010, accept the hypothesis that the

true mean working level is less than the

criterion at the 99% confidence level

(Ho: WLr< 0.020, C.L. • 0.99) and submit the

property for compliance testing.

2. If WL > 0.005 £T S(WL) > 0.010, take 4 more

samples (total » 7) and calculate WL and S(WL)

for all 7 observations. If WL ̂  0.005 and

S(WL) ̂ - 0.015, or if E ^ 0.010 and S(WL) -t- 0.010,

accept Bo and submit the property for compliance

testing.

3. If iS"£ 0.005 but S(WL) > 0.015, take 5 more

samples (total 12) and calculate WL and S(WL)

for all 12 observations. If WL~ — 0.005 and

S(WL) — 0.020, accept Ho and submit the property

for compliance testing.

4. If, after step 2 abive, WL^. 0.010 but S(WL) > 0.010,

take 8 more samples (total 15) and calculate

WL and S(WL) for all 15 observations. If

WL ̂ .0.010 and S(WL) ± 0.015, accept Bo and

submit the property for compliance testing.
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5. If, after step 3, WL 7 0.005 or S(WL) > 0.020,

or after step 4 WL > 0.010 or S(WL) -* 0.015,

no decision can be made as to compliance. In

this case the property should be submitted for

evaluation by AECB as to the need for long term

testing using a passive radon monitor or

additional remedial action. In no case should

more than 15 grab samples be required.

On submission of a property to AECB for compliance

testing, a Compliance Services inspector will make

additional measurements to confirm the results reported

by the contractor. All the data are then analyzed using

a one-tailed Student-t test (2, 3, 4, 7). The calculated

t value is compared with the table value at the 99% con-

fidence level for n-1 degrees of freedom, where n is the

total number of observations, including those made by the

contractor.

Conclusion

This procedure has permitted objective and impartial

decisions to be made in nearly all cases. In those instances

in which the results are borderline or inconclusive, subjective

decisions must be nade whether to do long term testing with

a passive radon monitor or additional remedial action. Never-

theless, the need for such subjective decisions has been

minimized. Moreover, and of greatest importance, the strategy

has permitted objective decisions to be made promptly on most

135
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properties with a high degree of confidence. This capability

should, in the long term, generate a corresponding high level

of confidence among the public in the competence of both AECB

and the contractors.
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Comments; (R.A. Washington)

Dr. Prantl; Does the AECB compliance give a 20 year clearance on

homes?

Answer : No we do not; we simply say that we have a certain number

of measurements and we are satisfied that the average WL is below

the criterion of 0.02 WL. We do not guarantee the house will always

be below the 0.02 WL.

Mr. Chakravatti; Why 99% confidence level, is it really necessary

considering we are dealing with a natural situation in most cases?

Answer: This is a much higher level than normally used but in this

case we have to consider not only the natural levels involved, but

also the techniques used, the instrumentation, fluctuations etc,

and also the politics of the whole thing. Based on this, we decided

if we are going to be wrong, we might as well be well on the conservative

side.

Comment Roger Eaton; There is a problem of defining a natural

problem, since the source may be natural, however man has disturbed

this natural situation e.g. by blasting into the rock, thus a problem

of definition.

Comment A. Scott; From our experience, there are a few houses

(very small number) that have failed the 99% level, but would have

passed at the 90% level. 13?"
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PREDICTING RADON LEVELS IN HOUSES FROM GEOLOGY AND FIELD RADON MEASUREMENTS

by Robert H. Morse and D. Glenn Harder

March, 1979

Radon daughters were determined in 58 houses built by the same builder

at the same time using identical building practices. Most of the houses had

never been occupied but all were closed in and heated. These uniform

conditions provided a unique opportunity to study radon behaviour under

something approaching laboratory conditions.

All the houses tested are underlain by a rock formation known to

carry high levels of uranium in other isolated locations and which has been

suspected of contributing radon to houses in other areas. Unlike many rocks

this unit has some porosity. The houses tested fall naturally into three

groups. In one set of 8 houses basements were blasted into this bedrock.

In a second set of 41 houses a few feet of soil remains beneath the basement

floor. The remaining 9 houses are in an area of lower elevation and are

underlain by much thicker soil. Soils in this area contain more clay than

the sandy soils at Elliot Lake.

A single radon determination was made at the basement floor in each

house, using an EDA portable radon detector with a millipore filter.

Radon levels observed in the houses underlain by soil were lower

than in those where basements were blasted into bedrock. The lowest levels

were observed in the group underlain by thick soil. The Student-t test

using a two-sided alternative was applied to the data and indicates that the

group blasted into bedrock is different from the other two groups at the

99.5/S confidence level and the two groups underlain by different thicknesses

) 3
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN URANIUM EXPLORATION



R. H. Morse & Associates Ltd.

of soil are just different at the 97.5$ level. It is concluded that blasting

basements into a porous, uranium-rich rock formation increases the chance of

finding radon in the house. Clay-rich soil, on the other hand, acts as a

barrier to radon.

In another study, a large tract of undeveloped land was examined for

potential radon and gamma-ray hazards in an attempt to provide guidance for

subdivision planning. Published information was augmented by detailed

geological mapping, gamma-ray observations, and radon-222 determinations in

soil and snow.

Determination of radon in snow was found to be particularly useful

in locating areas of above normal radon flux. A hollow probe is thrust to

the bottom of the snow layer and air pumped from the snow into the EDA portable

radon detector. The radon-222 is counted at the sample site for two 1-minute

intervals. This allows discrimination between radon and thoron but thoron

has yet to be detected in snow. Snow acts as a trap and sampling medium for

radon and is more uniform than soil. Radon in snow is correlated with

underlying geology. In loose snow radon content is generally less than 25

pCi/1, but when several crusts are present values exceeding 100 pCi/1 are not

uncommon. High radon values associated with uranium mineralization in Northern

Saskatchewan in late winter indicate that radon migrates out of frozen soil.

The area of highest radon values in snow coincides with elevated radon

in soil gas and elevated gamma radiation as well as uranium stain in rocks.

Several soil samples were collected and analysed for emanating radon using

using an EDA portable radon detector and degassing system. Only normal levels

were found, suggesting radon migration in the ground.

Based on information such as described above, subdivision plans can

be adjusted to avoid building houses in areas of high radon and gamma radiation.



Comments: (R.H. Morse)

G. Case; Does soil moisture have any relationship to radon retention?

Answer: We haven't really studied this relationship, however in some

sampling that we have done, there is not much difference in radon

levels before and after rain. We have noted however a strong

correlation between radon levels and barometric pressure i.e. just

before a thunderstorm high radon levels.

Comment Bob Washington: John Franklin of the U.S.P.M. in Spoken,

has done tests on the sandstone uranium ore in southwestern U.S.A.,

and found that if ore samples were either bone dry or fully saturated,

emination rates of radon reduced, however the rates were enhanced

if half saturated.
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WHY DOES REMEDIAL WORK COST SO MUCH?

The Source

Radon enters houses from the soil; so, in remedial action, it is clear
that we must consider the substructure of a house or building as of
prime importance.

Ultimate Cost

On this basis, the ultimate remedial action would be the replacement
of the substructure by a new radon-proof basement which is essentially
sitting the house on top of a dry swimming pool. This all encompassing
method would cost between $15,000 and $25,000 which is dependent on the
degree of finish in the original basement.

One has no choice but to conclude that the ultimate remedial action
is expensive.

Less drastic treatments can be carried out utilizing the existing
basement, and apparently saving its replacement cost. This saving
may not necessarily be realized since the cost of work on an
existing basement can be higher than the replacement cost.

Cost of Access

In the begining, the surfaces of the basement must be exposed for
inspection and potential remedial action. The cost depends entirely
on the amount of finish to be removed and reinstated. For a basement
with a fully developed apartment in it, it would easily cost $10,000
to relocate the tenants, store the furniture, remove the finish and,
after the remedial action is completed, reinstate the apartment to an
equivalent standard.

'ta.
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Cost of Preparation

With the substructure exposed, the surfaces must be prepared before any

remedial work can be done. These are items such as the removal of paint

and poor concrete, and surface cleaning in preparation for material

application. All of this work has to be combined with very stringent

dust and dirt control to protect the furnishings and safeguard the

homeowner from major inconvenience. Surface preparation can cost from

$500 for wire brushing and washdown to $2000 for the removal of

industrial paint with dust control. Wall and floor cracks, major

opeinings, improperly installed services, and water seepage must also

be corrected at this time. These costs can vary from $1200 for the

elimination of an open pit with an under floor drainage system, to $3000

for the prevention of water seepage.

Cost of Treatment

The basement is now ready for the remedial work. To ensure that the

remedial work will be adequate, some basic conditions and criteria must

be maintained. They are as follows.

(1) The materials should have a life expectancy of at least 20 years.

(Z) The remedial work should be gas-tight, passive and maintenance free.

(3) The possibility of accidental damage to the remedial work by the

owner should be minimal.

(4) The treatment should have the ability to remain intact against house

movement and the Canadian climate.

(5) The resultant finish should be acceptable in appearance.

The materials necessary to accommodate these conditions are not common

items normally to be found in builder's yards. They have been formulated

or manufactured for specialized uses. The necessity to use specialized

materials to meet these criteria results in high remedial action costs.

It also means that very meticulous preparation must precede a flawless

application. This painstaking treatment is not difficult, but great

care has to be exercised. Even the most suitable material cannot

perform to its specification if not applied properly to carefully

14-3-
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prepared surfaces.

To coat the interior face and floor of a basement completely will cost
from $3000 to $8000 depending on the material used.

Cost of Failure

It is important, when considering remedial work, to bear in mind the
high cost of failure.

Since the materials and methods for remedial treatment have been selected
to meet stringent criteria, removal of these materials is difficult.
Also, the preparation of the surfaces over again is time consuming and
may require the use of specialized equipment. Once a surface is prepared
again, the original treatment has to be repeated. The cost of redoing
a piece of work will more than double the original cost. For example,
the treatment to prevent soil gas from entering a sump will cost about
$1000. If the treatment fails, redoing the work will cost $2500. It
is axiomatic that the more expensive or complicated the initial treatment
is, the greater the cost increase of replacement. A wall-floor joint
which costs $2500 to do initially could cost as much as $8000 to redo.

Other indirect items which can affect the cost of the program include
the deterioration in public relations with the homeowners, and its
subsequent effect on the public at large. This slows down the schedule,
adversely affects those homeowners whose work must be postponed, and
loses confidence between inspection and workmanship.

The cost of failure is high. The dictum 'Do it right the first time1

certainly applies.

The Cost of Success

Since the cost of failure is higher than the initial cost, one becomes
very conservative in the selection of materials and methods. If it
works, use it again and again. Success and the high cost of failure



stifles the search for less expensive systems.

This leads to the apparent position that little can be done to reduce
the cost of remedial work, for there is very little that can be done
to reduce the labour and material costs. The materials are expensive
and the application has to be first class.

Cost Reduction

The only way to reduce costs significantly is to reduce the amount of
work to be done. As consultants to the Board, we are charged to bring
the working level in dwellings to below the primary criterion of 0.02 WL.
It is not necessary to reduce the level to background.
Therefore, when sufficient routes of entry have been closed to effect
a lowering of the radon concentration to meet the criterion, we are
not required to continue remedial work.

Bearing in mind the high cost of access and preparation, the first
saving we can make is to fix the most easily accessible and obvious
routes, and then test to see if this work was sufficient. Testing
is inexpensive compared to the costs of additional remedial work.
Only if the obvious remedial work is not sufficient, do we proceed
to the more difficult and expensive remedial work.

Often the obvious route turns out to be the primary route of entry.
For example, in one of the houses where the survey showed remedial
work would be necessary, the owner was going to redo his basement
recreation room and build a fireplace along an entire wall. This
would have concealed an obvious crack at the wall-floor joint.
Since the owner would not delay his plans, we poured concrete behind
the fireplace to close the perimeter joint as a precaution. Testing
showed that the WL in the house had fallen far below the prime
criterion after this remedial action. Therefore, this was the only
section of the perimeter that had to be sealed and further remedial
work was not done.
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Figure 1 shows the average cost of meeting the criterion according to
the number of fixes required. The cost escalates exponentially with
the number of fixes required.

To reduce the number of fixes, the procedure followed is to investigate
and determine the obvious routes of entry which are then fixed by a
remedial action. Then the house is surveyed to ascertain if the level
is now acceptable. If the level is not reduced, the house is recycled
through the investigation and remedial action processes until the level
is reduced to meet the criterion. If the house has to have multiple
fixes, then the cost is high, as shown in Figure 1, but the cost of
testing is small in comparison. If the house passes the criterion with
fewer fixes, the savings can be extensive.

An indication of these savings and proof that fixing the obvious routes
of entry as a viable method of cost reduction for the Elliot Lake program,
is the fact that 76% of the houses passing the criterion had only the
obvious routes of entry closed.

The cost of assured remedial treatment is high because access to the
routes of entry is expensive in finished or partially finished basements,
and preparation is expensive because of construction inconsistances
and finished surfaces. Also the fix has to be gas-tight and remain in
effect for a long time and the costs of failure are high.

Bringing the working levels down to meet the criterion of 0.02 WL in
a house with numerous routes of entry and requiring multiple fixes is
very expensive. The cost can be controlled by following a recycling
process of investigate, fix and test which starts with the lowest cost
fix and progresses to the more difficult and expensive fixes when
retesting fails to demonstrate compliance with the criterion.
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Comments ; (R. Boychuk)

K. Cliff: If the public becomes aware that the contamination in

uranium towns is due to a natural occurrence is there going to be

increase demands for surveys and consequently fixes.

Answer Dr. Prantl; This problem would not be unique to Canada, but

also to Europe and the U.S.A. What we have to do is really look

at the data and do a cost benefit analysis, have to weigh risks against

costs.
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INTRODUCTION

In our remedial efforts in Uranium City, we have encountered houses

with concrete block walls. This paper described the step by step procedure

that we have followed at one of the houses. At this moment, the radon

concentration and W.L. in this house is still above criterion and experimen-

tation with different approaches are still going on.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE HOUSE

This is a single storey residential dwelling with a concrete block

wall. The basement was partially developed with wall panelling, closet

and part of the floor covered by wood false floor. The fuel tank is in

the basement. A shower stall and a toilet is also in the basement.

Figure 1 shows the basement plan of the house.

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF REMEDIAL MEASURES TAKEN

1. In July, 1978 the false floor and wall panelling was taken down.

It was then discovered that thare was no concrete slab beneath the false

floor in the storage room and the recreation room. The dirt was fluxed

and gives very high flux values. 91.4 PCi/l-hr. and 41.1 PCi/l-hr.,

2

corresponding to 36360 PCi/m -hr. respectively. We thought that the main

infiltration route was the dirt and poured a four inch floor slab with

compressive strength of 3940 in the recreation room and storage room.

This did not reduce the radon concentration appreciably. Figure 2 shows

the radon concentration in July and August.

2. Near the end of August, we put epoxy on the concrete around

the floor drain and sealed the floor drain. The radon concentration in

the house remained unchanged. Figure 3 shows the radon concentration

during that period.
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3. After sealing the floor drain and seeing no change in the radon

concentration, another extensive fluxing was done in October to redefine

the infiltration routes. Figure 4 shows the fluxing data done in July

and October. The data in brackets is data taken in October. Since most

cracks produce relatively high flux, we sealed all the cracks on the floor.

Most of the wall joints and mortars joints were sealed. The area behind

the shower and fuel tank was inaccessible and was not sealed. Aftcx

sealing these cracks and joints, the radon concentration went down about

thirty percent but was still over criterion. The toilet was also sealed

off.

4. Sealing off fuel tank and shower and the radon concentration

still did not drop to below criterion, we used polyethylene sheets to

seal off the wall section behind the fuel tank and the shower. The

radon concentration went down somewhat. FLuxing measurements on the walls

gave very small values. At this point, we decided that the plenum may be

an active conduct for radon by chimneying the radon through and around

the base plate upstairs. Figure 5 shows the data recorded in that period.

PLENUM AIR MOVEMENT STUDIES

During the third week of November, we undertook a study of the concen-

tration as well as the air movement in the plenum.

1. First, the concentration of the radon is monitored at different

heights and different walls. These concentrations were monitored for

three days. It was found that the concentration in different parts of

the wall, were not the same, but each individual plenum's concentration

stayed quite constant over this period. The concentration varies between

23 PCi/1 to 273 PCi/1.



2. For air movements in plenum, three plenums in the east wall were

chosen. Holes were tapped at 75", 59", 36" and 12" from the floor. Radon

was injected at the bottom into one plenum and the concentration at the

different heights monitored at regular intervals. The three plenums are

names A, B and C. Figure 6 shows the plenum with sampling ports inserted.

Table I shows the variation of concentration for the 75" port, 20" port

in plenum A, and 59" port in plenum C versus time. The slope of tlic curve

In co/c(t) versus time will give the air exchange rate in the plenum.

Table I also gives the exchange rate in plenum A and C.

These values are consistent with each other. There is evidence

for lateral as well as vertical movement of radon through plenum. This

indicates to us that the plenum is conducting the radon into the house.

3. There is a pressure gradient between the inside of the plenum and

the basement. We can feel air blowing into the basement through our

sampling ports. We tried to monitor and see if the furnace fan is the

agent for the air movement by noting the time when the fan furnace comes

on and see if any change in the flow can be observed. We could not find

any change.

4. We then inserted thermometers into the ports to see if there is a

temperature gradient in the plenum. Table II shows some of the measurements

on the East wall and the North wall.

5. We have not been able to measure the air velocity in the plenum

directly and accurately. Preliminary results show that this movement may

be due to the temperature gradient in the plenum.



PLENUM A

75 '

TIME

14:06

14:25

14:46

15:54

CONCRETE

3460 PCi/1

590 PCi/1

49 PCi/1

29 PCi/1

Slope - .137

TABLE I

(INJECTION TIME 14:05)

min.

Exchange rate every 7.3 mins.

20"

TIME

14:08

14:28

14:48

15:56

Slope -

CONCRETE

6845 PCi/1

721 PCi/1

54 PCi/1

33 pci/l

.124
min.

One exchange every 8.0 min.

PLENUM C

59"

TIME CONCRETE

14:16 1941 PCi/1

14:31 129 PCi/1

14:50 23 PCi/1

Slope - .160
min.

One exchange every 6.2 min.

PLENUM B

27"

TIME CONCRETE

14:19 1343 PCi/1

14:33 98 PCi/1

15:58 14.05 PCi/1



HEIGHT PROM

75"

59"

20"

EAST WALL

FLOOR

TABLE

TEMPERATURE

5°C

8.5° C

9.5° C

II

HEIGHT PROM

59"

20"

WEST WALL

FLOOR TEMPERATURE

10° C

11° C

IS4-



6.

FURTHER REMEDIAL MEASURES

At this point, we decided to try treating the plenum itself. To

utilize the positive pressure in the plenum we tapped 1/4" holes on the

outside of the East wall and North wall. These actions brought the radon

level below criterion for the first time for two days. Figure 5 shows

the data in this period. We then opened holes in the West wall. The

prevailing wind was from the West and the radon concentration went up.

At this point, it was decided that some form of radon impednace has to be

injected inside the plenum to diminish the radon infiltration. So far we

have filled the bottom three blocks with urethane foam in the West wall,

the East wall and put grout on top of the foam. So far the radon concen-

tration has not gone down appreciably. Figure 7 shows data for this period.

Figure 8 shows data in a house where we have epoxyed half of the block wall.
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FIGURE 1 - BASEMENT PLAN
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SOIL PROBE-
669 p CI/ I

1

(FLUX BOX
6 ? 5 p Cl/l-hr.)
WALL CAN NO CRACK
1.06 pCl/l-hr

(WALL CAN CRACK
69.9 pCl/l-hr.)

CORE HOLE # 2 . t
tC0NCJI603pCl/l
(FLUX) 62.9 p Cl/ l-hr

WALL CAN - CRACK
3.49 pCl/l-hr

BESIDE CORE HOLE # 2
3 86 p Cl/l-hr.

SOIL PROBE
163.3 pCI/l

OIRT FLUX
91.4 p Cl/ l-hr

DIRT FLUX
3.2pCI/l-hr

( ) - OCT. 17/77

CONCRETE UNDER-
FALSE FLOOR
2.75 pCi/l-hr

,® SOIL PROBE
1 ! 21.7

CORE

: (CONC.)B54.lpCiA

• DIRT FLUX
41.1 p Cl/l-hr.

BESIDE CORE HOLE* |
1.34 p C l / l - h r j fx

i 'WALL CAN-CRACK
7-i 0pCl/l-hr.

J—p J5.4pCi/l-hr.)
I j _ ' ;

L^-i-FLUX BOX
0P Cl/l-hr.

u CRACK
a47p

«^-(WALKWAY CORE HOLE
3.3 p Cl/l-hr.)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PLENUM AND SAMPLING PORT
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Comments ; (M.K. Leung)

Comment A. Scott: From our experience in Elliot Lake, we feel that

walls are not the major problem, what we need to be concerned with

is making sure the floor slab is completely intact before considering

walls. However we do not completely rule walls out, there is evidence

to show that there is no waterproofing on the exterior of concrete

block walls, and they are usually holes right through the walls.

There is movement of air through block walls, due to passive gradients,

diffusion etc.

Comment P. Manley: An additional reason for air movement through

walls, is the natural stack effect in houses that is most pronounced

during the winter. With a well sealed basement floor, radon

concentration build up under the floor slab, with its only natural

venting route is via the walls. Therefore, walls (especially block

walls) are of great concern.

General comment; One method of fix is to fill block walls with grout,

however from our experience this is not necessarily a guaranteed fix.

Question; In the cross Canada survey was there any correlation between

block walls and high radon?

Answer ; In Elliot Lake problem is not well defined, for with some

block walls there is problems, others no problems.
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RADON DIFFUSION VERSUS RADON TRANSPORT IN SOIL GAS AS A SOURCE OF

HIGH RADON LEVELS IN HOUSES

This presentation is a greatly abbreviated version of Development Program

Report 1 'Isolation Module Tests'.

Work in the fall of 1977 had suggested that the only significant route of

radon entry into houses was in soil gas entering via openings in the

concrete basement substructure. To measure the importance of this route

relative to diffusion of radon from the concrete, temporary wooden

structures (modules) were erected, enclosing a section of the basement wall

and floor in 5 houses. As the concrete was free of cracks, it was

assumed that radon would enter the modules only by radon flux from the

surface or by soil gas efflux through the wall-floor joint.

The radon supply rate by diffusion and by efflux was measured for each

module. The radon flux was measured with twelve 6 litre metal flux cans

over a period of 2 hours. The efflux rate was measured with a 3.6 litre

cannister open to the atmosphere and placed over the wall-floor joint.

The radon concentration was measured over an hour. The entry rate of

radon is estimated from the rate of change of concentration. The wall-

floor joints with the highest radon efflux had a visible gap between the

wall and floor.

These measurements were made only once in each module, and so should not
be regarded as accurate estimates of the entry rate. However, they
indicate that radon supply rates did vary considerably from module to
module and that the measured supply rates by diffusion and by efflux were
comparable.

After some preliminary experiments the ventilation area of the modules

was standardized by caulking them to the basement floor and wall with

an urethane foam and insertin a 5 cm diameter ventilation port. It was

expected that the concentrations in the modules would then be proportional

to the supply rates. The average radon concentrai ton in each module was

determined with pump and bag averaging units, and is listed together with

JOG
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the estimated supply rate in Table 1. The average radon concentration
in the basement is shown for comparison. It will be noted that the
modules with high radon concentrations are those where high radon efflux
rates were measured, and in modules where the supply rate by efflux is less
than 50 pCi/L, the average concentration is not much higher than that in
the house.

Since the cause of the high radon levels was thought to be the mass flow
of soil gas through the wall-floor joint, it should be possible to cause
a marked reduction in concnetration by closing the joint with common
materials designed to stop air movement, rather than to resist radon
diffusion.

A series of tests were carried out using standard caulking and air sealant
materials. They were a white butyl caulking compound, a silicone rubber
caulk (bathtub caulk) and aluminized duct tape.

Their effectiveness was compared to that of a tar-based epoxy paint which
was known from other experiments to be an effective barrier to radon
diffusion, and also would form a flexible airtight membrane on any surface
to which it was applied.

Before each application of caulking coumpound, the concrete surfaces were
wire brushed clean. Then, the products were applied to both untreated
concrete, and concrete treated with a 5% silicone surface sealer to
reduce dusting. Table 2 shows the reduction in average radon concentration
produced by the application of aluminized duct tape to the wall-floor
joint. A significant reduction from 290 to 70 pCi/L was achieved on smooth
treated concrete. The tape did not adhere well to the other surfaces,
so the small reduction for those cases was not surprising.

Table 3 shows the reduction produced by butyl and silicone caulks. They
were both equally effective on smooth treated concrete, reducing the radon
concentration by a factor of nearly 8. On untreated concrete they both
rapidly lost their bond with the surface and tended to peel off the concrete.
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Table 4 shows the reduction rate produced by the epoxy paint. It was
extremely effective, reducing the concentration from 600 to 40 pCi/L.
The module concentration still remained above the basement concentration,
probably due to the difficulty of properly sealing the portion of the
wall-floor joint that was concealed by the wooden structure.

Conclusions

The module program demonstrated several significant features necessary for
the full development of the remedial techniques used in the Elliot Lake
Decontamination Program. These were as follows.
(1) The measurement of high efflux rats from the wall-floor joint or

cracks did indicate a major route of entry in practice. It was not
posssible to tell by visual inspection alone if a crack was a major
route of entry.

(2) It was possible to significantly reduce radon concentrations by
preventing the movement of soil gas through the wall-floor joint
with commercial products intended to stop the movement of air. It
was not necessary to use products that would prevent the diffusion
of radon.

(3) It was imperative that the caulking material should form a good bond
to the surfaces. None of the materials used were effective when
applied to clean but untreated concrete.

(4) High radon concentrations were only found in those mocules with a
significant efflux rate, showing that efflux rather than radon flux
from concrete was the controlling factor for the radon concentration
in the modules.



TABLE 1

RADON SUPPLY RATE AND RADON CONCENTRATION

iniit r
IUULC

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11

RADON SUPPLY RATE
BY DIFFUSION BY

3100

1400
0

1600

100
1400

0

1150
2950

400

2350

(pCi/h)
EFFLUX
2300

3500
30

50

500
230

5000

5200
40

30

50

AVERAGE RADON
MODULE

60

70
5

6

20
28

300

650
10

8

18

CONCENTRATION (pCi/1)
HOUSE

14
14
6

6

7
7
16

16

3
3

3

SURFACE CONDITION
OF CONCRETE

UNTREATED

Smooth

Coarse

TREATED

Smooth
Coarse

TABLE 2
ALUMINIZED DUCT TAPE

AVERAGE RADON
BEFORE

75
10

290

18

CONCENTRATION pCi/L
AFTER

53

10

70

15

REDUCTION FACTOR

0.7

1.0

0.24

0.8



SURFACE CONDITION
OF CONCRETE

SILICONE CAULK ON
SMOOTH CONCRETE

Untreated
Treated

BUTYu CAULK ON
SMOOTH CONCRETE

Untreated
Treated

TABLE 3
SILICONE CAULK AND BUTYL CAULK

AVERAGE RADON CONCENTRATION p
BEFORE AFTER

60
150

70
300

18
23

50
40

REDUCTION FACTOR

0.3
0.15

0.66
0.13

TABLE 4
COAL TAR EPOXY PAINT

SURFACE CONDITION AVERAGE RADON CONCENTRATION pCi/L REDUCTION FACTOR
OF CONCRETE BEFORE AFTER

SMOOTH CONCRETE
Treated 600 40 0.07
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Comments: (A. Scott)

Question: How are diffusion rate measurements made?

Answer: With a 12 litre accumulator (food bowl) that is attached

to the surface. The radon concentration is measured after an

elapsed time of 1-2 hours. These measurements do not represent

true eflux supply rates, however give a good approximation.
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Radon Transport by a Potable Water System

and

The Effect of Uranium Tailings on an Adjacent

Residential Development

Studies of structures within the Bancroft and environs

project area has identified two areas of interest

differing from all other experiences. These concern

the transport of radon through an enriched potable

water supply into a structure and a discussion on

the effect of a uranium tailings area on an adjacent

residential development. Each will be discussed in-

dependantly.

The Effect of Uranium Tailings on an Adjacent
Residential Development

Introduction

Concern expressed for residential developments located

in the vicinity of waste storage areas, has been noted

in many cases. In particular studies of the effects

of uranium mill tailings stored in controlled sites on

the surrounding areas has been studied in Elliot Lake

(Ref. 1). Studies at Elliot Lake Nordic Tailings area

indicated radon concentrations over the area averaged

12 pCi/L while concentrations downwind averaged 18 pCi/L

with 25-30 km/h winds (Ref. 1). Further studies also

indicated upwind concentrations were virtually zero.

Modelling indicated the radon levels may be equal to

or greater than 1 pCi/L within 3.4 km of tailings areas.

In the Bancroft project area, residential dwellings

are found within 100 m of an inactive tailings area.

It has been observed that these residential dwellings

on Birchwood Drive are subject to effects due to the

tailings area which are pertinent to the radiation
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reduction program currently being funded in the

Bancroft Environs.

Madawaska Tailings Area #2

The Madawaska Mines has been in operation between 1956

to 1964 and then was restarted again in 1976. During

the initial period, mill tailings were stored in a con-

trolled area adjacent to Highway 28 (Fig.l). The pre-

sently inactive tailings area covers approximately 18

hectares of land. Reseeding of the tailings surface

has been attempted.

Gamma radiation exposures measured on contact range

from 100 to 1600 uR/h with some localized "hot" spots.

However, gamma contours indicate exposure twice back-

ground up to 100 m from the area (Fig. 1). Radon

emanation rate from the tailings has been measured as
— 2 —1

166 pCi m s . This is within the range measured in
Elliot Lake: 35-1900 pCi m~2s~1.

Birchwood Drive

Birchwood Drive is a development of 14 residential

dwellings immediately adjacent to the tailings area

#2 (Fig.l). The initial Task Force survey sampled in

each of the 14 homes on the same day and identified

only two as exceeding the investigational level. The

project survey to date is in accord with these initial

findings. However, during the process of investigative

studies on the Birchwood Dr.ivs homes several interesting

observations and complications were noted.

Gamrca radiation exposure in the area seems greatly af-

fected by the tailings area. Elevated background gamma

exposures have been measured in the yards facing the

tailings area to range from 40 to 120 uR/h. This has
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complicated survey procedures requiring the use of

lead shields. The use of shields however affects the

reproducibility of the readings and its value for com-

parison to other data collected in the standard manner.

Similarlyr subsurface investigations involving borehole

gamma logging has been elevated particularly within the

initial surface layers (10-15 cm).

Interior gamma exposures at one meter range from 15 to

40 uR/h. Thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) placed

in living areas have measured exposure rates between

12-17 (- 5) uR/h. The above background levels have

also affected investigative procedures employed within

the structures.

The ambient radon concentrations measured outside the

structures also show similar effects. Ambient radon

concentrations have been taken as grab samples and in-

tegrated samples during the summer and winter months

under a variety of meteorological conditions (Table 1).

The summer concentrations measured adjacent to the

structures varied from essentially 0 with a wind from

the east to as high as 6.3 pCi/L on days of negligible

wind. Immediately adjacent to the creek, levels were

measured at 13.2 pCi/L. A 24 hour integrated sample,

taken adjacent to the structure, averaged 4.3 pCi/L for

a period in which the wind blew from over the tailings

area. Winter readings, however appear less pronounced

in a range of .01 - 1.0 pCi/L. It is plausible that

snow cover or ground frost may affect exhalation rates

from the tailings area significantly.

Other factors with concern to the environmental impact

of the area such as water quality, dust fall, and

ecological effects have not been of a pronounced effect

on the project studies. Such studies, however, were

performed during the summer of 19 78 by the University
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of Toronto Institute of Environmental Studies.

ever/ the results are still not available.

How-

Date Time

TABLE I

Location*

4/ 7/78

4/ 7/78

12-13/ 7/78

20/ 7/78

16/ 8/78

25/ 8/78

14/ 9/78

18/10/78

7/11/78

16/11/78

*See Fig. 1

530

530

-

1330

900

1100

900

1200

1000

1100

for locations

1

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

4

4

Wind
(km/h)

Nil
Nil

W-10

S-20

S-5

NE-7

E-12

NW-5

N-5

Nil

Cone.
(PCJ/L)

13.2

6.3

4.3 Integrated
Sample

0.5

0.8

0.01

0.01

1.0

0.01

0.1

Further, concern expressed by the Ontario Department of

Housing has also indicated a desire to control develop-

ment within a certain radius of all tailings areas.

Although, in the Birchwood Drive case, levels on the

average do not exceed the recommended criteria, the

close proximity to the tailings area has an obvious

effect on the surrounding area which is highly depen-

dant on the meteorlogical conditions.

Radon Transport by a Potable Water System

Introduction

A study has been conducted of the radon transport into

a structure by an enriched potable water supply. Al-

though the study has primarily concerned the shower as

the point source, all water usage must be considered.
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Previous studies have indicated that the concentration

of radon in a water supply can e ffeet interior radon

concentrations. Detailed studies by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy in the New York area (Ref. 2) on 16

houses indicated that a high degree of correlation

existed between indoor radon concentrations and radon

concentrations in the water supplies. This study fur-

ther indicated that indoor radon concentrations are the

result of radon exhalation from cellar floors which

could be augmented significantly by radon in water

supplies. Another review by the EPA (Ref. 3) indicated

several experiments where a significant increase in

radon concentrations were observed in bathrooms due to

water from showers or baths containing between 400 and

700 pCi/L radon.

A similar case exists in the Bancroft area. Radon from

a radium enriched aquifer is transported via a drilled

well water system into a structure so as to elevate

interior concentrations.

Well

The site water supply is obtained from a well drilled

to a depth of 120 * in granite in an area known to be

geologically favourable to uranium bearing mineraliza-

tions .

The problem was first observed when a gamma survey in-

dicated a new hot water tank and pump emitted 25-40

uR/h. A small (100 L) tub filled with water increased

the measured reading on a gamma probe from 5 uR/h out-

side the water to 40 uR/h when immersed.

The water was subsequentially analysed for radioactive

components (Table 2)« Radium concentrations measured

on four separate occasions ranged from 17 to 25 pCi/L.

Radon concentrations were similarly measured to range

from 43,300 - 57,000 pCi/L. I ?3
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TABLE II

Well Analysis

DISSOLVED

Solids mg/1 24 3

Radium-226 pCi/1 25

Gross pCi/1 190

Gross pCi/1 34

Uranium ug/1 91

UNDISSOLVED

Solids mg/1 1

Gross pCi/1 1

Gross pCi/1 1

Investigative Problem

The site had been under investigation in the Bancroft

project and had been observed to have elevated indoor

radon concentrations (Table 3). The structure is a

one story frame house with concrete block foundation

and an almost entirely finished basement (Fig. 2).

Areas open to be fluxed did not indicate any apparent

entry routes. The possibility of the water system

contributing to the problem was considered. Several

tests were performed, concentrating on the effects of

a shower in the basement (Fig. 2).

TABLE III

Average Indoor Levels

Radon
(pCi/L)

Radon Daughter
(WL)

Basement

14.0

.081

Living Area

9.3

.053



Shower Tests

The first test was intended to assess the potential of

the shower to de-emanate the radon sufficiently to be-

come a significant source. The shower (Volume 2.1 X

10 L) was turned on at a typical flow rate for two

minutes. The concentrations of radon in the water, was

measured to be 51,000 pCi/L. Initial concentrations in

the shower stall was 6.3 pCi/L. After the two minute

shower, the concentration in the stall was measured at

193 pCi/L. Conservatively assuming no leakage from

the shower stall, it appears 2 X 10 pCi min could

be released.

The second test involved an attempt to remove the

water source temporarily to observe any effects. The

structure was left unoccupied for a period of 3 days

and then on returning there was a limited used of water

(i.e. no showers). Sampling immediately the next day

measured radon concentrations of 4.6 pCi/L with radon

daughter levels measured as .012 WL. The following

day, the structure was re-sampled after one day of

normal domestic use. Radon concentrations were mea-

sured at 9.4 pCi/L with radon daughter levels measured

as .065 WL.

A third test was then performed to determine if the

shower could affect areas remote from the shower. As

in the first test, the shower was turned on for a

period of 20 minutes and the concentrations were ob-

served with the forced air heating system in operation.

Radon samples were taken in three separate locations

(Fig. 2) at times t = 0, 10, 20 and 50 minutes after

the start of the shower (Table 4). Initial (t=0)

concentrations measured approximately 11 pCi/L through-

out the house. After the shower had been on ten minutes

(t=10), the bathroom concentrations had increased by

iso
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more than 14 times, the recreation room concentrations

had more than doubled and yet the levels on the main

floor remained essentially unchanged. By the time the

shower was turned off (t=20), the bathroom concentra-

tions had peaked and in fact had decreased slightly.

The recreation room concentration was still increasing

and the levels of the main floor had only increased

slightly. One half hour after the end of the shower

flow, concentrations had been re-distributed through-

out the house so as to average: 25 pCi/L; more than

double the initial concentration. Initial (t=0) radon

daughter concentrations of approximately .052 WL had

also doubled by one half hour after the end of the

shower to .117 WL in the bathroom and .094 Wl on the

mainfloor.

• ' TABLE IV

Distribution of Radon Emanating From a Shower

BASEMENT MAIN FLOOR
BATHROOM REC RM LIVING ROOM

Radon Daughters
Time (pCi/L) (WL)

.0520

10

20

50

12.4

180.1

144.8

24.2

Radon
(PCi/L)

11.4

26.3

33.1

26.9

Radon
(PCi/L)

10.8

11.6

14.5

22.8

Daughters
(WL)

.053

-

-

.094.117

The radon concentration in the water was measured to be

57,400 pCi/L. Water collected at the base of the shower

contained 9,200 pCi/L, that is 84% of the radon has been

released.

A theoretical calculation using the emanation rate of

the first test and a ventilation rate of .35 h~ , pre-

dicted a concentration of 20 pCi/L one half hour after

the end of the shower (see Appendix B ) . Further cal-

culations indicate that at a winter ventilation rate
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of .35 h~ it would take 8-10 hours after a shower for

levels to decrease back to within 5% of background and

up to 20 hours for a summer ventilation rate of .15 h" *

However, as there are six occupants (several teenagers),

it is probable that the shower is used several times

daily. Adding to this source the constant use of other

water fixtures, it is probable that the radon concen-

tration in the water could be a significant source.

Remedial Requirements

As the investigative studies were complicated by the

shower source, remedial measures must also be adapted.

It is apparent that the base line radon levels in the

house cannot be established until the water source is

removed. As the radium content of the water exceeds

all recommended criteria for potable water, some

corrective measures must be employed. It is intended

at the present to change- the water supply to a consoli-

dation of two other dug wells already present on the

property. If these wells do not provide sufficient

amounts of water, alternate methods include:-

1. Drilling another well or drilling problem

well deeper. However, any attempts to drill

further may just reach similar aquifers or

no source at all.

or 2. Removal of contaminants. Radium removal can

be facilitated by ion exchange or reverse

osmosis.

Radon removal can be performed by forced

aeration.

Both methods are mechanical systems requiring

maintenance and in the case of radium removal

disposal of wastes.

After this source is removed, the measured interior

radon and radon daughter concentrations can then be
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assessed for any further remedial requirements.

Conclusion

Thus in conclusion, a site in the Bancroft project area

has been identified as being affected by a radon en-

riched well water supply. Radon collected in an aquifer

in an radioactive deposit is transported via a drilled

well into the structure so as to affect interior radon

concentrations. It was observed that from the point

source of a shower a thorough mixing occurred within

one half hour when a forced air system was in operation.

The remedial requirements of the site involve first

the removal of the radioactive source due to the water,

and then re-examining the structure to identify if any

further remedial work is required.
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APPENDIX B

Theoretical Discussions of Shower as a Point Source
for Radon

A measure of the affect of the point radon source must

assume:

1. The normal background influx rate is constant.

2. Complete mixing of internal air occurs. This
is probably reasonable after a sufficiently
long period of time which will be shortened
by the operation of a forced air heating
system?

3. The ventilation rate of the structure is uni-
form and can be described under one rate.

Thus the activity of radon present can be described by

the differential equation:

d IR ( t ) = (FN+Fq) - (X+ v) I_(t) 1
5t N S R

where I-Ct) is the activity of the radon present at any

time, t, in pCi

F - is the rate of radon influx due to walls and

surrounding soil in pCi min

Fe - is the influx rate due to the shower in pCi min"

A - is the decay constant of radon-222 in min"

and v - is the ventilation rate of the structure in min

The solution of equation 1 is :



where I is the initial radon activity before the

shower is started: That is:

1 = lin» FN U-e-<* + v ) t)
*° t*— CX+v)

= FN

Thus combining equations 2 and 3

IR ( t ) = FN + FS

(X

If the activity, I (t), is expressed by the measure-

able quantity concentration, C (t), then:

CR(t) = I R (t)

V

where V is the interior volume, Thus:

CR ( t ) = FN + FS

V(\+v)

The values of the quantities can be assumed to be:

^ = 2 x 10"6 min"1

v = .0058 min"

V = 3 x 105 L

and Fo = 2 x 10
5 pCi min ~ 1 ( for the first test)

Now the initial concentration averaged approximately

11.5 pCi/L. After the end of twenty :. ' nute shower the

concentration would be 24.2 pCi/L. One half hour later

(t=30) the concentration can be approximated as:



CR (t) = C R (20) e~
(

= 20.3 pCi/L

This is somewhat less than the actual measured con-

centration which averaged 24.6 pCi/L. This is per-

haps due to the fact that the value of Fe = 2 X 10
-1

pCi min is conservative or that the ventilation

rate of .35 h~ (.0058 min" ) is too large.

The amount of time necessary after a shower for radon

concentration to return to background can be estimated

using equation 4. It can be observed that the interior

concentration is composed of two terms: a time indé-

pendant term involving the background radon concentra-

tion which has reached equilibrium and the time depen-

dant term due to the shower. Thus at the end of the

shower, only the term due to the shower will decay a-

way. Thus the excess radon above background will be

given as:

where CD is the internal concentration at the end of
-1

sampling. Thus in the wintar (v = .0058 min ) there

will be only 5% remaining 8 to 9 hours after the end

of sampling while it would take approximately 20 hours

in the summer (v = .0025 min ) .



Comments; (R. Maruska)

Question; What is the uranium content of water?

Answer: Some in the range of 150-200 ug/1.

Questions What technique was used for measuring radon in water?

Answer; De-emanation: using nitrogen to purge radon out of water

into scintillation cell.

Question: What about the use of a water softner to remove radium?

Answer Dr. Prantl: This has been tried in the O.S., however it was

found that water quality was quite poor. Work is being done on a

small filtering system, whether it will work for radium is still

under study. This work is being done by the U.S. E.P.A.

18e!
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VENTILATION RATES AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON EQUILIBRIUM FRACTION

The radon concentration is a house is set by both the radon supply
rate and the ventilation rate. Day to day fluctuations in radon
concentrations observed in houses must be caused by one or both of
the radon supply or ventilation rates. The radon supply rate cannot
be determined directly but it can be estimated if the ventilation rate
and radon concentration in a house are known.

In an ongoing program, the whole house ventilation rates in occupied
Elliot Lake houses have been measured using sulfur hexafluoride, SFg,
as a tracer gas. This gas was chosen as it is not a normal constituent
of air. It is odourless, non-toxic and can be detected in the parts
per billion range using a gas chromatograph equipped with an electron
capture detector.

Evacuated tubes are injected with 1.5 mL of SFg for convenient
transportation to site. Within each house being tested, 2 to 4 tubes
are opened, depending on the house volume and number of levels, to
give an initial concentration of 10 to 20 ppb. To ensure thorough
mixing, the furnace fan (when available) is turned on for an hour before
the first sample is taken.

Sampling is done with a hand pump and 10 liter aluminium-polyester
bags while going from room to room to approximate perfect mixing. Four
samples are taken over a period of about 7 hours.

The set of 4 samples taken from one house are analysed within a few
minutes of each other on the gas chromatograph which has a built in
pump and gas sampling valve to standardize sample injection. The output
of the electrom capture detector goes to a line recorder upon which the
SFg concentration peak is clearly indicated (see Figure 1). As only
relative SFg concentrations are required, no calibration are needed.
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The SFg peak heights are then plotted on a semi-log graph against time.
By assuming perfect mixing, no absorption, and a constant ventilation
rate, a straight line should be obtained with the equation:

where Ct is the SFg concentration at time t, CQ is the SFg concentration
at time t = 0, At is t - t , and T is the time for one air change. From
the slope of this graph, T is obtained in hours per air change.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of ventilation test results in an
occupied house. The close fit of the data to a straight line shows
that the ventilation rate in the house remained constant during the test,
a period of about seven hours.

A total of 14 houses have been tested in the ventilation rate survey.
Of these, 10 were forced-air heated and 4 were electrically heated, 2
if which were unoccupied at the time of testing. Repeat tests have been
done at 6 houses. Assuming a moninal house volume of 350 m , radon
supply rates were estimated from ventilation rates and radon measurements
were taken simultaneously. The results are shown in Table 1.

The median ventilation period found in forced-air heated homes was 2.5
hours per air change. The periods ranged from 1.3 to 5.3 hours per
air change.

In the 2 occupied electrically heated houses, the periods were 2.1 and
7.1 hours per air change. The latter house was converted from oil heat
and so is not typical of electrically heated houses. Three tests in
unoccupied electically heated houses gave a median ventilation period
of 9.1 hours per air change with a range of 4.5 to 10.4 hours per air
change.

These observed values show the expected trend for different types of
heating.
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Repeat ventilation tests, taken 3 to 4 months apart, indicate that the

ventilation period in any one house fluctuates by less than a factor

of 2. For our purposes this is considered constant. The ventilation

rate in a house does not change enough to explain the large fluctuations,

which often vary by a factor of 10, in radon concentrations from day

to day. Therefore, we can confirm that these fluctuations must be

caused by variations in radon supply rates.

The low ventilation rates observed in Elliot Lake houses suggest that

radon gas and its daughters could be near equilibrium. However,

simultaneous radon and working level readings generally give equilibrium

fractions between 0.2 and 0.6, equivalent to ventilation periods of less

than 1 hour per air change.

In 13 houses simultaneous radon concentration and working level

measurements were made while the ventilation rates were measured. In

some cases, the Modified Tsivoglou method was used to estimate radon

daughter concentrations. Equilibrium fractions were calculated from

this data.

Theoretical equilibrium fractions were calculated for ventilation rates

from 0.0 to 0.9 air changes per hour. The curve in Figure 3 shows

that as ventilation increases, the lower the equilibrium fraction will

be. Our equilibrium fraction results, when plotted against ventilation

rates on the same graph, show poor agreement. Since the accuracy of

radon gas measurements are +. 20% at best, our observed equilibrium

fractions are not more accurate. An alternative method (potentially

more accurate) of estimating the equilibrium fraction is from the ratio

of radon daughters. The daughter ratios were estimated by the Modified

Tsivoglou method.

Theoretical radon daughter ratios were calculated for ventilation rates

0.0 to 0.9 air changes per hour assuming no removal processes other

than ventilation. For the ratio RaB:RaA, the calculated curve, given

in Figure 4, shows that RaB falls from equilibrium with RaA at zero

ventilation down to about 0.6 of RaA at 1 air change per hour. Survey
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results, when plotted on the same graph, show poor agreement. In all
cases, a fraction of RaB with respect to RaA is missing, up to
approximately 50%. The bulk of the data hovers around a daughter ratio
of 0.65 which would be expected at a ventilation rate of about 0.85
air changes per hour.

The same is observed for daughter ratio, RaC:RaA, shown in Figure 5.
The observed ratios are generally lower than expected for observed
ventilation rates. These trends indicate that there are daughter
removal processes other than ventilation.

The calculated curve for radon daughter ratio, RaC:RaB, is given in
Figure 6. Survey results, when plotted on the same graph, show a
scattering on both sides of the curve. This indicates that both
RaB and RaC are affected by ventilation more or less as expected.
This leads us to suggest that alternate daughter removal processes
affect RaA most directly. We have measured high unattached fractions
of RaA in houses, so plate-out of unattached RaA may be the main
removal mechanism.

In conclusion, our ventilation studies have led us to two findings.
First, we have confirmed that fluctuations in radon and working
level readings are caused by variations in the radon supply rate into
a house rather than variations in the ventilation rate.

Secondly, at the ventilation rates found in the houses, equilibrium
fractions and radon daughter ratios are almost indépendant of
ventilation rates, and may depend mainly on the rate at which RaA
plates-out.



VENTILATION RATE & RADON SUPPLY

HOUSE #

4

21

35 (E)

38

50

64

73

120

268 (E)

333

356

413

9005 (EU)

9006 (EU)
(EU)

T
(HRS/AIR CHANGE)

2.1
2.3

2.8
3.4

2.1

2.2

2.1
3.3

2.9
1.6

3.4
3.7

3.4
2.5

7.1

5.3

1.3

1.3

4.5

10.4
9.1

RADON
pCi/L

4.5
5.3

40
10.4

5.2

3.0
4.8

\5

1.6

3.5
0.4

1.5

1.1

—

—

—

yCiRn/h

.76

.80

5.0
1.1

—

.82

.50

.50

.33

.16

.35

.06

—

.10

.30

«

TABLE 1



OUTPUT FROM A VENTILATION TEST

AN ELECTRON CAPTURE GAS CHROMATOGRAPH

CHART DIRECTION

SFg Sample

Attenuation 1x64

Air Sample

ISOLATED EXAMPLES

FIGURE 1
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EQUILIBRIUM FRACTION VERSUS VENTILATION RATE
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Comments; (D. Smith)

Question: Was there any correlation with temperature and wind speed?

Answer : We did not measure temperature or wind speed. I don't

really know.

Question: What is the estimate of experimental error?

Answer: We used the Tsivoglou method and houses chosen had high

levels, so error factor quite small.

Comment: Air change in a house with subfloor takes about 3.3 hours,

same as with forced air system.
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ASSESSMENT OF SUBFLOOR VENTILATION SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

In 1976, Rio Aigom Limited conducted a radon daughter survey
in their housing units in the Town of Elliot Lake. Radon daughter
levels as high as 0.05 working levels and higher were determined.
A development program to determine remedial measures to reduce these
levels was undertaken. One solution to the problem which was developed
was the subfloor ventilation system. To date, we have utilized two
types of subfloor system.

Sub Floor System - Weeping Tile Configuration

Upon discovery of the elevated radon daughter levels in the
existing housing units, various methods to reduce the levels were
examined.

The concept, that if you could intercept the radon gas before it
could migrate into the housing unit,was examined in part by utilizing
existing features of the house.

As most of Rio Aigom's house building program in the Town
proper had taken place during 1968 and later years, certain features
were included in the construction. These key features were a weeping
tile system with tiles located on both the inside and outside of the
basement wall footings. These tile systems were in turn connected,
without any water trap, to a sump located in the floor of the basement.
A pump is installed in this sump to pump any drainage outside and into
the road ditch.

- 1 -
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Our idea was that if we could reduce the pressure and/or
increase air flow in the weeping tile under and around the house
and draw it off and exhaust it outside of the unit that less radon
would enter the unit. To try this out, we installed a small 50 cfm
blower in a plywood container of such size that it was large enough
to enclose the sump, sump pump and^fà'ru* The enclosure was attached
to the floor but no effort was made to seal the floor-box junction.
The exhaust from the fan was carried to the outside of the house
using a 3 inch flexible dryer hose and vent assembly. No special
electrical hook-ups were installed for the fans. Each fan was
fitted with a normal grounded 3 wire cord and plug and plugged
into the same outlet box as the sump pump.

To date, we have 63 housing units with this type of system.
A sketch of the system is shown in Fig. #1.

Subfloor System - Underfloor Tile Configuration

During late 1976 and early 1977, new housing construction was
extensively underway in the new Elliot Lake subdivision, Neighbourhood
2Â. In an effort to develop a radon control method for the new houses
to be built and,also the existing houses, the AECB undertook a research
program in a newly constructed house. The primary objective of this
program was to evaluate an underfloor radon gas collection system which
would vent to the atmosphere without the use of a fan or other mechani-
cally operating devices.

To test this concept, the existing basement floor of the unit
was removed, a network of weeping tile placed in the underfloor area
with numerous outlet ports and then the concrete floor replaced. A
central exhaust stack was also installed in the house which was connected
to the underfloor network of tile and run up through the house, termi-
nating above the roof. Various methods of operating the system were
tested, flow of exterior air through the vent system, flow of interior
house air through the system, and sealing all above ground ports to
the tile network, except that connected to the vertical stack.

- 2 - "
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This latter method was very successful during the winter months.
Based on this success, Rio Algom decided in late winter (early 1977)
to install the underfloor tile and stack in all new 1977 construction.
We were confident that if the passive system did not work effectively,
we could install a fan in the stack and operate it on the same basis
as the units where we had the Weeping Tile System installed.

However, when warmer weather arrived in the spring, the test
house underfloor system began to show poor efficiency. Upon completion
of the first new houses in Neighbourhood 2A with this passive system
and testing of its effectiveness, similar poor efficiencies were
found. Fans were then installed in the stacks and the system worked
well.

The decision was then made to install the exhaust system so
that it discharged through the side wall of the house instead of a
vertical stack through the interior of the unit.

The configuration decided upon is shown in Fig. 2. The under-
floor tile network was connected to a header which in turn was connected
to an 8 inch diameter PVC stack which rises out of the floor vertically
and up into the floor joists of the house. This particular floor joist section
is boxed in, sealed, and a fan installed to complete the system.

Rio Algom have 163 units using this basic configuration.

The fans we have installed have ranged in size from 6 3/4 inch
to 10 inches in diameter and capable of drawing 80-150 cfm of air
at 0.3 inches of water gauge.

- 4 -
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Effectiveness of Subfloor Ventilation

A summary of the effectiveness of the two basic subfloor venti-
lation systems configurations is given in Table 1 along with information
on modified configurations.

A more detailed outline of data is shown in Appendix #1.

To date, we have 260 units with the.subfloor.ventilation system.
The data shows that these systems can and do produce adequate results
and maintain the radon daughter levels at «0.01 working levels.

Problems with the Subfloor Systems

He have had very little trouble with th« Weeping Tile System.
In the 28 months in which we have used this system, we-have replaced
only 5 fans. Over this period of time, we have had 4 cases where
people have tampered with the system. In all of these cases, the fans
were unplugged, and something else, deep freeze, record player, etc.
was plugged into the electrical outlet. We have had two other system
failures; one where the weeping tile system filled with water and did
not drain properly and the other where the flexible hose came off of
the fan.

The Underfloor Tile System has given us more trouble. However,
the problem area, generally has not been associated with the tile system,
but in the plenum area, around the fan. On initial installation, a lot
of difficulty arose from properly sealing the wooden joints of the
floor joist plenum, both upstream and downstream of the fan. Leakage
upstream pulls basement air into the exhaust system which can accelerate
air flow from under the floor through cracks, etc. and into the house.
Leakage downstream causes blow back of air into the unit which gives
elevated levels in the house.



TABLE 1

A SUMMARY OF RADON DAUGHTER CONCENTRATIONS

IN WORKING LEVELS OF RIO ALGOM UNITS

WITHOUT AND WITH FANS

FAN
SYSTEM

1

2

3

4

5

6

NUMBER
OF UNITS
WHERE
READINGS
TAKEN

63

55

18

1

5

0

WITHOU1

HIGHEST
VALUE
OBTAINED
TO DATE
W. L.

0.890

0.233 •

0.138

0.154

0.089

-

r FAN

LOWEST
VALUE
OBTAINED
TO DATE
W. L.

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.012

-

AVERAGE
OF

. ALL
UNITS
W.L.

0.075

0.031

0.025

0.067

0.036

-

WITH FAN OPERATING

NUMBER
OF UNITS
WHERE
READINGS
TAKEN

63

163

18

1

12

3

HIGHEST
VALUE
OBTAINED
TO DATE
W.L.

0.227

0.327

0.070

0.113

0.154

0.021

LOWEST
VALUE
OBTAINED
TO DATE
W.L.

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.001

1
AVERAGE
VALUE

W.L.

0.009

0.006

0.009

0.018

0.006

0.004

NUMBER
OF UNITS
BELOW
0.02
W.L.

60

162

18

1

1

3

p

FAN SYSTEM

1. Fan installed in sump box

2. Fan(s) installed in floor joist

3. Fan installed in stack

4. Fan installed in crawl space

5. Fan installed outside

6. Fan system - other.



Over the past 18 months of operation of this type of system,
we have had to replace 9 fans. During this period, we have had 3
cases (known) of tenants tampering with the systems (switches, etc.);
4 units, where we have had to have large floor cracks sealed; 9 units,
in which we resealed the plenum; 12 units, where modifications were
necessitated by excessive noise levefs. To alleviate this noise
problem, we remounted 5 of the fans on the outside of the building.

Over this period, we have found, in nearly every case where
we had difficulty in lowering the radon daughter level to meet the
0.02 working level objective, and where units which were initially
certified rose above 0.02 working levels,that the trouble occurred
with blow back and leakage of the exhuast air between the fan and
the outside wall.

To date, we have 12 fans mounted on the outside wall of the
buildings and foresee more in the future, due to:

1. Noise problems

2. Problems with blow back caused by shifting of building
and cracking of joint seals.

We recently initiated a program whereby when a unit becomes
vacant, we will determine if the fan is necessary, and if so, will
then move it to the outside of the unit.

- 8 -



APPENDIX I

FAN TYPES SHOWN IN APPENDIX.

1. Fan installed In sump box
2. Fan(s) installed in floor joist
3. Fan installed in stack
4. Fan installed in crawl space
5. Fan installed outside
6. Fan system - other

a.) a.
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FAN
TVM

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

* •
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6

6

f

0
1
0
2
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1

7
?9

43

7
14
5
7
V
5

14
R
4
5
8
6

27
19-
38

1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
0

KAOINGS WITHOUT FAN
HIGH

»0'5

.030

.n?o

.044

.031

.006

.074

.031

.04!

.067

.035

.057

.019

.138

.130

.064

.055

.059

.082

.047

.022

.007

.048
• 0?6
.029
.036
.044
.044
.154
.081
.001
.080

.031

.089

LOU

.075

.017

.00?

.044

.031

.006

» # #
.062
.029

.041

.006
.006
.003
.003
.009
.010
.004
.001

..042
.005
.008
.010
.ooi
.016
.015
.0?3
.00?
.or»
.001

****
.006
.001
.003

.01?
.068

AVtHAGC

.<>
'.an
. 0
.0?3
.008
. 0 •••

. 0

.044

.031

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

.0

. 0

. 0

. '2

. 0
.006
.0
.0
.0
.06B
.030
. 0
. 0
.041
.037
.dis
.07.0
. O i l
.048
.046
• 07f
.OX.
.053
.038
.073
.013
.003
.07.5
.019
.026
.016
.027
.211
.067
.038
.001
.050
.0
.0
.0
.0
. 0
.0
. 0
.071
.079
. 0
. 0
• 0

READINGS WITH
t
yj
72
3?.

3d
30
27
74
75
75
75
78
28
23
29
29
2B
27
27
28
32
32
as
?7
27
27
29
28
33
31

4
15
17
61
27
17
25
17
16
15
14
6

21
34
?0
26
19
19
3

91
8

130
I I
11
I t
10
11
11
9

I I
33
12
11
t2

HIGH

.016

.0?A
•0'5
.006
.008
.Oil
.013
.008
,006
.037
• Oil
.005
.015
.023
.017
.010
.015
.012
.013
.007
.013
.020
.023
.Oil
.013
.008
.007
.008
.013
.014
.009
.014
.015
.070
.010
.010
.074
.020
.032
. O i l
• 024
.013
.023
.033
.018
.076
.071
.010
.113
.154
.052
.048
.003
.006
.005
.004
.004
.003
.002
.004
.022
.021
.008
.001»

FAN
LOW

0 .
.001
.oni
.00?

0 .
0 .

.001
a.
0 .
0 .
0 .

.001

.001

.007

.001
0.

.001

.001
0 .

.001
0 .
0 .
0 .

0 .
0 .

.001

.001
0 .
0 .

.007

.001

.004
0 .
0 .

.001

.00ft

.005

.004

.003
.006
.004
.001

0 .
0 .

.001

.004
0 .
0 .

.002

.003
0 .

.001

.00?

.001

.001

.001

.001

.oni

.001
.003
.001

•.oni
.not

AVEW

.(W6

.011

.004

.0(14

.0(16

.008

.004

.003

.006

.004

.003

.005

.008

.008

.005

.007

.005

.005

.004

.005

.005

.006

.006

.006

.005

.004

.005

.006

.004

Ino7
.009
.01?
.005
.003
.014
.012
.007
.005
.012
.007
.01?
.013
.010
.013
.008
.(105

• 0?A
.009
.010
.00?
.004
.003
.00?
.00?
.00?
.001
.003
.OQR
.006
.003
.002



Commenta: (A. Vlvyurka)

Comment Roger Eaton: He are after a maintenance free system. In

the case of mining companies it is our position that they look after

their own, our criteria is only for private owned homes.

In terms of remedial measures, the sealing method is cheaper,

probably more effective and does not require digging up basement floors,

Question: What about using clay as sealant?

Answer : From our investigations, this method would require quite a

bit of prepatory work and is very expensive.
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SUB-FLOOR VENTILATION

If it is assumed that the fan in a sub-floor ventilation system draws
80 cfm, then this air must ultimately come from the atmosphere, either
by being drawn through the soil or through openings into the system.
Figures 1A and IB show the flow lines taken by air into a sub-floor
system, based on a computer simulation.

In Figure 1A showing a basement with no openings, the flow of air
through the soil reduces the radon concentration in soil gas adjacent
to the house. This has been verified by soil gas measurements made at
a depth of 1 m at various distances from a house with the sub-floor
system operating. Adjacent to the house, the radon concentration was
about 20 pCi/L; at 1.5 m, about 200 pCi/L; at 2.5 m, about 500 pCi/L;
at 4 m, about 1000 pCi/L; and at 6 m, about 1500 pCi/L.

A typical flow velocity through the soil produced by an 80 cfm fan is
1 m/h. Depending on the assumptions one cares to make, this velocity
will lead to concentrations of 40 to 200 pCi/L in the discharged air
from the system. I believe similar values have been measured in
operating systems.

Of course, if there are no openings to the soil in a basement, then a
sub-floor ventilation system is not required because there is no route
of entry for the soil gas. A more realistic situation is shown in
Figure IB, where there is an open wall-floor joint. Air is now drawn
into the system from the house, and the flow through the soil is
reduced.

The results of this situation are that the radon concentration in the
soil gas is increased, and the performance of the system is now
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dependent on the fan maintaining a flow out through the openings, i.e.
the pressure under the floor must be less than the pressure in the house.
Measurements made by the National Research Council have shown that houses
can be 0.02 to 0.04 inches of water lower in pressure than the atmosphere
as a result of wind and thermal forces. Therefore, the sub-floor system
must be able to maintain the sub-floor region at about 0.04 inches of
water below atmospheric to ensure that flow reversal through the wail-
floor joint is rare. If the fan draws 50% of its air through the wall-
floor joint, then for an 80 cfm fan, the maximum size of open area

2 2allowable is about 70 cm (10 in ). For a typical size basement, this
means the allowable size of crack at the wall-floor joint is about
0.2 mm or 0.01 in. The shrinkage coefficient of concrete on setting
is about 5.6 x 10" , and so we expect a gap of about 0.4 mm.

Since sub-floor systems generally work, we can only assume that the
shrinkage gap does not always allow the passage of air. If there are
larger than average shrinkage gaps, or openings left in the concrete
at sewer connections, sumps, etc., all the air required by the fan can
be drawn from the house, without significantly affecting either the entry
rate of soil gas or its radon concentration. If a larger fan is used in
the system, it is likely that the WL in a house will be reduced, but
only because the sub-floor system is now acting as a forced ventilation
system. A 120 cfm fan will produce about 1 air change in 2 hours in a
typical house, about 2 or 3 times more than the normal ventilation rate
in the electrically heated modern houses that have sub-floor ventilation
systems installed. Rates as high as 1 air change in 90 minutes have been
measured in houses where larger fans have been instiled, so this is a
real effect.



FLOW LINES - NO OPENINGS

FIGURE 1A

FLOW LINES - WITH FLOOR OPENINGS

FIGURE IB
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THE SEASONAL FLUCTUATION OF THE RADON DAUGHTER
TO PARENT RADON RATIO

ÇCOMMONLV KNOWN AS THE EQUILIBRIUM FACTOR "F")

As outlined in the standardized sampling techniques paper

presented yesterday, radon sampling involves the collection of both

radon and radon daughters at each sampling location. This technique

provides a better understanding of the conditions at the time of sam-

pling by observing the ratio of radon daughter concentration to parent

radon concentration.

The basic equilibrium concept is based on the assumption that

one Working Level is equal to one hundred pico curies per liter of

parent radon when measured at secular equilibrium. Under normal

circumstances the ventilation or leak rate of a structure does not allow

secular equilibrium to be established. The fresh or make up air simply

dilutes the radon and its daughters before equilibrium can be attained.

This dilution coupled with the physical make up of the particulate

daughters results in a distinct ratio of radon daughters to parent radon

ranging from 5 to 95 per cent.

The physical make up referred to above;describes the highly

ionized state which the particles exhibit. This ionization is displayed

by the particles affinity for other charged surfaces - whether they be

dust particles, condensation nucleii, shag rugs, drapes or even well

stuffed furniture. It is important therefore to know this ratio or

equilibrium factor in order to assess the validity of the sampling

results.

ont
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The equilibrium factor is calculated using the following formula.

"f" equilibrium factor - Working Level x 100 x 100%

pico curies per liter radon

Over the past 15 months in Port Hope and eleven months in

Bancroft a noticeable fluctuation in the equilibrium factor has been

observed. During the summer months the Working Levels encountered

were higher than those measured during the winter months for the

same structure. Structures which during the winter did not show any

above criteria working levels, were suddenly exceeding criteria in the

summer.

Figures 1.1 and 2.1 ; the average monthly equilibrium factor,

show this seasonal fluctuation encountered in Port Hope and Bancroft.

In the winter the working levels are low resulting in an average

"f" factor of 20 - 30 %. In the summer the working levels tend to

increase resulting in a shift of the "f" factor to 70-80%. As the graphs

show this situation is common to both Port Hope and Bancroft. This

data is based on radon levels above 2 pCi/l providing a total of 1200

sets of samples.

As stated earlier, the key element in the interpretation of this

equilibrium factor or ratio of radon daughters to parent radon is venti-

lation.

In a structure there are several factors which affect the ventilation rate.

1 . open doors and windows - cross ventilation

2. heating system type - forced a i r , electric baseboard

Offl
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3. structure use and occupancy

4. temperature gradients between inside and outside air .

This last point touches upon the key to the fluctuation of the

equilibrium factor.

Outside Temperature

A graph of the monthly average equilibrium factors was com-

pared with one for the monthly mean temperature distribution.

For both Bancroft and Port Hope the average monthly equilibrium

factor was found to be directly proportional to the monthly mean tem-

perature and for the situation where the "f " and the mean temperature

did not exactly correspondre "f " was between the average monthly

minimum and maximum temperatures.

Figures 1.2 and 2.2 for Bancroft and Port Hope depict this

closely related variance between equilibrium factor and monthly

temperature. The graph for the month of April (Fig. 3.1) depicts an

exact one to one correlation.

Relative and Absolute Humidity

Two important temperature dependent factors to be considered

in this discussion are absolute and relative humidity. Variations in

monthly retative humidity and absolute humidity distribtuions measured

in sampled structures indicate a seasonable variation closely related to

that for the equilibrium factor. The graphs for Port Hope and Bancroft



(Figure 1.3 and 2.3) depict this relationship between relative humidity

and equilibrium factor.

There is however, more than just the temperature - equilibrium

factor relationship to be drawn from these results. The most import-

and fact which must be realized is that the equilibrium ratio does vary

seasonally in a predictable manner, with annual averages for Bancroft

and Port Hope of 48%> and 46% respectively.

Previous studies have speculated an average annual "f" value of

30% which compared with the averages for Port Hope and Bancroft

would appear to be slightly low. The question arises as to which one

is correct? An annual average of 50% may be more representative.

Another question also arises from this discussion; should the

Working Level results obtained be seasonally adjusted ? It is obvious

from these results that Working Level samples collected in the winter

will be biased low while the summer samples will be biased high. If

a true annual average is to be estimated for a structure, an average on

which to base major remedial work, should the winter working levels

be adjusted upwards and the summer results adjusted downwards -

reflecting the annual average "f" ?

This simple example shows the seriousness of this question.
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Condition

Winter

Summer

Annual Avg.

Radon

3.5

3 .5

3 .5

Working Level

.007

.028

.018

20%

80%

50%

Action

None Necessary

Remedial Work

None Necessary

Off!
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Coaaent»: (6. Case)

Coament: 6. Case with regards to seasonal variation though radon

levels would remain fairly constant, the WL varies and would seem

to be dependent on meterologlcal conditions.

In accumulating our data, we note that sampling consistency

is essential I.e. maximizing of sampling conditions is essential

to get a good idea of the situation.

2-3.3
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SEASONAL FLUCTUATION IN EQUILIBRIUM FRACTION

I believe that the variations in the equilibrium fractions reported for
Bancroft and Port Hope must be due to some site specific factors. I
have analysed our Elliot Lake data to see if there is any indication
of a summer/sinter effect by comparing the cumulative frequency
distribution for all equilibrium factors obtained during the heating
season and the cumulative distribution for all equilibrium fractions
obtained during the summer season. Both distributions were found to
be approximately log-normal, with no significant differences between
them.

As many houses were sampled only during the summer or during the
heating season, it is possible that a real effect might be made by
the population differences. A second analysis was performed on 23
houses where a reasonable number of measurements had been made both
summer and winter. A 't' test of the difference between the arithmetic
mean of the summer an winter measurements showed that there was no
significant difference.

The cumulative frequency distributions for summer and heating season
were also compared for 33 houses where a number of measurements had been
made in each season. The distributions are shown plotted on log-probit
scales in Figure 1. The only significant difference is that there are
slightly fewer high equilibrium fractions in the summer than in the
winter. This may be an artefact as calibrated cells were used during
the summer, and most of the winter measurements were made with
uncalibrated cells. Therefore, I can say with considerable assurance
that equilibrium fractions are very variable, but that there is no
significant change in the variability from summer to winter. The median
values are essentially the same.

I intend to follow up this topic to discover why there are differences
from site to site. I have given G. Case by data, and expect that he
will send me his so that we can both use our usual methods of analysis
as a first step to resolving this difference. It is possible that the
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effect is due to the presence of significant amounts of thoron daughters
at Bancroft and Port Hope and only small amounts of thoron daughters
at Elliot Lake. This will be investigated this summer.

There is a genuine variation of Wl with season at Elliot Lake, which
has been demonstrated by comparing the ratio of the best mean WL for
the heating season (September - April) to the best mean WL for the
summer season (May - August) for 121 houses where ar least 4 measurements
with the doors and windows closed were made in a season.

The cumulative frequency distribution of the ratio is shown in Figure 2,
and is found to be log-normally distributed with a median value of 1.4.
The best mean estimate of the ratio is 1.7, so on average, the mean
heating season WL is 1.7 times higher than the mean summer WL. However,
averages are slightly misleading, since about 20% of the houses had
summer averages significantly higher than the winter average. This may
be an artefact of the data base, as most houses have only 4 to 6
measurements during each season. However, if this is confirmed, it
demonstrates again the large variability in measurements from house to house.

The ratio of seasonal means was also plotted against winter mean in
Figure 3 to check if the ratio was related to the winter mean. No
relationship is apparent.

These ratios cover too large a range to explain on the basis of changes
in equilibrium fraction alone. Changes in radon supply rate do take
place from season to season. Thus, suggestions that the variability
in radon measurements is less than the variability in WL would again
seem to be site specific.
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EFFECT OF THORON DAUGHTERS ON RADON DAUGHTER
COUNTING PROCEDURES: EXAMINATION OF o- AND B- COUNTING METHODS

P. Cote and M.G. Townsend

Canmet, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa, Ontario

ABSTRACT

Thoron daughter WL's are approximately half those of

radon daughter WL's in a uranium mine at Elliot Lake. A diffusion

model can account for these relative levels. Errors in WL(Rn)

are calculated for standard radon daughter counting procedures

when thoron daughters are ignored. Providing overall counting

times are short, ̂ 30 min, these errors are small.

A 2-total-B count procedure is derived to estimate WL(Rn)

and WL(Tn). It is shown that a single total-B-count procedure

(Kusiietz) for estimating WL(Rn) can be reasonably accurate under

these conditions if counts are taken sufficiently early.

A 3-total-0 count procedure, analogous to the Thomas-

Tsivoglov a-count method, fails completely to estimate radon

daughter activity ratios when WL(Tn) =0.5 WL(Rn).
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1. Introduction

The health hazard (lung cancer) arising from inhalation

of thoron and its daughters is presently not well understood ' ';

there are no epidemiological studies as there are for radon to

provide evidence for an exposure-risk relationship. Consequently,

the relative contribution to dose of radon and thoron daughter

working level, WL(Rn) and WL(Tn), respectively, has not yet been

established.

Rock has measured WL(Rn) and WL(Tn) in a uranium mine

in Alaska'3'4^. He found that WL(Tn) was generally about one

half that of WL(Rn). Recently, similar relative radon and thoron

daughter WL's were found in a mine at Elliot Lake, Ontario ' .

General procedures for counting a-particles in air containing mix-

ture's of radon and thoron daughters by o-spectrometry and modified

Kusnetz technique were introduced : 15 minute counts at 1.2, 155

and 225 minutes after a 10 minute sampling allows estimation of WL(Rn) /

and WL(Tn) to an accuracy of ±15% given an experimental error of ±10%.

Measurement of radon-daughter activities by counting

total 6-particles is a well known technique '81 The method is

of practical interest because of the possibility of counting a

large air-sample'5'. Recently, a modified e-procedure was used to

measure radon-daughter working levels in a number of homes at

Elliot Lake* . The method used was essentially simple: an

average WL was derived from a number of single total o-counts

(Kusnetz technique); a number of single total ô-counts were then

made and a proportionality factor between 8-counts and WL thereby

established(5).
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In the present work, we determine the effect of typical

thoron daughter activities on the precision of radon daughter WL's

estimated by the standard a-counting techniques, Kusnetz ,

Thomas-Tsivoglov^ ', James-Strong-Cliff (JSC)* ' and ot-spectro-

scopy ' when thoron daughters are ignored.

In addition, we have investigated the effect of disequil-

ibrium of radon daughters, and the effect of typical thoron-daughter

activity levels on the precision of WL(Rn) estimated by a single

total-fl count Kusnetz method. We have also investigated tha pre-

cision of radon daughter activity ratios estimated by total-8

counting using the Thomas-Tsivoglov procedure. Finally, we have

derived a 2-total-B-count procedure for estimation of WL(Rn) and

WL(Tn).

2. Theoretical Procedure

Rolle has calculated the limiting boundaries on radon

daughter activity ratios likely to be encountered in a mine by

considering three processes:

(a) the isolated system, in which a certain quantity of radon

N Q is added initially to pure air and then decays, there being no

replenishment or removal of activity from the system.

(b) the mine-tunnel model, in which a source of radon N Q

is released at one point in the mine and then carried along with

the ventilation air through the rest of the mine. The radon con-

centration of the ventilation air is constantly replenished by

diffusion from the walls of the mine at a rate of D atoms/minute/

unit volume.
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(c) mixing of very young air, where the concentrations of

RaB and RaC, NB and Nc,. respectively, are approximately zero, with

very old air where equilibrium has been attained i.e. *ANft =

A N B = XQN,,. Here Nft is the concentration of RaA and Aft, AQ and

xc are the activity coefficients of RaA, RaB and RaC, respectively.

The growth of the activity ratios is shown by curves

X and Y, for (a) and (b), respectively, in Figure 1. Curve Z

indicates mixing of young and old air in various proportions as

in (c) .

The mine-tunnel model is expected to approximate the

situation in a mine most closely. All experimental values of

, daughter ratios are predicted to fall within curves X and Z. That

this prediction is reasonably well founded can be seen from some

results of Holub recorded in U.S. mines , Figure 1.

For a given waiting time between sampling and counting

(Tw), the Kusnetz factor (K) is calculated for all possible states

of disequilibrium that are likely to exist in a mine as given by

the results of Figure 1. Taking the maximum and minimum values

of K at different times Tw, an average value K and an error,

A Ka = (Ka " Kmin)//100Ka i s c a l c u l a t e d as a function of Tw. The

minima in AKa(Tw) permits an optimum choice of Tw to give minimum

error on the estimated WL.

In a previous paper, we extended these calculations to

take into account finite measurement times, and to the thoron case*6

In the present work, we further extend these calculations and apply

similar methods to the total-6 case.
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3. Results and Discussion

Initially, we consider the origin of the high, relative

thoron daughter levels at Elliot Lake. In the ore body, in for

238 232

example, the Dennison Mine at Elliot Lake, the gram ratio U :Th

can vary from 0.1-4 depending on location. An average figure

of 1:1 is suggested*14*. This would mean that the activity ratio

U 2 3 8:Th 2 3 2 » 3:1. If we assume that the uranium and thorium

chains are in equilibrium, the ratio of the number of atoms of

gas (radon:thoron) produced per unit time in the rock is «3:1.

Using a one-dimensional diffusion equation C = CQ exp

(-/A/Dg), where C is the gas concentration at a distance z from

an initial gas concentration CQ, D is the diffusion coefficient

and X the decay constant, and assuming D is the same for radon
and thoron gas, the ratio of the diffusional path lengths, /D~,

(14)
radon:thoron a 80:1 . Therefore, the number of atoms of radon

escaping from the rock/number of atoms of thoron escaping • r <* 240:1.

Table 1 shows the ratio, WL(Tn)/WL(Rn) = a, as a function

of age of the air in the mine, given by the mine-tunnel and isol-

ated system models for r = 240. For mine atmospheres of age 150

minutes, an average value of a = 0.5 is calculated from mine-tun-

nel and isolated models, in agreement with the experimental value.

For younger air, Table 1 predicts considerably higher values of a.

Also, because the relative thorium concentration can be greater by

a factor of 4, a higher relative WL(Tn) is predicted for certain

locations in uranium mines at Elliot Lake.

There are broadly three methods that are available

for monitoring mine atmospheres containing mixtures of radon and
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thoron daughters: (i) RaA, RaB, RaC, ThB and The can be measured

directly by 3-channel o-spectroscopy as we have done previously

at Elliot Lake' . This is the most precise, but is a fairly com-

plicated procedure, <ii) if a simpler method is required, a WL(Rn)

and WL(Tn) can be evaluated by 3 counts of total a-particles at 1.2,

155 and 225 minutes, as described above / (iii) If only radon

daughters are to be measured, counts can be made quickly (within

£ or 1 hour) by, for example, a Kusnetz or 3-total-a-count Thomas-

Tsivoglov procedure. Here it is assumed that, because of the long

half-life (10.6 hours) of-ThB, errors in the precision of estimated

radon daughter concentrations due to thoron daughters are neglig-

ible or very small.

In the following, we begin by evaluating typical errors

that are likely to arise in measurement of radon daughter activi-

ties in mines at Elliot Lake in using methods involving procedure

(iii) above. We then derive a 2-total-B-count method, in analogy

to our 3-total-a-count procedure* , to evaluate WL(Rn) and WL(Tn).

Next, we examine the utility of a total-6-method employing the

Thomas-Tsivoglov procedure, and finally we consider errors in

estimated WL(Rn) that are likely to arise from use of a total-B

Kusnetz count.

3a) Error in standard g-counting procedures due to neglect
of thoron

If all a-particle counts are attributed to radon daught-

ers, the radon daughter concentrations will be overestimated in

the presence of thoron daughters.
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Strong-and Duggan measured radon and thoron daught-

er concentrations by a modified Kusnetz technique (2-total-a

counts) in mine atmospheres in the UK; they found the WL(Tn)

was approximately 1/10 that of WL(Rn).

They also calculated the error in estimated radon daughter

concentrations for the case when no account was taken of the pre-

sence of thoron daughters i.e. all a-particle counts (in one

single counting period) were attributed to radon daughters. For

time intervals between counting and sampling (Tw) of half an

hour, the overestimate in radon daughter concentration was less

than 1%, but for Tw =,. hours, the error was appreciable =6%.

Given the higher relative thoron daughter concentrations

at Elliot Lake, this error becomes correspondingly more signifi-

cant. This is most easily seen from Figure 2 where we have

plotted an average Kusnetz factor K as a function of Tw for rad-

on and thoron daughters considered separately. With a WL(Tn) =

0.5 WL(Rn), and knowing that K is proportional to the number of

counts, for Tw = 40 minutes (a time frequently used in Canadian

mines), the overestimate in radon-daughter concentrations for

a single-total-ot Kusnetz measurement is =14%. This overestimate

increases to =200% for Tw = 3 hours. Evidently, for conditions

prevailing in mines at Elliot Lake, account should be taken of

thoron daughters and a modified Kusnetz technique employinq two

or three total-o counts should be used .

Thomas has developed a technique based on the

Tsivoglov procedure using 3 counts of total a-particles at 2-5,

6-20 and 21-30 minutes after the end of sampling. He calculates
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the concentrations of RaA, RaB and RaC from these 3 counts and

hence the WL.

If thoron is added to the air, the thoron daughters

(primarily ThB) augment each of these three counts approximately

equally. Figure 3 shows the displacement of the growth of the

radon daughters (mine-tunnel model) with successive additions of

thoron daughters if all a-particles are counted as radon daughters.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the growth curve is

not affected until D(thoron)/D(radon) = 10 . This concentration

of thoron corresponds to a ratio WL(thoron)/WL(radon) « 2/1.

Typical values of WL{thoron)/WL(radon) of 0.5 affect the W L
r a < j o n

, estimated by this technique by less than 5%..

In conclusion, this method is relatively insensitive to

the presence of thoron.

Using the experimental concentrations of RaA, RaB, RaC,'

ThB and ThC that were determined by a-spectroscopy in a uranium

mine at Elliot Lake , the relative effect of thoron on the pre-

cision of radon-daughter concentrations measured by the Thomas

technique' , the James-Strong-Cliff (J.S.C.) technique

(where the first count is taken during and after sampling) and

2-channel a-spectroscopy is illustrated in Figure 4. Here, the

actual values of RaA, RaB and RaC are plotted. We then assume

that thoron daughters are ignored and all a-counts are attributed

to radon daughters. We then plot the new apparent radon daughter

activity ratios for the 3 different techniques. Clearly, the

thoron daughters do not affect the activity ratios to any great

degree.
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For 2-channel a-spectroscopy, with a 10-minute sampling

time, a count from 1-10 minutes after sampling in the RaA channel,

and counts from 1-10 and 15-30'minutes in the RaC channel, the

error in WL(Rn) due to thoron when WL(Tn)/Wl(Rn) s 0.5 is 3%.

For the J-S-C method with overall counting of 60 minutes, . e

error is 5%.

Also shown in Figure 4 are similar calculations i a

Thomas-Tsivoglov procedure involving 3-total-S-counts. Hei<; cne

results are drastically affected by thoron as discussed below.

3b) Total B-method

In Figure 5, an average Kusnetz factor K. (for B-count-

ing) is plotted against T. for the mine-tunnèl model, and for

different values of D(Rn)/D(Tn). The error in this average K.
P

is plotted against T w in Figure 6. The results indicate that

for T w = 130 minutes, no matter what the ratio D(Rn)/D(Tn), K.

is approximately the same. Therefore a count at this time pro-

vides an optimum total WL (WL+-otal^ • A thoron WL can then be

obtained from a measurement at about 3i hours when most of the

radon daughters have decayed. Subtraction of WL(Tn) from W L( t o t a;n

gives WL(Rn).

The minimum in AKO at 130 minutes occurs earlier thanP

the minimum for «-counting (155 minutes) . No minimum occurs

in AK at approximately 6 minute?, unlike for AKa. This is be-

cause in the total-B method, only RaB, RaC, ThB and ThC are counted

whilst the early minimum in AKa results directly from RaA: it

occurs at a time when most of the RaA (Tj = 3.05 min) has decayed,
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and when RaC is beginning to grow appreciably.

The errors in WL(Rn) and WL(Tn) are between 25-30% and

12%, respectively, given an experimental error in measurement of

«10%.

Next, we consider a 3-count total-3 method as a possi-

bility for evaluating RaA, RaB and RaC in analogy to the Thomas

method. Figure 7 shows the growth of the radon daughter activity

ratios for the mine-tunnel model with successive increments of

thoron for counts of 5-15, 20-35 and 40-60 minutes after a 10-min-

ute sampling. As can be seen from this diagram, the method is

extremely sensitive to thoron: the growth curve begins to deviate

, for D(Tn)/D(Rn) » 0.1/2000 corresponding to a WL(Tn)/WL(Rn) = .01. .

The sensitivity to thoron occurs because RaA is not directly meas-

ured by the 8-technique; the ratio of the first and second radon-

daughter counts is markedly changed by the almost constant ThB

count giving anomalous RaA concentrations. Figure 4 shows that

in the conditions prevailing underground at Elliot Lake, radon

daughter activity ratios measured by this technique would be com-

pletely unreliable. The activity ratios for S-measurement are

indicated at the edge of the diagram for convenience; in fact,

the points fall outside by a distance an order of magnitude times

the scale of the diagram. The results would not be improved by

shortening the overall counting time to, for example, 30 minutes.

Finally, we consider measurement of WL(Rn) by one single

total-6 count {Kusnetz technique) . If as in (5) a. ratio /= Kg.

is initially obtained, and is then used to calculate WL from the

6 count, the most likely error would seem to. lie in variation of
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7 with radon daughter activity ratio i.e. with the age of the air

in the mine or house.

In Figure 7, ffis plotted against age of the air for

the mine-tunnel model. As can be seen, the variation in g is

relatively small. In Figure 8, ff is plotted against Tw> Here

the variation is more acute, but providing 6- and a-counts are

made at the same Tw, f remains constant. In all our calculations

it was assumed that the efficiency of B-detection was equal for

all daughters. However, variation of these efficiencies does not

change our general conclusions: providing Tw(ct) and TW(B) are

the same, and as long as the Kusnetz count is made within J - I

, hour so that errors arising from thoron are small, the above

method is reasonably reliable. Errors in WL(Rn) due to thoron for

different Tw can readily be derived from Figure 6, as was done for

the a-Kusnetz procedure discussed above.

4. Conclusion

Diffusion of radon and thoron gases from the rock can

account for typical ratios of WL(Tn)/WL(Rn) = 0.5 observed at

Elliot Lake. In these conditions, standard methods of radon daught

er measurement by a-counting can be reasonably accurate providing

overall counting times are restricted to s30 minutes. A Kusnetz

B-count calibrated against a Kusnetz a-count can be effective in

estimating WL(Rn) providing that the waiting time between sampling

and counting, T.-, is the same for both counting procedures and that

Tw < 30 minutes. For more precise information, 2 total-B counts
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at 130 and 210 minutes allow estimation of WL(Rn) and WL(Tn) to

within 25-30% and 12%, respectively, given an experimental error

of 10%.

A 3-total-a-count Thomas-Tsivoglov procedure fails

completely to estimate the RaA:RaB:RaC activity ratios under

these conditions.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Figure 4 :

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Growth of radon daughter activity ratio (min), X-isolated
system, Y-mine-tunnel model, Z-mixing of young and old
a i r • c>x.ià<i/w*(ywtvv f*oxrit& <r>tfwAv*ci o-i n^/^^ c\ <\ C->o «TW^G. .

Average Kusnetz factor as a function of Tw for radon
and thoron daughters.

Growth of radon daughters by mine-tunnel model,
D(Rn) = 2000, for varying D(Tn), for Thomas method
sampling 0-10 min and counting 2-5, 6-20 and 21-30 min.
after sampling with all counts are attributed to Rn
daughters.

Experimental Rn daughter activity ratios taking into
account Tn. Q - apparent ratios ignoring Tn measured
by i-spectroscopy with counts 1-10 min in RaA channel,
and 1-10 and 15-30 min in RaC channel. Q - apparent
ratios using Thomas technique with counts 2-5, 6-20,
and 21-30 mins. A - apparent ratios using Cliff tech-
nique with sampling 0-10 and counts
min. O - apparent ratios using total-B technique with
counts ' min; these points fall
well outside this scale (=by a factor 10).

Kg against

= co — •

D(Rn)/D(Tn) * 0 ,

-, = loo _••_-••—, = îooô —•

against for D{Rn)/D(Tn) as in Figure 5.

Radon daughter growth for mine-tunnel model, D(Rn) • 2000
D(Tn) indicated on diagram, 6-counting 5-15, 20-35 and
40-60 minutes after sampling, all counts recorded as
radon daughters.

= ĵ5 against age of air, mine-tunnel model.
K

aaainst T,W
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TablesTable 1: WL(Rn) and WL(Tn) as a function of age of the air for
isolated model with No(Rn)/No{Tn) a 240:1, and for the
mine-tunnel model with N(Rn)/N(Tn) • 240:1.



TABLE 1

N(Rn) = 240000.000

N(Tn) = 1000.000

AGE(MIN)

15.0

30.0

45.0

60.0

75.0

90.0

105.0

120.0

135.0

150.0

165.0

180.0

195.0

210.0

225.0

240.0

ISOLATED

WL(Rn)

.032

.056

.076

.091

.103

.111

.118

.122

.125

.127

.128

.129

.130

.130

.130

.130

SYSTEM

WL(Tn)

.060

.060

.059

.059

.058

.058

.057

:057

.056

.055

.055

.054

.053

.052

.052

.051

WLT/WLR

1.853

1.060

.782

.646

.568

.520

.487

.465

.448

.435

.425

.416

.409

.402

.396

.390

WL(Rn)

.27

.94

1.93

3.19

4.65

6.27

7.99

9.78

11.64

13.53

15.44

17.37

19.32

21.27

23.22

25.17

MINE-TUNNEL MODEL

WL(Tn)

.82

1.72

2.61

3.50

4.38

5.25

6.12

6.97

7.82

8.65

9.48

10.29

11.09

11.88

12.66

13.42

WLT/WLR

3.092

1.836

1.351

1.096

.941

.839

.766

.713

.672

.640

.614

.592

.574

.559

.545

.533

I
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Comments; (M. Townsend)

Question: Does gamma background effect B counts?

Answer : Not in houses, counting done somewhere else.

Question: In Elliot take, thorium content compared to radium content

in the soil is approximately 1.2 pCi/gm thorium to 1 pCi/gm radium.

Assuming both release respective gases at the same rate, one would

expect similar ratios in the houses, but this is not the case.

Answer: More work is required, especially involving an alpha

spectrometer.

Question: What is the concern of thoron daughters?

Answer : Issue not really clarified with regards to natural conditions,

more work required.
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STANDARD CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

AS RELATED TO THE REMEDIAL ACTIVITIES IN PORT HOPE AND BANCROFT

INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines the current calibration procedures followed
in Port Hope and Bancroft. The specific areas covered are as follows:

1. Calibration of Radon Scintillation cells.

2. Calibration of Radon Scintillation counters.

3. Radon Working Level Counter Calibration.

4. Background Level in Radon Cells and Counters.

5. Calibration of Air Sampling Pumps.

6. Calibration of Gamma and Alpha Instruments.

Offl



CALIBRATION OF RADON SCINTILLATION CELLS

The yield of a cell in counts/min. per pCi/l of radon, is deter-

mined by de-emanating radon from a solution containing a known amount

of Ra 2 2 6 into the cell. The solution used is initially prepared by

diluting radium standard solution, obtained from the National Bureau

of Standards in Washington, into samples measuring 1 5 - 2 0 pCi.

In Port Hope, two of these samples are used in routine checks

on the cells and counting systems. The samples are contained in glass,

"U" tubes originally designed for determining the Ra2 2^ content of

water. Following de-emanation, the sample is resealed and used again

when equilibrium has been re-established. For Eberline cells, cali-

bration values obtained have varied from 2.1 to 2.3 c .p .m. pCi / l .

Eberline supplies a 'direct from the factory1 calibration value of 2.3

c.p.m./pCi/ l for these cells.

With one or more cells calibrated by de-emanation the efficiency

of other cells is confirmed by comparison. Two methods of comparison

are used as described below.

1) During routine sampling in the field, parallel samples are

collected using a calibrated cell and an unknown cell . This

procedure requires a radon concentration of at least 10 to

15 pCt/l to ensure reasonable counting statistics.
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2) The second method uses a radon "generator". One cell is

initially filled from the generator with radon. This cell is

then connected in a loop with other cells and a pump to

circulate the contents, and evenly distribute the sample in

the other cells. The initial sample is large enough to pro-

vide readings in five or six cells equivalent to a field .sam-

ple of 75 to 100 pCi/l. One or two calibrated cells are

included in the loop and readings obtained from the unknown

cells are compared with values indicated by these standard

cells .

The generator is a sealed container with a capacity of about 22

liters. It is fitted with output and return tubes to altow sample collec-

tion by re-circulation. The radon is produced by contaminated soil

collected in the field. The initial 0.5 liter sample collected from the

generator by re-circulation has very little effect on the output. (Table I)

Using this method four to five cells can be checked against standard

cells on a daily basis.
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Table I
Mean Radon Values

Date Value

26/6/78 210 pCi/l
27/6/78 210.8 pCi/l
27/6/78 204.9 pCi/l
28/6/78 200 pCi/l
28/6/78 209.7 pCi/l

Two loops wer3 run on 27/6 and 28/6.

CALIBRATION OF RADON SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

The de-emanation samples described above also provide a

calibration for the counters. De-emanation unfortunately is too time

consuming for a daily routine and the daily consistency must be con-

firmed by other means.

For this reason an Eberline scintillation cell has been fitted

with a small source of Ra226 to provide a constant value of radon.

The Ra226 (a small piece of Raa26 coated watch dial) is suspended in

the top of the cell. A similarypalibration cell is used with the RD 200

counters.

All counters are checked daily with these cells and review of the

records of this routine quickly show up any change in counter perfor-

mance. Where this type of cell is not available, daily counting on all

counters of any suitable radon sample at hand can be valuable. Here,

you are relying on the improbability of all counters drifting off cali-

bration by the same amount. Again, results should be recorded to

identity instability which may be developing in a particular counter.
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RADON WORKING LEVEL COUNTER CALIBRATION

Initially, the counter plateau is established using a T h 2 3 0 alpha

source of known activity. The T h 2 3 0 is electro-deposited on a stain-

less steel disc having the same diameter as theWL sample filters.

All counters are checked daily using the Ths30 disc with observation

recorded to ensure that efficiency variations in a counter will be detected

when they first occur.

BACKGROUND LEVELS IN RADON CELLS AND COUNTERS

Maintaining a low and known background in radon cells and counting

equipment is another important part of calibration routines.

Cells are rejected at background levels which exceed 0.25 c . p . m . ,

and as <a result some cells have been in service since 1976 being used

for several samples every week. Pre-filters are used during sampling

and cells are flushed with nitrogen immediately after sample counting

and again prior to background counting on the following day. Cells which

do not meet the rejection background level, are again flushed with nitrogen

and re-counted following a further 24 hour decay period. A card index

system is used to record observations of each cell individually. Empty

counter background counts are also measured and recorded daily.
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. CALIBRATION OF AIR SAMPLING PUMPS

When collecting a radon sample several cell volumes are

pumped through the cell at a flow rate between three and six l /min.

Provided that the volume sampled is large enough, the actual flow-

rate is not important. However, in determining working levels of radon

daughters the volume sampled must be known.

The Working Level pumps in use are , "Gast", vacuum pumps

designed to deliver a constant flow of 30 l /min . over a reasonably wide

range of input flow restrictions. Sample flow values are monitored

during sample collection by a small rotameter on the exhaust side of

the pump. In addition, each pump is checked weekly using a more

accurate rotameter and dry gas meter. The gas meter is routinely

calibrated against a wet test meter to ensure an error factor of less

than1%.

CALIBRATION OF GAMMA AND ALPHA INSTRUMENTS

Gamma instruments are calibrated using a imCi Ra22® needle on

a standard calibration range. Background levels which are low and

average for the district, are ignored. The instruments are adjusted

to read within + 10% of the calculated gamma level for each point along

the calibration range.

<m



Alpha instruments are checked using a T h 2 3 0 source. This

check confirms the serviceability of the instrument and the percentage

efTiciency at that alpha level. Since these counters are used mainly

for contamination search, no attempt is made to establish efTiciency at

other paints on the scale.

Offl
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Comments; (J. Beal)

Question: How do you transfer radon from generator to cell?

Answer; Deemanation - the cell is pumped down to a vacuum (30"

mercury), then using nitrogen to bubble through radium solution,

radon transfered. There is 95% transfer of radon in the first

few seconds, with not much left behind in the free space.

Comment B. Nazaroff: We use a constant generation of radon from

a higher concentration of radium. This cuts down on waiting time,

however we have not had complete success with this.

Comment E. Geiger; Argon National Lab is utilizing similar

principle in a portable system, to calibrate instruments in the

field i.e. constant generator.
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ABSTRACT

Continuous radon monitoring is probably the most useful method

for studying the effects of ventilation on radon levels, and for the

determination of average radon concentration. This'is particularly true

for house monitoring because of diurnal and seasonal fluctuations,

weather effects, and the opening and closing of doors and windows.

This paper deals with the development of continuous radon

monitors, starting with a historical review and a discussion of funda-

mental principles, and ending with a description of a successful

instrument developed at the University of Toronto. For illustration,

the radon concentration as a function of time is shown in an Elliot

lake house. Both diurnal and long term variations can be seen to exist.



1. INTRODUCTION

The high incidence of lung cancer and respiratory ailments among

uranium miners is well documented and has been studied for almost 100

years . It was not until-1921, however, that it was suggested that this

high incidence of .lung cancers might be attributable to ionizing radiation

Radon gas was implicated in 1924 as the responsible agent, but it was not

until 1951 that it was shown that the major radiation dose came from

inhaled and subsequently deposited radon daughters. Since then, detailed

epidemiological studies have established a definite relationship between

cumulative exposure to radon daughters in air and excess lung cancer

deaths<5'6'7>.

Due to the special problems involved, the measurement of radon

(220Rn), thoron (2Z2Rn) and their daughters in air has necessitated the

development of instrumentation which is unique in the nuclear field. To

date, most instrumentation has been designed primarily for assessment of

hazards associated with radon, since, except in the Canadian situation,

the natural abundance of 232Th - the ultimate parent of thoron - is much

less than that of 238U - the ultimate parent of radon.

In the measurement of levels of radioactivity associated with

radon and thoron it is becoming increasingly apparent that "grab sampling"

is a somewhat limited means of assessing radiological hazards. In order

to assign levels of confidence to data obtained by grab sampling it is

necessary to know something about concentration variations with time.

This difficulty can be overcome by using "continuous" and "integrating"

monitors. Recently, several continuous and integrating monitors have been

developed, both for radon and for radon daughters. The "state of the art"

of this instrumentation is discussed here.



2. INSTRUMENTS FOR RADON GRAB SAMPLING

Different methods have been used for the measurement of radon

Including: counting of alpha disintegrations In "Lucas chambers" , the

"two filter method1" , gamma counting of radon on charcoal , pulse-type

ionization chamber counting , track etch detection , thermolumi-

(23 24)
nescence dosimetry (TLD) methods ' and light sensitive film detection

methods(14'25>.

For field expedient grab sampling, radon measuring instruments

have to date been primarily of the Lucas chamber type. Typical commerci-

ally available instruments have sensitivities of around 1 pCi/L when

adequately long counting times are employed. One drawback is that cali-

bration of Lucas cells must be. done on a regular basis. Frequent use

with flushing between measurements has been found to lower the sensitivity

of some cells by as much as thirty percent.

Instruments with higher sensitivity, lower background and better

reproducibility than conventional Lucas chambers have been developed for

laboratory use. The simplest and most common such instrument is the

"modified Lucas chamber", based on the principle th<ic initially a RaA atom

is a positive ion. By applying a negative potential to the scintillator,

these ions can readily be collected and counted.

Instruments of this type have been described by several

authors ' ' and consist of a metal chamber containing a zinc-

sulphide scintillator optically coupled to a photomultipler tube (see

Figure 1). The scintillator is covered with a thin film of gold, silver

or aluminum foil to render it conductive. Typically this foil is kept at



a 1000 V (negative) potential with respect to the flask walls. The

positive RaA ions are electrostatically collected on the foil where their

subsequent alphas decay and those of RaC product scintillations. The

counting rate is measured' approximately 3 hours after sample collection.

After this time, the atoms of RaA and RaC deposited on the scintillator

are in equilibrium with atoms of radon in the chamber. Dalu and Dalu

claim a sensitivity of 0.01 pCi/L and an accuracy of better than 99% for

a modified Lucas chamber of 5.25 L volume.

An alternative to the Lucas chamber method is the "two-filter

method" . A typical instrument consists of a metal cylinder fitted with

a filter on either end as shown in Figure 2. Sample air is pulled through

the cylinder typically for 5 minutes at about 10 litres per minute. The

radon daughters present in the original sample air are removed by the

upstream filter. Radon gas passes through, and a small fraction decays to

RaA within the cylinder. The majority of these daughters are subse-

quently deposited on the downstream filter. This filter is then imme-

diately counted for alpha activity.

While very simple to construct, two filter instruments have been

shown to have a number of problems. Due to the small amount of activity

present on the downstream filter a high degree of care is needed in

sampling. Furthermore, the precision of the method has been shown to be

poor. At 25% relative humidity, the method has been found to yield

results almost 20% too high . On average, replication errors are 10-20%.



Photomuliiplier Tube

FIG. 1, MODIFIED LUCAS CHAMBER DESIGNED BY DALU
AND DALIT"'.
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FIG. 2. Two FILTER INSTRUMENT FOR RADON,

utlet

Secondary filter

•Tube

Primary fille*



3. INTEGRATING INSTRUMENTS FOR RAPON MEASUREMENT

Integrating instruments have been found to be useful In determining

long time averages in radon concentration. Measurements cf this type are

more meaningful than grab samples in determining average expo-

(o in 20 21}
sures ' ' * . Many instruments of this type have been

developed*12'13-22'23'24'25'2*».

f22 26^
The first integrating instrument to be developed * consisted

of a device continuously collecting air at 10 mL/min for up to 48 h into a

large 40 L mylar bag. At the end of the sampling period, the average con-

centration of radon was determined from the amount of radon in the bag.

The difficulties associated with this method are obvious. It is often

desirable to integrate over periods of tine considerably greater than 48 h.

Also, corrections for the decay of radon during the course of sampling

are somewhat difficult to make since it is not known when during the

sampling period the radon is accumulated.

In 1969, the first passive integrating radon monitor was developed

(25)
at the New York University Medical Center . This consisted of a 28 cm

chamber constructed from a porous medium (Fig. 3) Radon, but not its

daughters, could diffuse through the walls of the chamber. A potential

of 60 V was maintained between the hemispherical screen and an aluminized

mylar film covering a zinc sulphide coated light pipe. As with the

modified Lucas chamber, positive RaA ions were electrostatically collected

on the aluminized mylar surface. Alpha decays of RaA or RaC created

scintillations in the zinc sulphide. These scintillations were recorded

on a photographic film selected because of its sensitivity to the 450 nm

radiation emitted by the ZnS(Ag). After operation in a radon rich



Fi G. 3, PASSIVE RADON MONITOR WITH FILM DETECTOR
( C o S T A - R l B E I R O E T A L ^

1 Aluminum battery case

2 Rubber gasket

3 Battery assembly with metal

spring contacts

4 Threaded coupler

5 Film holder cap

6 Black lucite base; electrode

connections

7 Lucite tip light pipe wrapped

in aluminized mylar (cathode)

8 Teflon gasket

9 Hemisphere grid (onode)

10 Polyurethane filter
11 Aluminum housing with metal

screen protector

10



atmosphere, the film was developed and the exposure read by conventional

densitometry. This instrument as designed was very compact, being about

15 cm long and about 6 cm in diameter and was capable of monitoring con-

centrations between 40 pCl/L and 550 pCi/L of radon over a period of

170 h. Its primary attractiveness stems from the rapid and inexpensive

readout of exposure. It is likely that based on this principle more

sensitive instruments could be constructed.

At the Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML), U.S. Department

of Energy* in New York; two types of integrating radon monitors have been

developed based on thermoluminescence (TL) lithium fluoride chips. The

(23}

first instrument used the two filter method principle for radon deter-

mination. Sample air was drawn continuously through a two filter tube at

a rate of 3 L/min by a personal sampler pump that operated from either

line voltage or a storage battery. (A flow sampling instrument is referred

to as an "active" monitor.) The TL chip was positioned a short distance

from the surface of the second filter. The lower limit of detection was

0.05 pCi/L in one week. It was estimated that the instrument could be

fabricated at an approximate cost of $800.

The second instrument , an entirely "passive" monitor (Fig. 4),

was based on the principle of electrostatic collection of positive RaA

ions formed by the alpha decay of radon. The radon, without daughters,

entered the detector volume through a porous barrier. The lower limit of

detection was 0.03 pCi/L in one week. The instrument required only dry

cell batteries which, because of the negligible electrical requirements,

*Formerly Health and Safety Laboratory, U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration.



FIG. 4. PROTOTYPE PASSIVE RADON MONITOR WITH L I F THERMO-

LUMINESCENCE DETECTOR (GEORGE AND

f
Cover

300 volt Dry Cell
(3 Req)

Rubber Stopper
with Cothode and
TLD Holder

TLD

Metal Housing

Metal Funnel

Perforated Disk

Filter

Silica Bed
(Crystals)

Perforated Disk
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could last for almost their shelf life. Construction was simple, utili-

zing commonly available components, for a component cost of about $50.

Recently, some work has been done at the University of Toronto in

the development of integrating radon monitors using track etch detection

techniques* .

4. CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF RADON

Continuous monitoring of radon concentrations is more useful than

grab sampling for studying the effects of ventilation on radon levels,

and also for the determination of average radon concentrations.

(27)
Dalu and Dalu devised a continuous radon monitoring system

based on the electrostatic collection of Po-218 (RaA) ions on a conductive

foil. The monitor, through which sample air was continuously drawn, con-

sisted of a brass chamber and a ZnS scintillator covered by a thin gold

foil to render it conductive. Alpha disintegrations of RaA and RaC on the

scintillator were detected by an optically coupled photomultiplier tube.

Equations relating the number of counts in an interval to the average

radon concentration in that interval were developed.

(28)
Thomas developed a continuous radon monitor based on the

counting of alpha disintegrations produced by radon laden air circulated

through a ZnS coated "radon flask". Radon concentrations were calculated

from the total number of counts obtained in successive 2000 s time inter-

vals, the detector volume, counting efficiency, and an experimentally

determined radon daughter deposition factor.

The instrument developed by Dalu and Dalu, while more complicated

in construction and operation than the one developed by Thomas, was con-
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siderably easier to calibrate. This arose from the fact that the effi-

ciency of counting of radon and radon daughter alpha disintegrations in a

scintillation flask is a function of the spatial distribution of the alpha

emitters within the flask'. Kadon atoms are normally distributed uniformly

in the volume of the flask. Radon daughters formed within the flask,

however, (the air entering the flask is prefiltered to remove daughters

previously formed) may either attach themselves to the walls of the flask,

remain distributed within the volume of the flask or be swept out by the

exiting air. As Dalu and Dalu only counted daughters deposited on the

scintillator, this problem of spatial distribution and different counting

efficiencies did not arise.

Thomas assumed that the efficiency of counting was the same for

all alpha particles and that this efficiency was independent of the loca-

tion of the decaying nuclide within the flask. This assumption, although

incorrect, did not lead to unreasonable results since compensation was

made through the introduction of an empirical, experimentally determined,

deposition factor. Unfortunately, this deposition factor, as well as

being a function of the flow characteristics in the cell, was also a

function of the length of the counting interval. Consequently, for

different counting intervals, it was necessary to determine different

empirical deposition factors.

Wrenn and Spitz^30^ and McVey, Franklin and Shaw^29' described

continuous radon monitoring devices which did not correct for the activity

associated with radon daughters deposited in previous counting intevals.

This approach was rationalized by McVey, Franklin and Shaw by noting that

in going from a zero radon concentration to a high radon concentration, 50
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percent of the change in counting rate was seen within 4 minutes and 70

percent within 28 minutes. Consequently, 5 minutes of sampling was ade-

quate to detect any rapid changes in radon concentration.

At the University of Toronto we have developed a mathematical

analysis and procedure to account for the above mentioned problems, the

full details of which will soon be published in Health Physics.

3.1 Analysis of Continuous Radon Monitors

Due to different spatial distributions, the detection efficiencies

of radon and its daughters are not always the same. This is accounted

for in the mathematical analysis, along with the build-up anr decay of

deposited activity from previous counting periods. The mathematics

is not described here, but the resultant equation that can be derived is

of the form

C j = A l Y j - A 2 C j _ 1 - A 3 C j _ 2 + . . .

where C. is the average radon concentration during the jth counting

interval, Y , that is, the total alpha counts during period j, and

A., A-, ... are constants dependent on the equipment. In the complete

Health Physics paper these constants are tabulated for any system of

interest that has been properly calibrated.

Calibration for any such system is relatively simple and requires

only a source of radon of constant concentration.

Experiments have been performed to check the performance of the

model in determining radon concentration-time profiles. A continuous

radon monitor was constructed consisting of a 1.2 L scintillation flask,

optically coupled to a 2 inch RCA 6432A photomultiplier tube. Counting
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was accomplished using Canberra (Canberra Industries Inc., 45 Gracey

Ave., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.) counting equipment. No special effort was

made to optimize the geometry of the scintillation flask, and a typical

sampling flowrate of 8 L min 1 was used.

Following calibration performed in a 3000 L radon chamber at the

University of Toronto, the model was checked by inducing changes in the

chamber radon concentration and comparing the results obtained using the

continuous monitor to concentrations determined by a rapid series of grab

samples. Results are shown in Figure 5. Even for a fairly rapidly

changing radon concentration, the instrument estimated c/iite well the

average radon concentration. Shorter counting intervals could have lead

to even better performance.

In practice, counting interval lengths can be chosen according to

the speed of response required and the rapidity with which radon concen-

trations change. From work done by Wrenn it can be seen that, for

houses, 3000 s counting intervals may be sufficiently short to determine

accurate radon concentration profiles. As an illustration of house data,

a typical graph, obtained from a house in Elliot Lake, is shown in

Figure 6.

The term counting efficiency has in this analysis been defined to

include the effects of radon daughter deposition within the scintillation

flask. Factors affecting radon daughter deposition, such as humidity and

flowrate, must therefore be considered in any calibration. Experiments

were performed to check the sensitivity of the instrument to these factors.

Flowrates were varied between 3 L min 1 and 10 L min 1. It was found, as

expected, that the lower flowrate resulted in increased deposition and
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'5 Fig. 6. Representative Plot showing Radon Concentration in an Elliot Lake House (with

permission of Ontario Ministry of Labour, D. Marsden). Radon Concentrations
obtained using Continuous Radon Monitor (counting interval = 3600 s).
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about a 102 Increase in the counting efficiency of rad-'n daughter alpha

disintegrations. Changes in relative humidity from 10% to 90%, however,

had no apparent effect. The implication of those experiments is that

humidity and flowrates only marginally affect the calibration of the

instrument and probably introduce less uncertainty than counting

statistics and analysis errors.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(31 32)
Recent work with continuous radon monitors * has brought to

light the extreme variability of radon concentrations in the uranium mine

environment and in houses,. This has caused the validity of grab sampling

as a measure of miner exposure to be seriously questioned. The trend

recently has therefore been to develop integrating and continuous

monitors.

Although development of instrumentation has proceeded with con-

siderable rapidity, very little has yet been made commercially available.

Poor technology transfer to the manufacturing sector, limited market

potential and high development costs have been to blame. With recent

advances it is likely that reliable and inexpensive instruments can be

produced.

This paper summarizes the "state of the art" in the development

of instrumentation for the measurement of radon by grab sampling, and

integrating and continuous methods.

As well, a model is discussed that describes the performance of

flow-through, scintillation flask continuous radon monitors. The model

incorporates the effects of deposition of radon daughters in subsequent
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counting intervals and takes into account the different detection effi-

ciencies of radon and radon daughter alpha disintegrations.

Although most of the discussion is confined to flow-through,

scintillation flask continuous radon monitors, the analysis applies

equally well to other types based on either the two filter method or

.electrostatic collection of radon daughters. These types of instruments

can be treated with the same analysis.

Both experimental and analytical verification of the model indi-

cate that instruments based on this model should provide much useful

information for the purposes of ventilation and preventive and/or remedial

measures in uranium mines, mills and related installations, and in

houses and other buildings.
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Comments: (C.R. Phillips)

Comment K. Cliff; With regards to the two filter method, this is

somewhat unreproduceable. One factor Is the plate out on walls of

tube by unattached daughters, some work is being done to inject an

aerosol to scavenge these unattached daughters, therefore increasing

efficiency, has this been tried?

Answer: No.

Comment: With scintillation cells, cne is limited by cell backgrounds

of about è pCi/1; however with the electrostatic method, in terms

of sensitivity, one can detect as low as 0.01 pCi/1. However,

electrostatic percipitation is humidity dependent, especially

below 20* relative humidity.
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CALIBRATION AND QUALITY CONTROL OF RD-200 COUNTERS

As mentioned in the paper on Elliot Lake survey organization, the accuracy
of the estimate of the mean WL or radon concentration in a house depends
more on the number of samples taken than the accuracy of individual readings.
For this reason, methods have been deliberately chosen that are convenient
and accurate enough for our purpose, rather than striving for high
accuracy at the cost of convenience.

For example, the scintillation cells are individually calibrated by
drawing samples of radon in air from a polyester bag. The concentration
is determined by measurement with cells of known efficiency. The efficiency
of each cell in terms of counts/min/pCi in the cell is calculated, and
then rounded to the nearest integer value. The cells are then colour
coded as to their efficiency. The rounding introduces an error of up to
15% in calculation of the concentration. However, this is an acceptable
error since it is much less than the day to day fluctuations of radon
concentration.

The measurement of alpha activity on air filters is more precise,
because the filter adaptors differ by less than 1% in counting efficiency,
and the statistical error in measurements near 20 mWL is about 5%.

Daily checks are carried out on the operation of the RD-200 counters in
use in our laboratory, to ensure that the counter to counter differences
will not introduce a significant bias in the results. Bearing in mind
that systematic plus random errors in the measurements of radon concentration
are of the order of 15 to 20%, we believe individual machines should not
differ consistently from the mean of the group by more than 10%. For
radon daughters, individual machines should not differ by more than 3%.

Figures 1 and 2 show the measured efficiency on Monday and Thursday for
each of the 7 machines we have used since AprH, 1978. The efficiency of
radon daughters is determined by a 1 minute count of a standard Am-241

300
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source, of about 13,000 counts/min in the same adaptor. Normally the
machine efficiencies differ by less than 2%.

The plot for machines G and F shows a slight decrease in efficiency starting
in August. This is due to the use of new scintillator discs, which were
approximately 1% less efficient than the previous discs. The efficiency
continues to decline with time, until in February it is about 4% less
than in August. This is believed to be due to loss of material from the
source, which had become scratched in the active area as a result of
frequent handling. A second calibrated source has been obtained for use
as a reference to check on this effect.

The relative efficiency for radon is determined by 10 minute counts of the
same scintillation cell filled with radon, usually the highest activity
cell from the day before. Since the activity of the cell varies, the
statistical significance of differences in relative sensitivity varies.
This has not been corrected in Figures 1 and 2. When the machines are
newly calibrated, the difference in sensitivity between individual machines
is less than 3%. Consistently high or low relative sensitivity shows
that a machine requires recalibration or repair, such as macine K.
Machines are returned for replacement of the phototube when the radon
plateau is shorter than 100 V, or it develops a slope in excess of a 3%
efficiency change in 100 V.

In general, the measurements show that the target of less than 10% difference
from the mean of the group is achieved. The main difficulty in measuring
the relative sensitivity is that we had to use cells with different radon
concentrations. We expect to receive a scintillation cell with a radon
source sealed into it which will inprove future work by providing a
constant source.

As a temporary solution, the possibility of using the Am-241 source and
scintillator disc to simulate a scintillator cell by increasing the
separation between the photomultiplier face and the scintillator was
investigated. Figure 3 shows that the usual plateau obtained with the
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scintillator and the Am-241 source, the plateau obtained with the
scintillator at a 63 mm distance from the phototube, and the plateau
for a scintillation cell. The Am-241 plateau with the 63 mm spacing is
a fair simulation of a scintillator cell. It could be improved with
more distance, but we only had spacers totalling 63 mm at the time.

The pulses from the scintillator definitely fall on the radon plateau,
and in a properly adjusted machine, the source and scintillator give the
same count rate at the usual position with the machine set to count filters
and at 63 mm with the machine set t,o count sintillation cells. This
shows that a scintillator disc and spacer can be used to check the
efficiency of the machine when set to count scintillation cells.

This may be of some use to those persons who use RD-200's for field
measurements of sintillation cells, and as a long term check on the
stability of sealed radon sources.
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Comment: (A. Scott)

Question: Due to problem with sources, would it be possible to

send sources to Toronto for calibration?

Answer: Yes, if service available.

Comment A. Scott: Sources from Amersham, we have found to have

a problem with alpha particles being firmly fixed and source

maintaining itself.

Comment Geiger: The problem with the Amersham sources is easily

remedied by heat treating sources, the energy would not be altered,

and radioactivity retained. One supplier of such sources Eberline.
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Tha Invastigation of radon ( Rn) gaa and radon daughter

( Po, Pb and Bi) concentration» In non-coal mlnaa in Great

Britain commenced in tha late 1900». Tha method» used at that

time wars tha modified Kusnatz for Working Laval (UL) asaaaement

and radon gas concantration measurements uaing tha eyetem of

Roberta and Dauiee (1966). The measurement of radon gee involved

the uaa of cumbersome equipment and waa time consuming. A radon

gas concentration profile uithin the mine ues of benefit in

determining the main routes of entry of radon into the mine environ-

ment. As the first daughter product of Z2ZRn ia 218Po with a half-

life of 3.05 min thia daughter nuclida ia usually close to equili-
222

brium with the parent Rn. Thua invastigation of tha variation
71B

in concantration of Po would also indicate pointa nf ingress

of radon into tha mine. However, in view of its short half-life,

method» of aaaeaaing tha Po concentration by the analyaia of

tî/i gross alpha count obtained from an air aample paaaad through a

filter paper after sampling has ceased is subject to poor

precision. This is due to the decay of much of the dapoeited
21B

Po before counting ia started.

3amae and Strong (1973) formulated a method and designsd and

constructed an instrument which permitted the Po concentration

to be asBssssd with higher precision than other method» than

available and also to yield tha UL value. The 3am»» and Strong

instrument is termed tha Radon Daughter Monitor (RDfl) and the

21S
increase in tha precision of Po assessment is schisvsd by ths

use of a ssmpling hssd which permit» groaa alphe counting of nu-

clldes deposited on tha filter paper to take place while aampling

is in progress aa well aa following the termination of sampling.

A schematic diagram of tha eampling head ia ahown in figure 1.

- 1 -
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Tha datactor uaad a ailicon p-n surface barrier davice and the

amplifier uaad haa a threshold aat to diacriminete against pulses

arising from laaa than 600 kaV of energy dapoaitad in tha detector.

Thia discrimination makes tha instrument inaenaitive to P Ï radi-

ation and alao immune from apurioue pulees due to noiae from the

air pump.

The original Dames-Strong instrument yaa portable and had a

aelf contained pump which would draw air through tha filter paper

(Whatman G F A) at 10 Jt min**1. Tha method of measurement deviaed

ia alao extremely simple to use Tha measurement procedure

adopted ia to take a gross alpha count, CQ> of deposited activity

while sampling ia taking place from 0 to T minutée. Sampling

caaaee at time T and a further groaa alpha count, Cj, ia taken from

time T + 1 to 2T + 1 minutée. The minute interval between the end

of eempling and the start of the second count was aet to allow the

recording of CQ and the reaatting of tha instrument sealer as the

originel instrument did not incorporate automatic timing or data

recording. From the retio of the two counts, 1/CQ, factors can

218
be obtained from computgd tables which relate C to the Po

concentration and Cj to tha WL value. To enable these teblea of

factora to be computed uaing only two groaa alpha counts e modal

of tha atmosphere haa to ba uaed which assume* that tha Pb

216
concentration ia uniquely defined by the conenntretione of Po

and Bi. Two models were conaidared. On» was a mine tunnel

modal in which radon ia emanating uniformly from tha walla of a

tunnel through which eir ia paaeing. The other model waa one that

conaidarad tha growth of radon daughtar products into a atill

- 2 -
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atmasphsra initially containing Rn free from all daughter pro-

duct*. Tables of factor» were computed for both models and for

ualuea of T of 2, 5 and 10 minutas. Comparison of the tu» models

revealed that under normal circumstance» if the wrong model ia

chosen, e.g. the mine tunnel model ia used in atill air conditiona,

the systematic error introduced uas less than 5jt. Thus the mine

tunnel model was adopted as the standard modal. The original

3anae-Strong instrument and method uaa used succBsafully in mine

atmospheres where the radon daughter concentrations mere eleuated

(normally above 0.1 UL).

The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPS) undertook

a study of radon daughter concentrations in duellings in Great

?1 g

Britain (Cliff 197Ba) in which it uas desired to measured Po

concentrations with reasonable precision (better than 50jt relative

standard deviation) at environmental levels as low as 2 Bq m~

(0.05 pdt ). The original James-Strong method uas not suitable

for these low concentrations as the statistical variation in the

two counts obtained are significant and hence the variation in the

l/CQ ratio can be very large for repeated measurements in the

sane environment. Thomas (1972) described a method for measuring

the concentrations of rado-i daughters in air by taking gross alpha

counts from the filter paper ?"er three different time intervals

following the and of the sampling period. Equations ware given

which anabled the individual daughter (21BPo, 21*Pt> and 214Bi)

concentrations to be calculated. This method has a low precision
218

for Po because all the counting takes place after sampling ia

completed.

- 3 -
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An improvement in the praciaion of Po concentration assess-

ment, whils eliminating systematic arrors due to Modelling of the

atmosphère, could be achieved by an amalgamation of the James-Strong

instrument and the Thomas method. Thie waa dono and a method

derived (Cliff 1978b, 1978c) in which a gross alpha count ia taken

while sampling is in progress from 0 to T^ minutée. Sampling is

stopped at time T, and the count C. recotded. Further gross

alpha counts C 2 and C 3 are recorded for times from Tj + 1 to T 2

minutée and Tj + 1 to T 3 minutée reapactively. This general

counting regime is denoted by I(T,, Tj, Tg).

A computer program was written which computed the coefficients

for the aets of equations which allow the daughter concentrations

to be derived from the three counts (C,, C, and C_) for s number

of regimes. Regimes investigated covered all values, in integral

minutes, of Tj from 5 to 25 minutes, T 2 - T^ from 6 to 26 minutes

and T 3 - T 2 from 6 to 26 minutea. If C^, C 2 and Cj are regarded

as indépendant Poisson variâtes (which is true aa a firet

approximation) then the standard deviation due to counting statis-

tics for each nuclide under fixed conditions of flou rate, counting

afficiency and nuclide concentrations can be calculated. These

calculations ware also carried out by computer for each regime

21 fi
studied and it transpires that the minimum uncertainty in Po

concentration meaeurement for total regime times larger than

30 minutas occusjat a T^ value of 15 minutée. The regime adopted

for use in the general environnant was 1(15, 36, 57), i.e. count

and sample 0 to 15 minutes, count 16 to 36 minutas and finally count

- 4 -



37 to 57 minuta*. If the radon daughter concentrations are rela-

tively high then a shorter regime can be ueed to provide adequate

precieion and a different set of coefficient» for the equations

found from the computer generated tables of coefficients.

The method recommended by Thomas was to sample 0 to 5 minutes

and then gross alpha count from 7 to 1C minutes, 11 to 25 minutas

and 26 to 35 minutes. Table 1 compares the relative étendard

deviations of the assessment of radon daughter concentrations uhen

these are 3.7 kBq m~3 (100 pCi L ~ 2) in equilibrium (l UL) uhen

using Thomas's method and two of the regimes considered here.

The tuo régimes both have the same overall measurement time

(35 ninutee) as ths Thomas method and one also has the earns sam-

pling period (5 minutes). Both regimes show improved precision

compared uith the Thomas method. Table 1 uee compiled assuming

a flou rate of 10~ m min" (10 / min" ) and a counting efficiency

of 0.2, which are typical values achievable in e battery operated

portable instrument.

Kritidis et al (1977) investigated optimum gross alpha coun-

ting regimes for radon daughter concentretion measurements again

where counting takes place only after the end of sampling. Their

optimum regime was sample 0 to 7 minutas and then gross alpha

count from 7.5 to 11 minutes, 12 to 31 minutss and 32 to 47

•imites. Table 2 comparée (on the same baais as Table 1) the

Kritidis method uith tuo raginss of ths method dsscribsd hare.

Again the tuo régimes have the eama overell time (47 minutes) ss

- 5 -
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tha Kritldls method and tha first alao having tha same sampling

pariod (7 minutes). Tha final column of Tabla 2 givaa the

corresponding results for tha ragims 1(15, 32, 57). It ie

apparent from Tables 1 and 2 that tha precision of all measure-

ments is isprovad by counting while sampling is in progress.

In aituations such as tha mining environment where the radon

daughter concantrations ere elevated the James-Strong method is

generally adequate. However, the originel method was adopted to

have equal sampling and counting times and the one minute delay,

between the end of the counting while sampling period and the

atart of eecond counting period, for tha convenience of operating

a manual instrument which did not incorporate automatic timing.

With the advent of cheap micro-electronics,and in particular the

microprocsasor, it ia possible to design en instrument which uees

21.S
the 3amee-Strong mathod but displays Po concentration and UL directly

rather then just the groat alpha counts recorded. With this

end in view a number of different regimes using the James-Strong

mathod ware inveetigated to find one which met the following

criteria better than tha original regimes.

In order that atatistical fluctuationa in the values CQ and

C^, and hence in the ratio 1/C , should introduce a minimum

uncertainty in the aaaesamanta of Po concentration and UL velue,

216
then either the factors relating CQ to Po concentration end C^

to WL value should be insensitive to changes in tha 1/CO ratio

or the change in Cl/C ratio as the 2UBi/218Po changée from eay

- 6 -
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0.005 (aanaibly zero) to 1.0 be as large ae possible. If ths

latter criterion is met then atatietical variation in the Cl/CQ

ratio will be reflected ae only modest variations in the derived

concentration valuea. Although ths search of regimes uas not

exhauative that which had an overall measurement period of loss

than 10 minute» and which beat mat the above criteria uas sample

and count 0 to 2.5 minutes, count 4.5 to 7 minutes.

Table 3 shows part of the originsl Dames-Strong table of

factors for T = 2 min (overall measurement period 5 minutes) and

table 4 the corresponding part of the table of factors for the modi-

fied James-Strong regime (overall measurement period 7 minutes).

The increaaed sensitivity of the seven minute regime is due, of

course, to the 25JC increase in the sampling time. The modified

Jamas-Strong method, housver, shows a 28% change in count ratio

over the concentration ratioa considered in tsbles 3 and 4 com-

pared with \1% for the original James-Strong method.

Whan conputing thB tables of factora, values of the

214Bi/218Po ratio are set and the 214Pb/219Po ratio derived from

the nine tunnel nodel. From thaas two ratios the corresponding

count ratio and factors can be calculated from the differential

•quatiofM dsacribing the deposition und decay of tha daughter

product* on tha filter paper. Tneee equations are cumbersome

«IB

and to arable the Po concentration and M. to be calculated

(alao tha 21*ii concentration if desired) fro» sintpls arithmetic

operation* on Co and Cj and which can aaeily be programmed into a

- 7 -



microprocessor, polynomial fits of the factor relating C to

Po concentration against 1/C and the factor relating C, to

UL against 1/CQ ratio were found. Sufficiently good fits uere

found by using polynomials of order 3. However, euch polynomial

fita are not exact. Thus with the modified James-Strong method

using direct calculation of the desired parameters by the uee of

the polynomials there are now two sources of systematic error.

One caae arises where the assumed model ia correct but there ia

the error due to the polynomial approximation. The other case

ia thct where the assumed model ia incorrect with the limiting

caae being the measurement of radon daughters in still air.

These systematic errors are shown in figure 2. Under conditions

of equilibrium normally sxisting in mines the ayetemetic errors

of the modified Jamas-Strong method ehould not exceed 555.

An opportunity arose to meaaure radon daughter concentrations

in a dwelling using the regime 1(15, 36, 57) and the modified

Jamee—Strong method side by aide. These measurements were carried

—2 3 —1
out with a flow rate-efficiency product of 10 m min .

Table 5 shows the results of these measurement» and euen at these

low concentrations the agreement between the méthode is generally

good. The uncertainties shown are one étendard deviation due to

counting statistics only.

An instrument incorporating the modified James-Strong regime

together with the option of other regimes of the users choice is

being commercially developed by EDA Instruments Inc. of Toronto,

Canede.

- 8 -
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Tabla 1.

Coaparison of the Thorn»» method and tha l(T,, T,, T,) regime when

•wasuring 3.7 K8q m"3 (100 pCi 4 ~X) aach of 218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi

(1 UL). Flou rate

cpm/dpm.

ID"2
«in"1 Counting efficiency « 0.2

218Po

214Rb

214Bi

UL

Thomas

11.8%

3.7%

3.9%

1.4%

Uncertainty

I(Tj

1(5, 25, 35)

5.0%

3.2%

2.8%

1.1%

(one

V
SO)

V
1(10, 26, 35)

4.4%

2.9%

2.5%

1.0%

Table 2.

Comparison of the method due to Krltidis at al and the ifT^ T2, T3)

regime whan meaeuring 3.7 KBq n (loo pCi ) each of Po,

214Pb and 214Bi (1 ML). Flow rate = 10~2 « 3 min"1. Counting

efficiency s 0.2

21BPo

21*pb

214Bi

ML

Uncertainty (one SO)

Kritidia

6.9%

1.7%

2.3%

0.6%

I(Tj, T2, T3)

1(7, 31, 47)

3.7%

1.7%

1.9%

0.5%

1(15, 31, 47)

3.5%

1.5%

1.7%

0.5%

1(15, 36, 57)

3.0%

1.0%

1.4%

0.3%



Tabla 3.

Th» ralation between activity concentration and gross alpha data

(original Jamas-Strong method). Count and sample 0-2 minutes,

count 3-5 «limits».

Activity Concentration
Ratio

214Bi/218Po

0.200

0.400

0.600

0.800

1.000

2 1W 2 1 8Po
0.453

0.630

0.765

0.885

1.000

V'o

1.391

1.485

1.549

1.596

1.632

Factor F

Zro(Bq
218Po)-Vf7
xlO 4

0.760

0.90B

1.054

1.198

1.344

Factor F.

x 108

0.945

0.857

0.830

0.818

0.812

TablB 4.

The relation between activity concentration and gross alpna data

(ravi&3d Jairee-Strong method). Count and sample 0-2.5 min.,

count 4.S-? minutas.

Activity Concentration
Ratio

2 lV 2 1 8Po
0.200

0.400

0.600

o.aoo
1.000

2l4Pb/Z18Po

0.4S3

0.630

0.765

0.885

1.000

V,

1.169

1.295

1.339

1.442

1.490

Factor F

° X10*

1.172

1.396

1.620

1.842

2.064

Factor F,

x 10B

1.230

1.161

1.148

1.148

1.151



Tabla S.

Raaulta of aaaaurenenta in tha eane room atmoaphere uaing the

raviaad Oamee-Strong method and tha 1(15, 36, 57) regime.

218Po Bq .

Regime A

29.3

12.1

35.3

55.1

53.7

34.4

73.3

+

+

±

±

+

+

+

15.2

6.4

16.7

14.8

17.8

15.9

16.7

~3 ±SO

Regime B

24

19

45

54.

69.

50.

49.

.5 +

0 +

5 ±

0 +

9 +

3 +

6 +

3.7

1.8

3.7

3.7

4.4

4.1

4.1

6

1

8.

4

a

6.

s.

10~3 U

Regime A

.99

,00

41

50

72

60

99

+ 0.57

±0.55

+ 0.62

+ 1.24

i0.94

+ 0.68

il.43

5.

1.

6.

6.

8.

6.

7.

SO

Regime B

99 +

61 +

23 i

13 £

99 +

62 +

09 +

0.10

0.05

0.10

0.11

0.13

0.11

0.12

Regime A i Count and eampla 0 to 2.5 min, count 4.5 to 7 min.

Regime B t Count and eampla 0 to 15 min, count 16 to 36 min,

count 37 to 57 min.

Regime 8 etartad 7.5 min after Regime A.

Efficiency i 0.2 cpa/dpB

Flou rata t 8.5 10"4 m3 a"1
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The Measurement of Low Concentrations of Radon-222
Daughters in Air, with Emphasis on RaA Assessment
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ABSTRACT. A number of method* exist for the measurement of the activity concen-
tration» of radon-222 daughters in sir. but in most cases interest is centred on
determining the Working Levels. In those instances where individual daughter
activity concentrations an asiotSBii the precision of the assessment of RaA (u*Po)
is poor unless speotrometry is used. In environmental monitoring the measurement
of BaA activity concentration» is a reliable indicator of radon activity concentrations.
Following a brief review of established methods of radon daughter activity concen-
tration measurement, a method is given which enables activity concentrations as
low aa 005pCi 1-1 (60pCim->) of BaA to be measured with simple readily trans-
portable equipment. The method presented here also measures BaB (114Pb) and
RaC (u<Bi) activity concentrations and Working Levels with improved precision
compared with established methods.

1. Introduction
Inhalation of radon (MtRn) and its daughters at high activity concentrations

is associated with increased respiratory cancer mortality among uranium and
other underground miners (Archer, Wagoner and Lundin 1973). The short-lived
daughters of radon are l uPo, *MPb, u*Bi and *1*Po, known historically as BaA,
BaB, BaC and BaC'. BaA and BaC' are alpha-emitting nuclides but BaC' has
a short half-life of 160 [is and for practical purposes can be considered to be
always in equilibrium with BaC. Thus the «-emission from BaC' may be
regarded as a prompt a-emission from BaC. The hazard from inhalation of
radon laden air is generally accepted to be due predominantly to the short lived
daughter products and the widely used unit of exposure to these daughters is
the Working Level (wz.). One Working Level is defined as 'any combination of
the short lived decay products of IMRn; BaA, BaB, BaC and RaC in one litre
of air which will result in the ultimate release of 1-3 x 10* MeV of alpha energy
in decaying to RaD (u0Pb)'. Although this definition is satisfied by an activity
concentration of 100 pCil-1 each of BaA, BaB, BaC and BaC' the definition is
independent of any particular state of daughter equilibrium.

Most rocks and soils contain uranium as a minor contaminant in concen-
trations of typically 1-4 parts per million (Evans 1969) and consequently some
uranium is found in materials used for the construction of buildings. Badon,
being the gaseous element in the uranium decay series, diffuses out of soils and
building materials and the entire population is exposed to low activity concen-
trations of this radioisotope and its daughters. Quite apart from the industrial
hazards of exposure to radon laden air in the mining industry it is important
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to know the levels of exposure of the population now. In this way a sound
basis will exist for assessing the radiological implications of future changes in
building practice auch as the use of by-product gypsum and other waste
materials which have higher uranium concentrations than traditional materials.
To this end the National Radiological Protection Board instituted a project to
estimate the exposure of the general public to the short-lived daughters of
m R n in domestic dwellings.

The activity concentration of m R n anticipated in dwellings was about
0-3 pCi I"1. Equipment for the direct measurement of radon gas at this concen-
tration is bulky and necessitates counting period1? of many hours for each sample.
It was considered more convenient to measure the daughter activity concen-
trations and in particular that of RaA, but established methods of as, .sing
radon daughter concentrations at low levels required equipment that was
unsuitable for a survey of domestic dwellings or had poor precision for BaA
assessment. The method detailed here was devised with the desirable properties
of employing easily transportable equipment and permitting the measurement
of BaA activity concentrations at an order of magnitude lower than is possible
with the previously established methods.

2. Methods of measuring radon daughter concentrations
Table 1 lists the physical properties of the short-lived daughters of m R n

and from table 1 it follows that if the activity concentrations in air of RaA,

Table 1.

Nuclide

BaA (»lPo)
RaB (»"Pb)
RaC (»"Bi)
BaC' (n«Po)

Properties of the short-lived daughter products of M1Rn

Half-life

305 min
26-8 min
19-7 min

160 JIB

Radiation
emitted

a
P. y
P. Y
a

«•energy
(MeV)

600
—
—

7-68

Ko. of
atoms per

100 pCi

977
8685
0311
8xl0-«

Fractional
contribution
to WL under
conditions df
equilibrium

0105
0-516
0-379
0000

RaB and RaC in pCSl"1 are Qv Qt and Q, respectively the Working Level is
given by

W L = 1 0 - » ( 1 - 0 5 Ç 1 + 5 - 1 6 G 1 + 3 - 7 9 & ) (1)

Eqn (1) indicates that at conditions not too far removed from equilibrium
(Qi = '% = Qt) the major contributor to Working Levels is the RaB concen-
tration Qt. Assessing the hazard from radon daughters is of prime importance
in uranium mines and to a lesser extent in other mining industries, since in
many mines radon daughter levels may reach several Working Levels unless
preventive measures are taken. One method of assessing the exposure in
Working Levels is that due to Kusnetz (1956). In this method air is sampled
through a filter paper for a short time (commonly five or ten minutes) and the
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total volume sampled is recorded. At least 40 coin is allowed to elapse after
sampling is completed before the count rate from the deposited alpha-activity
on the filter paper is measured. Â factor, dependent upon the time elapsed
between sampling and counting, can be found relating the count rate at the
time of measurement to the Working Levels existing at the time of sam^'ing.
This method only provides an estimate of Working Levels and gives no informa-
tion on the individual daughter concentrations. The activity concentration of
RaA (with a half-life of 3-05 min) follows quite clooely that of radon and an
assessment of the BaA activity concentration can be useful in locating the
source of the radon in a particular environment. A procedure for measuring the
individual daughter concentrations was devised by Tsivoglou, Ayer and
Holaday (1953) and modified by Thomas (1072) and is referred to as the
Thomas-Tsivoglou method. This method involves sampling the atmosphere of
interest through a filter paper at a constant flow rate (V lmin"1) for 5 min.
The filter paper is then placed in an alpha counting equipment (of efficiency
E cpm/dpm) and the gross alpha counts from the nuclides deposited on the
filter paper measured over three time intervals; from 2 to 5, 6 to 20 and 21 to
30 min from the end of the sampling period. From the three counts so obtained
equations can be solved to determine the activity concentrations of each of the
nuclides BaA, BaB and BaC and also the Working Levels. However, in this
method, of the total BaA deposited on the filter paper 40% will have decayed
by the end of the sampling period and 62% by the start of the first count period.
As a result the assessment of RaA by this method is much less precise than that
of BaB and BaC. At the concentrations of RaA encountered in mines the
precision of this method is quite adequate, a coefficient of variation of 11-7%
being obtained with a flow rate of 101 min"1 and detection efficiency of
0-20 cpm/dpm when the activity concentrations of RaA, RaB and BaC are
100 pCil~x each, but unless a very high Bow rate is used (requiring a pump
which is not easily carried by one person) the errors in BaA assessment are
such that the method did not lend itself to the envisaged survey of dwellings.

A more precise method of measuring BaA concentrations is the use of alpha
spectrometry (e.g. Jonassen and Hayes 1974) but the equipment is bulky,
expensive and inconvenient for use in domestic premises. Duggan and Howell
(1969), also using a-spectrometry, reduced the errors in BaA measurement by
the expedient of counting while sampling was in progress. James and Strong
(1973) adopted the same procedure and devised a method and an instrument,
The Badon Daughter Monitor, which provides a rapid assessment of the BaA
concentration and Working Levels. In this instrument the filter paper in the
sampling head is viewed by a silicon surface barrier detector in such a way that
it is possible to sample the air and record the alpha decay of d»TK>sited nuclides
whi'e sampling is in progress. In the James-Strong method the air sample is
takea from 0 to T minutes and a gross alpha count Gx recorded during this
period. The sampling is stopped at time T and a second gross alpha count,
Ct, taken from T+l minutes to 2T+1 minutes; this will be referrc-' to as the
static count. The ratio CtjCt of the two gross alpha counts is calculated and
from prepared tables factors can be found relating G1 to the BaA activity
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concentration in pCSl"1 and the static count C, to the Working Levels. James
and Strong prepared tables for values of T of 2, 5 and 10 min. As only two
counts are used in this case for a situation involving three nuclides, a model of
the atmosphere has to be used to determine the relationship between the
nuclide ratios QtIQt and QtjQv Two models were used and tables prepared for
each model. One model was based on the growth of daughters from an isolated

. , radon source and the other on a 'mine tunnel' model in which radon is emanating
% from the walls of a mine tunnel through which air is passing. Using the
':• T — 5 min regime the coefficient of variation for RaA activity concentration
•>" assessment is 6% with a flow rate of 101 min*1 and detector efficiency 0-20

when the activity concentrations of RaA, KaB and BaC are lOOpCil"1 each.
This assumes that the atmosphere of interest behaves according to one of the
assumed models. To remove the necessity for assuming a model for the
atmosphere whilst retaining the improved precision of the RaA concentration
assessment, it was decided to use the Radon Daughter Monitor designed by
James and Strong but to use a method amalgamating theirs and that of
Thomas-Tsivoglou.

'• I. The present method
> 3.1. Development of the method
';•.' The method of measurement decided upon was to take a gross alpha count
f from the filter paper as sampling took place from 0 to Tt minutes. At time Tt

both the sampling and this first gross alpha count Cï would be terminated and
:. Ct recorded. After resetting the counting equipment a static gross alpha count
'•:' Cs would be taken from Tt+1 to Tt minutes. The counting equipment would
:';. again be reset and a second static gross alpha count taken from Tt +1 to Ta

.; minutes to yield count Ct. This regime was denoted by the general time set
/ (7j, Tt, Ts). Equations could be derived to enable the activity concentrations
Qlt Qt and Qz pCil"1 of RaA, RaB and BaC respectively to be calculated from
the values of Cv C, and C,.

The Badon Daughter Monitor has a background counting rate of 0-3 cpm
typically and Thomas (1972) demonstrated that low background counting
rates do not significantly affect the results of the measurements. In what
follows the background counting rate is assumed to be zero but sufficient
information is provided to permit the reader to incorporate the effects of
background counting rate if that is necessary (see Thomas 1972 for details).

The equations for the nuclide activity concentrations are of the general form :

V f = ¥TJGI

(2)
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where V is the flow rate in l m - 1 and E is the detector efficiency in cpm/dpm.
The coefficients JQy depend on the values of the times Tv

 m, and Tt.
By combining eqn (2) with eqn (1) air. equation can be formed to give the

Working Level, WL, in terms of the independently meas"red quantities Cv

Ct and C,

WL !

where M, N and P are found from

M ' 1

6

. 3

•05 •

•16

•79 .

(3)

(4)

The object was to find values of Tv Tt and Tt resulting in acceptable
coefficients of variation for the Q values. As a first approximation to the
standard deviation due to counting statistics the method adopted by Thomas
may be used. This regards Cv C, and Ct as independent Poisson variâtes and
the standard deviation S{ on Q{ is given by

(5)

It was obviously necessary to restrict the number of time values investigated
in some way. Sampling and counting times of less than five minutes were
thought unlikely to produce adequate counts for statistical purposes and a
total measurement time much in excess of one hour was regarded as impracti-
cable for a large survey. In addition sampling and counting times were restricted
to integral numbers of minutes. A one minute time interval was allowed to
elapse between the end of one count period and the start of the next to allow
the results to be recorded and the equipment reset. Time sets were investigated
covering all values of Tx from 5 to 20 min, Tt from 2 \+6 to î \ + 21 min and
Tt from Tt+6 to Tt+21 min. A computer program was written which tabulated
the coefficients £ ^ of eqns (2) for each of the above time sets and also listed the
standard deviation 8i due to counting statistics for each time set and for each
nuclide for the conditions Qt = Qt = Qx = 1 pCil"1 at a flow rate F = 1 lmin-1

and detector efficiency E =\ cpm/dpm.
In general the uncertainties in the assessment of the daughter activity

concentrations decrease as the lengths of the two static counting times increase.
The uncertainties in the measurement of RaB and BaC also decrease with
increasing sampling time but the uncertainty in the estimation of BaA activity
concentration passes through a minimum at a sampling time of 15 min. Fig. 1
illustrates the variation in relative standard deviation of RaA, RaB and BaC
as a function of sampling time Tt for Tt = (7Î+21) min, Tt = (?i+42) min
under equilibrium conditions. Of the time sets investigated, that promising the
smallest uncertainty in BaA concentration assessment was I (15,36,67), which
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Fig. 1. Relative standard deviation for the time set I (2\, 2\ + 21, T, + 42) for
Qx = Qt = Qt = 1 pCi I"1. Flow rate V = 11 min"1, counting efficiency
E = 1 cpm/dpm.

means count whilst sampling from 0 to 15 min, count without sampling
16-36 min, count without sampling 37-57 mm. However, in cases where the
daughter activity concentrations were high, adequate precision would be
achieved with shorter measurement times. Table 2 lists the coefficients Kif for
a selection of time sets. The set / (5,25,35) is given as it enabled a comparison
of results obtained by the Thomas-Tsivoglou method and the present method
to be carried out on the same sample within the same total measurement time
(see below).

Fig. 2 compares the relative standard deviation of different time sets for
the measurement of low concentrations of RaA under conditions of daughter

Table 2. Coefficients Ktj for

J(TvTt,Tt) Ku Ka Klt Ku

7(5,25,38)
7(5,21,37)
/ (10,21,32)
I (10,26,42)
1(15,31,47)
/ (16,36,57)

007836
008232
0-03144
002610
001434
001305

002391
002798
003295
001875
0.01628
0-01152

003206
0-01608
001841
001137
0-01032
0-008043

000900
0-01237
000703
000176
0000305

-0000456
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I
i

V

I

equilibrium. This represents the worst case for errors in RaA assessment.
The curve for the Thomas-Tsivoglou method is also given in fig. 2 for comparison
and the improvement in RaA activity concentration measurements is apparent.

— _ Thomas-Tsivoglou
115.25.35]
I [10.26.42]
K15.36.57J

02 04 06 08

RaA concentration.O, IpCi I'1)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the relative standard deviation of RaA
concentrations,Q1 = Qt = Qv V = 1 lmin-1, E =\cpm/dpm.

for low

These curves are plotted for a flow rate F = 11 min-1 and detector efficiency
E *• 1 cpm/dpm. The counts recorded during any interval for a given activity
concentration of daughter products is proportional to the product of flow rate
and efficiency and it follows from eqn (5) that the relative standard deviation
for any practical values of the flow rate V and efficiency E can be found by
dividing the values given in fig. 2 by (VE)*. The relative standard deviation on

selected time sets / (7i, Tt, Tt)

-001378
-001726
-0-02198
-0-00821
-0-006271
-0-002614

004373
002534
0-02662
001297
0-008867
0006826

Kn

-002128
-002446
-0-00963
-000682
-0-002686
-0-001800

K»

001877
002204
002232
001222
0009129
0006267

-002663
-001366
-001398
-0008309
-0006709
-0-005047

n
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measurements of RaB and BaC activity concentrations are also reduced by the
present method. In all cases smaller uncertainties result from the present
method for the same sampling time (5 min) and overall measurement period
(35 min) as the Thomas-Tsivoglou method ; the uncertainties being further
reduced if the sampling and total measurement time are increased.

Thomas takes as a useful criterion of the sensitivity of the measurement
system for a particular daughter product that value of the daughter activity
concentration at which the relative standard deviation is 0-50. To enable
this to be calculated it is necessary to calculate the number of counts in each
period arising from given activity concentrations of daughter products. The
counts obtained from the present method are given by

= VE

. ^31 ^3t ^33 .

(6)

Table 3 presents values of the coefficients Lit for the selected time sets used
in table 2. The sensitivities of these time sets and the Thomas-Tsivoglou

Table 3. Coefficient Ltj for selected time sets / (2\, Tt, Ts)

/(3\,r,,r,)

7 (5,26, 36)
7(6,21,37)
I (10, 21, 32)
7(10,26,42)
7 (16,31,47)
7 (15, 36 57)

£ . 1

19-70
19-70
59-64
59.64

10701
10701

£ . ,

1-511
1-511

11-21
11-21
3515
3515

L»

26-20
26-20
9907
9907

21109
21109

29-97
27-43
33-46
40-20
4900
57-68

£ , .

60-97
43-87
6908
99-72

163-30
231-34

£ . .

13619
114-56
162-34
210-62
291-20
358-77

£ , .

5-386
9068

12-31
17-36
26-44
33-23

L,,

41-77
68-61
86-62

138-75
208-65
274-26

37-51
35-24

103-45
119-95
165-34
171-37

method are compared in table 4 for different conditions of equilibrium. The
results are again normalised for a flow rate efficiency product VE of 1-00 so
that the sensitivities at any existing value of this product are given by dividing
the results in table 4 by the actual product value. Table 4 illustrates the
dramatic improvement in the sensitivity of the RaA activity concentration
assessment achieved by counting while sampling.

3.2. Operational experience with the present method
In a survey of radon daughter concentrations in domestic dwellings (to

be published in 1978) the measurements were carried out mainly using the
regimes / (15,36,57) and I (10,26,42) but occasional measurements were made
using the regime I (5,25,35). This last regime allowed the radon daughter
activity concentration to be evaluated by the Thomas-Tsivoglou method and
the present method using the same sample and the same instrument (the
Radon Daughter Monitor). In this way uncertainties in flow rate and counting
efficiency are common to both measurement techniques and do not affect the

/A
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Table 4. Comparison of the sensitivities of various methods of radon daughter
concentration assessments for different nuclide ratios

(Sensitivity is taken as the concentration of that daughter product at
which the relative standard deviation of the measurement is 0-5)

Method

Thomae-Tsivoglou

Preeent method
/ (5,26,35)

/ (5, 21, 37)

/ (10,21, 32)

/ (10,26,42)

HU, 31,47)

1(16,36,67)

1:1 :1
1:0-6:0-4
1: 0-3 : 0-1
1: 0-1: 002
1:0 :0

1:1 :1
1:0-8: 0-4
1 : 0 3 : 0 1
1: 0 1 : 002
1:0 . 0

1:1 :1
1:0-6: 0-4
1: 0-3 : 01
1:0-1: 0-02
1:0 :0

1:1 : 1
1: 0-6 : 0-4
1: 0-3 : 01
1.0-1: 002
1:0 :0

1:1 : 1
1:0-6: 0-4
1: 0-3 : 0-1
1:0-1: 002
1:0 :0

1:1 :1
1:0-6:0-4
1:0-3: 01
1 : 0 1 : 002
1:0 :0

1:1 :1
1 : 0 6 : 0-4
1:0-3: 01
1: 0-1: 0-02
1:0 :0

Sensitivity pCil-1

RaA

11-0
5-91
307
1-94
1-61

200
1-23
0-79
0-63
0-67

201
1-23
0-82
0-68
0-63

201
112
0-64
0-46
0-40

110
0-62
0-36
0-26
0-23

0-99
0-56
0-29
0-19
016

0-71
0-39
0-21
0-14
0-11

{VE = 100)

RaB

107
0-94
0-88
1-26
—

0-84
0-76
0-73
116
—

0-62
0-56
0-66
0-97
—

104
0-92
0-90
1-56
—

0-28
0-25
0-24
0-38
—

0-18
0-16
0-16
0-24
—

008
0-07
0-07
0-11
—

RaC

124
1-63
307
7-94
—

0-64
0-89
1-90
604
—

0-58
0-81
1-82
6-38
—

0-71
0-95
1-97
6-29
—

0-31
0-41
0-84
2-51
—

0-2S
0-33
0-65
1-79
—

016
0 21
0-41
0-10
—

validity of the interoomparison. Fig. 3 shows the results of the RaA inter-
oomparison. The uncertainties shown in this figure are one standard deviation
due to counting statistics calculated according to eqn (5). The detector efficiency
of the Radon Daughter Monitor was 0-2 and the flow rates used were in the
region of 551 min~x.
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f:

V,

For measurements of radon daughter activity concentrations in the open air
the regime / (15,36,67) produced useful assessments of BaA activity concen-
trations down to 0-05 pCil~J (with a flow rate efficiency product of 10). In the
present method, as with the Thomas-Tsivoglou method, the precision of
Working Level assessment is higher than that for any of the daughter

-02

0 02 04 06 08

Present method.115.25.351 RoA IpCi I"')

Fig. 3. Measurement of RaA concentrations in dwellings using Thomas-Tsivoglou and
/ (6,25,35) on the same sample.

concentrations. Using the / (15,36,57) regime with a system having a flow rate
efficiency product of 10 a coefficient of variation of 14% at 10-* WL under
conditions of daughter equilibrium is obtained.

4. Ccmclanon
The method outlined in this paper for the measurement of radon daughter

activity concentrations offers the possibility of using simple portable equipment
to assess BaA activity concentrations at levels as low as 0-05 pCil"1 (approxi-
mately 0-5 atoms per litre). With a total measurement time of 35 min the
sensitivity of the present method for BaA assessment shows an improvement
by a factor of five over that of Thomas-Tsivoglou which alto requires 35 min
for a measurement. By extending the overall measurement time to 57 min
the limit of detection is an order of magnitude lower than that for the Thomas-
Tsivoglou method.

3 *
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RÉSUMÉ

Lea mesure» de faible* eonoentratioru d'élément* enfante* de radon-222 dan* l'air, eveo accent
•ur l'eatimation du BaA

Un oeitain nombre de méthode* existent pour menirer la concentration d'aotivité d'éléments
enfanté* de radon 222 dans l'air mai* dan* la plupart de* oaa, l'intérêt e*t centré car la détermina-
tion de* niveaux de fonctionnement. Dan* le* oa* particulier* où le* concentration* d'activité
de* élément* enfanté* individuel* «ont évalués, la précision de l'évaluation du BaA (n*Po) est
médiocre, sauf si la «pectrométrie est utilisée. Pour oontrôler l'environnement, le* mesure* de* con-
centration* d'activité du RaA fournissent une indication faible de* concentrations d'activité du
radon. Après avoir brièvement passé en revue le* méthodes reconnues de mesure* des concen-
trations d'activité des élément* enfantés de radon, l'auteur expose une méthode permettant de
mesurer de* concentrations d'activité aussi faible* que 0,05 pCi I-< (50 pCi m-*) du RaA au
moyen d'an matériel transportable simple. La méthode décrite mesura aussi le* concentrations
d'activité du BaA (>t4Pb) et du RaC (<MBi) et le* niveaux de fonctionnement avec une précision
améliorée en comparaison avec le* méthodes établie*.

ZUSAHHBNFASSTTNG

Oie Messung niednger Konzentmtionen von Radon-222 Tâchtem in Luft, mit beaonderer Betonung
auf der RaA-Beurteilung

Sine Reihe von Hessmethoden fur die Konzentrationen, bei denen Radon-222 Tdohter in
Luft wirksam sind, stehen cur Verfugung. In den meisten Fallen intereesiert jedoch die Bestûn-
nrang der Intensitat. Wenn die individuelle, Wirksamkeitskonzentrationen von Tochtem beur-
teilt werden soil, ist die RaA (niPo)-Be«ertung unprazise, ausser man venrendet Spektrometrie.
Bei Umgebungsuberwachungen ist die Messung von RaA irirksamkeitakonzentrationen ein
cuverlassiger Indikator fur Radon WirksamkeiUkonzentrationen. Im Anschluss an eine kune
Oberprufung der bekannten Hethoden EUT Meaning der WirksamkeiUkonzentrationen von
Radon-TOohtem wird eine Méthode genannt, durch die mit Hilfe einfaoher, transportabler
derate Wirkiamkeitakonsentrationen bis zu 0,06 pCi l"1 (60 pCi m-') RaA gemessen werden
kônnen. Die hier vorgefuhrte Méthode ist auoh EUT Meseung von RaB (*MPb) and RaC <n'Bi)
Wirkaamkeitakonientrationen and Intensittten geeignet, and «war bei groHemr Prazision aie
die bekannten Methoden.
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Revised Coefficients for the Measurement of Radon-222
Daughter Concentrations in Air

THE EDITOE,
Sir.

A method has been presented (Cliff 1978) for the measurement of the
concentrations in air of the short-lived daughters of radoc-222 (RaA, RaB and
RaG) that involves the use of an instrument which permits the recording of
gross alpha decay of nuclides deposited on a filter paper while sampling is in



Table 1. Revised coefficients Kti for selected time sets I(Tlt Ts, Tt)

1(TU Tt, KM,

J(5, 25, 36)
1(6,21,37)
1(10,21,32)
/(10,26,42)
/(16,31,47)
J(16,36,57)

007664 -0-02338 0-03136
0-08063 -0-02738 0-01673
0-03093 -003240 0-01810
002662 -0-01840 00U16
0-01411 -001601 001016

0-009336 -0-01388 0-04386
0-01274 -001738 002641
0-007228 -002218 002574
0-001872 -0-008294 0-01302

-0-02000 001838
-0-02313 0-02159
-0009342 0-02202
-0-006539 0-01202

0-000360 -0-005333 0-008906 -0-002474 0-009003
001282 -001132 0-007902 -0-000414 -0-002551 0-005851 -0001691 0-006161

-0-02611
-001330
-001381
-0008189
-0-006630
-0004980
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progress as well as following the end of the sampling period. The procedure is
to sample the atmosphere of interest from OtoTt min and during this period a
gross alpha count, C,, is recorded. Following the end of the sampling two
further gross alpha counts Ct and Cs are recorded from r, + 1 to Tt and Tt +1
to Tt min respectively. The general timing regime outlined above is denoted by
I (7*,, Tt, Ts) and the concentrations (pCi J"1)^, Qt and Qz of RaA, RaB and
RaC respectively are found from :

Qi (I)

where the coefficients Jj^ depend upon the values of Tlt Tt and T3 and F is the
flow rate in 1 min"1 and E is the detection efficiency in cpm/dpm. Similarly,
the gross alpha counts expected in each counting interval for given activity
concentrations can be found from :

« i

(2)

In the original paper, tables are given of the coefficients KQ and Ltl for
selected time sets. In preparing the data used in these tables a computer
program was written to compute the Lt} for a number of time regimes and
hence derive the K matrix by inversion of the L matrix. Unfortunately recent
work with the computer program has revealed errors in the coefficients Ln and
L31 resulting in errors in all coefficients Kft. The errors in the coefficients given
in the original paper are small and the use of the published coefficients intro-
duces a systematic overestimate of RaA concentration by a maximum of 2-5%
for all regimes and all conditions of daughter equilibrium. In the case of RaB
and RaC the use of the erroneous coefficients produces a systematic under-
estimation of concentrations and the magnitudes of these errors depend upon
the state of daughter equilibrium. At equilibrium the error in RaB assessment
is less than 0-5% and that for RaC less than 2%. At extreme disequilibrium
(RaA:RaB:RaC = 1:0-3:0-1) the error in RaB is less than 2% but that in
RaC varies from 9% for the regime / (15, 36, 57) to 17% for / (5, 25, 35).

Table 2. Revised coefficients Lfi for selected time sets 1{TV T2,

/(Tlf T,, T.)

/ (5, 25, 35)
/(5. 21, 37)
/( 10,21,32)
7(10,26,42)
7(15.31.47)
7(15,36,67)

£ .1

19-70
19-70
59-64
59-64

10701
10701

£ . •

1-511
1-511

11-21
11-21
35-15
3515

Lu

26-20
26-20
99-07
9907

211-09
211-09

£ , i

28-11
25-96
32-21
38-26
46-90
54-81

Ln

60-97
43-87
5908
99-72

163-30
231-34

L»

13619
114-55
152-34
21002
201-20
358-77

£ . .

4-701
7-883

1101
15-80
23-76
31-47

L»

41-77
68-61
86-62

138-75
208-65
274-26

37-51
65-24

103-45
119-95
165-84
171-37
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Tables 1 and 2 present revised eoeffioients Ky and Li} respectively and it is
sincerely regretted if the errors in the original paper have inconvenienced the
many correspondents who have shown an interest in this work.

K. D. CUFF,
National Radiological Protection Board,
Harwell,
Didoot,
Oxon 0X11 ORQ,

1 August 1978 U.K.
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RADON DAUGHTER CONCENTRATIONS IN A ROOM CONSTRUCTED PARTLY

OF MATERIAL OF ENHANCED RADIUM CONTENT

K D Cliff

In a survey of the concentrations of the short-lived daughters of radon-222

in dwellings in Great Britain, certain assumptions were made in deriving

the rate of production of radon-222 within a room. It was assumed, for

instance, that in a room on the windward side of the dwelling the air

interchange (ventilation) would be between the room and the outside air

with no air exchange between adjacent rooms. In practice some air movement,

through cracks surrounding connecting doors, between rooms takes place.

However, under most conditions the error introduced by ignoring the

ventilation path between rooms is small for still air conditions in adjoin-

ing rooms. The results of the survey of dwellings indicated an arithmetic

mean production rate for radon-222 of 20 Bq m~ h~ (0.54 pd 1~ n~ ) in

living rooms in Great Britain (Cliff, 1978a).

Investigations of the rate of emanation of radon-222 from ccnrocn

building materials indicate that the rate of production given above is

unlikely to be supported solely by the structural materials of the room.

Jonassen and Mclaughlin (1978) presented the results of their measurements

of radon-222 emanation rates from building materials. The material found

with the highest emanation rate was light-weight alum shale concrete of

old manufacture originating in Sweden. This material is now banned for

use in 'buildings in Sweden but if a room with a typical olume-to-surface

ratio of 1.8 m were completely constructed of this material, the room would

—3 —1 —1 —1
have a radon production rate of 18.5 Bq m h (0.50 pd 1 "h ) only. To

account for the radon production rate measured in Great Britain we raust



assume that there is another source : ie that some radon comes from the

subsoil beneath the building. Other workers measuring radon-222 in

buildings have reached the same conclusion (Breslin, 1978; Windham, 1978).

Attempts to balance the radon budget (ie account for the measured

concentration of radon found in the room by measuring the radium content

of-the construction material and other parameters) in a room in an

occupied building were far from successful (Cliff and O'RLordan, 1978).

The radon-222 concentration measured in the room was an order of magnitude

higher than that which could be supported by the radiuai content of the

structural materials of the room.

In all previous measurements constraints were inevitably placed on

the use of the dwellings as their use was permitted by the voluntary

aquieseence of members of the general public. In late 1978, however, ar.

opportunity arose to carry out measurements in a block of flats under

construction in a country outside the UK, in which some of the building

materials used had enhanced radium-226 concentration.

Measurements were carried out in a room of a flat on the third floor

of this building. The room itself was closed (doors and windows) whereas

all windows in other rooms throughout the flat were fully opened, as were

windows in the flats above and below the flat containing the room being

investigated. Measurements of the concentrations of the short-lived

daughters of radon-222 were carried out, using the method described by

Cliff (1978b, 1978c) within the room, in the corridor outside the room and

on the balcony in the outside air outside the window of the room. The

radon daughter concentrations measured in the corridor and on the balcony

were the same (within the limits of experimental error) and indicated that



the room was surrounded by air of uniform radon concentration. Thus

the ventilation paths for the room did not affect the derivation of

radon production rate for the room as all paths were to points of

similar radon concentration. Measurements of ventilation rate of

the room were carried out using the tracer gas technique and the rate

of .radon production within the room was calculated. The room was glazed

and plastered but no other decorating had been carried out. Three walls

were constructed from plaster blocks, the fourth wall was a main load

bearing wall of concrete and the floor and ceiling were of concrete.

Samples of the concrete and plaster bloacs used in this building were

taken and are being analysed at NRPB for radium content and emanating

fraction (the fraction of radon produced within the material that escapes

from the surface to surrounding air).

Provisional results indicate a radium concentration in the plaster

blocks of 444 Bq Kg"1 (12 pCt g"1) and in the concrete of 18.5 Bq Kg"1 '

(0.5 p d g ). The rate of production of radon within the room was

—3 —1 ""1. —1
assessed as- 12 Bq m h (0.32 gCL 1 Ti ). From these measurements

together with those of the dimensions cf the room the indications are

that the radon concentration measured in the room is supported solely by

the radium content of the structural elements of the room, ie the radon

budget balances.

It should be noted that the rate of production of radon in this room,

where a substantial quantity of building material of unusually high radium

concentration is used, is lower than the mean production rate found in

the dwellings survey in Great Britain. The majority of the measurements

in the dwellings survey were carried out in ground floor rooms and the

results reported here further emphasise the role of radon ingress from the

ground in the concentration of radon found in UK buildings.



A full report of these measurements, together with those of

7-ray exposure rates found within the room and in other parts of the

building, will be published shortly (Cliff and O'Riordan, 1979).
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V
.' ABSTEACT. Calculations of the activity concentration of RaA (I1!Po) in the air within
' living rooms and in the outside air were made at 87 dwellings in England and Scotland.

From these measurements together with a determination of the ventilation rate
. existing in the room at the time of the measurements, the rate at which " :Rn is
! emanating from room surfaces into room air in pCi I-1 h~" can be calculated. For the
i dwellings studied the mean emanation rate is 0'64 pCi I"1 h~* and on the basis of a
1 mean ventilation rate of one room change per hour throughout the year and assuming
i an occupancy factor of 0-8 the population exposure rate for the population of Great
1 Britain to the short-lived daughters of M«Rn is estimated to be 0-15 Working Level
; Months per year.

! 1. Introduction
j Within five years of Becquerel'e discovery of radioactivity Elster and Geitel
,' (1901) demonstrated that radioactive nuclides are present in the atmosphere.
' Investigations of this finding revealed that the nuclides present were radon
i (mRn) and thoron (220Rn) and their respective daughter products. Interest in
| atmospheric radioactivity has continued from these pioneer studies to the
' present day.
i Underground miners in certain areas of the world (where the uranium
| content of the subsoil is high) have been recorded as suffering from an excess
; of respiratory disease since the sixteenth century (Agricola 1556). Towards the
i end of the last century a large proportion of respiratory disease in miners was

diagnosed as lung cancer and in some mining communities the prevalence of
this disease may be regarded as reaching epidemic proportions. In Schneeberg,
Germany, between 1877 and 1879 75% of the deaths among working miners
were due to lung cancer (Halting and Hesse 1879 quoted in Lorenz 1944).
Similar mortality was occurring in miners in Joachimstal, Czechoslovakia,
although the cause was not recognised until 1926. Autopsy studies between
1929 and 1938 revealed that 50% of deaths among miners at Joachimstal were
due to lung cancer (Peller 1939). From 1924 suggestions were made that the
causative agent leading to the excess of respiratory disease in uranium miners
might be radon-222 in the mine air (Ludewig and Lorenser 1924, Sikl 1930,
Saupe 1933). Bale (1951, quoted in Stewart and Simpson 1963) calculated that
the major proportion, greater than 99%, of the dose delivered to lung was due
to the short-lived daughters of radon-222 and not the radon itself. These
short-lived daughters of ***Rn are *18Po (half-life 3-05 min). *MPb (half-life
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26-8 min), *MBi (half-life 19-7 min) and ««Po (half-life l-OxlO^s). These
nuclides have traditionally been given the names BaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1

respectively. RaA and RaC1 are emitters of alpha particles but due to the short
half-life of RaC1 this nuclide is, for all practical purposes, always in equilibrium
with RaC and the alpha particle emitted by RaC1 may be regarded as a prompt
alpha particle from RaC. Following the indictment of the short-lived daughters
of radon and in view of the difficulty in measuring the individual daughter
activity concentrations under working conditions in a mine, a special unit was
adopted for measuring the potential hazard. This unit, the Working Level
(WL), is defined as any combination of the short-lived decay products of radon-
222 ; RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1 in one litre of air which will result in the ultimate
release of 1-3 x 10* MeV of alpha energy in decaying to I10Pb (RaD). Although
this definition is satisfied by an activity concentration of 100 pCi 1 - 1 each of
RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1 the definition is independent of any particular state
of daughter equilibrium (Evans 1969; this reference is an excellent introductory
text to the properties of radon daughters). The cumulative exposure to the
short-lived daughters of radon-222 is measured in Working Level Months
(WLH), one WLM being an exposure at one Working La^el for one working month
(taken as 170 hours), or 0-5 WL for two working months and so on. Following an
intensive study of the mortality of uranium miners in the United States
(Lundin, Wagoner and Archer 1971) the correlation between the cumulative
exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon and the excess incidence of
lung cancer was demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt.

Exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon is not confined to under-
ground miners. Uranium is widely distributed in the earth's crust, typically in
concentrations of 2-4 parts per million (Evans 1969) and in consequence is
found in most materials commonly used by the building industry. Radium
being a decay product of uranium is also found in building materials and acts
as the source of radon. Clay bricks contain typically l-4^arts per million of
radium whereas granite bricks have an elevated concentration of 2-^parts per
million (Hamilton 1971). Radon, being a noble gas, diffuses from the room
surface materials and from the Bubsoil below the building into room air, where
it and its daughters are available for inhalation by the room occupants.

Over the last 25 years various authors have expressed concern at the actual
or proposed use of building materials with radium concentrations substantially
in excess of those in traditional materials (e.g. Hultqvist 1956, Pensko 1976).
An assessment of the radiological implications of using by-product gypsum from
the phosphate fertiliser industry, which has a higher radium concentration than
the natural product, was undertaken by O'Riordan, Duggan, Rose and
Bradford (1972) and they considered the effect of the resultant additional
exposure to radon and its daughters. For future exercises of this kind it would
be helpful to have a knowledge of the current exposure of the general population
to these nuclides. Such knowledge may also be useful in assessing the signifi-
cance of some of the radioactive nuclides present in the atmosphere as a result
of mankind's various activities. Caruthers and Waltner (1975) and
Parthasarathy (1976) called upon the United States National Council on
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Radiation Protection to set maximum permissible concentrations of tMRn in
buildings in the light of the activity concentrations that had been measured in
public and private buildings. The setting of such a limit can be made meaning-
fully only if the range of concentrations existing in traditionally constructed
buildings and in particular in dwellings is known.

Extensive surveys of the activity concentrations of radon and its daughters
have been reported in Sweden (Hultqvist 1956), Hungary (Toth 1972), Poland
(Pensko 1072) and Austria (Steinhausler 1975). Toth and Pensko give results
only for poorly ventilated rooms. Steinhausler assumes equilibrium between
radon-222 and its short-lived daughters in poorly ventilated rooms but gives
no information as to the actual ventilation conditions of the room existing at
the time of the measurements. Haque, Collinson and Blyfch-Brooke (1965)
measured radon activity concentrations in several rooms in London but merely
categorised the rooms as adequately or inadequately ventilated. Davies and
Forward (1970) reported levels of radon-222 indoors and out-of-doors at a
location in Surrey but did not measure the equilibrium conditions existing at the
time of their measurements. Hultqvist (1956) discussed the effect of ventilation
but again gave results in terms of ventilated and unventilated rooms. Duggan
and Bradford (1974) reported the results of a preliminary survey of radon and
its short-lived daughter activity concentrations in domestic dwellings. These
authors took account of the ventilation rate existing at the time of the measure-
ments in the rooms under investigation. The work reported in this paper is an
extension of the survey initiated by Duggan and Bradford and relies heavily
on the foundations laid by those authors.

2. Method of measurement
2.1. Outline of the method

In both outside air and the air within buildings the activity concentrations
of radon and its daughters exhibit large temporal fluctuations. Steinhausler
(1975) measured activity concentrations of radon-222 in rooms of buildings
which were stated to be unventilated and attempted to correlate the wide
fluctuations observed with a number of meteorological variables. However, no
measurements of actual ventilation rate were made and in a closed room
ventilation by infiltration through brick work and cracks surrounding doors
and windows is far from constant (see section 3 below). Such changes in
ventilation rate will alter the concentration of radon and its daughters existing
within the room.

The approach adopted by Duggan and Bradford (1974) and continued by
this author is to assume that the most important factors which determine the
radon and daughter concentrations within a room are:
(i) the rate of exhalation of radon into the room, and

(ii) the ventilation rate existing in the room.
The first factor may be regarded as essentially constant as it is mainly

dependent upon the radium content of the material used in the construction
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of the building and of the ground beneath it; relative humidity, atmospheric
pressure and temperature being secondary influences. The effects of ventilation
will be considered later.

Following the approach adopted by Hultqvist (1966), consider a room with
a constant ventilation rate olj room changes per hour. Let

Q be the number of atoms of the nuclide of interest per litre of room air,
Q1 be the number of atoms of the nuclide of interest per litre of outdoor air,
C be the activity concentration of the nuclide of interest, in pCi I"1, in

the room air,
C1 be the activity concentration of the nuclide of interest in pCi I"1, in

the outdoor air,
A be the decay constant of the nuclide of interest expressed in h"1. The

values for u l Rn, RaA, RaB and BaC being taken as 0-00755 br1,
13-63 h-1, 1-552 hr1 and 2111 h-1 respectively,

k be the number of radon atoms emanating from the room surfaces per
litre of room air per hour,

K be the number of picocuries of radon emanating from the room surfaces
per litre of room air per hour (pCS I-1, h -1). K will be called the radon
output of the room.

The subscripts R and A refer to radon and RaA respectively.
Assuming that air enters the room from outside at a constant rate, mixes

uniformly with the room air and that this mixed air leaves the room at the same
constant rate then

and in the steady state

(1)

(2)

Using this relationship k may be found from the measurement of j , QR and
X However, it was found more convenient to calculate the RaA concentration

than the radon concentration. For RaA the corresponding equation to eqn (2) is

**QR = *AQ*+JQA-JQ\- (3)

A«anming that jpXR (valid for all practical ventilation rates) and that
^ R ^ R *= ̂ A # \ ('-e- m outdoor air RaA is in equilibrium with radon) then
eqns (2) and (3) may be combined to yield

or
(5)

But AA = 13-63 h-1 so
K = j(l + 00734j) (CA - C \ ) . (6)

It follows from eqn (6) that K can be determined from the measurement of
CA, C1

A and j . However, eqn (6) is true only in the steady state, i.e. when
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is zero. The question therefore arises as to how long one must wait after
» change in ventilation rate before conditions again approach a steady state.
From eqn (2) and remembering that for all practical circumstances j£>AR
we have

where Cm is the radon activity concentration in the eteady-state condition
with a ventilation rate j v IS the ventilation rate is suddenly changed from

j t to j t then the radon activity concentration Cm at any subsequent time t is
given by

and integration gives

i

or

0», - J ' I C R I ?

The first term in eqn (10) represents the steady-state value of the radon
activity concentration, GR<*>'

 a* the new ventilation rate j t and this value is
approached asymptotically. Calculations were carried out for a number of
values oîjltja, K and C'R in order to obtain a general idea of the time, T, which
should elapse after a change in ventilation rate before carrying out measure-
ments of CA for the determination of K, The steady state was taken to be
sensibly reached when CRj reached 0-8CRœ (for ji>jt) or C^ reached l-2CRa>
(for jx <j%). As would be expected, T is generally much shorter in the situation
where j 1 <jt. T is longest when j falls from a high to a low value. This was
usually the case during measurements : in order to reduce counting uncertainties
to a minimum CA was usually increased by closing windows and doors before
carrying out measurements.

Fron eqn (10)

(ID

If r M is the value of t for which C^ = 0-8CRlo then

If ^ - S h - 1 , <;1 = 0-5h-1, Z = 0-5pCil~1 and &* = 0-07 pCi I"1 then
Cw = 0-24 pCi l~l and T0.a = 2-7 h. In any practical situation To^ is unlikely
to be larger than this.

2.2. Calculation of the RaA activity concentration
The activity concentrations, CA and C1

A, of RaA were calculated using a
Radon Daughter Monitor designed by James and Strong (1973) and using the
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method of measurement described by Cliff (1978). In this instrument air is draw n
through a filter paper (Whatman 6FA) which is positioned in front of a silicon
surface barrier detector. The associated detector circuit has a discriminator
level set to exclude the counting of (3-particles. The arrangement allows a
gross alpha count from decaying nudides deposited on the filter paper to be
recorded while sampling is in progress as well as after the end of sampling.
The regime most commonly adopted for calculating the activity concentration
of RaA was to sample the air for a period of 15 min and record the gross alpha
count obtained during this period. The sample ceased at 16 znin and two further
gross alpha counts were recorded from 16 to 36 and 37 to 57 min from the start
of the sampling period. From the three counts recorded, Av At and At, the
activity concentration, (7A of RaA is found (in pCi I"1) from

CA = (llVE)(0-01305Al-0-01152At+0-008043At) (13)
where V is the volume flow rate (lmin-1) and E is the counter efficiency
(cpm/dpm). With a counter efficiency of 0-2 and a flow rate of 50 lmin'1 the
sensitivity of this method is such that for an RaA activity concentration of
0-07 pCi I"1 the relative standard deviation due to counting statistics is 0-5.
From the three counts obtained the Working Level can be calculated as

10WL = ^ _ (0-00453^! - 0-00135^,+0-019374,). (11)

The sensitivity of the measurement of RaA activity concentration was
always adequate for measurements of CA within the room and in the majority
of cases adequate in the outside air for measuring O1

A. If C\ was very low the
uncertainty in the measurement of C1

A was unacceptable. In these cases the
Working Level was evaluated and C1

A calculated from this on the assumption
that equilibrium existed, i.e. Cl

A = <71
B = Cl

c. Under equilibrium conditions
with a flow rate of 501 min'1 and detection efficiency 0-2 the coefficient of
variation at KM WL is 14% ; 10-* WL corresponds to 0-01 pCi 1~* each of RaA,
RaB and RaC. In those cases where this last method was adopted it is unlikely
that the uncertainty in C1

A determination exceeds 50% (one standard deviation).

2.3. Measurement of ventilation rate
The measurement of ventilation rate, j , was carried out by the usual method

of releasing and rapidly mixing a tracer gas into the room air (Dick 1950). If
the ventilation rate is constant then the concentration of tracer gas will decrease
exponentially with time. A plot of the logarithm of concentration against time
will yield a straight line the slope of which is the ventilation rate. Krypton-85
was used as the tracer gas and its concentration measured by scaling the counts
from a B12H Geiger-Muller tube. The release of 0-1 mCi of wKr into a room
produced a concentration whose decrease could be followed for a period depend-
ent upon the volume of the room and the ventilation rate; for a normal size
living room and a ventilation rate of one room change per hour this period was
about one hour.
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2.4. Other measurements
Changes in atmospheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity probably

influence the emanation rate of radon-222, but of these factors only a pressure
change is likely to produce a prompt change in emanation rate (Jonassen and
MoLaughlin 1977). Atmospheric pressure was continuously recorded on a
microbarograph during each measurement exercise. Temperature was recorded
on a thermograph.

The determination of the radon output of a room by the method described
depends inherently on the assumption that the air exchange is solely between
that in the room and that outside the dwelling. This will not usually be the
case when a wind is blowing and the room being studied is on the leeward side
of the house. The wind direction at each site was noted and, where practical,
the room chosen for study was situated on the windward side of the house.

One factor in the translation of exposure to radon daughters into dose to
bronchial epithelium which is considered important by many authors is the
fraction of daughters (in particular RaA) unattached to condensation nuclei.

': A rough value of this fraction can be determined from a knowledge of the
/ concentration of condensation nuclei in the air (Duggan and Howell 1969).

Measurements of condensation nuclei were carried out using a portable con-
,' densation nuclei counter (Portable semi-automatio monitor, Environment One
£•' Corporation).

J 3. Organisation of the measurements
*' The usefulness of this survey depends on the assumption that the radon
& output of the room as determined by this measurement procedure is reasonably
•'-• constant with time. As shown in section 2.1 anf change in the ventilation rate
.,', requires some two and a half hours before conditions may be taken to have
.'•; returned to the steady state. The ventilation rate may alter due to changing
* meteorological conditions as well as by deliberate action such as closing windows.
'*' In a similar fashion it can be demonstrated that a change in the radon
*; concentration in the outside air will not be immediately reflected in the concen-
)• tration of radon found in the room air. On this basis a single measurement of
L.- each of the parameters, CA, (71

A and j might not result in a representative value
t for the radon output, K, of the room.
v To investigate the constancy of K for s given room, one room was studied
t day and night for a period of four days. Measurements of CA, Cfl

A andj were
„- made at approximately five-hourly intervals during this four-day period. The
'•': room was closed throughout this period and ventilation was solely that due to

§ • • natural leakage around doors and windows and the up-draught in the chimney
: flue behind a gas fire which was not operated during the measurement period.

Fig. 1 shows the results of these measurements together with calculated values
of radon output K. The uncertainties shown are one standard deviation due to
counting statistics only. Fig. 1 demonstrates that all the parameters exhibit
large temporal variations. In particular, the changes in ventilation rate
demonstrate that caution is called for in classifying rooms loosely as poorly or

• -?4-y
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Fig. 1. Temporal variation in room air RaA oonoentration CA, outnds air RaA concentra-
tion 0\». ventilation rate j and radon output K for one room over a four-day period.

well ventilated. The temporal variations in each of the parameters are reflected
in the variability of the individual determinations of radon output. However,

A
may

if the radon output for the room is calculated using the mean values of <7A, C1

and j for the entire four-day period the value is 0-222 pCil-'h'1 and this ma,
be taken as a better approximation to the true radon output than any individual
calculation of K based on single determinations of CA, C1

A and j . Table 1
shows the values of radon output calculated from the mean parameter values
over each day, together with the deviation AK per cent from the four-day mean
given above. It is concluded from these results that whereas the measurement
of radon output based on measurements in a given room over a period of one
day may not be a reliable estimation of the true mean radon output of that
room, the uncertainty in such a determination is unlikely to exoeed 50%. In a
survey of a large number of dwellings such uncertainties should be equally
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Table 1. Deviation of the radon output calculated using the mean parameter
values over a one-day period from the radon output calculated from the means

of four days' values (0-222 pCS I"1 h~»)

Day

1
2
3
4

(pCiV1)

0-763
0-600
0-646
0-514

C'A

(pen-1)
0-141
0128
0-093
0074

Mean

(h-')

0-286
0-508
0-280
0-572

K

0182
0-249
0158
0-262

AK

- 1 8
+ 12
-29
+ 18

distributed about the mean and the overall mean radon output calculated from
the survey results will not be far removed from the true mean. On the basis of
these considerations and to limit the time and staff requirements for the survey,
as well as the inconvenience incurred by members of the public agreeing to
participate in the project, measurements were confined to a one-day period.
The equipment was usually installed at about 08.30 hours in the room to be
studied and the doors and windows closed. Measurements of CA, G1

A and j
were taken periodically throughout the day starting at 11.00 hours and
finishing around 18.30 hours.

Dwellings studied were located in the counties of Berkshire, Cornwall,
Dorset, Essex, Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Merseyside, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and
Wiltshire and in the towns or conurbations of Aberdeen, Birmingham,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, London and Manchester. In all 87 dwellings were
surveyed. Fig. 2 illustrates the distribution of dwellings by age, style and main
structural material of both, the main frame of the dwelling and the inner walls
of the room studied.

emente4. Résulta of the mi
In fig. 3 are displayed the radon outputs for the dwellings investigated

categorised as in fig. 2. In terms of the small numbers in each category and
the similarity in the range of radon output within each group it is not con-
sidered that there is a strong dependence of radon output on the age of the
dwelling. For the range of dates built, from 1900 to 1915, the mean appears to
be significantly higher than for the other age ranges but this is due to the
highest radon output measured of 5-5 pCi 1-1 br1 lying in this range. If this
high value is removed the mean for this range is reduced to 0-66 pCi I"1 h - 1

which is similar to that for other age ranges. Similar arguments apply to the
distribution of outputs regarding the style; the removal of the high of
6-5 pCi I"1 h~* from the semidetached house group reduces the mean for this
group to 0-461 pCi I"1 h"1. In the case of the ground floor and first floor flats
it is normally expected that the radon concentration falls as one progresses to
higher floors (Toth 1972). This appears to be reversed in this investigation but
as the numbers in these categories are small (five ground floor flats and four
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Fig. 2. Distribution of dwellings surveyed by date of construction, style of property,
main material of the shell of the building and the main material of the inner walls
of the room studied.

first floor flats) the difference in the means is not significant. The distribution
of radon outputs according to material used for the main shell demonstrates
that the only group exhibiting a significantly higher mean radon output is that
of buildings constructed from granite and this group contains the highest value
measured. The distribution of radon outputs appears, as might be expected,
to be largely dependent upon the materials used for the inner walls, the highest
radon outputs being found in those properties having inner walls of stone and
plaster. In particular all rooms with exposed stone, which is often used for
ornamental purposes, showed a high radon output regardless of the group in
which they occurred. For the dwellings with some exposed stone within the
room measured the mean radon output was 2-5 pCS I"1 h"1 with a range from
0-80 to 5-5 pCi I"1 h-1. Fig. 4(a) shows the distribution of radon outputs accord-
ing to a broad geological classification of the subsoil at the location of the
dwelling. In view of the similarity in the range of results in each group the
influences of subsoil on emanation rate is not pronounced. It must be borne
in mind that in both sandstone and granite areas the dwellings were often
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constructed from locally obtained materials and these materials influence the
radon output more than the subsoil. However, for a room with a given radon
output and ventilation rate the actual activity concentrations of radon and its
daughters existing in the room are influenced by the concentrations in the out-
side air find this is dependent upon the subsoil among other factors. Fig. 4(6)
shows the distribution of mean outside air RaA activity concentrations as
measured during this survey with subsoil type.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of radon outputs for all dwellings surveyed. As
the distribution is very unsymmetrical when plotted linearly it is plotted to a
logarithmic scale. The median value obtained is 0-32 pCi l~x h - 1 with a
geometric standard deviation of 31 . The arithmetic mean for all the dwellings
surveyed is 0-60 pCS I"1 hr1.
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Fig. S. Radon-222 output of living rooms in dwellings in Great Britain.

5. Estimation of population exposure
The Idghest value for radon output recorded was 5-5pCiI~1h~1 and is

almost twice that of the next highest value found (2-8 pCi l~x h~*). This high
value occurred in a dwelling in Cornwall constructed from local granite known
to contain a relatively high radium activity concentration ( > 2-6 pCi g"1). As
such dwellings are uncommon and the population density of Cornwall is low
it is reasonable to exclude this value when attempting to estimate population
exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon-?9?. With this highest value
of radon output removed the arithmetic mean radon output is reduced to
0-51 ptS I"1 h - I . For a room with a given radon output the actual activity
concentrations of each daughter product in the room air are strongly dependent
upon the ventilation rate. Table 2 shows the activity concentrations of the
short-lived daughters in a room emanating 0-64 pCi l~l hr1 radon-222 for
various ventilation conditions (in room changes per hour). In compiling this
table it is assumed that the activity concentration of radon in the outside air
is 0-07 pCi I-1 and that the activity ratios Rn : RaA : EaB : BaC are
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• ' %

Table 2. Radon daughter activity concentrations in a room emanating
0-64 pCi I"1 h"4 for various ventilation rates (room changes per hour)

nte (h-1)

0 1
0-2
0-6
1-0
1-6
2 0

Concentration

RaA

6-07
264
MO
0-67
0-39
0.31

RaB

4-76
2-36
0-86
0-37
0-23
017

(pen-»)

BaC, RaC1

4-55
2-16
0-69
0-26
016
011

Working
level (WL)

00471
00230
00081
00035
00022
0-0016

1 : 1 : 0-8 : 0-6. This figure for mean radon activity concentration is in agree-
ment with measurements made during this survey and with figures quoted in
the literature (e.g. Davies and Forward 1970, Harley 1973). Thus before an
assessment can be made of mean population exposure, a mean ventilation rate
over a year must be assumed. Surveys of ventilation rates in dwellings in
Great Britain are virtually non-existent. Dick and Thomas (1951) measured
heat loss in two occupied dwellings and inferred from these results that the
ventilation rate was between two and three air changes per hour. However,
at the time of this research open solid fuel fires, with their attendant up-draughts,
were more common than at the present time. During the survey of radon
daughter concentrations in dwellings it was common to find ventilation rates
in the region of 0-7 h"1 with doors and windows closed. In a number of cases
the ventilation rate was as low as 0-2 h -1 . With the increasing costs of domestic
heating fuels and the consequential increase in the use of doable glazing and
draft-excluding materials around doors it can be reasoned that ventilation rates
are generally below one room change per hour for seven months of the year.
Even in the warmer seasons windows are often shut at night. Thus a typical
mean ventilation rate over the year of one room change per hour has been
assumed.

On the basis of a mean ventilation rate of one room change per hour and
assuming people spend 80% of their time within buildings (occupancy factor
0-8, UNSCEAR 1977) then the mean population cumulative exposure rate is
0-144 w m y - 1 from exposure within buildings. To this must be added the
0-005 wua y- 1 received while in the open air. Thus the overall mean exposure
rate to the short-lived daughters of radon is calculated to be 0-15 WLMy-1.
Over a 70-year life span the total cumulative exposure of 10-5 WLM corresponds
to 8-8% of the cumulative exposure which in uranium miners produces a
statistically significant increase in lung cancer (Lundin et al. 1971).

Many workers have attempted to relate exposure in WXM to dose in rads to
bronchial epithelium with conversion factors ranging from 0-2 rad WLM-*
(Harley and Pasternak 1972) to 12radWLH~1 (Haque and Collinson 1967).
Toth (1972) adopted a figure of 0-66 rad WLM"1 when estimating the bronchial
epithelium dose rate for the population of Hungary. Using the same conversion
factor, the Great Britain mean population dose rate to bronchial epithelium is

*;•

35.3
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69 mrad y~ l which becomes 2-0 rem y~x when the quality factor of 20 for alpha
particles is applied (ICRP 1977).

This figure of 2-Oremy-1 mean population bronchial epithelium dose
equivalent rate may be disputed because of the uncertainties in the conversion
factors used in its derivation. This author is of the opinion that exposure to
the short-lived daughters of radon-222 is best expressed as WLM although
caution must be exercised in interpreting the consequences of a cumulative
exposure expressed in WLM. Jacobi (1976) has reviewed the data for the
increased incidence of lung cancer in uranium and other miners and has derived
a risk factor for this group of 200 excess lung cancers per 10* persons per WLM.
It must be stressed that this risk estimate applies only to the group studied and
cannot be applied to the population at large. One of the main factors influencing
the bronchial epithelium dose resulting from an exposure in WLM is breathing
rate. It is unlikely that many members of the population working within
buildings, and in particular in dwellings, have a respiratory rate as high as that
of underground miners. For part of the time over which the exposure in
dwellings occurs the person is relaxing and for perhaps seven hours he is asleep
when his breathing rate is much reduced. To illustrate the absurdity of
applying the risk estimate derived from miners' exposure to the population
exposure Reissland (1977) has applied the miners' risk estimate to the population
exposure derived from this work and predicted the incidence of lung cancer in
women in Great Britain on this basis. Women were chosen since they generally
smoke less than men. His table 3 compares the predicted incidence of lung cancer
with that actually observed and for women below 40 years of age there are
more lung cancers predicted than the total number observed due to all causes
of cancer of the bronchus and lung. This emphasises that the risk estimate
for miners' exposure cannot be used for population exposure due to building
materials.

The above calculation of radon daughter concentration inside the room
assumes that the equilibrium conditions in the incoming air are the same as in
the outside air. However, in a closed room the ingress of outside air will be
through small cracks around windows and outside doors. Within these cracks
there is a high probability of deposition of some of the daughter activity from
the outside air thus changing the equilibrium conditions in the incoming air.
However, for the mean ventilation rate of one room change per hour even if
the extreme (and very unlikely) case is taken of all the daughters in the
incoming air being deposited within the cracks this will reduce the Working
Levels in the room by only 7%. It should be noted that changes in the equili-
brium conditions in the incoming air do not affect the validity of eqn (4).

6. Conchuion
On the basis of this survey the mean exposure to the short-lived daughters of

radon-222 for the population of Great Britain is 0-15 Working Level Months per
year giving a dose equivalent rate to bronchial epithelium of 2-0 rem y-1.
Regardless of the uncertainties in the estimation of dose equivalent it can
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unquestionably be concluded that of all body cells those receiving the highest
dose equivalent from any source of natural radioactivity are those of the
bronchial epithelium and this is largely due to exposure within buildings.
With continuing efforts at energy conservation resulting in generally lower
ventilation rates in the colder months, and with the probable increase in the
use of by-product materials with slightly enhanced radium concentration as
building materials, this dose equivalent rate will increase.

t. The method described in this paper has not been tested independently by the
- \ direct measurement of radon gas concentrations in the air within a room and in

f the outside air. It is planned to carry out such measurements in the near future
at the same time as measurements are repeated using the method reported here.

? The room used for this study will be that used to investigate the temporal
à variations in radon output assessment as describe'! in section 3. These results
f will be published at a later date together with a summary of the actual values
i of Working Levels found in dwellings during the survey.

f I wish to express my gratitude to Mr. B. L. Davies for his unfailing support
>: and enthusiasm for this study and the many useful discussions that took place
/ as the study progressed, to Dr. G. W. Dolphin for his advice and encouragement
v during the project, to Mr. D. Morris of the KRPB Electronics Section who
£ designed and constructed the version of the Radon Daughter Monitor used in
£ this study and finally to all those householders without whose co-operation
£r this work would not have been possible.

U RÉSUMÉ
V Evaluation des ooooentrations flUes aériennes de radon dans les résidenoee en Grande-Bretagne

•J\ Des calculs de la concentration d'activité d o BaA ( a uFo) dans l'air ambiant des salles de séjour
,*, et dans l'air extérieur ont été faits sur 87 residences en Angleterre et en Escoase. A partir de ces
•f ' mesures, ainsi qu'à l'aide d'une détermination du rythme de ventilation dans les pièces au moment
>%• de la prise des mesures, le taux de ***Rn émanant des surfaces de la pièce dans l'air en pCi l"1 h"1

'. peut être caloolé. Pour les études des résidences, le taux moyen d'émanation est de 0,54 pCi
t.. J-i h-i et, sur la base d'un taux de ventilation moyen d'un renouvellement d'air par heure et par
;•.' pièoe sur l'ensemble de l'année, de même qu'en supposant on coefficient d'occupation de 0,1 l'on
tv a estimé que le toux d'exposition de la population en Grande-Bretagne aux substances filles de
J". •**&• a vie courte était de 0,16 moins à niveau de travail par an.

S; ZtTSAMMENFASStTNG

Bewertung von Konzentrationsankaufungen von Tochterelementen des Badons, die von der Luft
getragen werden, in Hausem in Groesbritannien

Berecbnungen der AktiviUttakonxentration von BaA (u»Po) in den Luftvolumina von Wohn-
raumen und in der Aussenluft warden fur 87 Hauser in England und Schottland durcbgefuhrt.
Disse Hessungen erlauben es, die Austrittagesclnrindigkeit von ***Bn au» den Wandnachen des
Baumes in die Baumluft in pCi 1-%-' zu erreohnen, indem man rusatzlich noeh die Ventilationt-
geschwindigkeit un Baum «ur Zeit der Durobfûhrong der Hessungen misst und bei den Bech-
nungen zugrundelegt. Bei den untersuchten Gebauden lag die mittlere Austrittsgeschwindigkeit
bei 0,54 pCi l-'br1. Unter Zugrundelegung einer durchsohnittlichen Ventilationsrate, denufolge
daw Luftvolumen einee Baumes stundlioh erneuert wird—und dies trifft fur des ganze Jahr eu-,
sowie unter der Voraussetcung eines Bewohnungs- bxw. Nutzfaktors von 0,8 ergibt gjch fur die
britische Bovolkerung ein Binwirkongsniveau der kuidebigen Tochterelemente des œ R n von
8chktzungswiese 0,15 Mbnate pro Jahr, umgereobnet auf ArbeitsverhUtnisse.
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Operating Experience with Equipment for
Continuous Monitoring of Radon Gas and Radon Daughters

by
Eric L. Geiger

Introduction

Continuous monitors for radon progeny and gas were manufactured by
Eberline in the spring of 1977 for use by Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL). Three of these instruments were used to gather baseline data
for a generic environmental impact statement on uranium mining and
milling. An identical unit was installed at a site in south Texas in
June 1977 to gather pre-^oeraticwal data for a proposed open pit
uranium mine and mill comply. Since the fall of 1977, Eberline has
delivered 24 continuous monitors for radon gas. The units are now being
used by 16 different uranium resource companies, government agencies and
research organizations.

Description of Monitors

Basic components of the Radon Progeny and Gas Monitor (RPG-1) are shown
in the enclosed block diagram, Fig. 1. All components are Eberline
products except the printer, which is commercially available. Therefore,
no new technology had to be developed. The size of the total package,
including the weatherproof enclosure is 36" x 30" x 13". Each unit is
provided with four detachable legs which places the sampling inlet 36"
from the ground. The unit is designed for AC power operation.

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows. Air, at a
constant (regulated) flow rate, passes through an Eberline ALPHA-3 detector
assembly where airborne particulates are removed on a 47mm membrane filter.
The detector in the ALPHA-3 unit is a silicon diffused junction type with
a cleanable 490 mm2 area. This detector is used to measure alpha particles
from 21IJPo (RaC), 218Po (RaA), or total alpha from 211*Po and 2 1 8Po. Working
level (WL) may be measured with a calibration error of less than 5% when gross
alpha is measured; therefore, the alpha spectrometry feature is needed only
for special studies. The working level for radon daughters is defined in
terms of total alpha energy per liter of air sampled; therefore, integrated
counts from this detector can be converted directly to WL. Only the dust
deposited during the past two hours of operation will contribute to self-
absorption of the alpha particles from radon daughters; therefore, the
only limitation on dust loading is the pressure drop across the filter.
Under most conditions, weekly exchange of the filter should be adequate.
These filters may be saved (composited) for quarterly analyses of 2 3 0Th,
226Ra, 210Pb, 210Po and uranium.

After the air passes through the filter in the ALPHA-3 detector, it passes
through an Eberline SAC-R5 which measures radon gas. The SAC-R5 consists
of a 1.4 liter scintillation cell, coated on the inside with zinc sulfide,
and a 5" diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight housing. The
scintillation cell is replaceable for about $100.00 in case it becomes
contaminated with long-life alpha emitters. The typical response factor
is 5.5 CPM per pCI/S, with a typical background of about 2 CPM. The
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Operating Experience

The three RPG-1 units purchased by ANL in the spring of 1977 were used
almost continuously until the fall of 1978. During this period, unit 102
had no_ downtime, unit 103 was down two or three days and unit 104 was
down about a week. For 1h years of continuous operation, this is an
excellent record.

The RPG-1 unit located in south Texas had problems with the radon daughter
channel during October and November 1977 and was inoperative for a little
more than two months. Symptoms were very high and erratic readings in the
daughter (WL) channel. Eberline had agreed to send a technician to the
site when the problem corrected itself and the unit again functioned normally.
During the first year, a health physicist traveled to the site occasionally
to check background and to re-calibrate the radon gas channel. The radon
gas channel was operative for the entire first year with the exception
of four days in August, 1977 caused by a printer malfunction, thirteen days
in November, 1977 and eighteen days in February 1978. Operating experience
in the second year was less satisfactory. Parts of the system were shipped
back to Santa Fe for re-calibration rather than re-calibration at the site.
Problems experienced related to poor communications and equipment damage
in shipment. This experience tends to convince us that routine calibration
at the site is better than shipment back and forth to Santa Fe. .

A need considered by ANL and Eberline to be urgent is a radon gas generator
calibration kit. The user should be able to check the calibration at the
location where the RGM is installed. ANL has built a s..iall unit for this
purpose. It consists of a glass wool pre-filter, then a tube of charcoal,
then a bubbler containing water, then a bubbler containing ZZ6Ra in an acid
solution, then a third bubbler packed with glass wool. Air flows through
the unit at 0.1 a/min and is combined with another air stream at 0.9 S-/min
to give a total flow of 1 £/min. Each side of the 226Ra bubbler requires
a liquid tight valve which can be closed after each use.

A number of suggestions have been received concerning the RPG-1 design.
For example, the flow through the scintillator cell is much higher than
necessary, and ANL modified their units so that the flow through this
portion of the system is only 1 «,/min. This is more than adequate for
the radon gas detector. This and other suggestions will be considered
in re-design of the equipment.

The 24 RGM-l's shipped since November 1977 have operated with no or
very little downtime. Some of these have been operating continuously
since November 1977. Others are used on an intermittant basis. Some
problems have been noted that should be corrected in a subsequent design.
The following comments were offered concerning needed modification of
the RGM-1:

1. Pump is too weak. Need strong enough pump to maintain 1 £/min
even against a strong headwind.
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detector is calibrated using 222Rn from a NBS 226Ra standard solution.
By integrating continuously with hourly print-out, the integrated count
is proportional to average 222Rn concentration in pCi/l. The build-up
of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium immediately
so there is a lag between changes in 222Rn concentration in the air and
the corresponding change in instrument response. Although the hourly
average concentration may reflect this response lag, the daily average is
correct within a few percent.

After the air passes through the SAC-R5, it passes through a flow rate
indicator and the Eberline RAP-1 pump. This pump has been used for many
years in similar field applications and has provided years of continuous,
essentially trouble-free, operation under summer and winter environmental
conditions. A pressure indicator is used to indicate excessive dust
loading on the filter. An elapsed time meter indicates total run time.
The flow rate of the pump is held constant with a bypass type of flow
regulator.

The alpha pulses from the two detectors are processed with a modified
version of Eberline single channel analyzer and MS-3 electronics. The
total counts accumulated over a preset time interval (e.g., 1 hour) are
recorded automatically with a printer. Each sealer then recycles to
zero and starts immediately collecting counts for the next time interval.
If the integration time interval is one hour, a simple calculation (sub-
tract background and multiply by a factor) gives hourly average concentra-
tion of radon gas in pCi/Jl. The detection limit of the instrument is
about 0.1 pCi/£ for radon gas and about 0.0001 WL for radon progeny.
The instrument is designed to operate continuously under field conditions.
Normal servicing consists of changing the filter in the ALPHA-3 detector
weekly and replacing the print-out tape in the printer.

The Radon Gas Monitor (RGM-1) performs exactly the same function as
the radon gas channel of the RPG-1 but the radon daughter (progeny)
channel has been deleted. The unit is smaller than the RPG-1 and is
packaged in a metal suitcase. The attached catalog sheet contains
a picture and additional description of the RGM-1.
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2. Filter is too small and filter holder should be replaced.

3. Intake should include plastic tube stuffed with glass wool to
function as a pre-filter.

4. Replace metal suitcase with rugged enclosure similar to (but
smaller than) RPG-1. RGM-1 can not be used outdoors continuously
without additional protection because it collects too much dust and
water through the vents in the case. The new version should be
u..signed for permanent mounting on a post in an outdoor location.
ANL operated one RGM-1 outdoors in the Uravan Colorado area through
the coldest part of the winter of '77 to '78 without any temperature
problems. However, they had to cover it with plastic to keep out
water and dirt.

5. Replace plastic scintillation cell with a metal one, open at one end,
mounted directly against PM tube with rubber gasket, which serves as
seal and shock absorber. ANL built two units like this and obtained
better plateau characteristics. To keep water from condensing on the
inside of the aluminum can, they wrapped the outside with heater tape
and used a thermostat to maintain an elevated temperature.

6. Use a less expensive printer which ANL has found to be reliable.
Printer malfunction has been the major reason for downtime.

Typical Data

Data typical of monthly fluctuations in radon gas concentrations are
shown in Fig. 2. These are preoperational data obtained at a site in
south Texas. Similar data have been obtained in New Mexico with the
highest concentrations occurring in the fall months.

Data typical of hourly fluctuations in radon gas and radon daughter
concentrations are shown in Fig. 3. These data were obtained in New
Mexico but similar data have been obtained at many other locations. The
maximum concentration of radon gas generally occurs during the early
morning hours.

A convenient format for summarizing the RGM-1 data is shown in Table 1.
This data also illustrates the magnitude of natural background concentrations
one may expect to find prior to any mining or milling.

Summary

The monitors for radon progeny and gas built by Eberline in early 1977
have proven to be rugged enough for continuous outdoor use. The subse-
quently designed radon gas monitor (RGM-1) has also proven to be reliable.
The suitcase configuration of the RGM-1 does not provide adequate protect-
ion from water and dust under all weather conditions. The RPG-1 type
enclosure seems to be better for permanent installation. Other suggestions
have been made for improving the RGM-1.



Radon Gas Monitor

The RGM-1 Radon Gas Monitor is a complete, portable system for
continuous measurement of radon gas. The instrument contains an
Eberline SAC-R5 Detector and SC-6 Scintillation Cell for radon gas
detection. A pump is included for continuous gas flow and a digital
recorder is used to record the data for unattended operation. The
electronics section contains a variable high vohage supply, charge
sensitive input amplifier, a light emitting diode six-decade sealer and
a timer. All electronic circuits are solid-state with extensive use of
integrated circuits to enhance reliability.

The instrument is housed in an aluminum carrying case for ease of
portability and may be operated unsheltered under average climatic
conditions. The carrying case is insulated, with a thermostatically
controlled ventilation fan for cooling in the summer. A thermo-
statically controlled heater is provided inside the digital recorder to
help prevent freeze-up in the winter. Additional protection may be
required during extremely cold winter months.

eberline
31



RADON GAS MONITOR (continued)

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows: air, filtered for dust, at a flow rate of
approximately one liter per minute, passes through an Eberline SAC-RS Scintillation Detector to measure
the radon gas. The SAC-RS consists of a SC-6 Scintillation Cell (approximately 1.4 liters) coated on the
inside with zinc sulfide, and a S -inch diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight housing. The SC-6 Scin-
tillation Cell may be replaced in case it becomes contaminated with long-life alpha emitters. The typical
response factor for the 1.4 liter cell is 6 counts per minute (cpm) per pCi/1 with a typical background of
1 to 2 cpm. The response of the radon detector is due to plate-out of radon progeny on the inside walls of
the cell. By integrating continuously with hourly printout, the integrated count is proportional to average
2 2 3 Rn concentration in pCi/1. The build-up of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium
immediately so there is a lag between changes in " 2 R n concentration in the air and the corresponding
change in instrument response. The daily average will be correct;however, the hourly average concentration
may reflect this response lag. The system is capable of measuring natural "background" concentrations of
2 " R n (about 0.1 pCi/1 and above). It is designed to monitor changes in airborne 2 2 2 Rn for the purpose
of evaluating contributions from a uranium mine, mill, tailings pond or in-situ leaching of uranium. It may
be used to measure radon concentrations in drill holes or soil gas for exploration purposes. It can be used to
monitor " 2 R n release rates from a tailings pile or from the site of a proposed tailings pond.

The total counts accumulated over a preset time interval are recorded automatically with a printer. The time
of day also is printed. The sealer then recycles to zero and starts immediately collecting counts for the next
time interval. If the integration time interval is one hour, a simple calculation (subtract background and
multiply by a factor) gives hourly average concentration of radon gas in pCi/1. The instrument is designed
to operate continuously under field conditions. Normal servicing consists of changing the dust filter on the
sampling air line, changing the dust filter on the cooling air intake (as required during summer months) and
replacing the printout paper in the printer. A technical manual is supplied with each instrument.

SPECIFICATIONS
High Voltage: Regulated, adjustable by front panel control from approximately 500 V and 1500 VDC. A
ten-turn potentiometer provides repeatable determined voltage setting. The supply (Eberline P-201 A) is a
plug-in module for ease of maintenance.

Sealer: Six-decade light emitting diode readout. A front panel switch is provided to disable the readout
when the instrument is unattended. A counting light indicates when the unit is counting.
Digital Recorder: Digitec Model 6140. Records clock time of each printout and total counts accumulated
during the preset time period (usually one hour).
Timer: Preset times from 0.1 minute to 60 minutes in a 1, 2,6 and xO.l, 1, 10 sequence. The timer uses
the line frequency as reference for an accuracy of greater than 0.05 percent. Three tuning modes are select-
able: TIMED, STOP and MANual. The TIMED position controls count for the preset time; the STOP posi-
tion prevents the sealer from counting; and the MANual position provides continuous counting. A reset-
start switch is provided to reset and start the sealer. A recycle function is provided to allow the recorder to
reset the timer after printout for continuous unattended operation.

Power: 115 V ±10%, 60 Hz. Provision has been included in the instrument for operation from a 230 V
50 Hz or 60 Hz line. Power consumption is less than 100 watts.
Temperature: Operational from 0°F to 140°F (-18°C to 60°C).

Size: 27 inches x 19 inches x 9.5 inches (69 x 48 x 24 cm).

Weight: 55 pounds (25 kg).

Detector Specifications: See Radon Gas Detector SAC-R5.

eberiine,' PO. bo* :!08. Suit» Fe, New Mexico 87501 (505)471-3232 TWX:9I0-98S-0678

32 November 1978
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TABLE 1

RADON GAS SUMMARY

JUNE 13, 1977 - MARCH 31, 1978

Date

6/13/77
6/14/77
6/15/77
6/16/77
6/17/77
6/18/77
6/19/77

6/20/77
6/21/77
6/22/77
6/23/77
6/24/77
6/25/77
6/26/77

6/27/77
6/28/77
6/29/77
6/30/77
7/01/77
7/02/77
7/03/77

7/04/77
7/05/77
7/06/77
7/07/77
7/08/77
7/09/77
7/10/77

7/11/77
7/12/77
7/13/77
7/14/77
7/15/77
7/16/77
7/17/77

7/18/77
7/19/77
7/20/77
7/21/77
7/22/77
7/23/77
7/24/77

Daily Average
pCi/1

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.8

1.7
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.9

0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
1.0
1.1

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.7
0.9
0.9

0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.7
1.1
0.7

Weekly Average
PCi/1

0.3

0.4

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.7

Hourly High
for Week
PCi/1

0.9

1.3

_

1.4

1.4

1.8

1.8
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CONTINUOUS RADON PROGENY AND GAS MONITOR

INTRODUCTION

Recent attention has focused on Radon-222 and its decay products (progeny)
as a potentially significant source of general population lung dose from the
uranium fuel cycle. Radon from existing and anticipated tailings piles is the
major long-term concern but radon released from uranium mines, ore stockpiles,
and mills also is receiving more attention. Radon is released as a gas. The
daughters (progeny) grow in later as the gas is dispersed. A measure of the
progeny only near the point of release may underestimate the inhalation hazard
at some point downwind. There is a need for instrumentation to continuously
monitor radon progeny in WL and radon gas in pCi/1 in the ambient environment
(atmosphere) near a tailings pile, uranium mine, or uranium mill. Eherline
has built three Continuous Radon Progeny and Gas (RPG) monitors for use by
Dr. Michael Momeni in the NRC study of environmental impacts of uranium mill
tailings. A fourth unit was built for use at a proposed mine and mill site
in Texas, where Eberline is performing the pre-operational background radio-
logical surveillance. Components of these RPG monitors have been used by
Eberline for years and are thoroughly proven, but this is the first time they
have been packaged to continuously and simultaneously measure both radon gas
and radon daughters.

Instrument Design

Basic components of the instrumentation are shown in.the enclosed block diagram,
Fig. 1. All components are Eberline products except the printer, which is
commercially available. Therefore, no new technology had to be developed. The
size of the total package, including the weatherproof enclosure is 36" x 30" x 13'
Each unit is provided with four detachable legs which places the sampling inlet
36" from the ground.

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows. Air, at a
constant (regulated) flow rate, passes through an "berline ALPHA-3 detector
assembly where airborne particulates are removed or. a 47mm membrane filter.
The detector in the ALPHA-3 unit is a silicon diffused junction type with a
cleanable 490 mm2 area. This detecto1 is used to measure alpha particles from
211(Po (RaC), 2 1 8Po (RaA), or total alpha from 21*Po and 2 1 BPo. The instrument
can be adjusted from one mode of operation to another. Working level (WL) may be
measured with a calibration error of less than 5% when gross alpha is measured;
therefore, the alpha spectrometry feature will be used only for special studies.
The working level for radon daughters is defined in terms of total alpha energy
per liter of air sampled; therefore, integrated counts from this detector can be
converted directly to WL. Only the dust deposited during the past two hours
of operation will contribute to self-absorption of the alpha particles from
radon daughters; therefore, the only limitation on dust loading is the pressure
drop across the filter. Under most conditions, weekly exchange of the filter
should be adequate. These filters may be saved (composited) for quarterly analyses
of 2 3 0Th, 2 2 6Ra, 2 1 0Pb, 2 1 0Po ana uranium.



After the air passes through the f i l t e r in the ALPHA-3 detector, i t passes
through an Eberline SACR-5 which measures radon gas. The SACR-5 consists of
a 1.4 l i t e r scint i l lat ion ce l l , coated on the inside with zinc sulfide, and a 5"
diameter photomultiplier tube in a l ight-t ight housing. The scint i l lat ion cell
is replaceable for about $100.00 in case i t becomes contaminated with long-life
alpha emitters. The typical response factor is 5.5 CPM per pCi/1 with a
typical background of about 2 CPM. The detector has been calibrated using
222Rn from a NBS 226Ra standard solution and the calibration wi l l be repeated
periodically. By integrating continuously with hourly print-out, the integrated
count is proportional to average 222Rn concentration in pCi/1. The build-up
of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium immediately so there
wi l l be a lag between changes in 222Rn concentration in the air and the correspond-
ing change in instrument response. Although the hourly average concentration
may reflect this response lag, the daily average is correct within a few
percent.

After the air passes through the SACR-5, i t passes through a flow rate indicator
and the Eberline RAP-1 pump. This pump has been used for many years in similar
f ie ld applications and has provided years of continuous, essentially trouble-
free, operation under summer and winter environmental conditions. A pressure
indicator is used to indicate excessive dust loading on the f i l t e r . An elapsed
ti>e meter indicates total run time. The flow rate of the pump is held constant
with a bypass type of flow regulator.

The alpha pulses from the two detectors are processed with a modified version of
Eberline single channel analyzer and MS-3 electronics. The total counts accumula-
ted over a preset "time interval (e.g., 1 hour) are recorded automatically with a
printer. Each sealer then recylces to zero and starts immediately collecting
counts for the next time interval. I f the integration time interval is one hour,
a simple calculation (subtract background and multiply by a factor) gives hourly
average concentration of radon progeny in working levels and hourly average
concentration of radon gas in pCi/1. The detection l imit of the instrument is
about 0.1 pCi/1 for radon gas and about 0.0001 WL for radon progeny. The
instrument is designed to operate continuously under f ie ld conditions. Normal
servicing consists of changing the f i l t e r in the ALPHA-3 detector weekly and
replacing the print-out tape in the printer.

Theoretical Factor for Radon Progeny Calibration

Working level (WL) is defined as 1.3 x 10s MeV of alpha energy from a l l radon
daughters in a l i t e r of air decaying through RaC. The f i l t e r used to collect
the radon daughters remains in place for period»of time that are long (24 hours
or longer) relative to the hal f - l i fe of these daughters (maximum 26.8 minutes);
therefore, a l l alpha particles through RaC1 wi l l be emitted while the f i l t e r is
facing the alpha detector, except for a very small fraction that decays after the
f i l t e r is replaced. Two extreme cases may be considered for calculating the
outside limits on the WL/alpha particle conversion factor.



I f there is no RaA, then each emitted alpha particle wi l l have 7.68 MeV alpha
energy and the ALPHA-3 detector wi l l have the following conversion factor:

L IV^eV/WL- l i t e r = 5 '9 x 10-sWL-liter/alPha p a r t i c l e

I f only RaA is present at the time of deposition on the f i l t e r , each atom wi l l
eventually emit one 6.0 MeV alpha particle and one 7.68 MeV alpha particle so
the average energy is 6.84 MeV. In this extreme disequilibrium case:

l i f x ^ ^ / W L - l i t e r " 5 ' 3 * 10"5 ^ - l i ter /a lpha particle

I f a factor of 5.6 x 10"5 WL-liter/alpha particle is used, the largest
calibration error for any situation is only S%; therefore, a single factor
can be used and i t is not necessary to routinely measure RaA and RaC separately.
To obtain working level, the following equation applies:

WL = (5.6 x 10-5) ( 0
(1) (E)

where:

C = net counts during the counting interval, e.g., 1 hour.

1 = liters of air sampled during that counting interval, e.g., liters/hour.

E = efficiency (4ir) of alpha counting as determined using an electroplated
alpha standard (e.g., 230Th or 2 Ï 9 P u ) .

Note that the counting time cancels out, so that this equation applies for any
length of counting time so long as the liters sampled and net counts are for the
same time interval. Note also that 1 and E become constants for each RPG, based
on calibration of flow rate and counting efficiency.

Initial Testing

A portion of run tests performed in Santa Fe is shown in Fig. 2. The curve
shows the typical increase of natural background concentrations during early
morning hours. A portion of run tests performed in the field is shown in Fig. 3.
This curve demonstrates the capability of the RPG because it covers the range
from background levels to the off-site annual average limit for radon specified
in the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 20). The field tests were obtained
on May 21-22, 1977 at a location about 0.8 km north of an existing tailings pond
in the Grants, New Mexico area.

During the afternoon of May 21, the wind was blowing briskly from the north so
that the radon was being swept away from the RPG monitors. The initial concentra-
tions were about 0.7 pCi/1 of radon gas and 3 x 10~* WL of radon progeny.
Essentially none of the radon or progeny measured prior to 9 P.M. can be attributed
to the tailings pond. The winds became calm during the evening of May 21 and
remained calm (less than 2 MPH) until about noon on May 22. An increase in
both radon and protjeny began about 10 P.M. on May 21 and continued until the
next morning, reaching a peak of 3.5 pCi/1 and 6.3 x 10"3 WL about 8 A.M. on
May 22.



Radon daughters were measured with the RPG unit using the theoretical calibra-
tion factor and by the standard ANSI N7.1a-1969 method. These results are
summarized in Table 1. Samples of radon gas also were collected for laboratory
analysis, but these data were not available in time for this presentation.

TABLE 1

FIELD INTERCOMPARISON OF WORKING LEVEL MEASUREMENTS

DATE 1977

May 21

May 21

May 22

TIME

15:40

17:19

08:23

WORKING LEVEL INDICATED BY
RPG MONITOR ANSI METHOD*

3 X 10-"

3 x 10"*

4.9 X 10"3

3.7 x 10-"

3.4 x 10~-

4.8 x 10"3

"Standard Method, ANSI N7.la-1969
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Comments: (E. Geiger)

Question: How sensitive is this machine?

Answer; At 1 pCi/1 response factor is 6 co':nts/min per pCi/1 for

60 minutes.

Question: Are the pumps in the machine quite enough for houses?

Answer : Yes they are packaged attractively for homes. There is

one problem in hard rein due to air vents, rain gets in, however,

this problem is being wjrked on.
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Over the past several years EDA Instruments Inc. has developed a variety of types
of instruments for the detection and continuous monitoring of radon gas, radon
daughters, thorcn and radium. A significant portion of the company's expertise
in this field was originally developed as a result of producing instrumentation for
uranium exploration purposes. Current applications include health physics studies,
delineation of oil and gas reserves, seismic studies, geologic mapping and geothermal
source identification. This paper briefly traces the evolution of various environmental
oriented systems systems to date and identifies some of the on-going research and
development programmes relating to new types of instrumentation.

Approximately ten years ago our firm first became involved in measuring radon
gas through the introduction of the RD-200 Series of portable radon detectors.
We currently have over a thousand of these units in operation in approximately 45
countries, and a wide variety of computational techniques are currently employed
with the instrument including methodologies developed by Kusnetz, Rolle and Tsvigolou.

In 1970 a small field portable degassing system (RDU-200) was introduced to work
in conjunction with the RD-200 Series alpha scintillometers. This system provides
a rapid and efficient means of de-emanating radon from aqueous solutions and is
currently employed by a variety of groups concerned with environmental monitoring
and control to determine Rn and Ra levels in mine and mill effluents, tailings ponds,
public waterways and supplies, and for mine water seepage studies.

Throughout the last five year period a substantial number of modifications and
improvements have been made to these two basic instruments to meet a growing
number of user requirements as well as to take advantage of newer electronic technologies.
These changes have produced greater instrument sensitivity, reliability
and durability. These highly developed modular form systems permit users to employ
a variety of sampling techniques and counting methodologies.

An oifshoot of the original technology was the development as a result of the need
by vcirious groups to be able to calibrate using ooth radium and americium sources
of the RDA-200 Portable Radon Gas/Radon Daughter Detection System. This duel
plateau instrument has subsequently found widespread acceptance within the environmental
control community.

During the mid 1970's the need for a low a st fully automated radon gas monitoring
system became apparent and subsequently resulted in EDA developing the first
commercially available continuous radon monitoring system (RDP-5 Series) in 1976.
These systems were designed to operate in conjunction with the RD-200 Series detectors
causing them to operate on predetermined operating cycles which included flushing,
cell background counting, and flow through and static sampling. The data was collected
from the sensor, transmitted to the central control unit and subsequently printed
out with date, time and function information for subsequent analysis.



As a result of various groups initial operating experiences with the RDP-5 systems,
various desirable instrumentation design modifications and enhancements were
identified. Difficulties were being encountered in analysing the voluminous amounts
of data being produced on the digital printer of the instrument. Certain users were
interested in studying complex correlations that may exist between radon gas emanation
rates and other factors such as barometric pressure, temperature, relative humidity
and ground moisture content. Also the hardwired logic that controlled the operating
cycle of the instrument was not flexible enough to meet the changing requirements
of the various groups.

In the fall of 1977 EDA decided that the needs of these groups could best be met
by designing a new generation of microcomputer based instrumentation. A multi-
phase programme was constructed to obtain user requirement inputs from a significant
number of groups v,*.rldwide, and to coordinate the extemely complex undertaking
of developing, designing and manufacturing the new systems.

Phase I of the development schedule called for a fully programmable computer based
central control unit which would have the ability to control the operating cycles
of up to 32 remotely located radon detectors. The central unit was also required
to access ail data produced by the remote units, process it according to user defined
algorithms and record it on a computer compatible magnetic recording media. Upon
completion of this first development p..ase in the spring of 1978, commercial production
of both the central control units (RDC-555) and remote monitors (RDR-511) started.

Throughout Phase I, and the subsequent development phases, major emphasis has
been placed on making the systems extremely simple to programme and operate.
This has been facilitated in part by the powerful microcomputer system utilized,
and extensive use of "operator lead through" techniques which employ the alpha-
numeric display screen extensively. Also, knowing in advance the types of hostile
environments in which the instrumentation would be expected to perform, considerable
attention was paid to instrumentation reliability, durability and servicing factors.

The response to this new line of radon detection and monitoring systems in the past
year has proven most encouraging, and as a result EDA has and is continuing to develop
additional instrumentation which can be incorporated into the basic systems.

During the summer of 1978, various options developed as part of the second phase
of the program were offered relating to the central control unit. Originally it was
supplied with a cassette only for data recording purposes (RDC-555). Additional
interfaces were developed and the RDC-525 (no cassette or printer) for groups
interested in utilizing their own data storage systems, the RDC-535 (printer only)
and the RDC-565 (printer and cassette) were made available.

Shortly thereafter, other Phase II projects were initiated. In order to address the
requirements of groups attempting to correlate radon gas emanation rates with
various meteorological factors, EDA has designed and is currently marketing modules
to monitor wind speed and direction, soil temperature, air temperature, dew point
temperature and barometric pressure. These plug compatible monitors can be incorporated
into any system on an as required basis, either singly or in multiple units. The
frequency of recording various types of meteorological data is programmable, and
the information obtained is stored along with location and time information.



FIG. 3. PASSIVE RADON MONITOR WITH FILM DETECTOR
(COSTA-RIBEIRO ET A L ^ 5
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atmosphere, the film was developed and the exposure read by conventional

densitometry. This instrument as designed was very compact, being about

15 cm long and about 6 cm in diameter and was capable of monitoring con-

centrations between AO pCi/L and 550 pCi/L of radon over a period of

170 h. Its primary attractiveness stems from the rapid and inexpensive

readout of exposure. It is likely that based on this principle more

sensitive instruments could be constructed.

At the Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML), U.S. Department

of Energy* in New York; two types of integrating radon monitors have been

developed based on thermoluminescence (TL) lithium fluoride chips. The

(23)

first instrument used the two filter method principle for radon deter-

mination. Sample air was drawn continuously through a two filter tube at

a rate of 3 L/min by a personal sampler pump that operated from either

line voltage or a storage battery. (A flow sampling instrument is referred

to as an "active" monitor.) The TL chip was positioned a short distance

from the surface of the second filter. The lower limit of detection was

0.05 pCi/L in one week. It was estimated that the instrument could be

fabricated at an approximate cost of $800.

The second instrument^ , an entirely "passive" monitor (Fig. 4),

was based on the principle of electrostatic collection of positive RaA

ions formed by the alpha decay of radon. The radon, without daughters,

entered the detector volume through a porous barrier. The lower limit of

detection was 0.03 pCi/L in one week. The instrument required only dry

cell batteries which, because of the negligible electrical requirements,

•Formerly Health and Safety Laboratory, U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration.



FIG. 4. PROTOTYPE PASSIVE RADON MONITOR WITH LIF THERMO-
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could last for almost their shelf life. Construction was simple, utili-

zing commonly available components, for a component cost of about $50.

Recently, some work has been done at the University of Toronto in

the development of integrating radon monitors using track etch detection

techniques .

4. CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF RADON

Continuous monitoring of radon concentrations is more useful than

grab sampling for studying the effects of ventilation on radon levels,

and also for the determination of average radon concentrations.

(27)
Dalu and Dalu devised a continuous radon monitoring system

based on the electrostatic collection of Po-218 (RaA) ions on a conductive

foil. The monitor, through which sample air was continuously drawn, con-

sisted of a brass chamber and a ZnS scintillator covered by a thin gold

foil to render it conductive. Alpha disintegrations of RaA and RaC on the

scintillator were detected by an optically coupled photomultiplier tube.

Equations relating the number of counts in an interval to the average

radon concentration in that interval were developed.

(28)
Thomas developed a continuous radon monitor based on the

counting of alpha disintegrations produced by radon laden air circulated

through a ZnS coated "radon flask". Radon concentrations were calculated

from the total number of counts obtained in successive 2000 s time inter-

vals, the detector volume, counting efficiency, and an experimentally

determined radon daughter deposition factor.

The instrument developed by Dalu and Dalu, while more complicated

in construction and operation than the one developed by Thomas, was con-
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siderably easier to calibrate. This arose from the fact that the effi-

ciency of counting of radon and radon daughter alpha disintegrations in a

scintillation flask is a function of the spatial distribution of the alpha

emitters within the flask. Radon atoms are normally distributed uniformly

in the volume of the flask. Radon daughters formed within the flask,

however, (the air entering the flask is prefiltered to remove daughters

previously formed) may either attach themselves to the walls of the flask,

remain distributed within the volume of the flask or be swept out by the

exiting air. As Dalu and Dalu only counted daughters deposited on the

scintillator, this problem of spatial distribution and different counting

efficiencies did not arise.

Thomas assumed that the efficiency of counting was the same for

all alpha particles and that this efficiency was independent of the loca-

tion of the decaying nuclide within the flask. This assumption, although

incorrect, did not lead to unreasonable results since compensation was

made through the introduction of an empirical, experimentally determined,

deposition factor. Unfortunately, this deposition factor, as well as

being a function of the flow characteristics in the cell, was also a

function of the length of the counting interval. Consequently, for

different counting intervals, it was necessary to determine different

empirical deposition factors.

Wrenn and Spitz^30) and McVey, Franklin and Shaw^29^ described

continuous radon monitoring devices which did not correct for the activity

associated with radon daughters deposited in previous counting intevals.

This approach was rationalized by McVey, Franklin and Shaw by noting that

in going from a zero radon concentration to a high radon concentration, 50
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percent of the change in counting rate was seen within 4 minutes and 70

percent within 28 minutes. Consequently, 5 minutes of sampling was ade-

quate to detect any rapid changes in radon concentration.

At the University of Toronto we have developed a mathematical

analysis and procedure to account for the above mentioned problems, the

full details of which will soon be published in Health Physics.

3.1 Analysis of Continuous Radon Monitors

Due to different spatial distributions, the detection efficiencies

of radon and its daughters are not always the same. This is accounted

for in the mathematical analysis, along with the build-up and decay of

deposited activity from previous counting periods. The mathematics

is not described here, but the resultant equation that can be derived is

of the form

C j - A 1 Y j - A 2 C j _ 1 - A 3 C j _ 2 + . . .

where C, is the average radon concentration during the jth counting

interval, Y,, that is, the total alpha counts during period j, and

A., A., ... are constants dependent on the equipment. In the complete

Health Physics paper these constants are tabulated for any system of

interest that has been properly calibrated.

Calibration for any such system is relatively simple and requires

only a source of radon of constant concentration.

Experiments have been performed to check the performance of the

model in determining radon concentration-time profiles. A continuous

radon monitor was constructed consisting of a 1.2 L scintillation flask,

optically coupled to a 2 inch RCA 6432A photomultiplier tube. Counting
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was accomplished using Canberra (Canberra Industries Inc., 45 Gracey

Ave., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.) counting equipment. No special effort was

made to optimize the geometry of the scintillation flask, and a typical

sampling flowrate of 8 L min l was used.

Following calibration performed in a 3000 L radon chamber at the

University of Toronto, the model was checked by inducing changes in the

chamber radon concentration and comparing the results obtained using the

continuous monitor to concentrations determined by a rapid series of grab

samples. Results are shown in Figure 5. Even for a fairly rapidly

changing radon concentration, the instrument estimated quite well the

average radon concentration. Shorter counting intervals could have lead

to even better performai.ee.

In practice, counting interval lengths can be chosen according to

the speed of response required and the rapidity with which radon concen-

trations change. From work done by Wrenn it can be seen that, for

houses, 3000 s counting intervals may be sufficiently short to determine

accurate radon concentration profiles. As an illustration of house data,

a typical graph, obtained from ahouse in Elliot Lake, is shown in

Figure 6.

The term counting efficiency has in this analysis been defined to

include the effects of radon daughter deposition within the scintillation

flask. Factors affecting radon daughter deposition, such as humidity and

flowrate, must therefore be considered in any calibration. Experiments

were performed to check the sensitivity of the instrument to these factors.

Flowrates were varied between 3 L min * and 10 L min l. It was found, as

expected, that the lower flowrate resulted in increased deposition and

•35)0
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Representative Plot showing Radon Concentration in an Elliot Lake House (with
permission of Ontario Ministry of Labour, D. Marsden). Radon Concentrations
obtained using Continuous Radon Monitor (counting interval » 3600 s).
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about a 10% increase in the counting efficiency of radon daughter alpha

disintegrations. Changes in relative humidity from 10% to 90%, however,

had no apparent effect. The implication of these experiments is that

humidity and flowrates only marginally affect the calibration of the

instrument and probably introduce less uncertainty than counting

statistics and analysis errors.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(31 32)
Recent work with continuous radon monitors * has brought to

light the extreme variability of radon concentrations in the uranium mine

environment and in houses. This has caused the validity of grab sampling

as a measure of miner exposure to be seriously questioned. The trend

recently has therefore been to develop integrating and continuous

monitors.

Although development of instrumentation has proceeded with con-

siderable rapidity, very little has yet been made commercially available.

Poor technology transfer to the manufacturing sector, limited market

potential and high development costs have been to blame. With recent

advances it is likely that reliable and inexpensive instruments can be

produced.

This paper summarizes the "state of the art" in the development

of instrumentation for the measurement of radon by grab sampling, and

integrating and continuous methods.

As well, a model is discussed that describes the performance of

flow-through, scintillation flask continuous radon monitors. The model

incorporates the effects of deposition of radon daughters in subsequent
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counting intervals and takes into account the different detection effi-

ciencies of radon and radon d&ughter alpha disintegrations.

Although most of the discussion is confined to flow-through,

scintillation flask continuous radon monitors, the analysis applies"

equally well to other types based on either the two filter method or

.electrostatic collection of radon daughters. These types of instruments

can be treated with the same analysis.

Both experimental and analytical verification of the model indi-

cate that instruments based on this model should provide much useful

information for the purposes of ventilation and preventive and/or remedial

measures in uranium mines, mills and related installations, and in

houses and other buildings.
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Comaants; (C.R. Phillips)

Comment K. Cliff: With regards to the two filter method, this is

somewhat unreproduceable. One factor is the plate out on walls of

tube by unattached daughters, some work is being done to inject an

aerosol to scavenge these unattached daughters, therefore increasing

efficiency, has this been tried?

Answer : No.

Comment; With scintillation cells, one is limited by cell backgrounds

of about i pCi/1; however with the electrostatic method, in terms

of sensitivity, one can detect as low as 0.01 pCi/1. However,

electrostatic percipitation is humidity dependent, especially

below 2OX relative humidity.
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CALIBRATION AND QUALITY CONTROL OF RD-2OO COUNTERS

As mentioned in the paper on Elliot Lake survey organization, the accuracy
of the estimate of the mean WL or radon concentration in a house depends
more on the number of samples taken than the accuracy of individual readings.
For this reason, methods have been deliberately chosen that are convenient
and accurate enough for our purpose, rather than striving for high
accuracy at the cost of convenience.

For example, the scintillation cells are individually calibrated by
drawing samples of radon in air from a polyester bag. The concentration
is determined by measurement with cells of known efficiency. The efficiency
of each cell in terms of counts/min/pCi in the cell is calculated, and
then rounded to the nearest integer value. The cells are then colour
coded as to their efficiency. The rounding introduces art error of up to
15% in calculation of the concentration. However, this is an acceptable
error since it is much less than the day to day fluctuations of radon
concentration.

The measurement of alpha activity on air filters is more precise,
because the filter adaptors differ by less than 1% in counting efficiency,
and the statistical error in measurements near 20 mWL is about 5%.

Daily checks are carried out on the operation of the RD-200 counters in
use in our laboratory, to ensure that the counter to counter differences
will not introduce a significant bias in the results. Bearing in mind
that systematic plus random errors in the measurements of radon concentration
are of the order of 15 to 20%, we believe individual machines should not
differ consistently from the mean of the group by more than 10%. For
radon daughters, individual machines should not differ by more than 3%.

Figures 1 and 2 show the measured efficiency on Monday and Thursday for
each of the 7 machines we have used since April, 1978. The efficiency of
radon daughters is determined by a 1 minute count of a standard Am-241

300
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source, of about 13,000 counts/min in the same adaptor. Normally the
machine efficiencies differ by less than 2%.

The plot for machines G and F stows a slight decrease in efficiency starting
in August. This is due to the use of new scintillator discs, which were
approximately 1% less efficient than the previous discs. The efficiency
continues to decline with time, until in February it is about 4% less
than in August. This is believed to be due to loss of material from the
source, which had become scratched in the active area as a result of
frequent handling. A second calibrated source has been obtained for use
as a reference to check on this effect.

The relative efficiency for radon is determined by 10 minute counts of the
same scintillation cell filled with radon, usually the highest activity
cell from the day before. Since the activity of the cell varies, the
statistical significance of differences in relative sensitivity varies.
This has not been corrected in Figures 1 and 2. When the machines are
newly calibrated, the difference in sensitivity between individual machines
is less than 3%. Consistently high or low relative sensitivity shows
that a machine requires recalibration or repair, such as macine K.
Machines are returned for replacement of the phototube when the radon
plateau is shorter than 100 V, or it develops a slope in excess of a 3%
efficiency change in 100 V.

In general, the measurements show that the target of less than 10% difference
from the mean of the group is achieved. The main difficulty in measuring
the relative sensitivity is that we had to use cells with different radon
concentrations. We expect to receive a scintillation cell with a radon
source sealed into it which will inprove future work by providing a
constant source.

As a temporary solution, the possibility of using the Am-241 source and
scintillator disc to simulate a scintillator cell by increasing the
separation between the photomultiplier face and the scintillator was
Investigated. Figure 3 shows that the usual plateau obtained with the
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scintillator and the Am-241 source, the plateau obtained with the

scintillator at a 63 mm distance from the phototube, and the plateau

for a scintillation cell. The Am-241 plateau with the 63 mm spacing is

a fair simulation of a scintillator cell. It could be improved with

more distance, but we only had spacers totalling 63 mm at the time.

The pulses from the scintillator definitely fall on the radon plateau,
and in a properly adjusted machine, the source and scintillator give the
same count rate at the usual position with the machine set to count filters
and at 63 mm with the machine set t,o count sintillation cells. This
shows that a scintillator disc and spacer can be used to check the
efficiency of the machine when set to count scintillation cells.

This may be of some use to those persons who use RD-200's for field

measurements of sintillation cells, and as a long term check on the

stability of sealed radon sources.
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Coament: (A. Scott)

Question: Due to problem with sources, would it be possible to

send sources to Toronto for calibration?

Answer; Yes, if service available.

Comment A. Scott; Sources from Amersham, we have found to have

a problem with alpha particles being firmly fixed and source

maintaining itself.

Comment Geigert The problem with the Amer sham sources is easily

remedied by heat treating sources, the energy would not be altered,

and radioactivity retained. One supplier of such sources Eberline.
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Ann

Tha lnvaatigatlon of radon ( Rn) gaa and radon daughter

(218Po, 214Pb and 1*Bi) concentration» In non-coal mines in Great

Britain conanancad in tha lata 136Q». Tha methods uaad at that

time ware tha modified Kuanatz for Working Laval (UL) aaaassmant

and radon gaa concantration meaauremente uaing tha ayatem of

Robarta and Oauias (1966). Tha meaeurement of radon gaa involved

tha uaa of cumberaoma aquipnant and waa time consuming. A radon

gaa concantration profila within tha nina uaa of banafit in

datamining tha nain routea of antry of radon into tha mina environ-

ment. A» the firat daughtar product of 222An ia 21BPo with a half-

lifa of 3.0S min thia daughtar nuclida ia uaually cloaa to equili-

brium with tha parant Rn. Thua inuaatigation of tha variation
218

in concantration of Po would alao indicate points of ingraas

of radon into tha mina. Howavar, in viaw of ita short half-life,

216
method» of aaaaaaing tha Po concantration by tha analyaia of

tha groaa alpha count obtained from an air sample paaaad through a

filtar papar aftar aampling haa caaasd ia eubject to poor

praciaion. Thia ia dua to tha dacay of nuch of tha depoeitad

21 fl
Po bafora counting ia atartad.

and Strong (1973) formula tad a method and deaignad and

218
conatructad an .nstrument which permitted tha Po concentration

to be aaeeeeed with higher praciaion than other methods than

available and alao to yiald tha UL value. Tha 3amea and Strong

instrument is termed tha Radon Daughtar Monitor (ROfl) and tha

218

increase in tha precision of Po aeeaaament ia achiavad by tha

uaa of a aampling haad which permite groaa alpha counting of nu-

clldaa dapoaitad on tha filtar papar to take plaoa while aampling

ia in prograea aa wall a» following tha termination of aampling.

A schematic diagram of tha aampling haad la shown in figura 1.
- 1 -



Tha datactor uaad a ailtcon p-n eurfaca barrier davica and tha

amplifier uaad haa a thraahold aat to discriminate «gainst puis»

ariaing fro* lass than BOO keV of anargy daposltsd In tha datactor.

This discrimination makea tha instrument inssntitivs to P Y radi-

ation and also immuns from spurious puisas dus to no.'ss from ths

air pump.

Tha original Demss-Strong instrument was portabla and had a

aalf contained pump *hich uould draw air through tha filtar papar

(Whatman G F *) at 10 Jt «in"1. Tha method of msasursmsnt dsuiasd

is also extremely simple to us*. Tha measurement procedure

adopted ie to take • gross alphe count, CQ, of dspositi activity

while sampling ia taking place fro» 0 to T minutas. Sampling

caaaee at time T and a further gross alpha count, C^, ie taken from

time T + 1 to 2T + 1 minutée. The minute interval batween tha and

of ssmpling and tha atart of the second count wee aet to ellou the

recording of CQ and tha rssstting of ths instrument acaler as the

originel instrument did not incorporate automatic timing or data

recording. From the ratio of the two counts, l/C0, factcre can

91B

be obtained from computed tablas which relate CQ to the Po

concentration and C^ to tha WL value. To enable theas teblea of

factora to ba computed using only two groae alpha counts a model

of the etmoaphere haa to ba uaed which assume* that the Z14Pb

concentration ia uniquely defined by the conenntretione of 21BPo

and Bi. Two modela were considered. Onn wes a mine tunnel

model in which rsdon ie emanating uniformly from ths wall* of a

tunnel through which air ia paaaing. The other model wee one that

eoneidered the growth of radon daughter products into a atill

- 2 -



atmosphere initially containing Rn fraa from all daughter pro-

duct». Tablaa of factora wara conputad for both modala and for

valua* of T of 2, 5 and 10 minutai. Comparison of tha two medals

ravaalad that undar normal circumstance* if the wrong modal ia

chosen, a.g. tha mina tunnal nodal la uaad in atill air conditional

tha systematic arror introduced uaa laaa than 9)1. Thua the mine

tunnal nodal waa adopted aa tha atandard modela The original

3anea>Strong instrument and method wee ueed successfully in mine

atnoepharea where the radon daughter concentration» ware olevated

(normally above 0.1 UL).

The National Radiological Protection Board (MRPB) undertook

a atudy of radon daughter concentration! in dualling» in Great

Britain (Cliff 1978a) in which it was deeirad to measured 218Po

concentration» with reaaonabla precision (better than 50% relative

atandard deviation) at environmental levela ae low as 2 Bq m*~

(0.05 pCi£~ ). The original 3emes-Strong method uaa not euitable

for thaae low concentrations aa tha statistical variation in the

two counta obtained are significant and hence the variation in thd

l/C ratio can be very lerge for repeeted meaeuremente in the

environnant. Thomae (1972) daecribed a method for maaauring

tha concentration» of radon daughter» in air by taking groaa alpha

counta from tha filtar peper over three different time intervals

following the end of the aanpling period. Equation» were given

which enabled the individual daughter (218Po, 214Pb and 21*Bi)

concentration» to be celculatad. This method has a low précision

for 21BPo

completed.

for Po because all the counting takes place after sampling is

- 3 -



21B

An improvement in tha praciaion of Po concentration eaaaea-

ment, uhila eliminating ayatamtic arrora dua to modelling of tha

atmoephere, oould ba achiavad by an amalgamation of tha 3amaa-Stzong

inetruaent and tha Thorn»» method. Thia yaa dona and a method

derived (Cliff 197Bb, 1976c) in which a groaa alpha count ia taken

whila aampling ia in progreae from 0 to 1^ minute». Sampling ia

atoppad at time T, and tha count C, recorded. Further groaa

alpha counta C, and C, ara raoordad for timee from T, + 1 to T,

minuta» and Tj + 1 to Tg minuta» reapactively. Thia ganaral

counting ragina ia danotad by 1(1^, T2> T 3).

A conputar program waa urittan which computed tha coafficianta

for tha aata of aquation» which allow tha daughtar concantrationa

to be dariuad from tha thraa counta (Cj, C2 and Cj) for a number

of raçima». Ragimaa invaatigatad covarad all value», in integral

minute», of 1^ from 5 to 25 minuta», T2 - 1^ from 6 to 26 minute»

and T3 - T 2 from 6 to 26 minutée. If C1> C2 and C3 ara regarded

aa independent Poiaaon variataa (which ia trua a» a firat

approximation) than tha étendard daviation due to counting atatia-

tica for aach nuclida under fixed conditiona of flou ret», counting

efficiency and nuclide concantrationa can ba calculated. Thaaa

calculations wara aleo carried out by computer for each regime

etudiad and it tranapiraa that tha minimum uncertainty in Po

concentration meaeurement for totel regime time» larger than

30 minute» occuwat a T^ value of 15 minute». Tha regime adopted

for uae in tha ganaral environment waa 1(15,, 36, 57), i.e. count

and «ample 0 to 15 minutea, count 16 to 36 iiinutee and finally count

- 4 -



37 to 57 minutea. If the radon daughtar concentration! ara rela-

tively high than a ahortar regime can ba uaad to provide edequate

precision and • différant tat of coafficianta for the aquation!

found from the computer generated tablai of coefficients.

The Method recommended by Thomas uaa to sample D to 5 minutas

and than groaa alpha count from 7 to 10 minutas, 11 to 25 minutai

and 26 to 35 minutée. Teble 1 comparas the relative atandard

deviation» of thi aasesement of radon daughtar concentration» whan

these are 3.7 kBq m"3 (100 pCi & ~l) in equilibrium (1 UL) whan

using Thomaa'a method and two of the regimea conaidared hare.

The two regime» both have the suns overall meaauramant time

(35 minutée) as the Thome» method and one alaci haa the earns ssm-

pling period (5 minutea). Both regimea ahou improved precision

compared with the Thomas method. Tabla 1 waa compiled illuming

a flou rate of 10~ m min" (10 £ min" ) and a counting efficiency

of 0.2, which are typical valuee achievable in a battery operated

portable instrument.

Kritidls at al (1977) investigated optimum gross alpha coun-

ting regimee for radon daughter concentration maaauremente again

where counting takes place only after the end of sampling. Their

optimum regime wea sample 0 to 7 minutas and than groaa alpha

count from 7.S to 11 minutée, 12 to 31 minutée and 32 to 47

minutas. Tabla 2 comparée (on the same basis as Tabla 1) tha

Kritidla method with two regimes of the method describsd hare.

Again tha two reglmaa havs tha eame overall time (47 minutée) aa

- 5 -
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tha Krltidia Mthod and tha fltat alao having tha a a m sampling

pariod (7 minutaa). Tha final column of Tabla 2 givaa tha

corraapondlng raaulta for tha raglma I(1S, 33, 57). It la

apparant from Tabla» 1 and 2 that tha praciaion of all meaaura-

manta la improvad by counting while aampling ia in piograaa.

In aituatlona auoh aa tha mining anvironmant whara tha radon

daughtar concentration» ara alauatad tha 3amaa»Strong mathod ia

ganarally adequate. Howavart tha original mathod waa adoptad to

hava aqual aampling and counting timaa and tha ona minuta d»l»y,

batwaan tha and ?f tha counting yhila aampling pariod and tha

atart of aacond counting pariod, for tha convanianca of oparating

a manual initrumant which did not incorporât* automatic timing.

With tha advant of chaap micro-alactronica>and in particular tha

microprocaaaor, it ia poaaibla to datign an inatrumant which uaa»

tha Sanaa-Strong mathod but display» Po concantration and UL diractly

rathar than juat tha groaa alpha count» raeordad. With this

and in viaw a numbar of dlffarant ragimaa using tha Jamea-Strong

mathod wara invaatigatad to find ona which mat tha following

critaria battar than tha original ragimsa.

In ordar that statistical fluctuations in tha valuaa C and
o

C l f and hanca in tha ratio
 Cl/C g t ahould introduca a minimum

218

uncertainty in ths aaaaaamsnta of Po conoantration and WL valus,

than either the factora relating C g to Po ooncantratlon and C,

to WL value ahould be Insensitive to changes in the C1/CQ ratio

or the change in Cl/C ratio aa tha 2 1*ni/ 2 1 8Po changea from aay

- 6 -



0.005 (aenaibly zaro) to 1.0 ba aa laiga aa poaaibla. If tha

lattar oritation la mat than atatiatical variation in tha C1/CQ

ratio Mill ba raflactad aa only modest variationa in tha darivad

concantration valuaa. Although tha aaarch of regimee waa not

exhauative that which had an ovarall maaaurament pariod of lam

than 10 minuta* and which baat mat tha abova critaria waa aampla

and count 0 to 2.5 minutaa, count 4.5 to 7 minuta».

Tabla 3 ahowa part of tha original Sanaa-Strong tabla of

factor* for T « 2 min (ovarall maaauramant pariod 5 minutaa) and

tabla 4 tha corraiponding part of tha tabla of factora for the modi-

fiid Sanaa-Strong ragima (ovarall naaauramant pariod 7 minuta*).

Tha incraaaad aaniitivity of tha aavan minuta regime la du», of

cour**, to tha 25Jt incraaaa in tha ««moling tima. Tha modifiad

3am**-Strong method, howavar, ahowa a 2BJC changa in count ratio

ovar tha concantration ratio* conaidarad in tablaa 3 and 4 com-

pared with 11% for tha original Jamae-Strong method.

Whan computing tha tablaa of factora, valuaa of the

214§i/2lePo ratio are aat and the 214Pb/218Po ratio derived from

tha mina tunnel k«.d«l. From thaaa two ratioa tha corresponding

caunt ratio and factora can ba calculated from the differential

squatione daacrlbing tha depoaition and dacay of the daughter

areducte an tha filter paper. Thaaa equatlona are cumbersome

and ta enable the n*K> concentration and HL to ba calculated

(alee «he m « i eanoentration if daairad) from ainple arithmetic

anaratian* an C# and Cx and which can aaally ba programed into a

- 7 -



microproceaaor, polynomial fit» of tha factor relating CQ to

Po concentration agalnat 1/CQ and tha factor relating C^ to

UL agalnat 1/CQ ratio wara found. Sufficiently good fita ware

found by uaing polynomial» of order 3. However, auch polynomial

fita ara not exact. Thue with the modified 3amee-Strong method

uaing diract calculation of tha daairad paramatara by the uaa of

tha palynoniale there ere now two eourcee of eyetematic error.

On* caaa ariaaa where the aaaumad nodal ia correct but thara ia

the error due to tha polynomial approximation. Tha othar caae

i» that whara tha aaeumad modal ia incorrect with tha limiting

caaa being tha maeeurement of radon daughtere in atill air.

Thaae eyatematic error» are ahown in figura 2. Under condition»

of equilibrium normally axiating in mine» the ayetematic arrora

of tha modified Jamae-Strong method ehould not exceed Sf.

An opportunity aroae to maeeura radon daughtar concentration»

in a dwelling uaing tha regime 1(15, 36, 57) and tha modified

Jamaa-Strong method aide by eide. Theee maaauremente ware carried

out with a flou rate-efficiency product of 10 m min .

Table 5 ehowe the reeulte of theee maaauramente and even et theae

low concentration» the agreement between the méthode i» generally

good. The uncertainties ahown ara one atandard deviation due to

counting atatiatiea only.

An instrument incorporating tha modified Jamee-Strong regime

together with the option of other regimea of tha uaera choice ia

being commercially developed by EM Instrument» In», of Toronto,

Canada.

- 8 -
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Tabla 1.

Comparison of tha Thorn»» nathod and tha

•wasuring 3.7 KBq m~Z (100 pCi 4" 1) aach of 218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi

T2> T3) raglna whan

214B

(1 at). Flow zata

CDK/dfM.

10~2 m3 «in"1. Counting afficiency - 0.2

2I8Po

2"pb

214Bi

UL

Thomaa

U.ejt

3.7*

3.9*

1.4*

Uncertainty

l (T l f

1(5, 25, 35)

5.0jt

3.2JK

2 . #

1 . 1 *

(ona

V
so)

V
1(10, 26, 35)

4.4*

2.9*

2.5*

1.0*

Tabla 2.

Comparison of tha mathod dua to Kritldla at al and tha iC^ j

raglm uhan naaauring 3.7 KBq m~3 (loo pCl - 1) aach of 21BPo,

2 UPb and 214Bi (1 UL). Floy rata « 10"2 « 3 «In"1. Counting,

afficiancy s 0.2 cpn/dpai.

, T3)

21«po

a *pb

a 4 B i

at

Uneartainty (ona SO)

Kritidi»

6.9*

1.7*

2.3*

O.S*

l (T l t T2, T3)

1(7, 31, 47)

3.7*

1.7*

1.9*

0.5*

1(15, 31, 47)

3.S*

1.5*

1.7*

0.5*

1(15, 36, 57)

3.0*

1.0*

1.4*

0.3*



Tabla 3.

Tha ralation batuaan activity concantration and groaa alpha data

(original Jama-Strong nwthod). Count and aampla 0-2 minuta»,

count 3-5 «imitai.

Activity Concantration
Ratio

21*Bi/218Po

0.200

0.400

0.600

0.800

1.000

21V21BPo
0.453

0.630

0.765

0.885

1.000

I / I u

1.391

1.485

1.549

1.596

1.632

Factor FQ

x 10*

0.760

0.908

1.054

1.198

1.344

Factor Fj

\ioB

0.945

0.857

0.830

0.818

0.812

Tha relation batwaan activity concantration and groaa alpha data

(raviaad Jamaa-Strong mathod). Count and aanpla 0-2.5 min.,

count 4.5-7 minuta».

Activity Concantration
Ratio

21*Bi/218Po

0.200

0.400

0.600

0.800

1.000

2i*Pb/21flPo

0.453

0.630

0.765

0.885

1.000

V ,

1.168

1.295

1.339

1.442

1.490

Factor FQ

x 10*

1.172

1.396

1.620

1.842

2.064

Factor Fĵ

x 108

1.230

1.161

1.148

1.148

1.151



Tabla 5.

Raaulta of naaauraiMnta in tha sauta room atmoaphara using tha

raviasd OMwa-Strong nathod and tha 1(15, 36, 57) ragima.

2 1 8 P o B q » - 3
± S O

RtgiMS A

29.3 i 15.2

12.1 ± 6.4

35.3 ± 16.7

55.1 + 14.8

53.7 i 17.8

34.4 + 15.9

73.3 + 16.7

Raginw B

24.5 ± 3.7

19.0 + l.B

45.5 + 3.7

54.0 + 3.7

69.9 + 4.4

50.3 + 4.1

49.6 + 4.1

10"3 UL i SO

Ragiini A

6.99 ± 0.57

1.00 + 0.55

8,41 i 0.62

4.50 4; 1.24

8.72 + 0.94

6.60 + 0.6B

5.99 + 1.43

Ragim 8

5.99 + 0.10

1.61 ± 0.05

6.23 X °-10

6.13 ± 0.11

8.99 + 0.13

6.62 + 0.11

7.09 + 0.12

Ragina A i Count and sample 0 ta 2.5 min, count 4.S to 7 «in.

Ragina B t Count and aanpla 0 to 15 nin, count 16 to 36 min,

count 37 to 57 «in.

Ragine B atartad 7.S «in aftar Ragiaa A.

Efficiancy : 0.2 cpa/dps

Flou rata « 8.5 10~* m3 a"1
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The Measurement of Low Concentrations of Radon-222
Daughters in Air, with Emphasis on RaA Assessment

K. D. CUFF, M.so., DIP.E.X.

National Radiological Protection Board, Harwell, Didoot OX11 OBQ, U.K.

Receivtd tlJun» 1077, in final form 19 September 1077

Asmaucn. A number of method! exist for the meamnment of the activity concen-
trations of radon-222 daughter! in air. but in most c a m interest is centred on
determining the Working Level». In those instance* where individual daughter
activity oonosntrationi are ssimsnii the precision of the assassinent of RaA (>IaPo)
il poor mil»— speetrometry is used. In environmental monitoring the measurement
of RaA activity oonoentrations is a reliable indicator of radon activity oonoentrations.
Following » brief review of established methods of radon daughter activity concen-
tration measurement, a method is given which enables activity concentrations as
low as OOSpCil"1 (SOpCim-*) of RaA to be measured with simple readily trans-
portable equipment. The method presented bare also measures RaB (>MFb) and
RaC (*"Bi) activity oonoentrations and Working Levels with improved precision
compared with established methods.

1. Introduction
Inhalation of radon (wBn) and its daughters at high activity concentrations

is associated with increased respiratory cancer mortality among uranium and
other underground miners (Archer, Wagoner and Lundin 1973). The short-lived
daughters of radon are "*Po, «*Pb, l u Bi -Nnd *MPo, known historically as RaA,
RaB, BaC and BaC'. RaA and RaC are alpha-emitting nuclides but RaC has
a short half-life of 160 [is and for practical purposes can be considered to be
always in equilibrium with BaC. Thus the a-emission from BaC' may be
regarded as a prompt a-emission from BaC. The hazard from inhalation of
radon laden air is generally accepted to be due predominantly to the short lived
daughter products and the widely used unit of exposure to these daughters is
the Working Level (WL). One Working Level is defined as 'any combination of
the short lived decay products of m R n ; RaA, RaB, BaC and BaC' in one litre
of air which will result in the ultimate release of 1-3 x 101 MeV of alpha energy
in decaying to BaD (*»Pb)\ Although this definition is satisfied by an activity
concentration of 100 pCil~l each of RaA, RaB, BaC and BaC' the definition is
independent of any particular state of daughter equilibrium.

Most rocks and soils contain uranium as a minor contaminant in concen-
trations of typically 1-4 parts per million (Evans 1969) and consequently some
uranium ia found in materials used for the construction of buildings. Radon,
being the gaseous element in the uranium decay series, diffuses out of soils and
building materials and the entire population is exposed to low activity concen-
trations of this radioisotope and its daughters. Quite apart from the industrial
hasards of exposure to radon laden air in the mining industry it n important
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to know the levels of exposure of the population now. In this way a sound
basis will exist for assessing the radiological implications of future changes in
building practice such as the use of by-product gypsum and other waste
materials which have higher uranium concentrations than traditional materials.
To this end the National Radiological Protection Board instituted a project to
estimate the exposure of the general publio to the short-lived daughters of
**»Rn in domestic dwellings.

The activity concentration of m R n anticipated in dwellings was about
0-3 pCi I-1. Equipment for the direct measurement of radon gas at this concen-
tration is bulky and necessitates counting periods of many hours for each sample.
It was considered more convenient to measure the daughter activity concen-
trations and in particular that of BaA, but established methods of assessing
radon daughter concentrations at low levels required equipment that was
unsuitable for a survey of domestic dwellings or had poor precision for BaA
assessment. The method detailed here was devised with the desirable properties
of employing easily transportable equipment and permitting the measurement
of BaA activity concentrations at an order of magnitude lower than is possible
with the previously established methods.

3. Methods of measuring radon daughter concentrations
Table 1 lists the physical properties of the short-lived daughters of m R n

and from table 1 it follows that if the activity concentrations in air of BaA,

Table 1

Nuolide

H^A (mPo)
BaB (n*Pb)
H»C (n*Bi)
KaC' (mPo)

. Properties of the short-lived daughter products of l t tBn

Half-life

3-05 min
26-8 min
19-7 min

160 n»

Radiation
emitted

a
P. y
%Y
a

a-energy
(MeV)

6-00

7-88

No. of
atoms per

100 pCi

977
8535
6311
8x10-*

Fractional
contribution
to WL under
conditions df
equilibrium

0105
0516
0-379
0-000

BaB and BaC in pCil"1 are Qv Qt and Qt respectively the Working Level is
given by

WL«10-*(l'05C1+516&+3-7»Gt) (1)

Eqn (1) indicates that at conditions not too far removed from equilibrium
{Q\ *• Qt " Qt) the major contributor to Working Levels is the BaB concen-
tration Qr Assessing the hasard from radon daughters is of prime importance
in uranium mines and to a lesser extent in other mining industries, since in
many mines radon daughter levels may reach several Working Levels unless
préventive measures are taken. One method of assessing the exposure in
Working Levels is that due to Kusnetz (1956). In this method air is sampled
through a filter paper for a short time (commonly five or ten minutes) and the

3.2-3
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'' total volume sampled is recorded. At least 40 min is allowed to elapse after
sampling is oompleted before the count rate from the deposited alpha-activity
on the filter paper is measured. A factor, dependent upon the time elapsed
between sampling and counting, can be found relating the count rate at the
time of measurement to the Working Levels existing at the time of sampling.
This method only provides an estimate of Working Levels and gives no informa-
tion on the individual daughter concentrations. The activity concentration of
BaA (with a half-life of 3-05 min) follows quite closely that of radon and an

1 assessment of the BaA activity concentration can be useful in locating the
source of the radon in a particular environment. A procedure for measuring the
individual daughter concentrations was devised by Tsivoglou, Ayer and
Holaday (1953) and modified by Thomas (1972) and is referred to as the
Thomas-Tsivoglou method. This method involves sampling the atmosphere of
interest through a filter paper at a constant flow rate (71 min'1) for 5 min.
The filter paper is then placed in an alpha counting equipment (of efficiency
E cpm/dpm) and the gross alpha counts from the nuclides deposited on the
filter paper measured over three time intervals; from 2 to 5, 6 to 20 and 21 to
30 min from the end of the sampling period. From the three counts so obtained
equations can be solved to determine the activity concentrations of each of the
nuclides BaA, RaB and BaC and also the Working Levels. However, in this
method, of the total BaA deposited on the filter paper 40% will have decayed
by the end of the sampling period and 62% by the start of the first count period.
AB a result the assessment of BaA by this method is much less precise than that
of RaB and BaC. At the concentrations of BaA encountered in mines the
precision of this method is quite adequate, a coefficient of variation of 11-7%
being obtained with a flow rate of 101 min-1 and detection efficiency of
0-20 cpm/dpm when the activity concentrations of BaA, RaB and BaC are
100pCil~l each, but unless a very high flow rate is used (requiring a pump
which is not easily carried by one person) the errors in BaA assessment are
such that the method did not lend itself to the envisaged survey of dwellings.

A more precise method of measuring BaA concentrations is the use of alpha
spectrometry (e.g. Jonassen and Hayes 1974) but the equipment is bulky,
expensive and inconvenient for use in domestic premises. Duggan and Howell
(1969), also using a-spectrometry, reduced the errors in BaA measurement by
the expedient of counting while sampling was in progress. James and Strong
(1973) adopted the same procedure and devised a method and an instrument,
The Radon Daughter Monitor, which provides a rapid assessment of the BaA
concentration and Working Levels. In this instrument the filter paper in the
sampling head is viewed by a silicon surface barrier detector in such a way that
it is possible to sample the air and record the alpha decay of deposited nuclides
while sampling is in progress. In the James-Strong method the air sample is
taken from 0 to T minutes and a gross alpha count C, recorded during this
period. The sampling is stopped at time T and a second gross alpha count,
Gt, taken from T+1 minutes to 221+1 minutes; this will be referred to as the
static count. The ratio CJ^ of the two gross alpha counts is calculated and
from prepared tables factors can be found relating Cx to the BaA activity

' \ . **•'.. "ï'.r**^;* '•'"^-l S ' '•': .rt
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oonoentration in pCil"1 and the static count Ct to the Working Levels. James
and Strong prepared tables for values of T of 2, 6 and 10 min. As only two
counts are used in this oase for a situation involving three nuolides, a model of
the atmosphere baa to be used to determine the relationship between the
nuclide ratios QJQX and QJQy Two models were used and tables prepared for
each model. One model was baaed on the growth of daughters from an isolated
radon source and the other on a 'mine tunnel' model in which radon is emanating
from the walls of a mine tunnel through which air is passing. Using the

*:• T " S min regime the coefficient of variation for BaA activity oonoentration
•V assessment is 6% with a flow rate of 101 min-1 and detector efficiency 0-20

when the activity concentrations of BaA, BaB and BaC are 100 pCil"1 each.
This assumes that the atmosphere of interest behaves according to one of the
assumed models. To remove the necessity for assuming a model for the
atmosphere whilst retaining the improved precision of the BaA oonoentration
assessment, it was decided to use the Badon Daughter Monitor designed by
James and Strong but to use a method amalgamating theirs and that of

:' Thomas-Tsivoglou.

S. The present method
f Z.I. Development of the method
K' The method of measurement decided upon was to take a gross alpha count
f from the filter paper as sampling took place from 0 to Tx minutes. At time Tx
y both the sampling and this first gross alpha count Cx would be terminated and
•'.: Cx recorded. After resetting the counting equipment a static gross alpha count
\", Ct would be taken from Tx+1 to Tt minutes. The counting equipment would
?. again be reset and a second static gross alpha count taken from Tt+1 to Ts

'. ;,. minutes to yield count Ct. This regime was denoted by the general time set
t: '•'. / (Tx, Tt, Tt). Equations could be derived to enable the activity concentrations
:.•. Qv Qt and Qt pCil"1 of BaA, BaB and BaC respectively to be calculated from
l: : ' the values of Cx, C, and Cx.
•( ; T h e B a d o n Daughter Monitor has a background count ing rate o f 0-3 cpm
V typica l ly a n d Thomas (1972) demonstrated t h a t l o w background count ing
':{ . rates do not significantly affect the results of the measurements. In what
•'/.' follows the background counting rate is assumed to be zero but sufficient
';..- information is provided to permit the reader to incorporate the effects of
v. background counting rate if that is necessary (see Thomas 1072 for details).
\ The equations for the nuclide activity concentrations are of the general form :

Q1-

Qt -

Qt

(2)
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where V is the flow rate in lm - 1 and E is the detector efficiency in opm/dpm.
The coefficient» JK̂  depend on the values of the times Tv Tt and Tr

By combining eqn (2) with eqn (1) an equation can be formed to give the
Working Level, wi>, in terms of the independently measured quantities Cv

Ct and Ct

W L s

where M, N and P are found from

(3)

(*)

The object was to find values of Tv Tt and Tt resulting in acceptable
coefficients of variation for the Q values. As a first approximation to the
standard deviation due to counting statistics the method adopted by Thomas
may be used. This regards Cv Ct and Ct as independent Poisson variâtes and
the standard deviation <St on Qt is given by

(5)

It was obviously necessary to restrict the number of time values investigated
in some way. Sampling and oounting times of less than five minutes were
thought unlikely to produce adequate counts for statistical purposes and a
total measurement time much in excess of one hour was regarded as impracti-
cable for a large survey. In addition sampling and oounting times were restricted
to integral numbers of minutes. A one minute time interval was allowed to
elapse between the end of one count period and the start of the next to allow
the remits to be recorded and the equipment reset. Time sets were investigated
covering all values of 3\ from 6 to 20 min, Tt from ?i+ 6 to T,+21 min and
Tt from T t+6 to ?i+21 min. A computer program was written which tabulated
the coefficients Ky of eqns (2) for each of the above time sets and also listed the
standard deviation 8t due to oounting statistics for each time set and for each
nuclide for the conditions Qt » <?, ~ Q» - 1 pCSl-1 at a flow rate F « 11 min-1

and detector efficiency E — 1 cpm/dpm.
In general the uncertainties in the assessment of the daughter activity

concentrations decrease as the lengths of the two static oounting times increase.
The uncertainties in the measurement of BaB and BaC also decrease with
increasing sampling time but the uncertainty in the estimation of RaA activity
concentration passes through a minimum at a sampling time of 16 min. Fig. 1
illustrâtes the variation in relative standard deviation of RaA, BaB and BaC
as a function of sampling time Tt for T , - (3l

1+21)min, Tt~ (T^ 42) min
under equilibrium conditions. Of the time seta investigated, that promising the
smallest uncertainty in BaA oonoentration assessment was I (15,36,57), which
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060-

Fig. 1. Relative standard deviation for the time «et 7 (Tv 2}+ 21, ï \ + 42) for
Ç, — Qt « Ç, — 1 pCil"1. Flow rate V — 1 lmin"1, counting efficiency
£ • 1 cpm/dpm.

means count whilst sampling from 0 to 15min, count without sampling
16-36 min, count without sampling 37-57 min. However, in cases where the
daughter activity concentrations were high, adequate precision would be
achieved with shorter measurement times. Table 2 lists the coefficients Ki} for
* selection of time sets. The set I (6,25,35) is given as it enabled a comparison
of results obtained by the Thomas-Tsivoglou method and the present method
to be carried out on the same sample within the same total measurement time
(see below).

Fig. 2 compares the relative standard deviation of different time sets for
the measurement of low concentrations of BaA under conditions of daughter

Table 2. Coefficients Ktj for

l(TvTt,Tt)

7(5.26,36)
7(5,21,37)
/ (10,11,32)
/(10.M.42)
1(15,11,47)
I (16,», 57)

007836
0082S2
0-03144
0-02610
0-01434
0-01305

K»

-0-02391
-0-02708
-0-03285
-001876
-0.01628
-0-01152

K»

0-03306
0-01608
O-01841
001137
001032
0-008043

0-00000
001237
000703
000176
0-000305

-0-000456

3%.?
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equilibrium. This represents the worst case for errors in RaA assessment.
The curve for the Thomas-Tsivoglou method is also given in fig. 2 for comparison
and the improvement in RaA activity concentration measurements is apparent.

02 04 06
RaA concentration, 0, (pCi I"')

Kg. 2. Companion of the relative «tandard deviation of RaA assessment for low
concentration», Q, » Q, •> Qv F » l l min-1, £ » 1 cpm/dpm.

These curves are plotted for a flow rate V - 1 lmin-1 and detector efficiency
S w, 1 cpm/dpm. The counts recorded during any interval for a given activity
concentration of daughter products is proportional to the product of flow rate
and efficiency and it follows from eqn (6) that the relative standard deviation
for any practical values of the flow rate V and efficiency E can be found by
dividing the values given in fig. 2 by ( VE)K The relative standard deviation on

selected time sets I {Tv Tt, Tt)

-0-01378
-0-01728
-0-01108
-0-00821
-0-005271
-0-002614

0-04373
0-O2634
042562
041297
0408867
0405825

Kn

-002128
-042415
-040963
-0-00682
-0-002586
-0401800

K»

001877
0-02204
0-02232
001222
0009129
0-006257

«u

-0-02663
-0-01355
-0-01398
-0-008300
-0-006709
-0-006047
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measurements of RaB and BaC activity concentrations are also reduced by the
present method. In all oases smaller uncertainties result from the present
method for the same sampling time (6 min) and overall measurement period
(35min) as the Thomas-Tsivoglou method; the uncertainties being further
reduced if the sampling and total measurement time are increased.

Thomas takes as a useful criterion of the sensitivity of the measurement
system for a particular daughter product that value of the daughter activity
concentration at which the relative standard deviation is 0-50. To enable
this to be calculated it is neoessary to calculate the number of counts in each
period arising from given activity concentrations of daughter products. The
counts obtained from the present method are given by

G,

C* j

A»]

L»

Table 3 presents values of the coefficients Li} for the selected time sets used
in table 2. The sensitivities of these time sets and the Thomas-Tsivoglou

Table 3. Coefficient Lti for selected time sets I (3\, Tt, Tt)

/(ï\.31,.r,)

/ (5,25,35)
/ (5,21,37)
1(10.21,32)
J (10,28,42)
/ (15,31.47)
1(15,38,87)

i »

10-70
19-70
59-61
59.64

107-01
10701

L»

1-511
1-511

11-21
11-21
3515
3515

26-20
26-20
9907
9907

21109
21109

• & • •

29-87
27-43
33-45
40-20
49-00
57-58

L»

6097
43-87
69-08
99-72

163-30
231-34

£ . ,

136-19
114-55
152-34
210-62
291-20
358-77

£. .

5-386
9-068

12-31
17-36
25-44
33-23

41-77
68-61
86-62

138-75
208-65
274-26

37-51
65-24

103-45
119-95
165-84
171-37

method are compared in table 4 for different conditions of equilibrium. The
results are again normalised for a flow rate efficiency product VE of 1-00 so
that the sensitivities at any existing value of this product are given by dividing
the results in table 4 by the actual product value. Table 4 illustrates the
dramatic improvement in the sensitivity of the BaA activity concentration
assessment achieved by counting while sampling.

3.2. Operational experitnce with the present method

In » survey of radon daughter concentrations in domestic dwellings (to
be published in 1978) the measurements were carried out mainly using the
regimes / (16,36,67) and / (10,26,42) but occasional measurements were made
using the regime / (5,25,35). This last regime allowed the radon daughter
activity concentration to be evaluated by the Thomas-Tsivoglou method and
the present method using the same sample and the same instrument (the
Radon Daughter Monitor). In this way uncertainties in flow rate and counting
efficiency are common to both measurement techniques and do not affect the

3 as
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Table 4. Comparison of the sensitivities of various methods of radon daughter
concentration assessments for different nuolide ratios

(Sensitivity is taken as the oonoentration of that daughter product at
which the relative standard deviation of the measurement is 0-6)

Method

Thomw-Tiivoglou

Present method
1(6,26,36)

I (6,21,37)

1(10,21,32)

7(10,26,42)

7(16,31,47)

1 (16,38,67)

Nunlwfo ratio

1:1 :1
1:08: 04
1: 0-3: 0-1
1:0-1:002
1:0 :0

1:1 :1
1:06: 0-4
1:0-3:0-1
1:0-1:0-02
1:0 :0
1:1 :1
1:0-0: 0-4
1:0-3 :0-1
1:0-1:002
1:0 :0
1:1 .1
1:0-8:0-4
1:0-3 :01
1: 0-1: 002
1:0 :0
1:1 :1
1:0-0: 04
1: 0-3: 0-1
1:0-1: 002
1:0 :O
1:1 :1
1: 0-6:0-4
1:0-3:0-1
1:0-1:0-02
1:0 :0
1:1 :1
1:0-0:0-4
1:0-3:0-1
1:0-1:0-02
1:0 :0

SenmtivitypCil-1

RaA

11-0
fi-91
3-07
1-94
1-61

200
1-23
0-76
0-63
0-67

2-01
1-23
0-82
0-08
0-63
2-01
1-12
0-M
0-40
0-40
1-10
0-82
O-3«
0-26
0-23
0-09
0-66
0-29
0-19
0-16

0-71

0-21
0-14
0-11

(KB-1-00)

RaB

1-07
0-94
0-88
1-25
—

0-84
0-76
0-73
1-16
—

0-62
0-66
0-56
0-97
—

1-04
0-92
0-90
1-65
—

0-28
0-26
0-24
0-38
—

0-18
0-10
o-ie
0-24
—

0-08
0-07
0-07
Oil
—

RaC

1-24
1-63
3-07
7-94

0-64
0-89
1-90
604
—

0-68
0-81
1-82
«•38
—

0-71
0-96
1-97
fl-29
—

0-31
0-41
0-84
2-61
—

0-26
0-33
0-06
1-79
—

0-16
0-21
0-41
0-10
—

validity of the intereomparison. Fig. 3 shows the result» of the RaA inter-
oomparison. The uncertainties shown in this figure are one standard deviation
due to counting statistics calculated according to eqn (5). The detector efficiency
of the Radon Daughter Monitor was 0-2 and the flow rates used were in the
region of 65lmbr1.
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For measurements of radon daughter activity concentrations in the open air
the regime / (IS, 36,57) produced useful assessments of BaA activity concen-
trations down to 0-05 pCi I"1 (with a flow rate efficiency product of 10). In the
present method, M with the Thomas-Tsivoglou method, the precision of
Working Level assessment is higher than that for any of the daughter

06-

- 0 6
a
A

S
3 04

<02

-02

02 04 06 08
Present method.11525.35] RaA (pCi r'l

Fig. 3. Measurement of BaA concentrations in dwellings using Thomas-Tsivoglou and
1 (5,25,35) on the sune (ample.

concentrations. Using the I (15,36,57) regime with a system having a flow rate
efficiency product of 10 a coefficient of variation of 14% at 10~* WL under
conditions of daughter equilibrium is obtained.

4. Coochnion
The method outlined in this paper for the measurement of radon daughter

activity concentrations offers the possibility of using simple portable equipment
to assess BaA activity concentrations at levels as low as 0-05 pCil-1 (approxi-
mately 0-6* atoms per litre). With a total measurement time of 35 min the
sensitivity of the present method for BaA assessment shows an improvement
by a factor of five over that of Thomas-Tsivoglou which also requires 35 min
for a measurement. By extending the overall measurement time to 57 min
the limit of detection is an order of magnitude lower than that for the Thomas-
Tsivoglou method.
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RÉSUMÉ

L M mutant de faible» oonosntrations d'éléments enfantés de radon-222 dans l'air, aveo aooent
•or l'wtimation da RaA

Un oertain nombre de méthode» eziitent pour mesurer la ooneeatratîon d'activité d'Aliment*
enfantai de radon 222 dan» l'air mail dan* la plupart des ça», l'inUrêt w t oentré sur la determina-
tion des niveaux de fonctionnement. Dans les oas particulier» où les oonoentrationa d'aotivite
des élément» enfantés individuel» sont évalués, la précision de l'évaluation du RaA (»»Po) est
médiocre, sauf si la speetrométrie est utilisés. Pour ooatroler l'environnement, les mesures des con-
centrations d'activité du RaA fournissent une indioation faible des concentrations d'aotivite du
radon. Après avoir brièvement passé en revue les méthodes reconnues de mesures de» concen-
trations d'activité des éléments enfante» de radon, l'auteur expose une méthode permettant de
mesurer des concentration» d'activité aussi faibles que 0,08 pCi l-> (50 pCi m"1) du RaA au
moyen d'un matériel transportable simple. La méthode décrite mesure aussi les oonoentrations
d'activité du RaA («"Pb) et du RaC (»"Bi) et les niveaux de fonctionnement aveo une précision
améliorée en comparaison avec les méthodes établies.

ZUSAMMBNI>A8STOO

Die Ifessung niedriger Konxentrationen von Radon-222 TSchtem in Luft, mit besonderer Betonung
auf der RaA-Beurteilung

Bine Reine von Ilessmethoden fur die Konientrationen, bel denen Radon-222 Toobter in
Luft wirkaam sind, steben cor Verfugung. In den meisten Fallen intensaiert jedoch die Bestûn-
mung der Intensitat. Wenn die individuelle, Wirksamkeitskonsentrationen von TOehtem beur-
teilt werden soil, ist die RaA (tMPo)-Bewertung unprixise, ausser man verwendet Spektrometrie.
Bei Umgebungsuberwaohungen ist die Massung von RaA wirksamkeitakonxentrationen ein
niverllssiger Indikator fur Radon Wirksamkeitskonwntrationen. Im Anschluss an eine kune
ttberprUlung der bekannten Hethoden sur Ilessung der Wirksamkeitskonzentrationen von
Radon-TOohtem wird eine Méthode genannt, durch die mit Hilfe einfaoher, transportabler
derate Wirksamkeitakonientrationen bis su 0,06 pCi 1~» (S0 pCi m"") RaA gemeasen werden
konnen. Die hier vorgefuhrte Méthode ist auoh IUT Hessung von RaB (»<Fb) und RaC (*"Bi)
WirksamkeiUkonsentrationen und Intensittten geeignet, und cwar bei griaterer Prixision als
die bekannten Methoden.
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Revised Coefficients for the Measurement of Radon-222
Daughter Concentrations in Air

Tax EDITOR,
Sir,

A method has been presented (Cliff 1978) for the measurement of the
oonoentrations in air of the short-lived daughters of radon-222 (BaA, BaB and
BaC) that involves the use of an instrument which permits the recording of
gross alpha decay of nuclides deposited on a filter paper while sampling is in



Table 1. Revised coefficients K,} for selected time sets I{TV Tt, Tt)

I(TvTt,T,)
7(5,26,36)
7(6,21,37)
7(10, 21, 82)
7(10,28,42)
7(15,31,47)
7(18,36,67)

O-O7S04 -0-02338 0-03135 0-009330
0-08063 -0-02738 0-01673 0-01274
0-03093 -0-03240 0-01810 O007228
0-02662 -0-01840 0-01118 0-001872
0-01411 -0-01801 0-01016 0-000360

-0-01388 0-04386
- 0 0 1 7 3 8 0-02641
-0-02218 0-02674
-0-008294 0-01302

-0-02000 0-01838
-0-02313 0-02169
-0-009342 0-02202
-0-006639 0-01202

-0-006333 0-008908 -0-002474 O-OO9O03
0-01282 -0-01132 0-007902 -0-000414 -0-002661 0-006861 -0-001691 0006161

-0-02611
-0-01330
-0-01381
-0-008189
-0-008630
-0-004980
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progress as well as following the end of the sampling period. The procedure is
to sample the atmosphere of interest from 0 to Tt min and during this period a
gross alpha count, Clt is recorded. Following the end of the sampling two
further gross alpha counts Ct and C, are recorded from Tx +1 to Tt and Tt+1
to Tt min respectively. The general timing regime outlined above is denoted by
/ (Tv Tt, Tt) and the concentrations (pCi l~1)Qv Qt and Qa of EaA, RaB and
BaC respectively are found from:

(1)

where the coefficients Kft depend upon the values of Tlt Tt and Ta and F is the
flow rate in 1 min-1 and E h the detection efficiency in opm/dpm. Similarly,
the gross alpha counts expected in each counting interval for given activity
concentrations can be found from:

Ltl Ln La \ Qt . (2)

In the original paper, tables are given of the coefficients JK̂  and Lif for
selected time sets. In preparing the data used in these tables a computer
program was written to compute the L(f for a number of time regimes and
hence derive the K matrix by inversion of the L matrix. Unfortunately recent
work with the computer program has revealed errors in the coefficients X u and
Ln resulting in errors in all coefficients Ky. The errors in the coefficients given
in the original paper are small and the use of the published coefficients intro-
duces a systematic overestimate of RaA concentration by a maximum of 2>5%
for all regimes and all conditions of daughter equilibrium. In the case of RaB
and BaC the use of the erroneous coefficients produces a systematic under-
estimation of concentrations and the magnitudes of these errors depend upon
the state of daughter equilibrium. At equilibrium the error in RaB assessment
is less than 0-5% and that for BaC less than 2%. At extreme disequilibrium
(RaA:RaB:BaC = 1:0-3:0-1) the error in RaB is less than 2% but that in
BaC varies from 9% for the regime I (15, 36, £7) to 17% for / (5, 25, 35).

Table 2. Revised coefficients Lti for selected time sets 1(TV Tt, Tt)

/(3\i 2j» -*i) i n £r|| ^1S -^il ^tt •"•• ^11 -"II *̂yt

7(5,35.35) 19-70 1-511 26-20 28-11 60-97 13619 4-701 41-77 37-51
7(5,21,37) 19-70 1-511 26-20 25-96 43-87 114-55 7-883 68-61 65-24
7(10,21,32) 09-64 11-21 9907 32-21 5908 152-34 11-01 86-62 103-45
7(10.26,42) 69-64 11-21 9907 38-26 99-72 210-62 15-80 138-75 119-95
7(15,31,47) 107-01 35-16 211-09 46-90 163-30 291-20 23-76 208-65 165-84
7(15,36,67) 107-01 35-15 211-09 64-81 231-34 358-77 31-47 274-26 171-37
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RADON DAUGHTER CONCENTRATIONS IN A ROOM CONSTRUCTED PARTLY

OF MATERIAL OF ENHANCED RADIUM CONTENT

K D Cliff

In a survey of the concentrations of the short-lived daughters of radon-222

in dwellings in Great Britain, certain assumptions were made in deriving

the rate of production of radon-222 within a roan. It was assumed, for

instance, that in a room on the windward side of the dwelling the air

interchange (ventilation) would be between the room and the outside air

with no air exchange between adjacent rooms. In practice some air movement,

through cracks surrounding connecting doors, between rooms takes place.

However, under most conditions the error introduced by ignoring the

ventilation path between rooms is small for still air conditions in adjoin-

ing rooms. The results of the survey of dwellings indicated an arithmetic

mean production rate for radon-222 of 20 Bq ra~ h~ (0.54 pCt 1~ n ) in

living rooms in Great Britain (Cliff, 1978a).

Investigations of the rate of emanation of radon-222 from common

building materials indicate that the rate of production given above is

unlikely to be supported solely by the structural materials of the room.

Jonassen and Mclaughlin (1978) presented the results of their measurements

of radon-222 emanation rates from building materials* The material found

with the highest emanation rate was light-weight alum shale concrete of

old manufacture originating in Sweden. This material is now banned for

use in buildings in Sweden but if a room with a typical volume-to-surface

ratio of 1.8 m were completely constructed of this material, the roan would

have a radon production rate of 18.5 Bq m~\~* (0.50 p d 1~V" ) only. To

account for the radon production rate measured in Great Britain we nust



assume that there is another source t ie that some radon comes from the

subsoil beneath the building. Other workers measuring radon-222 in

buildings have reached the same conclusion (Breslin, 1978; Windham, 1978).

Attempts to balance the radon budget (ie account for the measured

concentration of radon found in the room by measuring the radium content

of .the construction material and other parameters) in a room in an

occupied building were far from successful (Cliff and O'Riordan, 1978)>

The radon-222 concentration measured in the room was an order of magnitude

higher than that whish could be supported by the radium content of the

structural materials of the room.

In all previous measurements constraints were inevitably placed on

the use of the dwellings as their use was permitted by the voluntary

aquiescenee of members of the general public. In late 1978, however, an

opportunity arose to carry out measurements in a block of flats under

construction in a country outside the UK, in which some of the building

materials used had enhanced radlum-226 concentration.

Measurements were carried out in a room of a flat on the third floor

of this building. The room itself was closed (doors and windows) whereas

all windows in other rooms throughout the flat were fully opened, as were

windows in the flats above and below the flat containing the room being

investigated. Measurements of the concentrations of the short-lived

daughters of radon-222 were carried out, using the method described by

Cliff (1978b, 1978c) within the room, in the corridor outside the room and

on the balcony in the outside air outside the window of the room. The

radon daughter concentrations measured in the corridor and on the balcony

were the same (within the limits of experimental error) and indicated that



the room was surrounded by air of uniform radon concentration* Titos

the ventilation path* for the room did not affect the derivation of

radon production rate for the room as all paths were to points of

similar radon concentration. Measurements of ventilation rate of

the room were carried out using the tracer gas technique and the rate

of .radon production within the room was calculated* The room was glazed

and plastered but no other decorating had been carried out. Three walls

were constructed from plaster blocks, the fourth wall was a main load

bearing wall of concrete and the floor and ceiling were of concrete.

Samples of the concrete and plaster blocks used in this building were

taken and are being analysed at NRPB for radium content and emanating

fraction (the fraction of radon produced within the material that escapes

from the surface to surrounding air).

Provisional results indicate a radium concentration in the plaster

blocks of 444 Bq Kg"1 {12 pCt g"1) and in the concrete of 18.5 Bq Kg"1 •

(0.5 pCi g~ ) . The rate of production of radon within the room was

assessed as- 12 Bq m h (0.32 gCL I n ). Prom these measurements

together with those of the dimensions of the room the indications are

that the radon concentration measured in the rocm is supported solely by

the radium content of the structural elements of the room, ie the radon

budget balances.

It should be noted that the rate of production of radon in this room,

where a substantial quantity of building material of unusually high radium

concentration is used, is lower than the mean production rate found in

the dwellings survey in Great Britain. The majority of the measurements

in the dwellings survey were carried out in ground floor rooms and the

results reported here further emphasise the role of radon ingress from the

ground in the concentration of radon found in UK buildings.



A full report of these measurements, together with those of

7-ray exposure rates found within the room and in other parts of the

building, will be published shortly (Cliff and O'RLordan, 1979).
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ABSTRACT. Calculations of the aotivity concentration of R&A (*"Fo) in the air within
living rooms and in the outside air were made at 87 dwellings in England and Scotland.
From these measurements together with a determination of the ventilation rate

; existing in the room at the time of the measurements, the rate at which tMRn is
| emanating from room surface» into room air in pCil- 'h"1 can be calculated. For the
I dwellings studied the mean emanation rate is 0-64 pCi I"1 h ' 1 and on the basis of a
> mean ventilation rate of one room change per hour throughout the year and assuming
I an occupancy factor of 0-8 the population exposure rate for the population of Great
1 Britain to the short-lived daughters of u l R n is estimated to be 015 Working Level
: Months per year.

! 1. Introduction
j Within five years of Becquerel's discovery of radioactivity Eleter and Geitel
| (1901) demonstrated that radioactive nuclides are present in the atmosphere.
' Investigations of this finding revealed that the nuclides present were radon
i (***Rn) and thoron (>MRn) and their respective daughter products. Interest in
1 atmospheric radioactivity has continued from these pioneer studies to the
' present day.
] Underground miners in certain areas of the world (where the uranium
j content of the subsoil is high) have been recorded as suffering from an excess
; of respiratory disease since the sixteenth century (Agrioola 1556). Towards the
i end of the last century a large proportion of respiratory disease in miners was
j diagnosed as lung cancer and in some mining communities the prevalence of

this disease may be regarded as reaching epidemic proportions. In Schneeberg,
Germany, between 1877 and 1879 75% of the deaths among working miners
were due to lung canoer (Harting and Hesse 1879 quoted in Lorenz 1944).
Similar mortality was occurring in miners in Joachimstal, Czechoslovakia,
although the cause was not recognised until 1926. Autopsy studies between
1929 and 1938 revealed that 60% of deaths among miners at Joachimstal were
due to lung canoer (Peller 1939). From 1924 suggestions were made that the
causative agent leading to the excess of respiratory disease in uranium miners
might be radon-222 in the mine air (Ludewig and Lorenser 1924, Sikl 1930,
Saupe 1933). Bale (1951, quoted in Stewart and Simpson 1963) calculated that
the major proportion, greater than 99%, of the dose delivered to lung was due
to the short-lived daughters of radon-222 and not the radon itself. These
short-lived daughters of *»Rn are IWPo (half-life 3(MS min). m P b (half-bfe
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26-8 min), M*Bi (half-life 19-7 min) and «*Po (half-life l-OxlO~«s). These
nuclides have traditionally been given the names RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1

respectively. RaA and RaC1 are emitters of alpha particles but due to the short
half-life of RaC1 this nuclide is, for all practical purposes, always in equilibrium
with RaC and the alpha particle emitted by RaC1 may be regarded as a prompt
alpha particle from RaC. Following the indictment of the short-lived daughters
of radon and in view of the difficulty in measuring the individual daughter
activity concentrations under working conditions in a mine, a special unit was
adopted for measuring the potential hazard. This unit, the Working Level
(WL), is defined as any combination of the short-lived decay products of radon-
222 ; RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1 in one litre of air which will result in the ultimate
release of 1-3 x 10* MeV of alpha energy in decaying to n4Pb (RaD). Although
this definition is satisfied by an activity concentration of 100 pCi I"1 each of
RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC1 the definition is independent of any particular state
of daughter equilibrium (Evans 1969; this reference is an excellent introductory
text to the properties of radon daughters). The cumulative exposure to the
short-lived daughters of radon-222 is measured in Working Level Months
(WLH{, one WLM being an exposure at one Working Level for one working month
(taken as 170 hours), or 0-5 WL for two working months and so on. Following an
intensive study of the mortality of uranium miners in the United States
(Lundin, Wagoner and Archer 1971) the correlation between the cumulative
exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon and the excess incidence of
lung cancer was demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt.

Exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon is not confined to under-
ground miners. Uranium is widely distributed in the earth's crust, typically in
concentrations of 2-4 parts per million (Evans 1969) and in consequence is
found in most materials commonly used by the building industry. Radium
being a decay product of uranium is also found in building materials and acts
as the source of radon. Clay bricks contain typically l-£parts per million of
radium whereas granite bricks have an elevated concentration of 2-^parts per
million (Hamilton 1971). Radon, being a noble gas, diffuses from the room
surface materials and from the subsoil below the building into room air, where
it and its daughters are available for inhalation by the room occupants.

Over the last 25 years various authors have expressed concern at the actual
or proposed use of building materials with radium concentrations substantially
in exoess of those in traditional materials (e.g. Hultqvist 19S6, Fensko 1975).
An assessment of the radiological implications of using by-product gypsum from
the phosphaté fertiliser industry, which has a higher radium concentration than
the natural product, was undertaken by O'Rioidan, Duggan, Rose and
Bradford (1972) and they considered the effect of the resultant additional
exposure to radon and its daughters. For future exercises of this kind it would
be helpful to have a knowledge of the current exposure of the general population
to these nuclides. Such knowledge may also be useful in assessing the signifi-
cance of some of the radioactive nuclides present in the atmosphere as a result
of mankind's various activities. Caruthers and Waltner (1975) and
Parthasarathy (1976) called upon the United States National Council on
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Radiation Protection to set maximum permissible concentrations of l l lRn in
buildings in the light of the activity concentrations that had been measured in
publio and private buildings. The setting of such a limit can be made meaning-
fully only if the range of concentrations existing in traditionally constructed
buildings and in particular in dwellings is known.

Extensive surveys of the activity concentrations of radon and its daughters
have been reported in Sweden (Hultqvist 1956), Hungary (Toth 1972), Poland
(Pensko 1972) and Austria (Steinhausler 1975). Toth and Pensko give results
only for poorly ventilated rooms. Steinhausler assumes equilibrium between
radon-222 and its short-lived daughters in poorly ventilated rooms but gives
no information as to the actual ventilation conditions of the room existing at
the time of the measurements. Haque, Collinson and Blyth-Brooke (1065)
measured radon activity concentrations in several rooms in London but merely
categorised the rooms as adequately or inadequately ventilated. Davies and
Forward (1970) reported levels of radon-222 indoors and out-of-doors at a
location in Surrey but did not measure the equilibrium conditions existing at the
time of their measurements. Hultqvist (1956) discussed the effect of ventilation
but again gave results in terms of ventilated and unventilated rooms. Duggan
and Bradford (1974) reported the results of a preliminary survey of radon and
its short-lived daughter activity concentrations in domestic dwellings. These
authors took account of the ventilation rate existing at the time of the measure-
ments in the rooms under investigation. The work reported in this paper is an
extension of the survey initiated by Duggan and Bradford and relies heavily
on the foundations laid by those authors.

2. Method of measurement
2.1. Outline of (he method

In both outside air and the air within buildings the activity concentrations
of radon and i«s daughters exhibit large temporal fluctuations. Steinhausler
(1975) measured activity concentrations of radon-222 in rooms of buildings
which were stated to be unventilated and attempted to correlate the wide
fluctuations observed with a number of meteorological variables. However, no
measurements of actual ventilation rate were made and in a closed room
ventilation by infiltration through brick work and cracks surrounding doors
and windows is far from constant (see section 3 below). Suoh changes in
ventilation rate will alter the concentration of radon and its daughters existing
within the room.

The approach adopted by Duggan and Bradford (1974) and continued by
this author is to assume that the most important factors which determine the
radon and daughter concentrations within a room are :
(i) the rate of exhalation of radon into the room, and
(ii) the ventilation rate «Tinting in the room.

The first factor may be regarded as essentially constant as it is mainly
dependent upon the radium oontent of the material used in the construction
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of the building and of the ground beneath it; relative humidity, atmospheric
pressure and temperature being secondary influences. The effects of ventilation
will be oonndered later.

Following the approach adopted by Hultqvist (1956), consider a room with
a oonstant ventilation rate oîj room changes per hour. Let

Q be the number of atoms of the nuolide of interest per litre of room air,
Q1 be the number of atoms of the nuolide of interest per litre of outdoor air,
G be the activity concentration of the nuclide of interest, in pCi I"1, in

the room air,
C1 be the activity concentration of the nuclide of interest in pCi I-1, in

the outdoor air,
A be the decay constant of the nuolide of interest expressed in h-1. The

values for m Rn, RaA, RaB and BaC being taken as 000766h"1,
13-63 b.-1,1-552 h~l and 2-111 h"1 respectively,

k be the number of radon atoms emanating from the room surfaces per
litre of room air per hour,

K be the number of pioocuries of radon emanating from the room surfaces
per litre of room air per hour (pCi I"1, h"1). K will be called the radon
output of the room.

The subscripts B and A refer to radon and RaA respectively.
A «Miming that air enters the room from outside at a oonstant rate, mixes

uniformly with the room air and that this mixed air leaves the room at the same
constant rate then

and in the steady state

(1)

(2)

Using this relationship k may be found from the measurement of j , QR and
Q\. However, it was found more convenient to calculate the RaA concentration
than the radon concentration. For RaA the corresponding equation to eqn (2) is

that j>AR (valid for all practical ventilation rates) and that
: AAÇX

A (i.e. in outdoor air RaA is in equilibrium with radon) then
eqn» (2) and (3) may be combined to yield

or
* « <

(4)

(5)

(6)
It follows from eqn (6) that K can be determined from the measurement of

A, 0*4 and j . However, eqn (6) is true only in the steady state, i.e. when

Bat AA - 13-63 h"1 so
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fJ is zero. The question therefore arises as to how long one must wait after
» change in ventilation rate before conditions again approach a steady state.
From eqn (2) and remembering that for all practical circumstances j>AR

we have
*-JIOBI-SIC1* (')

where CR, is the radon activity concentration in the steady-state condition
with a ventilation rate j v If the ventilation rate is suddenly changed from
i i *° i t * n e n the radon activity concentration C R at any subsequent time t is
given by

and integration gives

In

or

(10)

The first term in eqn (10) represents the steady-state value of the radon
activity concentration, CR,,, at the new ventilation rate j% and this value is
approached asymptotically. Calculations were carried out for a number of
values of i i , Ji, K and C"R in order to obtain a general idea of the time, T, which
should elapse after a change in ventilation rate before carrying out measure-
ments of CA for the determination of K, The steady state was taken to be
sensibly reached when CR, reached 0-8CRra (for j \ >ja) or Om reached l-2CRoo
(fori!<i,). As would be expected, T is generally much shorter in the situation
where J!<jr T is longest when j falls from a high to a low value. Tbis was
usually the case during measurements : in order to reduce counting uncertainties
to a minimum Ox was usually increased by closing windows and doors before
carrying out measurements.

Froneqn(IO)

(12)

If 7V> is the value of t for which 0-8(7Roo then

If jj-Sh-1, j1

Cm = 0-24 pCi I-1 and
to be larger than this.

Z = 0-5pCSl-i and C*R - 0-07 pCi l~l then
2-7 h. In any practical situation 70., is unlikely

2.2. Calculation of the RaA activity concentration
The activity concentrations, CA and C1,̂ , of RaA were calculated using a

Radon Daughter Monitor designed by James and Strong (1973) and using the

04-$
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method of measurement described by Cliff (1978). In this instrument air is drawn
through a filter paper (Whatman GFÂ) which is positioned in front of a silicon
surface barrier detector. The associated detector circuit has a discriminator
level set to exclude the counting of p-particles. The arrangement allows a
gross alpha count from decaying nuclides deposited on the filter paper to be
recorded while sampling is in progress as well as after the end of sampling.
The regime most commonly adopted for calculating the activity concentration
of RaA was to sample the air for a period of 15 min and record the gross alpha
count obtained during this period. The sample ceased at 15 min and two further
gross alpha counts were recorded from 16 to 36 and 37 to 67 min from the start
of the sampling period. From the three counts recorded, Av At and At, the
activity concentration, CA of RaA is found (in pCi I"1) from

CA = (1/F£)(0-0130&41-0-011624I+0-008043.4,) (13)

where V is the volume flow rate (lmin-1) and E is the counter efficiency
(cpm/dpm). With a counter efficiency of 0-2 and a flow rate of 50 Imin-1 the
sensitivity of this method is such that for an RaA activity concentration of
0-07 pCi 1-1 the relative standard deviation due to counting statistics is 0-5.
From the three counts obtained the Working Level can be calculated as

-0-001354,+ 0-019374,). (14)

T- The sensitivity of the measurement of RaA activity concentration was
: •• always adequate for measurements of CA within the room and in the majority
jj-- of cases adequate in the outside air for measuring C°A. If C1^ was very low the
•-' uncertainty in the measurement of (71

A was unacceptable. In these cases the
•:• • Working Level was evaluated and C1

A calculated from this on the assumption
V; that equilibrium existed, i.e. C*A = C1^ = CV Under equilibrium conditions
';';. with a flow rate of 501 min-1 and detection efficiency 0-2 the coefficient of

;';: variation at 10-* wi. is 14% ; 10"4 WL corresponds to 0-01 pCS I"1 each of RaA,
•:. RaB and RaC. In those cases where this last method was adopted it is unlikely
,:; that the uncertainty in O1^ determination exceeds 60% (one standard deviation).

•V.

*V 2.Z. Measurement of ventilation rate

•• • ' The measurement of ventilation rate, j , was carried out by the usual method
;•;. of releasing and rapidly mixing a tracer gas into the room air (Dick 1950). If

the ventilation rate is constant then the concentration of tracer gas will decrease
.v exponentially with time. A plot of the logarithm of concentration against time
• y ; will yield a straight line the slope of which is the ventilation rate. Krypton-85

was used as the tracer gas and its concentration measured by scaling the counts
from a B12H Geiger-Muller tube. The release of 0-1 mCi of "Kr into a room
produced a concentration whose decrease could be followed for a period depend-
ent upon the volume of the room and the ventilation rate; for a normal size
living room and a ventilation rate of one room change per hour this period was
about one hour.
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2.4. Otter mtaêurementê
Changes in atmospheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity probably

influence the emanation rate of radon-222, but of these factors only a pressure
change is likely to produoe a prompt change in emanation rate (Jonassen and
HoLaughlin 1077). Atmospheric pressure was continuously recorded on a
microbarograph during each measurement exercise. Temperature was recorded
on a thermograph.

The determination of the radon output of a room by the method described
depends inherently on the assumption that the air exchange is solely between
that in the room and that outside the dwelling. This will not usually be the
case when a wind is blowing and the room being studied is on the leeward side
of the house. The wind direction at each site was noted and, where practical,
the room chosen for study was situated on the windward side of the house.

One factor in the translation of exposure to radon daughters into dose to
bronchial epithelium which is considered important by many authors is the
fraction of daughters (in particular RaA) unattached to condensation nuclei.
Â rough value of this fraction can be determined from a knowledge of the
concentration of condensation nuclei in the air (Duggan and Howell 1969).
Measurements of condensation nuclei were carried out using a portable con-
densation nuolei counter (Portable semi-automatio monitor, Environment One
Corporation).

3. Organisation of the measurement
The usefulness of this survey depends on the assumption that the radon

output of the room as determined by this measurement procedure is reasonably
constant with time. As shown in section 2.1 any change in the ventilation rate
requires some two and a half hours before conditions may be taken to have
returned to the steady state. The ventilation rate may alter due to changing
meteorological conditions as well as by deliberate action such as closing windows.
In a similar fashion it can be demonstrated that a change in the radon
concentration in the outside air will not be immediately reflected in the concen-
tration of radon found in the room air. On this basis a single measurement of
each of the parameters, CA, <P-± and j might not result in a representative value
for the radon output, K, of the room.

To investigate the constancy of K for a given room, one room was studied
day and night for a period of four days. Measurements of CA, C1

A andj were
made at approximately five-hourly intervals during this four-day period. The
room was closed throughout this period and ventilation was solely that due to
natural leakage around doors and windows and the up-draught in the chimney
flue behind a gas fire which was not operated during the measurement period,
fig. 1 shows the results of these measurements together with calculated values
of radon output K. The uncertainties shown are one standard deviation due to
counting statistics only. Fig. 1 demonstrates that all the parameters exhibit
large temporal variations. In particular, the changes in ventilation rate
demonstrate that caution is called for in classifying rooms loosely as poorly or

• - 34-?
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Fig. 1. Temporal variation in room air RaA concentration CA, outride air B«A concentra-
tion O1^, ventilation rate/ and radon output K for one room over • four-day period.

well ventilated. The temporal variations in each of the parameters are reflected
in the variability of the individual determinations of radon output. However,
if the radon output for the room is calculated using the mean values of <?A, <7*A
and j for the entire four-day period the value is 0-222 pCSHh-1 and this may
be taken as a better approximation to the true radon output than any individual
calculation of K baaed on single determinations of CA, C1^ and j . Table 1
shows the value» of radon output calculated fiom the mean parameter values
over each day, together with the deviation AK per cent from the four-day mean
given above. It is oonoluded from these results that whereas the measurement
of radon output based on measurements in a given room over a period of one
day may not be a reliable estimation of the true mean radon output of that
room, the uncertainty in such a determination is unlikely to exoeed 60%. In a
survey of a large number of dwellings such uncertainties should be equally
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Table 1. Deviation of the radon output calculated using the mean parameter
values over a one-day period from the radon output calculated from the means

of four days'values (0-222 pCi I-1 h"1)

Day

1
2
3
4

(pCil-1)

0-763
0-600
0-646
0-614

C'A
(pCil-1)

0-141
0-128
0-093
0-074

Mean

h - i

0-286
0-608
0-280
0-672

K

0182
0-249
0*168
0-262

<%>

- 1 8
+ 12
- 2 0
+ 18

distributed about the mean and the overall mean radon output calculated from
the survey results will not be far removed from the true mean. On the baste of
these considerations and to limit the time and staff requirements for the survey,
as well as the inconvenience incurred by members of the public agreeing to
participate in the project, measurements were confined to a one-day period.
The equipment was usually installed at about 08.30 hours in the room to be
studied and the doors and windows closed. Measurements of CA, G\ and j
were taken periodically throughout the day starting at 11.00 hours and
finishing around 18.30 hours.

Dwellings studied were located in the counties of Berkshire, Cornwall,
Dorset, Essex, Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Merseyside, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and
Wiltshire and in the tow is or conurbations of Aberdeen, Birmingham,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, London and Manchester. In all 87 dwellings were
surveyed. Fig. 2 illustrates the distribution of dwellings by age, style and main
structural material of both the main frame of the dwelling and the inner walls
of the room studied.

:&.

4. ItaaHs of the measurements
In fig. 3 are displayed the radon outputs for the dwellings investigated

categorised as in fig. 2. In terms of the small numbers in each category and
the similarity in the range of radon output within each group it is not con-
sidered that there is a strong dependence of radon output on the age of the
dwelling. For the range of dates built, from 1000 to 1915, the mean appears to
be significantly higher than for the other age ranges but this is due to the
highest radon output measured of 5*5 pCi 1-1 h - 1 lying in this range. If this
high value is removed the mean for this range is reduced to 0-66 pCi I"1 h~l

which is similar to that for other age ranges. Similar arguments apply to the
distribution of outputs regarding the style; the removal of the high of
5*5 pCi 1 -1 h"1 from the semidetached house group reduces the mean for this
group to 0-451 pCS I"1 h""1. In the case of the ground floor and first floor flats
it is normally expected that me radon concentration falls as one progresses to
higher floors (Toth 1972). This appears to be reversed in this investigation but
as the numbers in these categories are small (five ground floor flats and four
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Fig. 2. Distribution of dwellings surveyed by dute of construction, style of property,
main material of the shell of the building and the main material of the inner walls
of the room studied.

first floor flats) the difference in the means is not significant. The distribution
of radon outputs acoording to material used for the main shell demonstrates
that the only group exhibiting a significantly higher mean radon output is that
of buildings constructed from granite and this group contains the highest value
measured. The distribution of radon outputs appears, as might be expected,
to be largely dependent upon the materials used for the inner walls, the highest
radon outputs being found in those properties having inner walls of stone and
plaster. In particular all rooms with exposed stone, which is often used for
ornamental purposes, showed a high radon output regardless of the group in
which they oocurred. For the dwellings with some exposed stone within the
room measured the mean radon output was 2-6 pCi I"1 h"1 with a range from
0-80 to 5-6 pCi I-1 h."1. Fig. 4(o) shows the distribution of radon outputs acoord-
ing to a broad geological classification of the subsoil at the location of the
dwelling. In view of the similarity in the range of results in each group the
influences of subsoil on emanation rate is not pronounced. It must be borne
in mind that in both sandstone and granite areas the dwellings were often
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constructed from locally obtained materials and these materials influenoe the
radon output more than the subsoil. However, for a room with a given radon
output and ventilation rate the actual activity concentrations of radon and its
daughters existing in the room are influenced by the concentrations in the out-
side air and this is dependent upon the subsoil among other factors. Fig. 4(6)
shows the distribution of mean outside air BaA activity concentrations as
measured during this survey with subsoil type.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of radon outputs for all dwellings surveyed. As
the distribution is very unsymmetrical when plotted linearly it is plotted to a
logarithmic scale. The median value obtained is 0*32 pCi I-1 hr1 with a
geometric standard deviation of 3*1. The arithmetic mean for all the dwellings
surveyed is 0-60 pCi H h-*.

Radon output (pCi I" h"l

20

-30 -20 -10
In (radon output in pCi I'1 h"1)

20

Kg. 6. Badon-222 output of living rooms in dwellings in Great Britain.

5. Estimation of population exposure
The highest value for radon output recorded was 5-5 pCi I"*1 h - 1 and is

almost twice that of the next highest value found (2-8 pCi I"1 br1). This high
value occurred in a dwelling in Cornwall constructed from local granite known
to contain a relatively high radium activity concentration ( > 2-5 pCi g"1). As
such dwellings are uncommon and the population density of Cornwall is low
it is reasonable to exclude this value when attempting to estimate population
exposure to the short-lived daughters of radon-222. With this highest value
of radon output removed the arithmetic mean radon output is reduced to
0-54 pCi I-1 h"1. For a room with a given radon output the actual activity
concentrations of each daughter product in the room air are strongly dependent
upon the ventilation rate. Table 2 shows the activity concentrations of the
short-lived daughters in a room emanating 0*54 pCi 1 - 1 h - 1 radon-222 for
various ventilation conditions (in room changes per hour). In compiling this
table it is assumed that the activity concentration of radon in the outside air
is 0-07 pCil-i and that the activity ratios Rn : BaA : RaB : RaC are
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Table 2. Radon daughter activity concentrations in a room emanating
fl-64 pCi I"1 h - 1 for various ventilation rates (room changes per hour)

Ventilation
rate (far1)

Conoentnttion (pCi I-1)
Working

BaA BaB BaC.BaC1 level (WL)

0-1
0-2
0-5
1-0
1-5
2-0

B-07
2-«4
1-10
0-67
0-89
0.31

4-76
2-35
0-85
0-37
0-23
017

4-55
2-16
0-69
0-26
015
011

0-0471
00230
0-0081
0-0035
0-0022
0-0016

1 : 1 : 0*8 :0-6. This figure for mean radon activity concentration is in agree-
ment with measurements made during this survey and with figures quoted in
the literature (e.g. Davies and Forward 1970, Harley 1073). Thus before an
assessment oan be made of mean population exposure, a mean ventilation rate
over a year must be assumed. Surveys of ventilation rates in dwellings in
Great Britain are virtually non-existent. Dick and Thomas (1951) measured
heat loss in two occupied dwellings and inferred from these results that the
ventilation rate was between two and three air changes per hour. However,
at the time of this research open solid fuel fires, with their attendant up-draughts,
were more common than at the present time. During the survey of radon
daughter oonoentrations in dwellings it was common to find ventilation rates
in the region of 0-7 h - 1 with doors and windows closed. In a number of cases
the ventilation rate was as low as 0-2 h"1. With the increasing costs of domestic
heating fuels and the consequential increase in the use of double glazing and
draft-excluding materials around doors it can be reasoned that ventilation rates
are generally below, one room change per hour for seven months of the year.
Even in the wanner seasons windows are often shut at night. Thus a typical
mean ventilation rate over the year of one room change per hour has been
assumed.

On the basis of a mean ventilation rate of one room change per hour and
assuming people spend 80% of their time within buildings (occupancy factor
0-8, UNSCEAR 1977) then the mean population cumulative exposure rate is
0-144 WLMy-1 from exposure within buildings. To this must be added the
0-005 wu i y-1 received while in the open air. Thus the overall mean exposure
rate to the short-lived daughters of radon is calculated to be 0-16 wur yr1.
Over a 70-year life span the total cumulative exposure of 10-5 vox corresponds
to 8*8% of the cumulative exposure which in uranium miners produces a
statistically significant increase in lung canoer (Lundin et ai. 1971).

Many workers have attempted to relate exposure in WXM to dose in rads to
bronchial epithelium with conversion factors ranging from 0-2 rad VTLM-1

(Harley and Pasternak 1972) to 12radwuf-1 (Haque and Gollinson 1967).
Toth (1972) adopted a figure of 0-66 rad TOIT1 when estimating the bronchial
epithelium dose rate for the population of Hungary. Using the same conversion
factor, the Great Britain mean population dose rate to bronchial epithelium is

353
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99 mrad y 1 which becomes 2-0 rem y 1 when the quality factor of 20 for alpha
particles is applied (ICRP 1977).

This figure of 2-Oremy1 mean population bronchial epithelium dose
equivalent rate may be disputed because of the uncertainties in the conversion
factors used in its derivation. This author is of the opinion that exposure to
the short-lived daughters of radon-222 is best expressed as WLM although
caution must be exercised in interpreting the consequences of a cumulative
exposure expressed in WLM. Jaoobi (1976) has reviewed the data for the
increased incidenoe of lung cancer in uranium and other miners and has derived
a risk factor for this group of 200 excess lung cancers per 10* persons per WLM.
It must be stressed that this risk estimate applies only to the group studied and

; cannot be applied to the population at large. One of the main factors influencing
the bronchial epithelium dose resulting from an exposure in WLM is breathing

:: rate. It is unlikely that many members of the population working within
buildings, and in particular in dwellings, have a respiratory rate as high as that
of underground miners. For part of the time over which the exposure in
dwellings occurs the person is relaxing and for perhaps seven hours he is asleep

.. when his breathing rate is much reduoed. To illustrate the absurdity of
applying the risk estimate derived from miners' exposure to the population

I, exposure Reiasland (1977) has applied the mir ?rs' risk estimate to the population
exposure derived from this work and predicted the incidenoe of lung cancer in

, women in Great Britain on this basis. Women were chosen since they generally
? smoke less than men. His table 3 compares the predicted incidence of lung cancer
; with that actually observed and for women below 40 years of age there are
i more lung oanoers predicted than the tota^ number observed due to all causes
j-, of cancer of the bronchus and lung. This emphasises that the risk estimate
Î for miners' exposure cannot be used for population exposure due to building
?; materials.
ir The above calculation of radon daughter concentration inside the room
? assumes that the equilibrium conditions in the inooming air are the same as in
£ • the outside air. However, in a dosed room the ingress of outside air will be
:'• through small cracks around windows and outside doors. Within these cracks
: : there is a high probability of deposition of some of the daughter activity from
.-'• . the outside air thus changing the equilibrium conditions in the incoming air.
•'. However, for the mean ventilation raté of one room change per hour even if
V the extreme (and very unlikely) case is taken of all the daughters in the
i- incoming air being deposited within the cracks this will reduce the Working
:* Levels in the room by only 7%. It should be noted that changes in the equili-
;\ brium conditions in the inooming air do not affect the validity of eqn (4).
!V

«. Conctason
On the basis of this survey the mean exposure to the short-lived daughters of

radon-222 for the population of Great Britain is 0-15 Working Level Months per
year giving a dose equivalent rate to bronchial epithelium of 2-Oremy1.
Regardless of the uncertainties in the estimation of dose equivalent it can
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unquestionably be concluded that of all body oells those reoeiving the highest
dose équivalent from any source of natural radioactivity are those of the
bronchial epithelium and this is largely due to exposure •within buildings.
With continuing efforts at energy conservation resulting in generally lower
ventilation rates in the colder months, and with the probable increase in the
use of by-product materials with slightly enhanced radium concentration as
building materials, this dose equivalent rate will increase.

The method described in this paper has not been tested independently by the
direct measurement of radon gas concentrations in the air within a room and in
the outside air. It is planned to carry out such measurements in the near future
at the same time as measurements are repeated using the method reported here.
The room used for this study will be that used to investigate the temporal
variations in radon output assessment as described in section 3. These results
will be published at a later date together with a summary of the actual values
of Working Levels found in dwellings during the survey.

I wish to express my gratitude to Mr. B. L. Davies for his unfailing support
and enthusiasm for this study and the many useful discussions that took place
as the study progressed, to Dr. 6. W. Dolphin for his advioe and encouragement
during the project, to Mr. D. Morris of the NRPB Electronics Section who
designed and constructed the version of the Radon Daughter Monitor used in
this study and finally to all those householders without whose co-operation
this work would not have been possible.

RÉSUMÉ
Evaluation dea oonoentration» fille» aérienne* de radon dan* le» rendeaoe* en Grande-Bretagne

De* oaloul» de U concentration d'activité da SaA ("«Fa) dan* l'air ambiant de» «aile* de aéjour
et dan* l'air extérieur ont Até fait» sur 87 naidenoe* en Angletem et en Eiocuo. A partir de ces
meeure», ainfti qu'à l'aide d'une détermination du rythme de ventilation dani letpieoe» au moment
de la prias de* menire*, le taux de "•Rn émanant de* mirfaoe* de la pieoe dan* l'air en pCi i~* h"1

peut être oaloulé. Pour le* étude» de* rétidenoe», le taux moyen d'émanation e*t de 0,5* pCi
l-i fc-i et, *ur la baas d'un taux de ventilation moyen d'un renouvellement d'air par heure et par
piiee sur l'enaernble de l'année, de même qu'en «uppoaant un eoeffieient d'oeeupation de 0,1 l'on
a ectimé que 1» taux d'expoùtion de la population en Grande-Bretagne aux «ubstanoe» fille* de
"•Bn à vie oourte était de 0,15 moin» à niveau de travail par an.

ZuSAMMBNFASStJNG

Bewertung von Konsentrationaanhaufimgen von Toehterelementen de* Badon», die von der Luft
getragen werdeo, in Hinaern in GroMbritannien

Bereohnungen der AktiviHtakoniantration von BaA (>uPo) in den Luftvolumin» von Wohn-
raumen und in der Anaunluft warden fur 87 Hauter in England und Sohottland durcbgeftthrt.
Dieae Meenngen erlauben e», die Auttrittageaolnrindigkeit von taBa au* den Wandflachen de»
Baume* in die Baumluft in pCi l-»h-1 eu erreohnen, indem man cuaatxlieh noeh die Ventilation*-
genhwindigkeit im Baum «ur Zeit der Dorchfuhrung der Hearangen miait und bei den Rech-
nungen xugnradelegt. Bei den untenuehten Gebanden lag die mittlere Auitrittagetchvindigkeit
bei 0,64 pCi 1-%-'. Unter Zugmndelegung einer durohwhnittliohen Ventilation«rate, dencufolge
date Luftvolumen eine» Baume» (tundlieh emeuert wird—und die* trtfft fur da< ganze Jahr xu-,
•owie unter der Vorauentrang eine* Bewohnung*- bsw. Nutefaktor» von 0,8 ergibt «ich fur die
britisohe BevSIkerung ein Binwirkunganiveau der kunlebigen Toobterelemente de» m R n von
Sobttzungnrieae 0,15 Honate pro Jahr, umgereohnet auf Arbeitaverbaltniaw.

; • • •
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Operating Experience with Equipment for
Continuous Monitoring of Radon Gas and Radon Daughters

by
Eric L. Geiger

Introduction

Continuous monitors for radon progeny and gas were manufactured by
Eberline in the spring of 1977 for use by Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL). Three of these instruments were used to gather baseline data
for a generic environmental impact statement on uranium mining and
milling. An identical unit was installed at a site in south Texas in
June 1977 to gather pre-operational data for a proposed open pit
uranium mine and mill complex. Since the fall of 1977, Eberline ha.s
delivered 24 continuous monitors for radon gas. The units are now being
used by 16 different uranium resource companies, government agencies and
research organizations.

Description of Monitors

Basic components of the Radon Progeny and Gas Monitor (RPG-1) are shown
in the enclosed block diagram, Fig. 1. All components are Eberline
products except the printer, which is commercially available. Therefore,
no new technology had to be developed. The size of the total package,
including the weatherproof enclosure is 36" x 30" x 13". Each unit is
provided with four detachable legs which places the sampling inlet 36"
from the ground. The unit is designed for AC power operation.

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows. Air, at a
constant (regulated) flow rate, passes through an Eberline ALPHA-3 detector
assembly where airborne particulates are removed on a 47mm membrane filter.
The detector in the ALPHA-3 unit is a silicon diffused junction type with
a cleanable 490 mm2 area. This detector is used to measure alpha particles
from 211fPo (RaC1), 218Po (RaA), or total alpha from 21*Po and 2 1 8Po. Working
level (WL) may be measured with a calibration error of less than 5% when gross
alpha is measured; therefore, the alpha spectrometry feature is needed only
for special studies. The working level for radon daughters is defined in
terms of total alpha energy per liter of air sampled; therefore, integrated
counts from this detector can be converted directly to WL. Only the dust
deposited during the past two hours of operation will contribute to self-
absorption of the alpha particles from radon daughters; therefore, the
only limitation on dust loading is the pressure drop across the filter.
Under most conditions, weekly exchange of the filter should be adequate.
These filters may be saved (composited) for quarterly analyses of 230Th,
226Ra, 210Pb, 210Po and uranium.

After the air passes through the filter in the ALPHA-3 detector, it passes
through an Eberline SAC-R5 which measures radon gas. The SAC-R5 consists
of a 1.4 liter scintillation cell, coated on the inside with zinc sulfide,
and a 5" diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight housing. The
scintillation cell is replaceable for about $100.00 in case it becomes
contaminated with long-life alpha emitters. The typical response factor
is 5.5 CPM per pCi/Jt with a typical background of about 2 CPM. The
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Operating Experience with Equipment for
Continuous Monitoring of Radon Gas and Radon Daughters

Operating Experience

The three RPG-1 units purchased by ANL in the spring of 1977 were used
almost continuously until the fall of 1978. During this period, unit 102
had no. downtime, unit 103 was down two or three days and unit 104 was
down about a week. For Ts years of continuous operation, this is an
excellent record.

The RPG-1 unit located in south Texas had problems with the radon daughter
channel during October and November 1977 and was inoperative for a little
more than two months. Symptoms were very high and erratic readings in the
daughter (ML) channel. Eberline had agreed to send a technician to the
site when the problem corrected itself and the unit again functioned normally.
During the first year, a health physicist traveled to the site occasionally
to check background and to re-calibrate the radon gas channel. The radon
gas channel was operative for the entire first year with the exception
of four days in August, 1977 caused by a printer malfunction, thirteen days
in November, 1977 and eighteen days in February 1978. Operating experience
in the second year was less satisfactory. Parts of the system were shipped
back to Santa Fe for re-calibration rather than re-calibration at the site.
Problems experienced related to poor communications and equipment damage
in shipment. This experience tends to convince us that routine calibration
at the site is better than shipment back and forth to Santa Fe. .

A need considered by ANL and Eberline to be urgent is a radon gas generator
calibration kit. The user should be able to check the calibration at the
location where the RGM is installed. ANL has built a small unit for this
purpose. It consists of a glass wool pre-filter, then a tube of charcoal,
then a bubbler containing water, then a. bubbler containing 226Ra in an acid
solution, then a third bubbler packed with glass wool. Air flows through
the unit at 0.1 £/min and is combined with another air stream at 0.9 £/min
to give a total flow of 1 «,/min. Each side of the 226Ra bubbler requires
a liquid tight valve which can be closed after each use.

A number of suggestions have been received concerning the RPG-1 design.
For example, the flow through the scintillator cell is much higher than
necessary, and ANL modified their units so that the flow through this
portion of the system is only 1 Vmin. This is more than adequate for
the radon gas detector. This and other suggestions will be considered
in re-design of the equipment.

The 24 RGM-l's shipped since November 1977 have operated with no or
very little downtime. Some of these have been operating continuously
since November 1977. Others are used on an intermittant basis. Some
problems have been noted that should be corrected in a subsequent design.
The following comments were offered concerning needed modification of
the RGM-1:

1. Pump is too weak. Need strong enough pump to maintain 1 £/min
even against a strong headwind.



Operating Experience with Equipment for
Continuous Monitoring of Radon Gas and Radon Daughters

detector 1s calibrated using 222Rn from a NBS 226Ra standard solution.
By integrating continuously with hourly print-out, the integrated count
is proportional to average 222Rn concentration in pCi/fc. The build-up
of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium immediately
so there is a lag between changes in 2Z2Rn concentration in the air and
the corresponding change in instrument response. Although the hourly
average concentration may reflect this response lag, the daily average is
correct within a few percent.

After the air passes through the SAC-R5, it passes through a flow rate
indicator and the Eberline RAP-1 pump. This pump has been used for many
years in similar field applications and has provided years of continuous,
essentially trouble-free, operation under summer and winter environmental
conditions. A pressure indicator is used to indicate excessive dust
loading on the filter. An elapsed time meter indicates total run time.
The flow rate of the pump is held constant with a bypass type of flow
regulator.

The alpha pulses from the two detectors are processed with a modified
version of Eberline single channel analyzer and MS-3 electronics. The
total counts accumulated over a preset time interval (e.g., 1 hour) are
recorded automatically with a printer. Each sealer then recycles to
zero and starts immediately collecting counts for the next time interval.
If the integration time interval is one hour, a simple calculation (sub-
tract background and multiply by a factor) gives hourly average concentra-
tion of radon gas in pCi/A. The detection limit of the instrument is
about 0.1 pCi/£ for radon gas and about 0.0001 WL for radon progeny.
The instrument is designed to operate continuously under field conditions.
Normal servicing consists of changing the filter in the ALPHA-3 detector
weekly and replacing the print-out tape in the printer.

The Radon Gas Monitor (RGM-l) performs exactly the same function as
the radon gas channel of the RPG-1 but the radon daughter (progeny)
channel has been deleted. The unit is smaller than the RPG-1 and is
packaged in a metal suitcase. The attached catalog sheet contains
a picture and additional description of the RGM-l.
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Operating Experience with Equipment for
Continuous Monitoring of Radon Gas and Radon Daughters

2. Filter is too small and filter holder should be replaced.

3. Intake should include plastic tube stuffed with glass wool to
function as a pre-filter.

4. Replace metal suitcase with rugged enclosure similar to (but
smaller than) RPG-1. RGM-1 can not be used outdoors continuously
without additional protection because it collects too much dust and
water throy" -;iv vents in the case. The new version should be
designed r :<;> rent mounting on a post in an outdoor location.
ANL cof-r- ' ;d O',-- ftGM-l outdoors in the Uravan Colorado area through
the LC cle. part of the winter of '77 to '78 without any temperature
problems, îiowaver, they had to cover it with plastic to keep out
water and dire.

5. Replace plastic scintillation cell with a metal one, open at one end,
mounted directly against PM tube with rubber gasket, which serves as
seal and shock absorber. ANL built two units like this and obtained
better plateau characteristics. To keep water from condensing on the
inside of the aluminum can, they wrapped the outside with heater tape
and used a thermostat to maintain an elevated temperature.

6. Use a less expensive printer which ANL has found to be reliable.
Printer malfunction has been the irajor reason for downtime.

Typical Data

Data typical of monthly fluctuations in radon gas concentrations are
shown in Fig. 2. These are preoperational data obtained at a site in
south Texas. Similar data have been obtained in New Mexico with the
highest concentrations occurring in the fall months.

Data typical of hourly fluctuations in radon gas and radon daughter
concentrations are shown in Fig. 3. These data were obtained in New
Mexico but similar data have been obtained at many other locations. The
maximum concentration of radon gas generally occurs during the early
morning hours.

A convenient format for summarizing the RGM-1 data is shown in Table 1.
This data also illustrates the magnitude of natural background concentrations
one may expect to find prior to any mining or milling.

The monitors for radon progeny and gas built by Eberline in early 1977
have proven to be rugged enough for continuous outdoor use. The subse-
quently designed radon gas monitor (RGM-1) has also proven to be reliable.
The suitcase configuration of the RGM-1 does not provide adequate protect-
ion from water and dust under all weather conditions. The RPG-1 type
enclosure seems to be better for permanent installation. Other suggestions
have been made for improving the RGM-1.
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Radon Gas Monitor

The RGM-1 Radon Gas Monitor is a complete, portable system for
continuous measurement of radon gas. The instrument contains an
Eberline SAC-RS Detector and SC-6 Scintillation Cell for radon gas
detection. A pump is included for continuous gas flow and a digital
recorder is used to record the data for unattended operation. The
electronics section contains a variable high voltage supply, charge
sensitive input amplifier, a light emitting diode six-decade sealer and
a timer. All electronic circuits are solid-state with extensive use of
integrated circuits to enhance reliability.

The instrument is housed in an aluminum carrying case for ease of
portability and may be operated unsheltered under average climatic
conditions. The carrying case is insulated, with a thermostatically
controlled ventilation fan for cooling in the summer. A thermo-
statically controlled heater is provided inside the digital recorder to
help prevent freeze-up in the winter. Additional protection may be
required during extremely cold winter months.

eberline
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RADON GAS MONITOR (continued)

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows: air, filtered for dust, at a flow rate of
approximately one liter per minute, passes through an Eberline SAC-RS Scintillation Detector to measure
the radon gas. The SAC-R5 consists of a SC-6 Scintillation Cell (approximately 1.4 liters) coated on the
inside with zinc sulfide, and a S -inch diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight housing. The SC-6 Scin-
tillation Cell may be replaced in case it becomes contaminated with long-life alpha emitters. The typical
response factor for the 1.4 liter cell is 6 counts per minute (cpm) per pCi/1 with a typical background of
1 to 2 cpm. The response of the radon detector is due to plate-out of radon progeny on the inside walls of
the cell. By integrating continuously with hourly printout, the integrated count is proportional to average
" a R n concentration in pCi/1. The build-up of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium
immediately so there is a lag between changes in "* Rn concentration in the air and the corresponding
change in instrument response. The daily average will be correct; however, the hourly average concentration
may reflect this response lag. The system is capable of measuring natural "background" concentrations of
" 2 R n (about 0.1 pCi/1 and above). It is designed to monitor changes in airborne î 2 ï R n for the purpose
of evaluating contributions from a uranium mine, mill, tailings pond or in-situ leaching of uranium. It may
be used to measure radon concentrations in drill holes or soil gas for exploration purposes. It can be used to
monitor a l s R n release rates from a tailings pile or from the site of a proposed tailings pond.

The total counts accumulated over a preset time interval are recorded automatically with a printer. The time
of day also is printed. The sealer then recycles to zero and starts immediately collecting counts for the next
time interval. If the integration time interval is one hour, a simple calculation (subtract background and
multiply by a factor) gives hourly average concentration of radon gas in pCi/1. The instrument is designed
to operate continuously under field conditions. Normal servicing consists of changing the dust filter on the
sampling air line, changing the dust filter on the cooling air intake (as required during summer months) and
replacing the printout paper in the printer. A technical manual is supplied with each instrument.

SPECIFICATIONS
High Voltage: Regulated, adjustable by front panel control from approximately 500 V and 1500 VDC. A
ten-turn potentiometer provides repeatable determined voltage setting. The supply (Eberline P-201A) is a
plug-in module for ease of maintenance.

Sealer: Six-decade light emitting diode readout. A front panel switch is provided to disable the readout
when the instrument is unattended. A counting light indicates when the unit is counting.
Digital Recorder: Digitec Model 6140. Records clock time of each printout and total counts accumulated
during the preset time period (usually one hour).
Timer: Preset times from 0.1 minute to 60 minutes in a 1,2,6 and xO.l, 1,10 sequence. The timer uses
the Une frequency as reference for an accuracy of greater than 0.05 percent. Three timing modes are select-
able: TIMED, STOP and MANual. The TIMED position controls count for the preset time; the STOP posi-
tion prevents the sealer from counting; and the MANual position provides continuous counting. A reset-
start switch is provided to reset and start the sealer. A recycle function is provided to allow the recorder to
reset the timer after printout for continuous unattended operation.
Power: 115 V ±10%, 60 Hz. Provision has been included in the instrument for operation from a 230 V
50 Hz or 60 Hz Une. Power consumption is less than 100 watts.
Temperature: Operational from 0°F to I40°F (-18DC to 60°C).
Size: 27 inches x 19 inches x 9.5 inches (69 x 48 x 24 cm).
Weight: 55 pounds (25 kg).
Detector Specifications: See Radon Gas Detector SAC-R5.

eberline' FJO.BOX 2108,SuuFe,New Mexico 87501 (505)471-3232 TWX:910-985-O678
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TABLE 1

RADON GAS SUMMARY

JUNE 13, 1977 - MARCH 31, 1978

Date

6/13/77
6/14/77
6/15/77
6/16/77
6/17/77
6/18/77
6/19/77

6/20/77
6/21/77
6/22/77
6/23/77
6/24/77
6/25/77
6/26/77

6/27/77
6/28/77
6/29/77
6/30/77
7/01/77
7/02/77
7/03/77

7/04/77
7/05/77
7/06/77
7/07/77
7/08/77
7/09/77
7/10/77

7/11/77
7/12/77
7/13/77
7/14/77
7/15/77
7/16/77
7/17/77

7/18/77
7/19/77
7/20/77
7/21/77
7/22/77
7/23/77
7/24/77

Daily Average
pCi/1

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.3
.0.2
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.8

1.7
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.9

0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
1.0
1.1

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.7
0.9
0.9

0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.7
1.1
0.7

Weekly Average
pCi/1

0.3

0.4

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.7 .

Hourly High
for Week
oCi/1

0.9

1.3

-

1.4

1.4

1.8

1.8
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CONTINUOUS RADON PROGENY AND GAS MONITOR

INTRODUCTION

Recent attention has focused on Radon-222 and i ts decay products (progeny)
as a potentially signif icant source of general population lung dose from the
uranium fuel cycle. Radon from existing and anticipated tai l ings piles is the
major long-term concern but radon released from uranium mines, ore stockpiles,
and mil ls also is receiving more attention. Radon is released as a gas. The
daughters (progeny) grow in later as the gas is dispersed. A measure of the
progeny only near the point of release may underestimate the inhalation hazard
at some point downwind. There is a need for instrumentation to continuously
monitor radon progeny in WL and radon gas in pCi/1 in the ambient environment
(atmosphere) near a tai l ings p i l e , uranium mine, or uranium m i l l . Eberline
has bu i l t three Continuous Radon Progeny and Gas (RPG) monitors for use by
Dr. Michael Momeni in the NRC study of environmental impacts of uranium mi l l
ta i l ings. A fourth unit was bu i l t for use at a proposed mine and mi l l s i te
in Texas, where Eberline is performing the pre-operational background radio-
logical surveillance. Components of these RPG monitors have been used by
Eberlihe for years and are thoroughly proven, but this is the f i r s t time they
have been packaged to continuously and simultaneously measure both radon gas
and radon daughters.

Instrument Design

Basic components of the instrumentation are shown in.the enclosed block diagram,
Fig. 1. All components are Eberline products except the pr inter , which is
commercially available. Therefore, no new technology had to be developed. The
size of the total package, including the weatherproof enclosure is 36" x 30" x 13"
Each unit is provided with four detachable legs which places the sampling in le t
36" from the ground.

The basic method of detection and documentation is as follows. A i r , at a
constant (regulated) flow rate, passes through an Eberline ALPHA-3 detector
assembly where airborne particulates are removed on a 47mm membrane f i l t e r .
The detector in the ALPHA-3 unit is a si l icon diffused junction type with a
cleanable 490 mm2 area. This detector is used to measure alpha particles from
211>Po (RaC), 218Po (RaA), or total alpha from 21*Po and 218Po. The instrument
can be adjusted from one mode of operation to another. Working level (WL) may be
measured with a calibration error of less than 5% when gross alpha is measured;
therefore, the alpha spectrometry feature w i l l be used only for special studies.
The working level for radon daughters is defined in terms of total alpha energy
per l i t e r of a i r sampled; therefore, integrated counts from this detector can be
converted directly to WL. Only the dust deposited during the past two hours
of operation w i l l contribute to self-absorption of the alpha particles from
radon daughters; therefore, the only l imitat ion on dust loading is the pressure
drop across the f i l t e r . Under most conditions, weekly exchange of the f i l t e r
should be adequate. These f i l t e r s may be saved (composited) for quarterly analyses
of 230Th, 226Ra, 210Pb,210Po and uranium.



After the air passes through the f i l te r in the ALPHA-3 detector, i t passes
through an Eberline SACR-5 which measures radon gas. The SACR-5 consists of
a 1.4 l i ter scintillation cel l , coated on the inside with zinc sulfide, and a 5"
diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight housing. The scintil lation cell
is replaceable for about $100.00 in case i t becomes contaminated with long-life
alpha emitters. The typical response factor is 5.5 CPM per pCi/1 with a
typical background of about 2 CPM. The detector has been calibrated using
222Rn from a NBS ZZ6Ra standard solution and the calibration wi l l be repeated
periodically. By integrating continuously with hourly print-out, the integrated
count is proportional to average 222Rn concentration in pCi/1. The build-up
of alpha emitters inside the cell does not reach equilibrium immediately so there
wi l l be a lag between changes in 222Rn concentration in the air and the correspond-
ing change in instrument response. Although the hourly average concentration
may reflsct this response lag, the daily average is correct within a few
percent.

After the air passes through the SACR-5, i t passes through a flow rate indicator
and the Eberline RAP-1 pump. This pump has been used, for many years in similar
f ie ld applications and has provided years of continuous, essentially trouble-
free, operation under summer and winter environmental conditions. A pressure
indicator is used to indicate excessive dust loading on the f i l t e r . An elapsed
time meter indicates total run time. The flow rate of the pump is held constant
with a bypass type of flow regulator.

The alpha pulses from the two detectors are processed with a modified version of
Eberline single channel analyzer and MS-3 electronics. The total counts accumula-
ted over a preset "time interval (e.g., 1 hour) are recorded automatically with a
printer. Each sealer then recylces to zero and starts immediately collecting
counts for the next time interval. I f the integration time interval is one hour,
a simple calculation (subtract background and multiply by a factor) gives hourly
average concentration of radon progeny in working levels and hourly average
concentration of radon gas in pCi/1. The detection limit of the instrument is
about 0.1 pCi/1 for radon gas and about 0.0001 WL for radon progeny. The
instrument is designed to operate continuously under f ield conditions. Normal
servicing consists of changing the f i l t e r in the ALPHA-3 detector weekly and
replacing the print-out tape in the printer.

Theoretical Factor for Radon Progeny Calibration

Working level (WL) is defined as 1.3 x 105 MeV of alpha energy from al l radon
daughters in a l i ter of air decaying through RaC. The f i l t e r used to collect
the radon daughters remains in place for periods of time that are long (24 hours
or longer) relative to the half- l i fe of these daughters (maximum 26.8 minutes);
therefore, al l alpha particles through RaC1 wi l l be emitted while the f i l te r is
facing the alpha detector, except for a very small fraction that decays after the
f i l te r is replaced. Two extreme cases may be considered for calculating the
outside limits on the WL/alpha particle, conversion factor.



I f there Is no RaA, then each emitted alpha particle w i l l have 7.68 MeV alpha
energy and the ALPHA-3 detector w i l l have the following conversion factor:

5 ' 9 x 10"5WL-liter/alpha particle

I f only RaA is present at the time of deposition on the f i l t e r , each atom w i l l
eventually emit one 6.0 MeV alpha particle and one 7.68 MeV alpha particle so
the average energy is 6.84 MeV. In this extreme disequilibrium case:

L l i t e r 5 ' 3 * 1 0"5 WL-liter/alPha part icle

I f a factor of 5.6 x 10"5 WL-liter/alpha particle is used, the largest
calibration error for any situation is only 5%; therefore, a single factor
can be used and i t is not necessary to routinely measure RaA and RaC separately.
To obtain working leve l , the following equation applies:

WL = (5.6 x 10-5) ( 0
(1) (E)

where :

C = net counts during the counting interval, e.g., 1 hour.

1 = liters of air sampled during that counting interval, e.g., liters/hour.

E = efficiency (4TT) of alpha counting as determined using an electroplated
alpha standard (e.g., 230Th or 2 Ï 9Pu).

Note that the counting time cancels out;, so that this equation applies for any
length of counting time so long as the liters sampled and net counts are for the
same time interval. Note also that 1 and E become constants for each RPG, based
on calibration of flow rate and counting efficiency.

Initial Testing

A portion of run tests performed in Santa Fe is shown in Fig. 2. The curve
shows the typical increase of natural background concentrations during early
morning hours. A portion of run tests performed in the field is shown in Fig. 3.
This curve demonstrates the capability of the RPG because it covers the range
from background levels to the off-site annual average limit for radon specified
in the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 20). The field tests were obtained
on May 21-22, 1977 at a location about 0.8 km north of an existing tailings pond
in the Grants, New Mexico area.

During the afternoon of May 21, the wind was blowing briskly from the north so
that the radon was being swept away from the RPG monitors. The initial concentra-
tions were about 0.7 pCi/1 of radon gas and 3 x 10"* WL of radon progeny.
Essentially none of the radon or progeny measured prior to 9 P.M. can be attributed
to the tailings pond. The winds became calm during the evening of May 21 and
remained calm (less than 2 MPH) until about noon on May 22. An increase in
both radon and progeny began about 10 P.M. on May 21 and continued until the
next morning, reaching a peak of 3.5 pCi/1 and 6.3 x 10~3 WL about 8 A.M. on
May 22.



Radon daughters were measured with the RPG unit using the theoretical calibra-
tion factor and by the standard ANSI N7.1a-1969 method. These results are
summarized in Table 1. Samples of radon gas also were collected for laboratory
analysis, but these data were not available in time for this presentation.

TABLE 1

FIELD INTERCOMPARISON OF WORKING LEVEL MEASUREMENTS

WORKING LEVEL INDICATED BY
DATE 1977

May 21

May 21

May 22

TIME

15:40

17:19

08:23

RP6 MONITOR

3 X 10-*

3 x 10"*

4.9 x 10"3

ANSI METHOD*

3.7 X 10-*

3.4 x 10"1*

4.8 x 10"3

•Standard Method, ANSI N7.la-1969
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Coaments: (E. Gelger)

Question; How sensitive Is this machine?

Answer: At 1 pCl/1 response factor Is 6 counts/mln per pCl/1 for

60 minutes.

Question: Are the pumps In the machine quite enough for houses?

Answer : Yes they are packaged attractively for homes. There is

one problem in hard rain due to air vents, rain gets in, however,

this problem is being worked on.
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Over the past several years EDA Instruments Inc. has developed a variety of types
of instruments for the detection and continuous monitoring of radon gas, radon
daughters, thoron and radium. A significant portion of the company's expertise
in this field was originally developed as a result of producing instrumentation for
uranium exploration purposes. Current applications include health physics studies,
delineation of oil and gas reserves, seismic studies, geologic mapping and geothormal
source identification. This paper briefly traces the evolution of various environmental
oriented systems systems to date and identifies some of the on-going research and
development programmes relating to new types of instrumentation.

Approximately ten years ago our firm first became involved in measuring radon
gas through the introduction of the RD-200 Series of portable radon detectors.
We currently have over a thousand of these units in operation in approximately k5
countries, and a wide variety of computational techniques are currently employed
with the instrument including methodologies developed by Kusnetz, Rolle and Tsvigolou.

In 1970 a small field portable degassing system (RDU-200) was introduced to work
in conjunction with the RD-200 Series alpha scintillometers. This system provides
a rapid and efficient means of de-emanating radon from aqueous solutions and is
currently employed by a variety of groups concerned with environmental monitoring
and control to determine Rn and Ra levels in mine and mill effluents, tailings ponds,
public waterways and supplies, and for mine water seepage studies.

Throughout the last five year period a substantial number of modifications and
improvements have been made to these two basic instruments to meet a growing
number of user requirements as well as to take advantage of newer electronic technologies.
These changes have produced greater instrument sensitivity, reliability
and durability. These highly developed modular form systems permit users to employ
a variety of sampling techniques and counting methodologies.

An offshoot of the original technology was the development as a result of the need
by various groups to be able to calibrate using both radium and americium sources
of the RDA-200 Portable Radon Gas/Radon Daughter Detection System. This duel
plateau instrument has subsequently found widespread acceptance within the environmental
control community.

During the mid 1970's the need for a low cost fully automated radon gas monitoring
system became apparent and subsequently resulted in EDA developing the first
commercially available continuous radon monitoring system (RDP-5 Series) in 1976.
These systems were designed to operate in conjunction with the RD-200 Series detectors
causing them to operate on predetermined operating cycles which included flushing,
cell background counting, and flow through and static sampling. The data was collected
from the sensor, transmitted to the central control unit and subsequently printed
out with date, time and function information for subsequent analysis.



As a result of various groups initial operating experiences with the RDP-5 systems,
various desirable instrumentation design modifications and enhancements were
identified. Difficulties were being encountered in analysing the voluminous amounts
of data being produced on the digital printer of the instrument. Certain users were
interested in studying complex correlations that may exist between radon gas emanation
rates and other factors such as barometric pressure, temperature, relative humidity
and ground moisture content. Also the hardwired logic that controlled the operating
cycle of the instrument was not flexible enough to meet the changing requirements
of the various groups.

In the fall of 1977 EDA decided that the needs of these groups could best be met
by designing a new generation of microcomputer based instrumentation. A multi-
phase programme was constructed to obtain user requirement inputs from a significant
number of groups worldwide, and to coordinate the extemely complex undertaking
of developing, designing and manufacturing the new systems.

Phase I of the development schedule called for a fully programmable computer based
central control unit which would have the ability to control the operating cycles
of up to 32 remotely located radon detectors. The central unit was also required
to access all data produced by the remote units, process it according to user defined
algorithms and record it on a computer compatible magnetic recording media. Upon
completion of this first development phase in the spring of 1978, commercial production
of both the centrai control units (RDC-555) and remote monitors (RDR-511) started.

Throughout Phase I, and the subsequent development phases, major emphasis has
been placed on making the systems extremely simple to programme and operate.
This has been facilitated in part by the powerful microcomputer system utilized,
and extensive use of "operator lead through" techniques which employ the alpha-
numeric display screen extensively. Also, knowing in advance the types of hostile
environments in which the instrumentation would be expected to perform, considerable
attention was paid to instrumentation reliability, durability and servicing factors.

The response to this new line of radon detection and monitoring systems in the past
year has proven most encouraging, and as a result EDA has and is continuing to develop
additional instrumentation which can be incorporated into the basic systems.

During the summer of 1978, various options developed as part of the second phase
of the program were offered relating to the central control unit. Originally it was
supplied with a cassette only for data recording purposes (RDC-555). Additional
interfaces were developed and the RDC-525 (no cassette or printer) for groups
interested in utilizing their own data storage systems, the RDC-535 (printer only)
and the RDC-565 (printer and cassette) were made available.

Shortly thereafter, other Phase II projects were initiated. In order to address the
requirements of groups attempting to correlate radon gas emanation rates with
various meteorological factors, EDA has designed and is currently marketing modules
to monitor wind speed and direction, soil temperature, air temperature, dew point
temperature and barometric pressure. These plug compatible monitors can be incorporated
into any system on an as required basis, either singly or in multiple units. The

^quency of recording various types of meteorological data is programmable, and
the information obtained is stored along with location and time information.



Utilizing the same technology developed for the RDM-500 Series systems, EDA
has recently released a new line of single station automated detectors with a variety
of recording options. These include a unit with internal memory data storage (RDR-
425), a printer (RDR-435), an analogue chart recorder (RDR-455), and a cassette
(RDR-455). Custom instrumentation which provides more than one type of recorder
can also be supplied. All of the R OR-400 Series instruments are fully self-contained
field portable units designed for hostile environments and are ideally suited for a
wide variety of automated monitoring applications.

Although EDA's RD-200 and RDA-200 Portable Radon Detectors have been used
extensively throughout the world for the detection of radon decay or daughter products,
our firm has long recognized a market requirement for a field-portable, sensitive
and reliable instrument for the automated detection of radon daughters.

In the summer of 1978, our firm began to explore seriously the possibility of commercially
producing an Instant Working Level Monitor and thus utilize our substantial experience
in applying microcomputer technology to field-portable instrumentation. Working
closely with many groups that were regularly doing radon daughter studies, research
groups that had historically designed similar types of instrumentation for laboratory
use, and various regulatory groups who were currently seeking such an instrument,
the development process began. One of the key requirements called for an instrument
that could be utilized with several different analytical techniques and for varying
sample periods. Simplicity of operation (for mining and milling environments) full
programmability (for the research and regulatory marketplaces) and compatibility
with our RDM-500 series automated radon monitoring systems were additional design
requirements.

It was decided at an early point that three versions of the instrumentation would
be necessary in order to meet the pi eceding requirements and in November 1978,
EDA announced its intention to produce a line of Instant Working Level Monitors
starting with the RDP-300 series. These software-oriented instruments are designed
for repetitive environmental testing using a pre-specified methodology, and operate
fully automatically to accurately determine Working Levels, RaA and RaC in a
wide variety ei hostile environments.

Additional instrumentation within this family to be announced later in 1979 include
the RPM-400 Series which are similar to the RPM-300 Series but with the additional
capabilities of permitting a variety of operating parameters and processing algorithms
to be specified by the user through a simple programming panel.

The utilization of an automated filter changing assembly will enable EDA to offer
a third type of IWLM which will be known as RDP-500 systems, and which will be
plug compatible with the RDM-500 systems to permit continuous monitoring of both
radon gas and its progeny.



Various phase III activities related to further enhancing the automated radon monitoring
systems (RDM-500 Series) are currently underway. The basic systems now being
produced have considerable data processing capabilities and meet specific customer
requirements; we are presently providing unique software packages to process raw
data prior to output on the magnetic recording medium. Alarms and switching systems
to facilitate early problem identification and automated corrective measures are
also provided. Undoubtedly some of these custom-oriented software packages will
be commercially offered in the near future.

The RDM-500 series also has the ability to accept and control a wide variety of
analogue and digital signals from non-EDA instrumentation. A standard interface
to enable customers to connect other types of instrumentation to the RDM-500
Series may be introduced in late 1979.

In a further attempt to assist our current customer base in satisfying government
requirements related to permissible radon exposure levels, a new line of TLD-based
monitors (RDT-300 Series) was also introduced in 1978. These instruments based
on extensive design efforts by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. are simple to maintain,
sensitive, and yet inexpensive making them ideally suited for large networks. Considerable
effort has been made to ensure that in both home and industrial environments they
are visually attractive, instrusion resistant, and safe.

Approximately 300 RDT-322 units are currently in operation and a variety of regulatory
and scientific groups in North America and Europe are presently field testing the
units. Further developmental activities are underway in regard to the application
of calcium sulphate and silica gell containers to the RDT series to reduce the effects
of relative humidity in specific types of environments. Utilization of an electronic
device to monitor relative humidity levels and compensate for same by the automatic
adjustment of the electrostatic field is being considered. There is debate at this
time as to the effects of relative humidity on this type of instrumentation however,
our research data received todate indicates compensation for RH may not be required
for many types of environments.

Initially the RDT systems were designed to work exclusively with CaF_ thermoluminescent
dosimeter chips. Subsequently they have been modified to facilitate tne use of a
number of other types of chips including lithium floride.

We foresee the main application of these low cost monitoring systems will be for
long-term monitoring of uranium mining and milling environments, phosphate facilities,
environmental impact and baseline studies, and as presently, residential and commercial
property monitoring.

EDA Instruments is continuing to expand the wide variety of accessories available
for its radon oriented systems and instruments to increase operational efficiencies
and to extend instrumentation capabilities. For the last two years we have been
incorporating various larger photomultiplier tubes within our instruments to meet
a growing number of unique user requirements, and likely will be offering a variable
discriminator option on instruments designed for laboratory purposes in the near
future.

EDA is proud of the many developments which it has pioneered over the past ten
year period in the field of radon detection and monitoring instrumentation and we
remain confident that our current extensive development programs will serve to
further enhance our International reputation and maintain our industry leadership
position.

2*0
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ëgàssingfUnit
Applications
Systematic sampling, careful analysis
and qualitative interpretation of the
distribution of Radon and Radium on
a regional level is an important step in
locating potential economic uranium
mineralization. These soluble isotopes
of the J38U decay series responding to
the geochemical environment and
ground water movement disperse
some distance from the original
source and may be detected in surface
and ground waters and sediments.

For environmental protection and
monitoring, this technique permits
rapid analysis of Radium in public
water supplies, industrial effluents
and natural drainage systems.
G Analysis of Radon and Radium in

Water, Sediment and Rock Samples.
D Uranium Exploration — permits

detection of Uranium far from its
source.

D Environmental Monitoring of
Radium.

Description
T*e RDU-200 is a compact field devic-
which effectively removes over 90% of
dissolved Radon from water samples.
It requires no electrical power and may-
be quickly set up in a field lab, office
or motel. Used in conjunction with
the RD-200 Radon Detector it becomes
an inexpensive technique providing
valuable on the spot data for recon-
naissance programmes and public
health inspections.

The procedure is simple and rapid.
Samples are collected in tight sealing
glass bottles and returned to the base
for analysis. Without further prepara-
tion, a 130cc portion is drawn off into
the bubbler tube. A small hand pump
is then used to evacuate a special
sealed collector cell. The resulting
vacuum is then slowly released creat-
ing a stream of fine air bubbles in the
sample. After three minutes, degas-
sing is complete and the cell is re-
moved and placed in the RD-200 for
counting. Raw data in gross counts
is then reduced to cpm or pc /1 at
collection time.

Sediments and crushed rock may be
analysed as well for Radium directly

by immersing the sample in water
until equilibrium develops. The Radon
accumulated in the aqueous solution
is then degassed and counted as
above.

Features
D Efficient controlled degassing re-

moves over 90% of dissolved
Radon.

D Compact, field portable.
D Extends the use of the RD-200.
D Requires no electrical power.
D Simple and rapid operation.
• Ruggedly designed — requires vir-

tually no maintenance.



RPM-305

INSTANT WORKING LEVEL MONITOR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The RPM-305 Instant Working Level Monitor
is designed to quickly, simply and accurately
determine Working Levels, Qa and Qc in a
wide variety of hostile environments.

This instrument is part of a new range of
Instant Working Level Monitors which EOA
has been developing over the past two year
period.

The family includes the RPM-300 series
which are software oriented, fully auto-
mated instruments designed for repetitive
environmental testing using a specified me-
thodology.

The RPM-400 series instruments are similar
to the 300 series, but with the additional
capability of permitting a variety of operat-
ing parameters and processing algorithms to
be specified by the user through a program-
ming panel. The utilization of an automated
filter changing assembly with the technology
described previously will enable our firm to
offer a continuous Working Level Monitor
designed to be plug compatible with our
RDM-500 series automated multi-station,
radon monitoring systems designed for re-
search and mine environments. (Scheduled
for release second quarter 1979.)

The RPM-300 series Instant Working Level
Monitors are only one of several types of
instruments and systems designed for the
measurement of radon, its daughters and its
pre-cursor, radium. Also available are radon
degassing units, microcomputer controlled
and passive radon monitors, programmable
and fully automated radon/radon daughter
detectors, alarms, and monitors. A substan-
tial number of additional materials describ-
ing the preceding are available from the
company upon request.

APPLICATIONS

Automatic calculation of WL, Qa and
Qc

Mine ventilation efficiency determination

Domestic and industrial surveying

Measurement of Radon Daughter concentrations
and equilibrium

FEATURES

Automated design based on microprocessor
technology

Lightweight, completely self-contained

Bright easily read digital display

Battery operated

Stable variable speed pump

Audio signai at completion of cycle

Self-contained rechargable powe • pack

Rugged construction for use in hostile
environments

Easily changed filter

Rapid, fully automated operating procedure

High sensitivity - approximately 1 pCi/litre
for RaA and 10"* WL

Determination of systematic error and
statistical precision



Radon Monitor
Applications
Radon gas is a commonly measured
contaminant in ambient air particularly
in areas of higher natural radioactivity,
near uranium and potash mining and
processing facilities and near coal-
fired power plants. The RDT-322 pro-
vides a simple technique to measure
low levels over long periods to deter-
mine remedial programmes or to study
long-term biophysical effects.
D Residential and Industrial Monitor-

ing of Total Radon Exposure Levels.
D Local and Regional Baseline Surveys

of Natural and Man-made Radon
Concentrations.

• Time and Space Perturbation
Studies.

• Integration of Temporal Variations.

Description
The RDT-322 was designed to take ad-
vantage of current TLD technology in
orderto satisfy government monitoring
requirements which outline permis-
sible Radon exposure levels. The
resulting device based on exhaustive
tests by Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited is simple to maintain, effective
and sensitive yet inexpensive making
it ideal for large networks. Placed in
home or industrial environments, it
is visually attractive, intrusion-
resistant and safe.

Specifically, the RDT-322 when em-
placed, passively detects ambient
Radon which has diffused through a
daughter and paniculate prefilter. A
strong electrostatic field draws
ionized 218Po (RaA) as it Is produced
by the natural decay of pure Radon, to a
thin aluminiïed mylar film covering a
TLD chip. This detector, a small cali-
brated Dysprosium-doped Calcium
Fluoride chip, is highly sensitive to
alpha particle collisions and as the
218Po decays, it records the event.
After an exposure of not generally less
than one week, the chip is removed
and sent by regular mail to a central
reading facility. There it is deactivated
following well established procedures
and then converted to Radon con-
centration. Rapid turnaround is char-
acteristic with this technique and
the data and the reuseable chip are
soon ready for further use.

Features
D Passive Radon detection — requires

no external power.
D Electrostatic collection enhances

sensitivity.
O Compact aesthetic appearance.
D Reuseable, CaF2:Dy TLD chips.
D Stray irradiation correction feature.
• Design discourages unauthorized

disassembly.
D Linear response over wide con-

centration range.
D Simple rapid processing procedure.
• Safe for all interior environments.
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RDM-MO

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC RADON MONITORING SYSTEM

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The RDM-500 automatically samples and
records ambient radon levels at widely
spaced locations and at operator program-
med intervals from a central control unit.
High sensitivity ZnS(Ag) detectors alter-
natively measure cell background counts
and radon levels, and transfer the data via
cable, telephone or radio telemetry to the
control unit where it is recorded on
magnetic tape along with time and source
coding. The cassette tapes may be filed
for future reference, or processed im-
mediately by a main frame computer to
yield' radon concentrations in picocuries
per liter (pc/1). The system has excep-
tional flexibility for operator interactive
control over all functions so that the
environment and not the instrument dic-
tates the measurement sequence. The
major components of the system are the
RDC-555 Control Module and the RDR-
511 Remote Radon Monitor.

APPLICATIONS

Various government regulatory agencies
as well as concerned managements and
trade unions may be initiating require-
ments for the maintenance of permanent
records of radon contamination. Sites
where uranium is mined, processed or
utilized in any fashion may be subject to
these regulations. The RDM-500 will
reliably monitor radon levels at mine
working faces, ore stockpiles, mills, ex-
haust vents, leaching tanks and nuclear
fuel storage and transfer areas.

In areas of high seismicity, radon gas may
increase substantially prior to major
structural displacements. Integrated with
other predictive techniques, the RDM-500
may provide an indication of impending
earthquakes of distructive magnitude.

FEATURES

Operates unattended for long periods of
time.

Automatic sampling of up to 20 remote
stations located up to 1,000 meters from
the Control Unit.

Built-in flexibility for future expansion to
greater distances and increased function
levels, including alarm triggers, and sim-
ultaneous monitoring of up to six meteor-
ological parameters.

Detector - Control Unit link via cable,
telephone line or radio telemetry.

Microprocessor controlled sampling se-
quence, data read, process, store and
transfer.

Cassette tape recorder, ANSI/ECMA com-
patible.

Control Unit readout on 32 digit 5x7 dot
matrix LED.

High sensitivity, low maintenance ZnS(Ag)
detectors with 5 digit LED readout.

AC powered with automatically switched
standby Gel-Cell DC power supply*

Full operator control with interactive
communication.

Rugged environmental packaging.

Designed to Canadian Atomic Energy
Control Board standards and specifica-
tions.

Modular construction, high reliability solid
state design.
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Memorandum Mémoire

TO A ALL REGIONAL AND BRANCH OFFICES
TOUS LES BUREAUX LOCAUX ET REGIONAUX

Nnim mff*rnnr.»

Your tue Votre r

Re Suiei RADON GAS/LE RADON Date 25 January 1979
le 25 janvier 1979

The purpose of this technical
Memorandum is to acquaint the reader
in layman's terms with the problem,
possible health hazards and
acceptable counter measures for radon
gas located in or around buildings.

Radon (Rn-222) is a radioactive gas
that forms from the radioactive decay
of radium, which in turn results from
the radioactive decay of uranium. As
some uranium is found in most soil
and rock, it may also be found in
small quantities in building
materials such as concrete and bricks
made from these materials.

Radon is a gas, but it does not burn
and has no odour, and its presence
can only be detected by special
radiation detectors. It is usually
found in low concentrations and
diffuses into the atmosphere even
though its density is greater than
air.

When radon undergoes radioactive
decay (in 3-8 days half life) it
changes into radon daughters which
are all atoms of solid elements (as
opposed to a gas). These are known
as:

"RaA" with a 3 minute half life
this changes to -
"RaB" with a 27 minutes half life to

L'objet de la présente note de service
technique est d'expliquer au lecteur,
en termes simples, le problême et les
dangers éventuels que constitue pour
la santÊ la présence du gaz radon à
l'intérieur ou autour des bâtiments,
ainsi que les mesures acceptables à
prendre pour se protéger.

Le radon (Rn-222) est un gaz
radioactif qui provient de la
décroissance radioactive du radium;
celui-ci, â son tour, est le résultat
de la décroissance radioactive de
l'uranium. Parce qu'on décèle de
l'uranium un peu partout dans le sol
et les roches, on peut aussi le
trouver en petites quantités dans les
matériaux de construction tels que le
béton et les briques fabriqués à
partir des matières susdites.

Même si le radon est un gaz, il est
ininflammable et inodore; on ne peut
en déceler la présence qu'à l'aide
d'un détecteur de rayonnement syëcial.
On le trouve habituellement eu faible
concentration et il se répand dans
1'atmosphère malgré sa densiiê plus
forte que celle de l'air.

Fendant sa décroissance radioactive
(une période de 3 à 8 jours), le radon
se transforme en nucléides qui sont
tous des atomes d'éléments solides (et
non plus d'éléments gazeux).

le "RaA" d'une période de 3 minutes
qui se transforme en,
"RaB" d'une période de 27 minutes qui
se transforme en,
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"RaC" with a 20 minutes half life to
"RaC" with a half life of less than
1/1000 of a second to
"RaD" with a half life of nineteen
years.

"RaC" d'une période de 20 minutes qui
se transforme en,
"RaC"" d'une période inférieure à
.001 de seconde qui se transforme en,

"RaD" d'une période de 19 ans.

As radon gas is produced continuously
from the natural radiation in the
earth or rock, as well as waste mine
rock which in some cases has been
used as fill, it will continue to
enter into buildings as long as the
radioactive material remains.

Radon and its daughter »ie always
found together and are inhaled
together, although the relative
ioiûunts of radon and its daughters
present at any time vary. The dose
to the lungs from inhaled radon
daughters is generally two to twenty
times as high as the dose from the
radon gas. The reason for the rela-
tively higher dose delivered by the
radon daughters is that, they stay in
the lungs longer than radon gas does.
Most of any radon gas inhaled in one
breath is exhaled in the following
breath before much of it has time to
decay and deposit its radiation in
the lungs. When radon daughters are
inhaled they tend to adhere to the
lung surfaces and stay there long
enough to decay and deposit most of
their radiation in the lungs. In
some cases of long exposure to high
levels, lung cancer has developed.
There are no known genetic effects
from inhaled radon because the lungs
are the only organs that receive any ~
significant radiation from inhaled
radon and its daughters; however,
gamma radiation from radium and radon
daughters in radioactive fill can
irradiate the whole body including
the testes in males, and ovaries in
females.

Parce que le radon est produit
continuellement â partir des radiations
naturelles existant dans le sol, les
roches ou encore les déchets miniers
utilisés parfois pour le remplissage, il
continuera de s'Infiltrer dans les
bâtiments aussi longtemps que ces
matières contiendront des éléments
radioactifs.

Farce qu'ils som Iz=*parables, le radon
et ses nucléides sont toujours inhalés
ensemble bien que les proportions de
radon et de ses nucléides varient
constamment. La dose des nucléides de
radon qui irradie les poumons est
généralement deux à vingt fois plus
élevée que la dose de radou; ceci
provient du fait que les nucléides
restent dans les poumons plus longtemps
que le radon. Presque tout le radon
aspiré en une fois est dans l'expiration
qui suit, avant même qu'une dose
importante ait eu le temps de se
désintégrer et d'y faire sentir l'action
de son rayonnement dans les poumons.
Lorsqu'on respire les nucléides du
radon, au contraire, ceux-ci ont
tendance â adhérer aux parois
pulmonaires et d'y rester assez
longtemps pour se désintégrer et d'y
faire sentir la plus grande partie de
l'action de leur rayonnement. Dans
certains cas d'irradiation prolongée à
ces substances radioactives, le cancer
du poumon s'est déclaré. Aucun effet
génétique causé par la respiration du
radon n'est connu parce que les poumons
sont les seuls organes qui soient alors
exposés â un rayonnement tant soit peu
important du radon et de ses nucléides.
Toutefois, les radiations gamma
provenant du radium et des nucléides du
radon qui se trouvent dans des matières
de remplissage radioactives peuvent
irradier tout le corps humain, y compris
les testicules de l'homme et les ovaires
de la femme.
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The Atonic Energy Control Board
(AECB) sets radiation dose limits,
derived from recommendations of the
International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP).
Exposure guidelines for members of
the public have been set at one
picocurie of radon per ll';re of &ir
(lpCi/1) if exposure continued for 24
hours per day, 365 days per year.
The long term limits aet for
exposure to radon daughters may also
be expressed as .02 working level.

Concentrations of radon gas have been
discovered in housing in various
parts of Canada As radon generally
enters buildings by cracks and
openings through the concrete walls
and floors of the basement, counter
measures must be taken for CMHC
financed and insured housing
subjected to high natural radiation
levels. Since long term success is
expected only with cast in place
foundations, no other form of
construction is considered acceptable
for below grade enclosed basements.

Measures have been developed which
are designed to redur.e the levels of
radon gas and radon daughters in
houses which permit the Corporation
to continue to provide financing for
projects in areas of high natural
radiation in the soil. In those
areas so designated, the following
measures may be used to meet the
provincial requirements for new
housing. Loans on existing houses
are not subject to the additional
measures.

La Commission de contrôle de 1'énergie
atomique (CCEA) établit les doses
maximales de radiation en se fondant sur
les recommandations de la Commission
internationale de protection
radiologique (CIPR). Le degré maximal
d'exposition admis pour le public a été
fixé à un picocurie de radon par litre
d'air (1 pCi/1) si l'irradiation dure 24
heures par jours, 365 Jours par an.
Quant â la limite d'exposition aux
nucléides du radon S. long terme elle
peut être exprimée comae étant le niveau
opératoire de .02.

A divers endroits du pays, on a
découvert des concentrations de radon
dans des habitations. Etant donné que
le radon s'infiltre dans les bâtiments
par les fissures ou les orifices des
murs et des planchers de béton du
sous-sol, il faut prendre des mesures de
protection, dans le cas des habitations
financées et assurées par la Société,
qui sont soumises à des niveaux élevés
de rayonnement naturel. Comme on ne
s'attend au succès â long terme de ces
mesures que si la fondation est coulée
sur place, aucun autre type de fondation
ne sera considéré comme acceptable pour
les sous-sols entièrement au-dessus du
niveau du sol.

Des mesures visant â réduire les niveaux
de radon et de ses nucléides dans les
maisons, ont été mises au point, grâce
auxquelles la Société peut encore
financer des projets dans des zones dont
le sol contient des niveaux élevés de
rayonnement naturel dans le sol. Dans
les zones ainsi désignées, on peut
prendre les mesures suivantes pour
satisfaire aux exigences provinciales
relatives aux nouvelles habitations.
Les prêts consentis pour des maisons
existantes ne sont pas touchés par ces
mesures supplémentaires.
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Method

Method

Method

No.

No.

No.

1

2

3

Method Ko. 4

Sealed Basement System
for all buildings

Sealed Basement System
for existing houses

Sub-floor Ventilation
System
For single, semi-
detached and row houses

Crawl Space Ventilation
System
Natural ventilation
suitable for single,
semi-detached and row
houses. Mechanical
ventilation for
apartment buildings.

Drawings 1 to 4 are intended to
illustrate those special measures
that have been developed recently.
Other systems, materials and- details
may be used provided the Corporation
is satisfied that the health
requirements can be reached and will
not lose its effectiveness through
time.

Méthode

Méthode

Méthode

n*

nm

n*

1:

2:

3:

Méthode n* 4:

Système de sous-sol en
beton scelle pour tous
les immeubles

Système de sous-sol en
béton scellé pour les
maisons existantes

Système de ventilation du
sous-plancher pour les
maisons individuelles,
jumelées et en bande

Système de ventilation du
vide sanitaire
Système de ventilation
naturelle convenable pour
les malsons individu-
elles, jumelées et en
bande; et un système de
ventilation mécanique
pour les immeubles
d'appartements.

Les dessins 1 à 4 ont pour but
d'illustrer ces mesures spéciales qui
ont été sises au point récemment»
D'autres systèmes, matériaux et
techniques peuvent être utilisés, pourvu
que la Société reconnaisse que ces
autres méthodes peuvent répondre aux
exigences de la santé et qu'elles ne
perdront pas* leur efficacité avec le
temps.

A.W. Mclntyre
Manager, Enginee

Professional Standards and Te Directorate

A.W.
Gérant, Génie

Direction générale des Normes, de la technologie et des services spécialisés
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Utilizing the same technology developed for the RDM-500 Series systems, EDA
has recently released a new line of single station automated detectors with a variety
of recording options. These include a unit with internal memory data storage (RDR-
425), a printer (RDR-435), an analogue chart recorder (RDR-455), and a cassette
(RDR-455). Custom instrumentation which provides more than one type of recorder
can also be supplied. All of the RDR-400 Series instruments are fully self-contained
field portable units designed for hostile environments and are ideally suited for a
wide variety of automated monitoring applications.

Although EDA's RD-200 and RDA-200 Portable Radon Detectors have been used
extensively throughout the world for the detection of radon decay or daughter products,
our firm has long recognized a market requirement for a field-portable, sensitive
and reliable instrument for the automated detection of radon daughters.

In the summer of 1978, our firm began to explore seriously the possibility of commercially
producing an Instant Working Level Monitor and thus utilize our substantial experience
in applying microcomputer technology to field-portable instrumentation. Working
closely WJ th many groups that were regularly doing radon daughter studies, research
groups that had historically designed similar types of instrumentation for laboratory
use, and various regulatory groups who were currently seeking such an instrument,
the development process began. One of the key requirements called for an instrument
that could be utilized with several different analytical techniques and for varying
sample periods. Simplicity of operation (for mining and milling environments) full
program mability (for the research and regulatory marketplaces) and compatibility
with our RDM-500 series automated radon monitoring systems were additional design
requirements.

It was decided at an early point that three versions of the instrumentation would
be necessary in order to meet the preceding requirements and in November 1978,
EDA announced its intention to produce a line of Instant Working Level Monitors
starting with the RDP-300 series. These software-oriented instruments are designed
for repetitive environmental testing using a pre-specified methodology, and operate
fully automatically to accurately determine Working Levels, RaA and RaC in a-
wide variety of hostile environments.

Additional instrumentation within this family to be announced later in 1979 include
the RPM-400 Series which are similar to the RPM-300 Series but with the additional
capabilities of permitting a variety of operating parameters and processing algorithms
to be specified by the user through a simple programming panel.

The utilization of an automated filter changing assembly will enable EDA to offer
a third type of IWLM which will be known as RDP-500 systems, and which will be
plug compatible with the RDM-500 systems to permit continuous monitoring of both
radon gas and its progeny.



Various phase III activities related to further enhancing the automated radon monitoring
systems (RDM-500 Series) are currently underway. The basic systems now being
produced have considerable data processing capabilities and meet specific customer
requirements; we are presently providing unique software packages to process raw
data prior to output on the magnetic recording medium. Alarms and switching systems
to facilitate early problem identification and automated corrective measures are
also provided. Undoubtedly some of these custom-oriented software packages will
be commercially offered in the near future.

The RDM-500 series also has the ability to accept and control a wide variety of
analogue and digital signals from non-EDA instrumentation. A standard interface
to enable customers to connect other types of instrumentation to the RDM-500
Series may be introduced in late 1979.

In a further attempt to assist our current customer base in satisfying government
requirements related to permissible radon exposure levels, a new line of TLD-based
monitors (RDT-300 Series) was also introduced in 1978. These instruments based
on extensive design efforts by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. are simple to maintain,
sensitive, and yet inexpensive making them ideally suited for large networks. Considerable
effort has been made to ensure that in both home and industrial environments they
are visually attractive, instrusion resistant, and safe.

Approximately 300 RDT-322 units are currently in operation and a variety of regulatory
and scientific groups in North America and Europe are presently field testing the
units. Further developmental activities are underway in regard to the application
of calcium sulphate and silica gell containers to the ROT series to reduce the effects
of relative humidity in specific types of environments. Utilization of an electronic
device to monitor relative humidity levels and compensate for same by the automatic
adjustment of the electrostatic field is being considered. There is debate at this
time as to the effects of relative humidity on this type of instrumentation however,
our research data received todate indicates compensation for RH may not be required
for many types of environments.

Initially the RDT systems were designed to work exclusively with CaF, thermoluminescent
dosimeter chips. Subsequently they have been modified to facilitate tne use of a
number of other types of chips including lithium floride.

We foresee the main application of these low cost monitoring systems will be for
long-term monitoring of uranium mining and milling environments, phosphate facilities,
environmental impact and baseline studies, and as presently, residential and commercial
property monitoring.

EDA Instruments is continuing to expand the wide variety of accessories available
for its radon oriented systems and instruments to increase operational efficiencies
and to extend instrumentation capabilities. For the last two years we have been
incorporating various larger photomultiplier tubes within our instruments to meet
a growing number of unique user requirements, and likely will be offering a variable
discriminator option on instruments designed for laboratory purposes in the near
future.

EDA is proud of the many developments which it has pioneered over the past ten
year period in the field of radon detection and monitoring instrumentation and we
remain confident that our current extensive development programs will serve to
further enhance our International reputation and maintain our industry leadership
position.
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Applications
Systematic sampling, careful analysis
and qualitative interpretation of the
distribution of Radon and Radium on
a regional level is an important step in
locating potential economic uranium
mineralization. These soluble isotopes
of the 23eU decay series responding to
the geochemical environment and
ground water movement disperse
some distance from the original
source and may be detected in surface
and ground waters and sediments.

For environmental protection and -
monitoring, this technique permits
rapid analysis of Radium in public
water supplies, industrial effluents
and natural drainage systems.
D Analysis of Radon and Radium in

Water, Sediment and Rock Samples.
D Uranium Exploration — permits

detection of Uranium far from its
source.

• Environmental Monitoring of
Radium.

Description
The RDU-200 is a compact field device
which effectively removes over 90% of
dissolved Radon from water samples.
It requires no electrical power and may
be quickly set up in a field lab, office
or motel. Used in conjunction with
the RO-200 Radon Detector it becomes
an inexpensive technique providing
valuable on the spot data for recon-
naissance programmes and public
health inspections.

The procedure is simple and rapid.
Samples are collected in tight sealing
glass bottles and returned to the base
for analysis. Without further prepara-
tion, a 130cc portion is drawn off into
the bubbler tube. A small hand pump
is then used to evacuate a special
sealed collector cell. The resulting
vacuum is then slowly released creat-
ing a stream of fine air bubbles in the
sample. After three minutes, degas-
sing is complete and the cell is re-
moved and placed in the RO-200 for
counting. Raw data in gross counts
is then reduced to cpm or pc /1 at
collection time.

Sediments and crushed rock may be
analysed as well for Radium directly

by immersing the sample in water
until equilibrium develops. The Radon
accumulated in the aqueous solution
is then degassed and counted as
above.

Features
D Efficient controlled degassing re-

moves over 90% of dissolved
Radon.

D Compact, field portable.
O Extends the use of the RD-200.
D Requires no electrical power.
Û Simple and rapid operation.
D Ruggedly designed — requires vir-

tually no maintenance.
3?\
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RPM-305

INSTANT WORKING LEVEL MONITOR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The RPM-305 Instant Working Level Monitor
is designed to quickly, simply and accurately
determine Working Levels, Qa and Qc in a
wide variety of hostile environments.

This instrument is part of a new range of
Instant Working Level Monitors which EDA
has been developing over the past two year
period.

The family includes the RPM-300 series
which are software oriented, fully auto-
mated instruments designed for repetitive
environmental testing using a specified me-
thodology.

The RPM-400 series instruments are similar
to the 300 series, but with the additional
capability of permitting a variety of operat-
ing parameters and processing algorithms to
be specified by the user through a program-
ming panel. The utilization of an automated
filter changing assembly with the technology
described previously will enable our firm to
offer a continuous Working Level Monitor
designed to be plug compatible with our
RDM-500 series automated multi-station,
radon monitoring systems designed for re-
search and mine environments. (Scheduled
for release second quarter 1979.)

The RPM-300 series Instant Working Level
Monitors are only one of several types of
instruments and systems designed for the
measurement of radon, its daughters and its
ore-cursor, radium. Also available are radon
degassing units, microcomputer controlled
and passive radon monitors, programmable
and fully automated radon/radon daughter
detectors, alarms, and monitors. A substan-
tial number of additional materials describ-
ing the preceding are available from the
company upon request.

APPLICATIONS

Automatic calculation of WL, Qa and
Qc

Mine ventilation efficiency determination

Domestic and industrial surveying

Measurement of Radon Daughter concentrations
and equilibrium

FEATURES

Automated design based on microprocessor
technology

Lightweight, completely self-contained

Bright easily read digital display

Battery operated

Stable-variable speed pump

Audio signal at completion of cycle

Self-contained rechargable power pack

Rugged construction for use in hostile
environments

Easily changed filter

Rapid, fully automated operating procedure

High sensitivity - approximately 1 pCi/litre
for RaA and 10"* WL

Determination of systematic error and
statistical precision
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Radon Monitor

Applications
Radon gas is a commonly measured
contaminant in ambient air particularly
in areas of higher natural radioactivity,
near uranium and potash mining and
processing facilities and near coal-
fired power plants. The RDT-322 pro-
vides a simple technique to measure
low levels over long periods to deter-
mine remedial programmes or to study
long-term biophysical effects.
D Residential and Industrial Monitor-

ing of Total Radon Exposure Levels.
D Local and Regional Baseline Surveys

of Natural and Man-made Radon
Concentrations.

Q Time and Space Perturbation

Studies.
D Integration of Temporal Variations.

Description
The RDT-322 was designed to take ad-
vantage of current TLD technology in
order to satisfy government monitoring
requirements which outline permis-
sible Radon exposure levels. The
resulting device based on exhaustive
tests by Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited is simple to maintain, effective
and sensitive yet inexpensive making
it ideal for large networks. Placed in
home or industrial environments, it
is visually attractive, intrusion-
resistant and safe.

Specifically, the RDT-322 when em-
placed, passively detects ambient
Radon which has diffused through a
daughter and particulate prefilter. A
strong electrostatic field draws
ionized 2<aPo (RaA) as it is produced
by the natural decay of pure Radon, to a
thin aluminized mylar film covering a
TLD chip. This detector, a small cali-
brated Dysprosium-doped Calcium
Fluoride chip, is highly sensitive to
alpha particle collisions and as the
2upo decays, it records the event.
After an exposure of not generally less
than one week, the chip is removed
and sent by regular mail to a central
reading facility. There it is deactivated
following well established procedures
and then converted to Radon con-
centration. Rapid turnaround is char-
acter itic with this technique and
the ri ,ta and the reuseable chip are
soon ready for further use.

Features
D Passive Radon detection — requires

no external power.
D Electrostatic collection enhances

sensitivity.
• Compact aesthetic appearance.
• Reuseable, CaF2:Dy TLD chips.
D Stray irradiation correction feature.
• Design discourages unauthorized

disassembly.
Q Linear response over wide con-

centration range.
• Simple rapid processing procedure.
• Safe for all interior environments.

3 S3,
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RDM-500

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC RADON MONITORING SYSTEM

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The RDM-500 automatically samples and
records ambient radon levels at widely
spaced locations and at operator program-
med intervals from a central control unit.
High sensitivity ZnS(Ag) detectors alter-
natively measure cell background counts
and radon levels, and transfer the data via
cable, telephone or radio telemetry to the
control unit where it is recorded on
magnetic tape along with time and source
coding. The cassette tapes may be filed
for future reference, or processed im-
mediately by a main frame computer to
yield* radon concentrations in picocuries
per liter (pc/1). The system has excep-
tional flexibility for operator interactive
control over all functions so that the
environment and not the instrument dic-
tates the measurement sequence. The
major components of the system are the
RDC-555 Control Module and the RDR-
511 Remote Radon Monitor.

APPLICATIONS

Various government regulatory agencies
as well as concerned managements and
trade unions may be initiating require-
ments for the maintenance of permanent
records of radon contamination. Sites
where uranium is mined, processed or
utilized in any fashion may be subject to
these regulations. The RDM-500 will
reliably monitor radon levels at mine
working faces, ore stockpiles, mills, ex-
haust vents, leaching tanks and nuclear
fuel storage and transfer areas.

in areas of high seismicity, radon gas may
increase substantially prior to major
structural displacements. Integrated with
other predictive techniques, the RDM-500
may provide an indication of impending
earthquakes of distructive magnitude.

FEATURES

Operates unattended for long periods of
time.

Automatic sampling of up to 20 remote
stations located up to 1,000 meters from
the Control Unit.

Built-in flexibility for future expansion to
greater distances and increased function
levels, including alarm triggers, and sim-
ultaneous monitoring of up to six meteor-
ological parameters.

Detector - Control Unit link via cable,
telephone line or radio telemetry.

Microprocessor controlled sampling se-
quence, data read, process, store and
transfer.

Cassette tape recorder, ANSI/ECMA com-
patible.

Control Unit readout on 32 digit 5x7 dot
matrix LED.

High sensitivity, low maintenance ZnS(Ag)
detectors with 5 digit LED readout.

AC powered with automatically switched
standby Gel-Cell DC power supply.

Full operator control with interactive
communication.

Rugged environmental packaging.

Designed to Canadian Atomic Energy
Control Board standards and specifica-
tions.

Modular construction, high reliability solid
state design.
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Memorandum Mémoire

TO A ALL REGIONAL AND BRANCH OFFICES
TOUS LES BUREAUX LOCAUX ET REGIONAUX

Our lit» AJnfm ri

Ycurhle Voire telê'inc»

Re Suiet RADON GAS/LE RADON Oils 25 January 1979
le 25 janvier 1979

The purpose of this technical
Memorandum is to acquaint the reader
in layman's terms with the problem,
possible health hazards and
acceptable counter measures for radon
gas located in or around buildings.

Radon (Rn-222)'is a radioactive gas
that forms from the radioactive decay
of radium, which in turn results from
the radioactive decay of uranium. As
some uranium is found in most soil
and rock, it may also be found in
small quantities in building
materials such as concrete and bricks
made from these materials.

Radon is a gas, but it does not burn
and has no odour, and its presence
can only be detected by special
radiation detectors. It is usually
found in low concentrations and
diffuses into the atmosphere even
though Its density is greater than
air.

When radon undergoes radioactive
decay (in 3-8 days half life) it
changes into radon daughters which
are all atoms of solid elements (as
opposed to a gas). These are known
as:

"RaA" with a 3 minute half life
this changes to -
"KaB" with a 27 minutes half life to

L'objet de la présente note de service
technique est d'expliquer au lecteur,
en termes simples, le problème et les
dangers éventuels que constitue pour
la santé la presence du gaz radon S.
l'intérieur ou autour des bâtiments,
ainsi que les mesures acceptables S
prendre pour se protéger.

Le radon (Rn-222) est un gaz
radioactif qui provient de la
décroissance radioactive du radium;
celui-ci, S. son tour, est le résultat
de la décroissance radioactive de
l'uranium. Farce qu'on décèle de
l'uranium un peu partout dans le sol
et les roches, on peut aussi le
trouver en petites quantités dans les
matériaux de construction tels que le
béton et les briques fabriqués à
partir des matières susdites.

Même si le radon est un gaz, il est
ininflammable et inodore; on ne peut
en déceler la présence qu'à l'aide
d'un détecteur de rayonnement spécial.
On le trouve habituellement en faible
concentration et il se répand dans
l'atmosphSre malgré sa densité plus
forte que celle de l'air.

Fendant sa décroissance radioactive
(une période de 3 à 8 jours), le radon
se transforme en nucléides qui sont
tous des atomes d'éléments solides (et
non plus d'éléments gazeux).

le "RaA" d'une période de 3 minutes
qui se transforme en,
"RaB" d'une période de 27 minutes qui
se transforme en,
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"RaC" with a 20 minutes half life to
"RaC" with a half life of less than
1/1000 of a second to
"RaD" with a half life of nineteen
years.

"RaC" d'une période de 20 minutes qui
se transforme en,
"RaC1" d'une période inférieure à
.001 de seconde qui se transforme en,

"RaD" d'une période de 19 ans.

As radon gas is produced continuously
from the natural radiation in the
earth or rock, as well as waste mine
rock which in some cases has been
used as fill, It will continue to
enter into buildings as long as the
radioactive material remains.

Radon and its daughters are always
found together and are inhaled
together, although the relative
amounts of radon and its daughters
present at any time vary. The dose
to the lungs from inhaled radon
daughters is generally two to twenty
times as high as the dose from the
radon gas. The reason for the rela-
tively higher dose delivered by the
radon daughters is that, they stay in
the lungs longer than radon gas does.
Most of any radon gas inhaled in one
breath is exhaled in the following
breath before much of it has time to
decay and deposit its radiation in
the lungs. When radon daughters are
inhaled they tend to adhere to the
lung surfaces and stay there long
enough to decay and deposit most of
their radiation in the lungs. In
some cases of long exposure to high
levels, lung cancer has developed.
There are no known genetic effects
from inhaled radon because the lungs
are the only organs that receive any *
significant radiation from inhaled
radon and its daughters; however,
gamma radiation from radium and radon
daughters in radioactive fill can
irradiate the whole body including
the testes in males, and ovaries in
females.

Farce que le radon est produit
continuellement à partir des radiations
naturelles existant dans le sol, les
roches ou encore les déchets miniers
utilisés parfois pour le remplissage, il
continuera de s'infiltrer dans les
bâtiments aussi longtemps que ces
matières contiendront des éléments
radioactifs.

Farce qu'ils sont inseparables, le radon
et ses nuclëides sont toujours inhalés
ensemble bien que les proportions de
radon et de ses nucléides varient
constamment. La dose des nuclëides de
radon qui irradie les poumons est
généralement deux â vingt fois plus
élevée que la dose de radon; ceci
provient du'fait que les nucléides
restent dans les poumons plus longtemps
que le radon. Presque tout le radon
aspiré en une fois est dans l'expiration
qui suit, avant même qu'une dose
importante ait eu le temps de se
désintégrer et d'y faire sentir l'action
de son rayonnement dans les poumons.
Lorsqu'on respire les nucléides du
radon, au contraire, ceux-ci ont
tendance à adhérer aux parois
pulmonaires et d'y rester assez
longtemps pour se désintégrer et d'y
faire sentir la plus grande partie de
l'action de leur rayonnement. Dans
certains cas d'irradiation prolongée â
ces substances radioactives, le cancer
du poumon s'est déclaré. Aucun effet
génétique causé par la respiration du
radon n'est connu parce que les poumons
sont les seuls organes qui soient alors
exposés 3 un rayonnement tant soit peu
Important du radon et de ses nucléides.
Toutefois, les radiations gamma
provenant du radium et des nucléides du
radon qui se trouvent dans des matières
de remplissage radioactives peuvent
irradier tout le corps humain, y compris
les testicules de l'homme et les ovaires
de la femme.
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The Atonic Energy Control Board
(AECB) sets radiation dose limits,
derived from recommendations of the
International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRF).
Exposure guidelines for members of
the public have been set at one
picocurie of radon per litre of air
(lpCi/1) if exposure continued for 24
hours per day, 365 deys per year.
The long term limits set for
exposure to radon daughters may also
be expressed as .02 working level.

Concentrations of radon gas have been
discovered in housing in various
parts of Canada As radon generally
enters buildings by cracks and
openings through the concrete walls
and floors of the basement, counter
measures must be taken for CMHC
financed and insured housing
subjected to high natural radiation
levels. Since long term success is
expected only with cast in place
foundations, no other form of
construction is considered acceptable
for below grade enclosed basements.

Measures have been developed which
are designed to reduce the levels of
radon gas and radon daughters in
houses which permit the Corporation
to continue to provide financing for
projects in areas of high natural
radiation in the soil. In those
areas so designated, the following
measures may be used to meet the
provincial requirements for new
housing. Loans on existing houses
are not 3ubject to the additional
measures.

La Commission de contrôle de 1'énergie
atomique (CCEA) établit les doses
maximales de radiation en se fondant sur
les recommandations de la Commission
internationale de protection
radlologique (CIPR). Le degré maximal
d'exposition admis pour le public a été
fixe â un picocurie de radon par litre
d'air (1 pCi/1) si l'irradiation dure 24
heures par jours, 365 jours par an.
Quant à* la limite d'exposition aux
nuclëides du radon à* long terme elle
peut être exprimée comme étant le niveau
opératoire de .02.

A divers endroits du pays, on a
découvert des concentrations de radon
dans des habitations. Etant donne que
le radon s'infiltre dans les bâtiments
par les fissures ou les orifices des
murs et des planchers de béton du
sous-sol, il faut prendre des mesures de
protection, dans le cas des habitations
financées et assurées par la Société,
qui sont soumises â des niveaux élevés
de rayonnement naturel. Comme on ne
s'attend au succès 3 long terme de ces
mesures que si la fondation est coulée
sur place, aucun autre type de fondation
ne sera considéré comme acceptable pour
les sous-sols entièrement au-dessus du
niveau du sol.

Des mesures visant S. réduire les niveaux
de radon et de ses nucléides dans les
maisons, ont ëtê mises au point, grâce
auxquelles la Société peut encore
financer des projets dans des zones dont
le sol contient des niveaux élevés de
rayonnement naturel dans le sol. Dans
les zones ainsi désignées, on peut
prendre les mesures suivantes pour
satisfaire aux exigences provinciales
relatives aux nouvelles habitations.
Les prêts consentis pour des maisons
existantes ne sont pas touchés par ces
mesures supplémentaires.
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Method

Method

Method

Method

No.

No.

No.

No.

1

2

3

4

—

Sealed Basement System
for all buildings

Sealed Basement System
for existing houses

Sub-floor Ventilation

For single, semi-
detached and row houses

Crawl Space Ventilation
System

4 -

Méthode n*

Méthode n*

Méthode n*

Méthode n"

1:

2:

3:

4:

Système de sous-sol en
béton scallC pour tous
les immeubles

Système de sous-sol en
béton scellé pour les -
maisons existantes

Système de ventilation du
sous-plancher pour les
maisons individuelles,
jumelées et en bande

Système de ventilation du
vide sanitaire

Natural ventilation
suitable for single,
semi-detached and row
houses. Mechanical
ventilation for
apartment buildings.

Drawings 1 to 4 are intended to
Illustrate those special measures
that have been developed recently.
Other systems, materials and details
may be used provided the Corporation
is satisfied that the health
requirements can be reached and will
not lose its effectiveness through
time.

Système de ventilation
naturelle convenable pour
les maisons Individu-
elles, jumelées «ten
bande; et un système de
ventilation mécanique
pour les immeubles
d'appartements.

tes dessins 1 2 4 ont pour but
d'illustrer ces mesures spéciales qui
ont été mises au point récemment.
D'autres systèmes, matériaux et
techniques peuvent être utilisés, pourvu
que la Socletë reconnaisse que ces
autres méthodes peuvent répondre aux
exigences de la santé et qu'elles ne
perdront pas leur efficacité avec le
temps.

A.W. Mclntyre
Manager, Engin

Professional Standards and T« Directorate

A.W.
Gérant, Génie

Direction générale des Normes, de la technologie et des services spécialisés
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